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ABSTRACT 
The principle tenet of this Study is that place and its role in social process is 
poorly understood. This is a serious problem in human geography where one of the 
major tasks is to elucidate the spatial elements in social process. The resulting 
difficulties are compounded in empirical analysis where the spatial and social are 
highly disaggregated. Any response must, therefore, address these features of the 
problem if the situation is to be redressed. A twofold response was formulated. 
The first, concentrates at tention on labour exchange as a key element of social 
process and investigates spatial differences from the highly disaggregated local 
perspective. The second involves transferring Tukey's philosophy of 
E X P L O R A T O R Y DATA ANALYSIS to geographical research. This has been done 
to overcome analytical rigidities which impede progress where theory concept or da t a 
are sufficiently suspect as to cause uncertainty. Implementation of this strategy 
progresses from comparatively simple and conventional t rea tments of place in labour 
exchange to more sophisticated examinations which explore spatial aspects of 
differentiation in controlled analytical environments. 
Substantive investigation of labour exchange, from an exploratory point of 
view, provides powerful insights into the role of place in labour exchange because it 
is less constrained than conventional t reatments . These insights are manifest 
through analyses of extent and nature in differentiation between places. Results are 
of three types: s t ructure in place and social process which establish a prima facie 
case for more general analysis; structure of place in a widely defined social 
environment; s tructure in social process which is sufficiently general as to sustain 
hypotheses of ubiquitous spatial structure. These interim findings, of merit in their 
own right, combine to provide a sound foundation for proposition of a model 
relating place to social process. This model is significant because it reverses the 
principal tenet of traditional empirical models, which reduce place to the s ta tus of 
an analytical convenience, and argues that it is inherent in considerations of social 
process. 
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PREFACE 
The role of place in social process has been the subject of geographic research 
since the discipline's inception. Consequent ly , much is known about differences 
between place according to a large number of social variables but this knowledge is 
strangely ad hoc, being of a piecemeal and 'one off character . Place has been 
generally recognised as a useful ad junc t to social research but not a necessary 
element of it. The reason is t ha t spat ial research falls between two popular 
extremes: the macroanalyt ic , where there is a concentrat ion on high level 
(commonly nat ional) aggregates; and the microanalyt ic , where individual behaviour is 
the subject of interest . Both a l ternat ives are a t t rac t ive because they offer opposite 
perspectives on social process. The macro proposes general s t a t emen t s f rom the 
collective and the micro, models of behaviour f rom the par t icular . Recognising t ha t 
aggregates are composed of act ions taken by individuals, the former could be 
discarded as a dis tort ion of the la t ter , were it not for the observational l imitat ions 
of generalisation from the par t icular . Equally, the microanalyt ic could be discarded 
as unsusta inable since generalisation f rom the part icular requires gross assumption to 
s tandardise for the unique. This is also untenable as it is necessary to legitimise 
conclusions from the macroanalyt ic by foundat ions in individual behaviour. Spatial 
analysis provides a meso level of research (Holland,1976) introducing an al terable 
focus which facil i tates analyt ical t ransi t ion between macro and microanalyt ic 
extremes. Spatial research therefore represents an impor tan t ad ju s tmen t to the 
l imi ta t ions of prevalent t rends in analysis. 
This conclusion leaves little doubt t ha t spatial research is the na tura l extension 
of analyt ical extremes, representing an impor t an t development by revealing the 
analyt ical role of place in social research. It is clear t ha t place has not been 
recognised as being of significance in the vast major i ty of cases and been denegrated 
in some as 'spat ial fet ishism' . The pr imary defence against such criticisms is t ha t 
place is quali tat ively dist inct f rom other variables used to analyse social process. 
These are simply introduced as dimensions of variat ion which specify process 
whereas place is a par t i t ion of process, t ranscending all other variables used in its 
analysis (Smith,1977). Increasingly sophist icated definit ions of place f rom differing 
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epistemological perspectives have also been advanced to increase the concepts 
credibil i ty (best exemplified by Tuan , ]977 ) . Al though technically support ive of 
significance, these have had li t t le discernable effect as they do not generally address 
t he role of place in social process as dist inct from social research. The role of place 
in social process mus t be established if it is to gain credibility in social research. 
The most imaginat ive response to this problem has developed in recent 
l i t e ra tu re which can be typified as theoret ico-abst rac t (grand theory) . This has 
emerged because of dissatisfaction with existing geographic research and a t t e m p t s to 
develop theories which explicitly include place in social process f rom abs t rac t 
concept (Soja,1980; Urry,1981; and also see the edited work of Gregory and 
Urry,1985) . Though innovative, these t r e a tmen t s of place in social process are of 
l i t t le applied benefit for two reasons. Fi rs t , they are poorly founded in observation 
which is at best informal, often relying on casual impressions and abs t rac t ions suited 
to ideological a rgumen t . Second, there is a penchant for proposing general 
relat ionships which ignore the par t icular and , therefore, limit insights into the role 
of place in social process. The result is an over extended theoretical development 
which has become detached f rom observat ion and is very difficult to examine due to 
the level of debate . An empirical a l te rna t ive is required to counter th is s i tuat ion. 
Unfor tuna te ly , empirical approaches to spatial research have been remarkable 
for their lack of progress in this field and are at least part ial ly responsible for 
emergence of the theoret ico-abst ract response. Two grave problems confront 
empirical analyses of place in social process. First ly, mater ia l f rom theoretico-
abs t r ac t t r e a tmen t s is of negligible value in formulat ion of empirical analyses as 
there is little reference to spatial or social detail which must character ise such an 
effort . As a result , any theoret ical base is more likely to be founded in constructs 
designed to generate tes table hypotheses but , as will be seen, even these are of 
min imal use in th is case. Explorat ion, with its emphases on unconstra ined search 
and p ragmat i sm, offers scope for depar tu re f rom analytical conventions. This is 
cri t ical as it increases flexibility of response and so the likelihood of unravelling 
place and its role in social process. The second problem arises f rom the concept of 
social process which embraces an extremely broad range of human endeavours . The 
a b s t r a c t theoris ts have few practical difficulties in this regard due to their 
d e t a c h m e n t f rom detailed observation which increases scope to t raverse broadly 
ranging issues. Empirical responses do not have this advan tage and social process 
m u s t be par t i t ioned into workable elements . Labour exchange is one aspect of 
social process which is of considerable analyt ical and human significance. It is 
a rguab ly central to the operat ion of social process, providing the link between 
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formal product ion and wider facets of social activity through dis tr ibut ion of benefits 
f rom work. It has, therefore, been nominated as the main feature of process to be 
examined in this Study. 
The following analysis commences a t this point . Its subs tant ive element is 
primari ly empirical , being abashedly pragmat ic and inductive in character . It 
dispenses with the puzzles of grand theory, not as a rejection but of necessity, 
recognising how little is actually known and the primitiveness of 'social science' 
when faced with truly complex problems. The conceptualisation of place is one of 
existing divisions in space, seeking to use the available to achieve the a t ta inable and 
so take steps to unravel the problem of place in social process. 
Note to the Reader: A glossary of terms is a t tached and this should be used 
as several specialist fields are covered in this Study. Also, the reader may find it 
useful to proceed directly to the postscript as it explains the longer te rm context of 
this Study. 
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CHAPTER 1 
AN EMPIRICAL INVESTIGATION OF PLACE IN LABOUR EXCHANGE 
- THE RESEARCH PROBLEM 
The purpose of this Study is to investigate the role of place in labour 
exchange which is poorly understood because of insufficient empirical work. This 
can be redressed by empirically seeking s t ruc ture in the form of outcomes f rom 
labour exchange through an exploratory d a t a analysis of extent and na ture in local 
differentiat ion. Spatial analysis of labour exchange differences is necessary because 
of serious concerns t ha t aggregate analyses implicitly assume tha t findings a t the 
nat ional level are applicable a t the local level or t ha t local s t ructures can be 
"unproblematical ly taken as representat ive" of higher level aggregates 
(Urry,1983,123). The scale of spatial analysis advocated relates labour exchange to 
the places in which people live and seeks to uncover evidence of locational 
s t ruc tures subsumed in aggregate analyses at the nat ional or s ta te level. 
Critical evaluat ion of the research problem reveals t ha t it embraces five major 
themes which determine the character of subsequent analysis: 
i) A concern with outcomes from the labour exchange process. 
ii) An empirical or ientat ion towards the form of differences as opposed to 
the processes which cause them. 
iii) Investigation of not only differences in extent but more impor tant ly 
qual i tat ive differences in the na ture of exchange between local areas. 
iv) A fine scale of spatial disaggregation focussing on local differences with a 
stronger basis in communi ty than higher level aggregations. 
v) Transfer of Tukey ' s exploratory da t a analysis philosophy, with its 
ramificat ions for problem solving, da ta usage, technical manipula t ion and 
in terpre ta t ion , to spat ial research. 
W i t h the exception of exploratory da t a analysis each of these themes has received 
considerable a t t en t ion in geographic research but it is the combination of these 
which distinguishes this Study. 
The context for this analysis is nonmetropol i tan New South Wales (N.S.W.) 
for the period 1966-76. This area was chosen because investigation of na ture in 
differentiat ion requires the use of large da ta sets. As will be seen this const i tutes a 
substant ia l operational problem which is compounded when information f rom 
different periods is sought. Nonmetropoli tan N.S.W. offers advantages of a 
substant ia l number of areas and a high degree of internal diversity. The period 
1966-76 was chosen because it embraced the major post war changes in labour 
exchange experience, ranging from near full employment to severe economic 
recession. This offers unprecedented scope in postwar years to investigate place 
under different circumstances. With this context established a t ten t ion can now be 
turned to a systematic examination of this Study 's conceptual themes. 
The major objective of this Chapter is to elucidate the research problem's 
substant ive element. This can be done best using the research themes which 
const i tute the problem's conceptual foundation. The fifth theme, dealing with 
exploratory d a t a analysis, will be reserved for separate discussion in the next 
chapter because it provides an impor tant extension of geographic research options. 
The remaining four will be examined according to their methodological 
relationships, with labour exchange being treated first as the common element of 
place, followed by a review of form/process, as al ternat ive views of the spatial 
problematic in labour exchange, and ex ten t /na tu re in differentiation, as contrasting 
t rea tments . The problem of place will be examined last in the purely analytical 
context of selecting a suitable unit for observation and in part icular justifying the 
choice. Examinat ion of themat ic material for each element of the Study will be 
highly selective with the objective being to filter debate and construe it in terms 
relevant only to formulat ion of empirical analysis. This means discarding many of 
the abstract aspects of debate to provide contrast with the more recent discussion of 
these themes, since applied l imitat ions are not only recognised but stressed. 
1.1 T h e Labour E x c h a n g e P r o c e s s 
Labour exchange is the major social process governing the direction of research 
in this Study. It is a complex social process and has received a great deal of 
a t ten t ion with specialist fields developing, such as labour economics, which are 
exclusively concerned with this phenomena. As these developments have occurred, 
t r ea tments of labour exchange have become increasingly rarefied and conceptual 
specifications esoteric. This trend is clearest in labour economics where neoclassical 
models increased in technical complexity but at the same t ime became more 
dependent on general assumptions, narrow preconceptions and high level abstract ion. 
Such models are unsuited to exploration because they impose a rigid structure. An 
al ternat ive can be proposed to provide a more suitable analytical context. This will 
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be done by first examining the more conventional model, its sources of l imita t ion 
and then a more s treamlined a l te rna t ive which is of greater use as a conceptual 
context for explorat ion. 
In Aust ra l ia , the mechanism allocating work to individuals and individuals to 
work is usually described as a labour marke t . However, as a point of depar tu re , 
the labour market description is inadequate because the mechanism is not 
indisputably a market. For the allocation mechanism to be accurately described in 
th is way it mus t satisfy a number of condit ions which become more s t r ingent as the 
concept of marke t becomes more precise. At its most basic level the allocation 
mechanism depends on the existence of price-quanti ty relat ionships if it is to be 
described as a market (Fleisher,1970; Pe r lman , 1969). The quant i ty element of the 
relat ionship refers jointly to the quant i ty of labour requiring work and the quant i ty 
of work requiring labour, while the price mechanism operates as the pr imary device 
for resolving requirement differences. 
In its elementary form, the perfectly competi t ive labour marke t , this model of 
exchange depends on a series of simplifying assumpt ions which have minimal 
application in real world s i tuat ions but wi thout which the model is difficult to 
por t ray as an analytical device. For example: homogeneity of labour; remunera t ion 
differences refiective of product ivi ty; perfect information amongst workers and 
employers; and no collusion between members of either group (Rees,1979). Hurst 
(1972,18) has observed t h a t such models of exchange are dangerously misleading 
because they a t t e m p t to describe the "social reality of their t ime". The models of 
man which result are dehumanis ing (Walmsley,1984; Wallace,1978) and extremely 
restrict ive (Katouzian,1980; Bensusan-But t ,1978) . The necessary condit ions for 
por t rayal of exchange in t e rms of neoclassical marke ts are therefore very difficult to 
satisfy. 
Whilst some of these conditions apply in certain s i tuat ions they are unlikely to 
be generally applicable in most . King describes the s i tuat ion as follows: 
Neoclassical economists (e.g. Hicks) t rea ted labour markets as close 
approx imat ions to the perfect marke t s described in most elementary text 
books... Kerr suggests t h a t the ' n a t u r a l ' market for labour is quite 
different: ' the average worker has a narrowly confined view of the marke t 
and in addit ion is not an alert par t ic ipant in i t ' . . .a conclusion which is 
suppor ted by exhaust ive empirical research.. . Tradi t ional models allowed for 
' f r ic t ions ' in the operat ion of labour markets , bu t substant ial ly 
underes t imated their significance. Moreover, employers typically exercise a 
certain degree of control over the marke t , through taci t collusion... Nor is 
labour homogeneous, even within broad occupational groups. 
These considerations cast doubts on a t t e m p t s to analyse labour marke t s 
as a mat r ix of perfect sub-markets ; in each of which a single wage ra te 
prevails and within which workers are willing to move.. .(1972,13). 
It can only be accepted that if the mechanism for allocating labour and work in 
Austral ia can be described as a market that it is imperfect and more likely to be 
representative of the long run than the short(Gregory,1982). 
A second level of debate lies in the challenge which arises from those who 
claim that the mechanism for allocating labour and work is not dominated by 
impersonal market forces but human institutions (Miernyk,1973; King,1972,14). This 
claim can be supported by reference to the uniqueness of labour as a factor of 
production. Horn states: 
...most of us are providers and users of labour services. This human, 
personal, character of work activity distinguishes labour from the other, 
inanimate, factors of production - land and capital - and requires us to 
view it against the social and institutional backgrounds of different 
countries. (1975,1) 
The essential argument is that the so called imperfections affecting the market have 
reached a stage where the price mechanism is no longer the sole instrument of 
allocation. The organisation of workers into unions and employers into industrial 
associations is frequently used as an example of the market mechanism's demise 
because interaction between the two is no longer atomistic but organisational. 
Alternative market structures, portraying situations of monopolistic or oligopolistic 
competition, may be more realistic but these are also usually predicated on 
restrictive assumptions. Though these structures challenge the applicability of the 
market model, the debate as to whether exchange operates through an imperfect 
market or institutional framework has not been satisfactorily resolved. Gregory's 
recent comment is illustrative: 
There has always been a long standing tension in labour economics 
between those who devote their life to the study of labour markets and 
tend to emphasise the role of institutions in the determination of wages, 
and those whose primary interest often lies elsewhere in economics, who 
tend to emphasise that at the end of the day the labour market is much 
like any market - excess demand for labour causes the wage to rise in the 
same way that an excess demand for eggs causes the price of eggs to 
increase. (1982,6) 
Rather than erroneously describe the exchange problem as being dominated by either 
market forces or human institutions a more general view of labour exchange is 
preferred. 
A schematic model will be developed here which isolates the key features of 
exchange without assumptions as to the character of actual allocation mechanisms. 
The purpose of such a model is to focus attention on major elements of the 
problem which may be of interest in empirical spatial analysis without becoming 
embroiled in the philosophical debate as to desirability of alternative allocation 
mechanisms (Clark,1981). A wide range of schematic models already exist but these 
are unsuitable because: they either assume one allocation mechanisms, as with 
stock-flow models, and so by implication raise the philosophical debates to be 
avoided here (Holt and David,1966,79; Holt et.al.,1977,18; Gregory and 
Strieker,1981); are purpose specific and therefore insufficiently general for this Study 
(Eisenhawer,1971; Cleave and Cordey-Hayes,1977,18); or are macroeconomic with 
data requirements which cannot be satisfied at the local scale (see references for 
stock-flow models and Siedule, Skoulas and Newton,1965,5; Mukerjee,1976). Apart 
from format these models have been of little conceptual use in this Study. 
The model developed in response to this situation is shown in its simplest 
form in Figure 1.1(a). It proposes a three component view of the labour exchange 
problem with a 'black box' allocation procedure. The three major components of 
the problem are (I) requirements for work, (II) requirements for labour and (III) 
exchange outcomes resulting from resolution of these alternative requirements by the 
allocation mechanism. This representation of labour exchange offers one major 
advantage. It subsumes the philosophical debate as to the character of actual 
allocation mechanisms and their desirability, not by interminable complication but 
by increased generality. This is important for three reasons: it does not place 
unrealistic requirements on the data base; allocation mechanisms may differ between 
localised economies; and it puts the allocation mechanism into a broader conceptual 
context ( a problem often ignored in research oriented solely towards models of its 
operation). As such it provides a foundation for directing empirical research into 
specific aspects of labour exchange. 
The schema outlined in Figure 1.1(a) ideally applies to individual transactions 
between those with work and labour requirements. The allocation mechanism 
incorporated into the model represents the environmental conditions under which 
exchange occurs and outcomes, the result of exchange efforts. This constitutes a 
starting point for extensive theoretical discourse on labour exchange and the 
desirability of varying environmental conditions which impinge upon it. This 
avenue, whilst developmentally important, is closed to much empirical work because 
data are usually not available at the scale of individual transactions for interarea 
studies. As a consequence partial analysis, based on aggregates for individual 
components of the exchange model, is all that can be attained. Strictly, insight is 
therefore limited to aggregations of requirement or outcome components of the 
model for areal or aspatial units. 
The various components of the exchange process can be characterised by 
F i g u r e 1-1: Three C o m p o n e n t Descr ipt ion of the 
Labour Exchange Process 
(a) Simple labour exchange problem 
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FOR WORK 
ALLOCATION 
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(b) Example of extensions which can be envisaged for the labour exchange description of the 
allocation problem with variables suited to higher levels of aggregation 
• sex 
• age 
• family size 
• work preferences 
• physical and mental 
disabil i t ies 
• etc. 
skill composit ion 
types of f irm 
industry composit ion 
labour/capital ratios 
dependence on 
protection 
etc. 
employment growth 
quantity of work 
income 
unemployment 
extent of participation 
locational mobility 
etc. 
industrial disputes 
levels of output 
value added 
profitabil i ty 
etc. 
identifiable elements of the exchange process as shown in Figure 1.1(b). For 
empirical purposes this is entirely dependent on availability of information for 
chosen observational units, of which more is said below. It is difficult to assign 
most features of exchange to any one component of the model because information 
has not been collected to satisfy its requirements and each variable can be 
interpreted in numerous ways. For clarity the outcomes component of the model 
has been further distinguished into two major elements since some information 
refiects work or labour oriented outcomes from exchange. As can be seen, work and 
labour requirements vary according to an extreme range of conditional circumstances 
such as current income, family size, industry and capital-labour ratios whilst 
outcomes for aggregate units are reflected in diverse factors such as participation 
and income. The selection used here is deliberately partial as it reflects the 
problems of empirical analysis where data on many characteristics, even at highly 
aggregate scales, are not available. 
Even the illustrative selection of characteristics used here reveals an 
exceedingly complex mosaic of labour exchange outcomes and requirements. These, 
it could be argued, reflect division of labour with its implications for distiction 
between projects and tasks in the course of production (Walker, 1985,173). From 
this point it is conceivable that a conceptual framework concerning the spatial 
division of labour could be adopted from the abstract theoretical material 
(VValker,op.cit.; Ward,1985; Urry,1985) which has developed in recent times. This is 
ill-advised for two reasons. Firstly, much of the development has occurred without 
reference to empirical analysis so that its information requirements cannot be 
satisfied on an areal basis. Secondly, there is no evidence that general structures 
reflective of labour division by project, task or area will emerge. Hence the 
guidance of empirically detached theory may mislead when structured exploration 
can provide a much needed foundation in formal observation for theoretical 
developments. 
It has been decided in this Study to concentrate attention on only one facet of 
the labour exchange process, i.e. exchange outcomes from a work requirements 
perspective. This focus on outcomes from social process is not unusual and is often 
justified from an indicators or quasi indicators stance (Logan, 1970;120; 
Hill,1977,63). The attendant arguments relate to such phenomena as impact of the 
recession (Australia-Committee to Advise on Policies for Manufacturing 
Industry,1975; Australia-Study Group on Structural Adjustment, 1979; 
Linge,1976;Mellors,1978) and the role of labour exchange in the distribution of 
material wealth (Morrill and Wohlenberg,1971,49; Callaway,1971,145; Cordon,1972,6; 
Cox,1976,427-428; Manning,1976,136; Australia-Commission of Inquiry into 
Poverty,1975,188). However, labour exchange is commonly only one part of such 
studies and is not an exclusive focus, as in this case. These justifications are of 
less direct interest in this Study because of its focus on place in labour exchange, 
being most relevant to the data intensive element of the analysis (see Chapter 2). 
It is therefore the spatial element of this analysis which governs subsequent 
treatments of social process. This has influenced the decision to concentrate on 
labour exchange and more particularly one component of it. This will be done in 
three ways. Firstly, the focus on labour exchange is important because it is highly 
integrated with wider social process (Badcock, Jaensch and Williams, 1977,61). The 
significance of this was recognised by Shevky and Bell in their classical treatise on 
spatial differentiation: 
...no single set of closely related facts tells us more about a total society 
as do the statistics discussing the working population. (1955,61) 
Spatially, this claim is self sustaining because local areas are microcosms of society 
as a whole. Identification of substantial differences in place can only be attained 
through phenomena which are integral to the operation of wider social process. The 
employment relation is one such phenomenon because it relates labour to capital, 
people to consumption, consumption to production and one individual to another. 
The specific focus on work oriented outcomes concentrates on the substance of place 
which is people (Pred,1985) as opposed to production which would be the case were 
a labour requirements perspective adopted. This consideration is reinforced by the 
second where work already done (outside of the indicators movement in 
industry/occupational structure studies) is closely related to the requirement 
components of the model. Whilst respecifications have been suggested in the 
theoretical literature (Walker, 1985) this field is relatively well served. Finally 
analysis, of outcomes from a work oriented perspective is most practical because 
data are more readily available than for labour requirement outcomes where spatial 
analysis are concerned. 
This final point raises the problem of data availability mentioned earlier. This 
is widely accepted as a benign limiting constraint on empirical analysis^ This is 
not the case and particularly so in spatial analysis where there is a complete 
reliance on secondary data. The most obvious effect of this is on the range of 
^The ideal method of collecting labour exchange data, as in broadly related fields (Rimmer,1969; 
Colquhoun,1977; Cleland, Goldsworthy and Stimson,1978; Robins,1978; O'Neil ,1980), is by generation from 
primary sources. This approach is only possible where subject matter is seriously prescribed by area or 
some other feature such as industry. It is therefore not usually applicable where widely ranging interarea 
studies are concerned 
choices available to empirical analysts. The result is a compromise where available 
data must be reconciled with that desired in order to investigate particular types of 
problem. Walker (1979,175) has noted this problem and Logan et.al. have 
summarised the position with regard to one selection as follows: 
The variables selected from the 1971 census are far from ideal for the 
purpose, but represent the best that can be done, with existing census 
material. (1975,61) 
As a result it is often not possible to investigate social phenomena in an interarea 
environment without distortion. 
More seriously however, pursuance of many research directions is seriously 
restricted because available information has been collected in accordance with some 
accepted perception of the problem. This is very clearly the case where labour 
issues are concerned because the market model is so dominant. Information has 
been collected in accord with the tenets and definitions of this model rather than 
the more general conceptualisation of labour exchange. This problem has become so 
severe in Australia for researchers attempting to adopt alternative views that 
Curtain (1983,30) has been prompted to comment that it has led unemployment 
research into a cul de sac. The prescriptive character of information and concepts 
underlying its collection have therefore precluded many alternative treatments of the 
problem. Spatial analysts are thus confronted with the unenviable task of 
reconciling existent information with labour exchange research. 
The labour exchange process has now been defined and the rationale for 
examining outcomes from it discussed. As used here it emphasises the exchange 
problem as opposed to the mechanisms which resolve it. In so doing a context has 
been developed for direction of research towards outcomes from the exchange 
process. As this focus on labour exchange outcomes is to be investigated in a 
spatial framework attention must now be turned to the mode of investigation which, 
in this case, emphasises spatial form as opposed to locationally disaggregated 
process. 
1.2 Local F o r m and Process 
In focussing on interarea differentiation this Study concentrates on the analysis 
of form in order to explore the spatial manifestations of labour exchange and by 
direct implication, the significance of place in social process. Although a 
longstanding pursuit of geographers it was found that the literature on spatial 
analysis devoted little attention to the concept of form, its relationship to process or 
its role in problem solving. References to form and process which were found can 
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be categorised as incidental , geonnetric, abs t r ac t and applied^. The most common 
and least useful references to form and process were incidental , assuming t h a t 
meaning was unders tood. This is unjust i f iable because there are three generic 
t r e a t m e n t s which can be adopted . The geometric view, popularised by Bunge 
(1962), is of l i t t le value in formula t ing an empirical s tudy of spat ial differences in 
labour exchange because it is preoccupied with a technical view of form and 
divorced f rom social process. The most recent view of this problem is the abs t rac t 
t r e a t m e n t (Gregory,1978; Soja,1980), a l though more sophist icated than initial efforts 
it has become esoteric in an empirical sense because of its dependence on complex 
abs t r ac t phenomena. These are so general as to prohibit detailed empirical analysis. 
As a result , these t r e a tmen t s are of l i t t le use in the format ive stages of a detailed 
empirical analysis. In con t ras t , the applied t r ea tmen t was designed to support 
spat ial analysis of social phenomena, mainly within the city. Whilst it is not so 
sophist icated as the abs t rac t t r e a t m e n t s it is more relevant in this case. For this 
reason, the applied concepts have been selected for t r e a tmen t in this format ive stage 
of research. 
Given the emphases in geographic research on spatial analysis, neglect of the 
form concept is surprising. The reasons for this are unclear but there are 
indicat ions of an inaccurate preconception in the l i tera ture t h a t the form concept is 
so elementary as to be a foregone conclusion. Adams, Abler and Gould, as pioneers 
of the applied school, have epitomised this a t t i t u d e assuming the only application of 
form to analysis as being description: 
The emphasis in contemporary geography on spatial s t ruc ture [substi tute 
t e rm for form] is somewhat misleading, because it overemphasises 
dis t r ibut ions to the neglect of spatial processes which interact causally with 
them. (1971,60) 
This criticism is contextual , applying only where description is the objective of form 
analyses and valid only where description has been completed with fur ther efforts 
being repeti t ive. Analyses of form, however, have the potential to extend beyond 
descript ion because of the relat ionship between form and process. Definit ions of 
form and process, in conjunct ion with this relat ionship, must then be considered in 
more detail . 
The definit ions of form and process used in other s tudies vary in detail and 
specificity because they are often task oriented. The definit ions to be used here will 
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B l a u t (1961) ident i f ied t he ex is tence of two types of space, one abso lu te , to which geometr ic views of 
fo rm a re mos t app l icab le and a n o t h e r descr ibed as re la t iv is t ic or K a n t i a n , to which the appl ied or a b s t r a c t 
views are most a p p r o p r i a t e . 
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not faithfully reflect those of any general usage but the needs of this Study. The 
terms used when referring to form also vary, e.g. pat tern, s t ructure and 
morphometry . The need for adherence to one term in this Study is required as the 
terms pat tern and structure have more precise meanings (see below) and cannot be 
used in the same 'loose' manner encountered in the general literature. The form 
and process concepts have been most used in recent times by urban geographers as 
a way of partit ioning research objectives. Unfortunately many of the discussions, 
such as tha t by Bourne (1971,69-74, 133-140), are disappointing as only indirect or 
brief references are made. Carter 's references improve as they are direct: 
form is taken to refer to the morphological or anatomical aspects (of the 
city)... and process to the functional or physiological aspects. (1972,13) 
Though the meaning is clear these definitions of form and process are unsatisfactory 
because they rely on analogy and as a result lack conceptual precision. Harvey 
offers a more precise view on the subject: 
The technical meaning of the term 'process' is rather different from its 
ordinary everyday interpretation. In the ordinary sense we frequently use 
process to refer to any sequence of events over time. Such usage has little 
to recommend it in the context of explanation, for it fails to differentiate 
between any sequence of events (which cannot be regarded as explaining 
anything in particular) and a sequence which is connected by some 
established mechanism (and which can thus be regarded as explanatory). 
(1969,419) 
Unfortunately Harvey is one of those who treats form as a foregone conclusion and 
only refers to process. By implication, form could be seen as defined by outcomes 
from sequences of events. Another problem with Harvey's view is that it is limited 
to a temporal context and therefore lacks generality. Adams, Abler and Gould 
advance a more general view of form and process which is not reliant on analogy 
and is consequently more precise than Carter ' s (note: structure is their substi tute 
term for form): 
The spatial structure of a distribution is both the location of each 
element relative to each of the others and the location of each element 
relative to all others taken together ...(and) spatial processes are 
mechanisms which produce the spatial structures of ditributions. (1971,60) 
As this view of the definitions of form and process is both comprehensive and 
precise it is the one adopted for future reference. 
Two kinds of form will be distinguished in this Study because of the 
importance it is accorded, one being labelled pat tern and the other structure. 
Pa t t e rn is the more general of the two and describes any spatial distribution 
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regardless of meaning. In order to qualify as structure a pattern must contain 
elements which can be related meaningfully through either spatial association or 
other features of place. The distinction between pattern and structure is in reality 
very difficult to make because it is dependent on perception, where all intrinsic 
characteristics of place are not known. Hence diagnosis of a spatial distribution as 
being pattern does not imply that it is meaningless at a more general level but that 
its structuring factors are not immediately apparent. 
This problem with analysis of form has been recognised by Gregory (Johnston, 
Gregory, Haggett, Smith, Stoddart,1981,322) who raises the conundrum of 
equifmality as opposed to mult i fmal i ty whereby several processes produce similar 
patterns and similar processes divergent patterns. This problem is greatest where 
observations are not restricted to specific fields, as has been the case with social 
indicators, where Hurst (1980,9) has noted indices so diverse as "sexual deviance 
(!!), suicide, hunger and crime" being used in combination. This problem can be 
offset by targetting research to more specific social phenomena. It must be 
recognised in this context that controlled manipulat ion of form provides one of the 
few avenues for investigation of spatially disaggregated social process. This is 
dependent on the relationship between form and process. 
The relationship between concepts of form and process has thus far been 
ignored. Arguably, both are artificial constructs designed to partition empirical 
analyses into one of two categories for convenience of reference and labelling when 
in reality they are not clearly separable. In doing so, differences of degree are 
represented as differences of kind. This is fine for convenience but creates problems 
as the integral relationship of form and process is ignored. The difficulty which 
arises is that the two kinds of analysis are treated as though they are independent. 
Adams, Abler and Gould (1971,60) deny this possibility arguing that form and 
process are "circularly causal" with process influencing form and form impinging on 
process. This relationship has recurred in the most recent abstract combinations of 
the problem (Soja,1981; Giddens,1985) and shows a conceptual convergence of the 
applied and abstract treatments of form and process. Regrettably the latter cannot 
be regarded as an extension of the former because the abstract treatments have a 
very different epistemological base. It is agreed, however, that analysis of form and 
process are interdependent, with form providing an opportunity to gain insights into 
process. Indeed this relationship is so close that Blaut (1961) was prompted to 
claim that form (he used structure) is merely one view of process. Regardless of 
specificity it is this relationship which sustains the analysis of form as the primary 
channel for empirical exploration of process. 
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Irrespective of this relat ionship, and the recognised power of analyses of form, 
cri t icisms akin to those of Adams, Abler and Gould (op.cit .) still persist . Cooper 
recently expressed his f rus t ra t ion with the current direction in spat ial analysis: 
Even with the discovery of inequali t ies in resource d is t r ibut ion within 
regional and urban systems. . . regional scientists seem still more concerned 
wi th observing spat ial differences than with providing convincing societal 
explanat ions for why these should occur.. . Analysis therefore remains a t the 
level of the superficial. (1981,2) 
The question which arises in the light of such criticism is: why should the analysis 
of locational form persist? It could be argued tha t the s tudy of spat ial form has 
led research into one of Cur t a in ' s (op.cit .)cu/ de sacs and , through inept i tude of the 
field's pract i t ioners , the fruit lessness of this pursui t has not yet been realised. This 
possibility cannot be denied, and if Zelinsky's view t h a t the social sciences are "a 
refuge for mediocre personnel" is accepted, it might even be regarded as likely 
(quoted in Johnson,1979,161). 
If Zelinsky's view, and so Cooper ' s criticisms, are not to prevail by defaul t , 
three a l te rna t ive views should be enter ta ined before acceptance. The first of these 
s tems f rom the social and economic impor tance of spat ial analysis. This a rgument 
is condit ional and varies in intensity f rom the level where locational different iat ion 
is seen as being essential to any 'p roper ' unders tanding of economic or social 
phenomena , to t ha t where it is supplementary and only a source of casual interest . 
Cooper (1978,2) all but dismissed this kind of just i f icat ion arguing t h a t such studies 
only reflect " the fact of human existence". This view appears to unders ta te how 
theory will be developed in the absence of observations concerning this ' fac t ' . While 
the significance of local differentiat ion undoubtedly provides some just i f icat ion, it 
applies equally to empirical invest igations of form and process and can therefore not 
be used as just i f icat ion for analysing form as opposed to process. 
The second a l ternat ive arises f rom the notion presented by Adams , Abler and 
Gould , t h a t analyses of form are "easier" to manage: 
Why geographers are so much more aware of d is t r ibut ions t han of the 
processes which produce them is not clear; it is probably because 
d is t r ibut ions of s ta t ic things are easier to observe and record.. . t han the 
processes which produce them. (1971,60) 
This explanat ion is superficial and suppor t s Zelinsky's inept i tude view as it doubts 
the abili ty of the researcher to identify links between elements of the various 
pa t t e rns . Substant ia l work has been done on the processes which produce spat ial 
d i s t r ibut ions (see for example Hagget t , Cliff and Frey,1977) and indicates a s t rong 
awareness of this facet of spat ial research. 
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The third alternative seeks a response to the critics in the character of spatial 
analysis. This has two features: an inherent complexity and a relative immaturity. 
Taking each in turn, the problems of spatial analysis are greater than those 
encountered in many aspatial studies because an additional element has been 
introduced to all propositions, i.e. locational variation, with each area constituting 
an extra dimension in analysis^. This point was recognised two decades ago by 
Blaut in one of the earlier examinations of the form-process debate as it is now 
understood: 
...the scale or magnitude of a geographic problem is necessarily greater 
than that of any problem concerning the objects themselves. (1961,5) 
Blaut's view is a timely reminder of the difficulties faced in spatial research where 
the sufficiency of form analyses can only be assessed by reference to the diversity of 
research problems and not the absolute quantity of material processed. Cooper's 
'rush' towards direct models of process must be qualified in these terms because 
they can only be inadequate in the absence of empirical preparation. Contemporary 
analyses of spatial form are also comparatively immature because access to 
information and techniques for processing have increased dramatically. The effect is 
that previous analyses are becoming increasingly crude because they are too highly 
aggregated in terms of the information used and hypotheses concerning process must 
also tend to become increasingly inadequate. Unfortunately, these advances have 
not been supported by greater conceptual control nor has the information increase 
necessarily been of the needed type. However, spatial analysis has changed and 
assumptions that sufficient work on form has been completed can only be accepted 
if previous limitations on detail are also accepted. The difficulty is that regularities 
used to generate hypotheses (Haggett, Cliff and Frey, 1977,259) may be overly crude 
and lead to misspecification of process. As the two types of analysis are integral, 
continued analysis of form is essential if adequate empirical direction is to be 
provided to theories and eventually, models of process. 
An important general question arises from this conclusion: when is it desirable 
to adopt analyses of spatial form as a channel for investigating social process as 
opposed testing hypotheses or attempting to model process in space? One basis for 
judgement would be to accept the approach offering superior insights into locational 
differentiation, allowing for the limitations of data and theory. Such a proposition 
is ostensibly sound because the qualifications make it situational. From this it 
^Zel insky ( Jchnson ,1979 ,161) has also recognised the di f f icul ty of the subject ma t te r studied in the 
"social sciences' as a reason for their slow pace of deve lopment . 
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could be concluded t h a t s tudies of form might be more desirable under cer ta in 
c i rcumstances , e.g. when theory is weak or insufficient d a t a are avai lable to model 
processes a t a local level. 
Unfor tuna te ly , the s i tuat ion which prevails in geographic research is more 
complex because the an tecedents of socio-spatial theories, designed to conceptual ise 
process, are quest ionable on three grounds. Fi rs t ly , conceptual isat ions of process are 
often founded in informal observation of ou tcomes f rom process with the consequence 
t h a t they only have the s t a t u s of informal hypotheses or sets of hypotheses. As a 
result , formal analyses of outcomes f rom process are more reliable because they 
generate formal hypotheses. Secondly, theories developed in this manner are 
applicable to only the c i rcumstances of the original observat ion yet as theories they 
are, by implicat ion, more general than formal hypotheses and thus , applicabil i ty is 
overs ta ted . Thi rd ly , contemporary theory is inevitably part ial whilst process is 
holistic. This requires an assumption t h a t process can be par t i t ioned when this 
may result in subs tant ia l dis tor t ion. As a result , the foundat ions of theory 
embracing process must be established before it can be accepted t h a t analyses of 
form have been sufficient to meri t hypothesis tes t ing or modelling. 
Analysis of social process, through invest igat ion of areal form, is substant ia l ly 
more impor t an t than generally recognised when spat ial disaggregation is introduced 
because it has the capacity to provide insights into spatially disaggregated process 
which would be otherwise unobta inable . This arises f rom the empirical overlap 
between form and process which is seemingly ignored in wha t is an inherently 
artificial dist inct ion. The meri ts of analyses of form increase markedly when their 
jus t i f ica t ions are considered and the problems with theoretical t r ea tmen t s of process 
highlighted. The widely accepted concern with empirically specifiable models of 
spatially disaggregated social process appears to be distinctly p remature in many 
fields where the rud iments of form have not been thoroughly documented . It 
remains then to consider the options available for analysis of form. There has been 
a preoccupat ion with analyses of extent in different ia t ion deriving from geography 's 
' a t l a s t r ad i t ion ' . This has been unfo r tuna te because, a l though analyses of extent 
have proven exceedingly useful, differences in na tu re between places have received 
very litt le emphasis . It is to these choices, as an extension of analysis of form, 
t h a t a t t en t ion mus t now be directed. 
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1.3 Local DifTerentiation : The Concepts of Extent and Nature . 
Form and process are the objects of spat ia l analysis bu t the concepts of extent 
and na tu re in locational different iat ion joint ly cons t i tu te means for invest igat ing it. 
Though indirectly referred to in literature'^ on topics so diverse as regionalisation, 
social area analysis and spat ial indicators , they remain implicit and ill defined. The 
effect, as with form and process, is lack of precision in use and a poor 
unders tand ing of relat ionships between the two. This can only lead to confusion 
concerning the role of place in social process. As a resul t , the concepts of extent 
and na tu re in d i f ferent ia t ion, and factors confusing their empirical appl icat ion, must 
be examined. 
Turn ing first to the concept of ex tent in spat ial different iat ion. This is 
generally recognised as referring to degrees of locational dist inct ion according to one 
dimension of var ia t ion , such as unemployment or employment growth . The key 
feature of this view is its reliance on one aspect of areal character to document 
dist inct ions of place. This is acceptable where interest is restricted to one aspect of 
social process. Conversely, utili ty diminishes as the l imi ta t ions of such an interest 
are recognised in the context of complex social process and more representa t ive 
views of form are sought . This concept is comparat ively simple and well understood 
through the socio-economic a t las t radi t ion which has been largely responsible for 
document ing spat ial d is t r ibut ions . Na ture in dif ferent ia t ion is poorly understood by 
comparison because it is alien to the a t las t rad i t ion . The simplest t r e a tmen t of 
na tu re in dif ferent ia t ion is to assume tha t it is a direct extension of the extent 
s i tua t ion whereby na tu re is introduced to analyses by incorporat ion of addi t ional 
dimensions. This is insufficient because na tu re in different iat ion is concerned with 
the essence of place as manifest through the operat ion of part icular social processes 
such as labour exchange. As such, it is not concerned with degrees of difference on 
par t icu lar dimensions but in the types of place which exist as more general 
dis t inct ions. The shift is therefore qual i ta t ive , infiuencing not only the objectives of 
analysis , which combine to elucidate place, bu t also in te rpre ta t ion , with a focus on 
the role of place in social process. Even a t this level of definit ional abs t rac t ion 
both concepts are conceivably s t ra ight forward but it is associated issues which 
complicate this and these mus t now be examined. 
Usage of the t e rms extent and na tu re in the empirical s tudy of areal 
d i f ferent ia t ion is complicated a t three levels of considerat ion. The first arises 
^Treg i lgas (1976) for e x a m p l e makes d i rec t reference to these c o n c e p t s b u t his t r e a t m e n t is l imi ted . T h e 
essen t ia l d i s t inc t ion be tween e x t e n t and n a t u r e in th is s t u d y of u n e m p l o y m e n t differences is t h a t d i f ferences 
of degree exist be tween a reas b u t t h a t each a rea may h a v e d i f fe ren t t y p e s of u n e m p l o y m e n t . 
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through their relationship to the conccpts of form and process which provides a 
framework for expression of the relationship between extent and nature in 
differentiat ion. The view which results is shown in Figure 1.2 and consists of three 
types of relationship: those bewteen form-process and extent-nature (I); form-extent 
and form-nature (II); and extent-process as opposed to nature-process(III). Turning 
to the first type (I) of relationship, analyses of form and process are classified as 
object ives because they const i tute 'ends' in research. From the previous discussion, 
analysis of form is viewed as an intermediate objective since it is designed to 
provide insights into process rather than empirically model aspects of it. As 
object ives of research, form and process are represented as extremes on a cont inuum 
since, as established earlier, form is an outcome of process and therefore elemental 
to it. It can therefore be concluded that analyses of form are elementary 
treatments of process with convergence of analytical extremes being dependent on 
sophist ication (i.e. an unsophist icated or illconceived model of process may provide 
poorer insight into operation than a thorough analysis of form). 
OBJECTIVES 
MEANS Extent in Dif ferent iat ion Nature in Dif ferentiat ion 
continua 
strong relationships 
weak relationships 
F i g u r e 1 - 2 : Relat ionship Between Extent and Nature in 
Differentiation Relat ive to the Dist inct ion 
Between Form and Process 
The second type of relationship (II) is between extent and nature in 
differentiation with investigation of either being treated as 'means' of search because 
they enable different levels of form analysis to be implemented. As with form and 
process, extent and nature in differentiation are portrayed as extremes on a 
cont inuum. The proposition is that invest igat ions of extent in differentiation are 
highly rarefied treatments of nature. As these become increasingly complex 
divergent sources of information can be related to reveal more about the character 
of place until they attain a qualitat ively different s tatus through the complexity of 
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issues involved. The key fea ture in this t ransi t ion is integrat ion, recursive 
t r e a t m e n t , as wi th socio-economic a t lases , will only produce mult iple s tudies of 
ex ten t . E x t e n t and n a t u r e in d i f ferent ia t ion are, like form and process, artificial 
cons t ruc t s wi th the grea tes t scope for analysis being between extremes. 
The type (II) and (III) re lat ionships in Figure 1.2 relate analyses of form and 
process to invest igat ions of extent and n a t u r e in di f ferent ia t ion. The type (II) 
re la t ionship has already been in t imated wi th extent and na tu r e supplying the means 
for analyses of form to provide insights in to process. The form extent relat ionship 
is the most l imited avenue for explorat ion as it is less general than the fo rm-na tu re 
a l t e rna t ive . It follows t h a t of the type (III) relat ionships nature-process is most 
sa t isfactory since the empirical charac ter of place is t rea ted more comprehensively. 
This is the ideal s i tua t ion which is not necessarily relevant in all applied 
research wi th qual if icat ions s temming f rom the stage of development reached. This 
includes such factors as availabil i ty of d a t a , useful theory , sui table techniques and 
previous empirical research. At the earliest s tages of research in any par t icular field 
analyses mus t concent ra te on elementary invest igat ion of form before any a t t e m p t is 
made to incorporate na tu r e into different ia t ion or empirically model process. Even 
in later s tages of research analyses of form are necessary to provide insights into 
process wi thou t the burden of modelling, upda te impressions of form or examine 
informat ion collected on 'new' subjects . As a more specific guide, empirical research 
mus t progress f rom analysis of form to process and invest igations of ex tent to 
na tu re . 
The second level of definit ional complicat ion arises f rom the applied sphere 
where dis t inct ions between studies of ex tent and na tu re in different iat ion are 
unclear. Superficially this may not appear difficult with analysis of extent relying 
on one axis of dif ferent ia t ion and na tu re more t han one. Difficulties arise in 
associat ing place with one, or a l ternat ively , numerous axes of different iat ion because 
these can be t rea ted in different ways. This problem can be i l lustrated by reference 
to two examples . Firs t ly , consider an appa ren t s tudy of extent in dif ferent ia t ion 
where an initial axis, representa t ive of labour force par t ic ipat ion for example , is 
decomposed by int roducing an extensive disaggregation by age and sex. Is the 
s tudy of decomposed observat ions one of extent or na tu r e in di f ferent ia t ion? 
Secondly, an individual axes is chosen as the basis for areal differentiat ion because 
it is t hough t to be highly intercorrelated with a range of diverse phenomena , as 
wi th unemploymen t in a regional development context (see Chap te r 4). Again the 
same quest ion arises. 
Whi ls t there is no definit ive response to these problems the position may be 
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clarified as follows. A set of var iables re la t ing to one topic or dimension of 
var ia t ion has a grea ter conceptual resenmblance to s tudy of ex tent because its 
emphas i s is on detai l r a the r than the diffuse charac te r of place. To qualify as a 
s tudy of n a t u r e in di f ferent ia t ion a t t en t i on needs to be shif ted f rom a given 
conceptua l axis. Accept ing this , the second example demons t ra te s a s i tuat ion where 
an a p p a r e n t s tudy of ex ten t in d i f ferent ia t ion is, in fact , a sur roga te for analysis of 
n a t u r e in d i f ferent ia t ion , if sur roga te s t a t u s can be established, since appl icat ion is 
not res t r ic ted to one axis. These solut ions are useful because they demons t ra te t h a t 
the a p p a r e n t need not coincide with the ac tua l in applied research. 
Unfo r tuna te ly , this raises ano ther problem which is the definit ion of axes or 
d imensions of var ia t ion . At a gross level, for example, the labour exchange process 
could be described as a dimension of more general social process. Resolution of this 
problem is difficult because in format ion can be reconfigured by changing concept 
def ini t ions, or phenomena being moni tored can change relative to definit ions, so 
fixed dis t inct ions cannot be made. The solution adopted is by necessity operat ional 
and involves acceptance of existing informat ion classifications, with the dimension 
being defined as the m a x i m u m level of generically consistent aggregation wi thou t 
resort to creat ion of composi te variables. This result is t en ta t ive because it requires 
adherence to available informat ion s t ruc tu res ra ther than those which might be 
desired. As such, it is refiective of l imi ta t ions in the current stage of social 
research. 
The thi rd level of definit ional complicat ion is more specific and concentra tes on 
na tu re in different ia t ion as it has been used in geographic research. Ex ten t in 
di f ferent ia t ion is well unders tood because of its simplicity but the absence of a 
generally accepted concept of na tu r e in the l i te ra ture has resulted in confusion and 
a loss of perspective as to i ts origins. 
Concepts akin to t h a t of na tu re in differentiat ion have been recognised in 
geography under other guises, pr imari ly as an element of the research work on 
regional isat ion. Grigg exemplifies this in referring to Herber tson 's work on physical 
regional isat ion which became a pillar of geographical thought on the subject of 
place: 
Herber tson in his celebrated paper of 1905... tried to divide the whole 
world in to regions on the basis primari ly of its physical features. He 
pointed out t h a t whilst there existed several divisions of the world upon 
the basis of single features , such as c l imate and vegeta t ion, the actual 
env i ronement man lived in was composed of a great many elements. . . 
(1967,465) 
Th i s corresponds s trongly with e lementary views of na tu re in areal di f ferent ia t ion. 
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Though somewhat crude in adopting the expanded extent type of approach, where 
nature is introduced into analyses in discrete units rather than as a qualitative 
change in treatment, it shows an established perception of the concept. More 
sophisticated treatments are to be found in the early French school of regional 
geographers with development of the pays concept which sought to relate man and 
environment. 
The clearest systematic treatment of nature in differentiation, as opposed to 
extent, did not however arise until the 1950's with emergence of Whittlesey's (1954) 
work on regionalisation. As can be seen from Figure 1.3, he distinguished between 
three types of regional concept. The first of these, the single feature region, is 
most akin to differentiation on the basis of extent because reference is made to only 
one dimension at any point , e.g. population growth, and it is on this basis that 
partit ioning occurs. A t the other extreme, he refers to the total region (or 
compages) which is identified according to all human occupance characteristics. 
Between these extremes he recognises an intermediate mode of regionalisation which 
is based on more than one feature but some number less than the total range. 
This lies on the cont inuum between extent and nature^ . 
Regional units 
Single-feature regions Mult ip le- feature regions 'Total' regions 
F i g u r e 1-3: Categories of Regions (Whittlesey) 
Burgeoning of the quantitat ive revolution in social research, with resultant 
claims to the status of science (and so 'social science'), produced a new generation 
of at tempts to incorporate nature, as well as extent, into analysis. This was not 
restricted to geography but also affected other disciplines, such as economics, where 
there was growing dissatisfaction amongst some practitioners with the use of 
Haggett (1965,212-224) has used Whitt lesey's synthesis in a broader sense to aid locational description 
without regionalisation by reference to 'single-component' and 'mult i-component ' mapping. An extension of 
the atlas tradit ion of socioeconomic mapping in geography has been to seek more parsimonious 
representations of form through postulation of underlying structures identified via factor analysis (Badcock, 
Jaensch and Wi l l iams, 1977). This is a significant departure from reliance on single component maps of 
extent in differentiation. 
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traditional economic aggregates, e.g. gross domestic product. Dissatisfaction arose 
because these aggregates ignored critical costs and benefits of production, such as 
damage to the environment, the value of domestic labour and distribution of the 
benefits from production. The result was a series of new measures designed to 
better record the nature of developments, focussing on concepts of economic welfare, 
net economic welfare, net national welfare and net beneficial product (Horn,1977,8). 
Many such formulations have proven conservative and unimaginative. Knox has 
argued a need for expansion of these approaches: 
National and regional well being in western societies has traditionally 
been assessed by reference to income levels, together with rates of 
unemployment, demographic growth and industrial growth. Recently, 
however there has been an awareness that these indicators may reflect only 
some of the elements of prosperity, welfare and opportunity relevant to the 
quality of life in such societies implying that any satisfactory examination 
of relative well being should also consider aspects of socioeconomic health 
and social welfare. (1978,233) 
The response has been most clearly manifest in development of a 
multidisciplinary social indicators movement with geographers contributing 
substantially to its spatial component. Developmental work by geographers has 
treated such diverse topics as exploration of international development patterns and 
economic regionalisation, whilst parallel work in other disciplines included the 
pioneering research by Shevky and Bell (1955) on social area analysis. The 
diversity of purpose and method in locational studies is reflected in their various 
descriptions, ranging from the familiar topic of economic regionalisation to others 
such as social indicators (Land and Seymour,1975; Armstrong,1982) territorial 
indicators (Lewis,1968), needs indicators (Isserman and Brown,1975) and quality of 
life indicators (Heady, Holmstrom and Wearing,1982). Differences between these 
methodologies are often more semantic than actual with the main differences 
stemming from application. 
It might have been expected that with such diversity the indicators literature 
would provide a powerful stimulus to the philosophical discussion of extent and 
nature in differentiation. Unfortunately, this is usually not the case and discussion 
of these concepts is extremely underdeveloped. Commentary on extent and nature 
is cursory, often serving indistinguishably as justification and explanation for 
multivariate manipulation of socio-economic data. Handbooks, such as that by 
Sullivan and Feldman (1979) pay little attention to these concepts whilst seemingly 
preoccupied with technical method. This paucity of discussion results from one of 
the following reasons: it may be assumed that a full and adequate discussion exists 
elsewhere in the literature and further discussion would be repetitive; the logic of 
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t he techniques employed in mul t iva r i a t e analysis might be though t sufficient 
exp lana t ion ; or as yet , the theoret ical or conceptual underpinnings may be so 
undeveloped as to inhibi t discussion. Lavers and Wil l iams (1972) and Bebbington 
and Davies (1980(a) ;1980(b)) contend t h a t , in spi te of the quan t i t y of l i te ra ture 
which could be used to suppor t the first and second reasons, the third is most 
likely to be appl icable because so li t t le is known of na tu r e in different ia t ion. 
Recognit ion of ex tent and na tu re has occurred in one of three ways. In the 
first, reference is indirect and the difference between extent and na tu r e only becomes 
a p p a r e n t th rough in t roduct ion of the d a t a set or techniques to be used, as in one of 
Berry ' s earlier s tudies: 
The approach is to take 43 variables t hough t to be significant in the 
analysis of economic development . . . (1960,78) 
Th i s tendency can be found to a greater or lesser ex tent in other studies such as 
those of Grove and Rober ts (1980) Logan (1969) and Sorensen and Weinand (1983). 
T h e second type of recognition focusses on the possibility t ha t areal problems are 
broader than convent ional t r e a t m e n t s suggest and consist of a number of par ts ; for 
example , as Hill points out : 
It is widely recognised t h a t qual i ty of life encompasses economic, social, 
polit ical, env i ronmenta l and psychological considerat ions. (1977,62) 
O the r s tudies reflecting this a t t i t u d e include those of Smith (1977), Knox (1978,234) 
and Vinson and Homel (1976,2). The thi rd t r e a t m e n t of these concepts is more 
general , represent ing locational different ia t ion as an abs t r ac t phenomenon which is 
inherently "mul t id imens ional" (VValmsley,1980,32; Walker , 1979,175) and mus t 
therefore be analysed in this context . 
These a l t e rna t ives reveal three approaches to the in t roduct ion of na ture into 
analysis of spat ia l d i f ferent ia t ion. In the first, in t roduct ion is largely de facto and 
no th ing more can be said to typify the view of na tu r e adopted . The second and 
th i rd , by con t ras t , can be seen respectively as: reduct ionis t , because na ture is seen 
as a sum of par t s ; and holistic, since it is arguably indivisible, being not jus t a sum 
of pa r t s but a complex reality in its own right . Though the third is a more 
accu ra t e por t raya l of spat ial differences, as it does not assume place can be 
par t i t ioned for analyt ica l purposes, the second offers the only practical solution for 
applied analysis. 
Having established t h a t na tu re in dif ferent ia t ion has been a theme in spat ial 
analysis , its oblique exposition is the ma jo r concern. Lit t le can be done 
retrospect ively bu t commencing with the factors identified here greater control can 
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be exercised over subsequent empirical applications. In recognising the concepts of 
extent and na ture in differentiat ion as integral to investigations of spatial form, the 
actual subject of such research, place, has been ignored. As place is critical to any 
empirical analysis it must be discussed to finalise description of the substant ive 
research problem. 
1 .4 Loca l i sed L a b o u r A r e a s a n d S m a l l Sca le L o c a t i o n a l A n a l y s i s . 
Detailed exploration of place in social process requires tha t space be 
part i t ioned into small scale observational units if impor tan t elements of pat tern are 
not to be obscured. This Study depar ts from the regional convention in geography 
by seeking to use a smaller scale of unit which may be typified as local. As with 
much of the earlier work, this requires a general abandonment of more abstract 
concepts as these cannot be reconciled with available material . The resultant 
t r ea tmen t of place is therefore operational , s temming f rom the pragmatic division of 
space into mutual ly exclusive elements. The result is not a definition of place but 
a framework for gaining insight into the composition of space. Though this 
pragmat ic approach may circumvent indefinite conceptual debate it generates two 
other problems. First , specific part i t ions of space have serious operational 
ramificiations and choices must be examined carefully. Second, relationship of the 
te rm local to one par t i t ion of space is difficult because the term is insufficiently 
precise to provide detailed guidance in selection of a suitable observational frame. 
Each of these problems must be evaluated if a justif iable choice is to be made. 
1.4.1 Selection of Observational Units for Spatial Analysis 
Variant types and scale of observational unit do not produce analytically 
identical results. This problem is well recognised in spatial research 
(Haggerstrand,1967; Harvey,1969; Herbert and Johnston,1976) but its significance is 
often ignored in empirical analysis. Perfunctory references such as the following are 
common: 
The regional analysis used here is based on the Depar tment of Labour 's 
22 employment districts. . . (Forer,1979,77); 
These groups of local authori t ies (LA) were examined separately.. . 
(Holterman,1978,231); 
The units of analysis for this study are the 95 communit ies with 100,000 
or more inhabi tants . . . (Isserman and Brown,1979,141) 
This should not be t reated as sought af ter evidence of neglect or implied argument 
t ha t type and scale of observational unit are un impor tan t . Rather , it results from 
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limitations of choice (Spence,1968,90), which for all practical purposes result in 
determinate decisions. Nevertheless, unquestioned acceptance of the available can 
have significant ramifications for spatial research. These will be briefly highlighted 
so that the type and scale of area chosen can be examined in this context. 
Scale of observational unit has received most attention when the selection 
problem is examined. In Australian work, Logan et.al. highlight the view of many 
others in recognising the broad ramifications of scale choices: 
As suggested previously, the choice of the unit of observation is very 
important as it acts as a filter. While variations at a scale larger than 
this unit will be identified, variations at a frequency of less than the scale 
of the observational unit will be missed. (1975,42) 
Identification of the scale problem has given rise to the notion of ecological fallacy 
(Smith,1977,270)^ in spatial analysis where increasing variance has been noted with 
decreasing magnitude of observational units. This becomes serious where a finding 
is attributed to the population of a place when scale conceals important variations. 
Boal (1976,52) has illustrated the significance of this in his work on Ghettoisation, 
where ethnic concentrations in the population are obscured by inappropriate scale 
choices. Hag'^srstrand (1967,19-21) has suggested another version of the problem 
with diffusion data, where the number of origins and destinations which can be 
envisaged is largely a function of scale. Harvey (1969,383) had generalised both 
propositions, arguing that scale of observational unit is generally significant in 
perception of spatial pattern. Unfortunaffley, this problem cannot be avoided simply 
by 'correct' choice of scale because partitions of space are usually 'arbitrary' or 
designed for 'logistical purposes' (Herbert and Johnston,1976,14). Social phenomena 
to be investigated may not correspond with existent scales and even the best choice 
may still be ecologically fallacious to some degree. 
It cannot be assumed that scale is the only critical factor in selecting 
appropriate observational units for spatial analysis. Type of unit is of equal 
importance for two reasons. Firstly, each type of area has been created to serve 
specific purposes, e.g. administration, planning or service delivery, and therefore 
assumes certain factors about the population such as accessibility or homogeneity. 
These judgements are based on acceptance of largely hypothetical relationships 
between members of the population which reflect communities of interest, with not 
only association between members of the population but also external agencies. The 
first task of the analyst is to identify those communities of interest which are most 
S u c h fa l lac ies can arise f r o m excess ive a g g r e g a t i o n , use of i n a p p r o p r i a t e b o u n d a r i e s and unsui tab i l i ty of 
spec i f i c d a t a t o spat ia l r epresenta t i on . 
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likely to be of use at any particular scale. This facet of the selection decision is 
closest to the abstract material on place because it determines the configurations of 
population which are presented for comparison. Secondly, the type of area is 
largely responsible for availability of specific information. Wholesaling distribution 
regions may be the most useful for investigation of industry and its relationship to 
spatially distributed consumers, but they are of little use for analysis if 
corresponding information on the characteristics of consumers is not available. 
Rather than complicate selection, as might be anticipated, introduction of these 
factors simplifies it. This occurs because very few partitions of space satisfy 
requirements for information, configuration of population and views at specific scales 
of observation. As a consequence very few options are available at any one scale, 
with acceptance of one or other usually reflecting some degree of compromise. 
From these comments it can be seen that the problem of actually selecting a 
scale and type of area for empirical analysis is very important. Selection of the 
local scale for use in this Study must therefore be examined with regard to its 
analytical implications because it is not simply a source of variation but a 
deliberate choice designed to attain specific ends. 
1.4.2 Localised Labour Areas - A Framework for Spatial Analysis 
Local analysis of spatial differentiation offers a largely unrealised opportunity 
to gain insights into the role of place in labour exchange. For the benefits of this 
type and scale of analysis to be realised the definition of local, in an analytical 
environment, must first be realised so that the type of observational unit used and 
the reasons for its acceptance can be appreciated. 
Though there is acceptance and use of the term local in a contemporary sense 
its meaning is variant and therefore imprecise. The only universally agreed upon 
factors in conventional definition are that local areas are more highly constrained in 
a spatial sense than related concepts such as the region and they are associated 
with communities, for example 'towns' or 'districts'^. The result is a confusion of 
ideas with some, such as Bell and Newly (1975,139), arguing the concept to be 
redundant and, somewhat finely, where clarity is lacking, that it is replaceable by 
the equally unclear concept of community. Others, such as Clark (1981) and 
Fleisher and Rhodes (1979), working in an American context, implicitly accept the 
concept as being the standard metropolitan statistical area (S.M.S.A. - pop. 
250,000+) while yet others, such as O'Connor (1981,1), associate metropolitan 
^Dictionary meanings from "The Macquarie Dict ionary" (1981) and "The Shorter Oxford English 
Dict ionary" (1978). 
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suburbs with "contained local economies". In the light of such diversity it is very 
difficult, if not impossible, to develop a universally acceptable definition. 
Lever, though accepting the market terminology of conventional economics, 
proposes one of the most purposeful definitions encountered because it is directly 
applicable to labour exchange: 
The local labour market has been defined as the spatial range of 
employment opportunities open to a worker without changing his place of 
residence. It will be affected by income, by the availability of transport 
and by the extent of knowledge about alternative employment 
opportunities... (1980,37) 
The advantage of this definition is its overtly operational character, imposing only 
two conditions for the identification of local areas: residential fixity of labour and 
a spatial range constrained by journey to work patterns. Each of these has 
unspecified implications for definition of the local concept. In the first case, 
residential fixity is not only operationally necessary but conceptually significant 
because it is responsible for the development of social and economic relationships 
necessary for the reproduction of labour (Walker,1985) and manifest in communal 
cohesion. In the second case, there is an implicit sphere of activity measured 
according to travel necessary to maintain participation in the formal economy. 
Lever's definition arises directly from the work of Smart (1979) and is founded in 
the principles of functional regionalisation (Langdale,1975; Logan et.al.l975). The 
operational advantage of this treatment is demonstrable in Australian research 
through the applied efforts of O'Connor (1981;1982) and O'Connor, Chaffey and 
Nankervis (1982) in both metropolitan and nonmetropolitan situations. The effect is 
to strengthen the general argument for empirical adoption of this concept of 
localism. 
Unfortunately, this definition has three major disadvantages which limit its 
applied utility. Firstly, as an operational construct, it is intended to be generally 
applicable. This is not so because journey to work data are required for 
specification of local labour areas in an interarea context. These are only available 
for metropolitan areas in the period under review, the O'Connor, Chaffey and 
Nankervis (op.cit.) study of nonmetropolitan Victoria requiring extensive use of 
survey data. Secondly, journey to work data provide only a surrogate for 
information describing how far individuals would travel as opposed to how far they 
do travel. As there may be substantial discrepancies such information is only 
directly suited to investigation of commuting patterns in nonmetropolitan areas 
(Lonsdale,1966; Holmes,1971) and locational containment of labour in metropolitan 
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areas (Sams and Beed,1983). Thirdly, local boundaries are ambiguous because 
individuals are prepared to travel different distances and location of residence differs 
for each individual. As a result, indentification of exhaustive, mutually exclusive 
boundaries is impossible. This is not serious where the purpose is to establish a 
spatial range for one area but creates inordinate difficulties where a framework is 
needed for interarea analysis. Combined, these difficulties preclude application of 
this definition because, although it provides useful insights into the concept of local 
observational units, it is analytically impractical. 
Since Lever's treatment, ostensibly the most appropriate, is both unacceptable 
and unattainable, the issue of alternatives must be raised. The responses to three 
questions may be of use in nominating an alternative suited to the needs of this 
Study. First, can the labour exchange process be spatially partitioned into 
components which are temporally stable, areally exhaustive and mutually exclusive? 
From the criticisms of Lever's definition and subsequent attempts at solving the 
problems (op.cit.) the likelihood of this is minimal as labour exchange is constantly 
in flux, spatially fluid and reliant on the behaviour of individuals with differing 
characteristics. A compromise can therefore be proposed where a meaningful spatial 
framework is superimposed on labour exchange for the purpose of monitoring spatial 
differences. Second, is there scope for such a framework from existent partitions of 
the study area? The material in Appendix A indicates there are a substantial 
number of spatial partitions which, because of data availability, may be suitable. 
Third, are there definitional factors which are common to the description of any 
observational unit as local? Amorphous as the concept appears, there are two such 
factors: places which are spatially constrained in area so as to be smaller in 
relative terms than other levels of observation, such as regional level; and an 
affinity between people within local boundaries, providing substance to the earlier 
requirement for a meaningful spatial framework. Definition of the term local which 
results from these three responses is one by default. It refers to situations where an 
existent type and scale of observational unit, which is both small and representative 
of affinity between people, is assigned the status local. 
The statutory local government area (amended for boundary changes over 
time) has been chosen from the available configurations of spatially discriminant 
boundaries and the framework is shown in Figure L5. The local government area 
was chosen for three reasons. Firstly, of all substate observational units it is the 
only one for which a formal administrative structure exists. As such, it is the 
smallest unit for which collective action is taken by State and Federal levels of 
government. As an extension of this, it is the lowest tier of government at which 
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public responsibility is taken for human welfare through locationally specific revenue 
raising measures and service provision (McPhail,1968). As a result, the populations 
of these areas act as common denominators for concerted public action from three 
tiers of government. Secondly, as a direct corollary of this, local government 
provides the lowest level of formal response to these overtures through elected 
representatives who are (ideally) sensitive to the needs of constituents. Local 
government may also act as a source of initiative where common concerns have not 
been addressed by higher tiers of government (Donnison,1981; O'Brien,1981,1982; 
Uren,1983). Thirdly, as a consequence of this twofold situation, a body of data has 
been accumulated at this level which is comparable to that available at higher levels 
without the same risks of ecologically fallacious representation. These three factors 
combine to qualify the local government area as the smallest socially cohesive 
observational unit available for analysis of labour exchange outcomes. 
The course of action adopted here is therefore to localise labour exchange by 
partitioning it in accordance with a given configuration of existent spatial 
boundaries. As these partition labour exchange variables, and differences in place 
are expressed in these terms, individual places will be referred to as localised labour 
areas. This does not produce a set of local labour areas but reflects a need for 
compromise between the conceptually desirable and empirically attainable. As such 
it offers a formidable alternative to Lever's functional view because it does not rely 
on rigid definition of the imprecise and transfer of this into an analytically difficult 
framework. 
The issue which remains outstanding at this point is, were any other areal 
frameworks suitable as an analytical base and if not, what were their disadvantages? 
The main disadvantage of all other substate areal units is the absence of an 
extensive administrative and decision making facility. The statistical division, 
however, has a very attractive property through its definition as: 
A reasonably homogeneous region characterised by identifiable social and 
economic links between inhabitants and between the economic links within 
the region, under the unifying influence of one or more major cities or 
towns. (ABS, ii, Ref 2.17.08) 
This advantage is offset by the fact that the statistical division has been generally 
perceived, true to original intent, as regional in character (Maxwell and Peter,1982) 
and so is larger in scale than required. This view can be supported empirically 
(Murney,1979) as the statistical division obscures extensive variations at the local 
government scale and so is arguably ecologically fallacious from the perspective of 
smaller, though demonstrably important, observational units. Other large scale 
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units , such as the electoral division and the Commonweal th Employment Service 
office area , are also of such magni tude as to have regional connotat ions (Jeffrey and 
Webb,1972) with similar problems but not the homogeneity advantage. The 
electoral division does have the advan tage of political representat ion but this is 
negated by the absence of an internal adminis t ra t ive s t ruc ture while Commonwealth 
Employment Service office areas have unusual configurat ions and unsystematic 
boundaries . 
Of the smaller areal units , census collectors districts are elemental to most 
higher levels of observat ion. These were not used because they are too numerous 
for processing, have negligible significance for community groups and part i t ion more 
meaningful levels of observation into trivial elements for interarea analysis. Other 
small areal units, such as postcode and locality districts, were not considered 
because of serious boundary problems in nonmetropol i tan areas. Competing 
f rameworks , such as those based on ridings, parishes and counties, were excluded 
because d a t a availabili ty is poor. From these comments it would seem there is 
little a l te rnat ive to the use of local government as the fundamental unit of 
observat ion. 
The local government area has been selected in preference to all other 
observat ional units as the fundamenta l basis for this analysis. The outcome is a 
f ramework which localises the labour exchange process in accord with communal 
boundaries . This response was adopted for analytical purposes because the only 
a l ternat ives created serious operational problems. It offers significant advantages 
because the type of area is: meaningful in communal terms; small enough to reduce 
the likelihood of ecologically fallacious s ta tement without introduction of trivial 
detail; and administrat ively significant enough to provide an established d a t a set 
comparable with t h a t obtainable for larger areas. 
1.5 C o n c l u s i o n 
The role of place in social process and more specifically, labour exchange, is 
poorly understood. Spatial analyses have proceeded wi thout clear specification of 
their role in social process. This is a very difficult problem since place and social 
process are both extremely complex. The object of this Study is not resolution of 
the problem but const ra int of a l ternat ives for model development by search of 
detailed observation as opposed to abs t rac t theorisat ion. The problem embraces 
four themes, each offering options which can be combined in a variety of ways to 
de te rmine the character of analysis. Inappropr ia te combination of research options 
can produce operat ionally in t ractable formulat ions of the problem because all options 
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are not analytically compatible given differences in research progress between 
thematic fields. The combination adopted has been specified carefully to minimise 
these difficulties, concentrating on the outcomes component of labour exchange and 
relating this to its locational foundation through investigation of spatial form, as 
opposed to a premature concern with models of spatially disaggregated process. 
This position is sustainable because analysis of form has been expanded in two 
ways. First, the Study seeks to incorporate not only spatial differences in extent, 
which have been well examined for some aspects of the labour exchange process, but 
also differences in nature between areas. Second, small areas will be used in all 
spatial analyses to reclaim detail subsumed by manipulation of observations for 
larger areas. The purpose of subsequent interest in local patterns of differentiation 
is to preclude unnecessary distortion of the role place has in labour exchange. In 
choosing to combine these themes in this way much of the preceding theoretical and 
empirical work has become peripheral, leaving the Study in a precarious position as 
regards development of an operational framework. Exploratory data analysis offers 
one of the few tenable philosophies capable of supporting such an analysis and it is 
this which must now be introduced to the Study. 
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AF'FENDIX A 
AREAL OBSERVATION UNITS IN AUSTRALIA 
As a starting point the area! data presentation system used by the A.B.S. is 
presented in the Table below, along with examples of other scales and types of areal 
units used by other agencies such as the post or electoral offices. Here, the A.B.S. 
organisation of areas will be termed systematic because each suceeding scale 
exhaustively combines elements of the last in a hierarchical fashion. The others will 
be termed unsystematic because, although they exhaustively partition the nation, 
states or other regional configurations, they do not usually relate to other scales of 
disaggregation. 
Taking the systematic areal units first, they range in scale from the census 
collector's district (C.D.) , an area defined according to census collector workloads 
(containing approx. 300 dwellings - but less in rural areas), to the nation. As a 
crude guide to scale there are nationally (for recent censuses) in excess of 20,000 
C.D.'s, approximately 1000 local government areas and in the vicinity of 60-70 
statistical divisions (S.D.), depending on particular censuses. In addition, the A.B.S. 
releases data for less commonly used units such as the locality (common postal 
addresses), sections of state, and various disaggregations by degree of urbanisation. 
Through the incorporation of unsystematic observational units some types and scales 
of observational unit have parallels, some of which are referenced in Table A . l . 
Hence there are a number of options at these lower levels, depending almost entirely 
on data requirements. Some of these options extend well beyond the range shown 
here, e.g. wholesale regions for suppliers of goods, but because data are available on 
a limited basis they could only satisfy a highly specialist demand and would be 
difficult to reconcile with the systematic data base. A.B.S. has assisted in 
overcoming some of these difficulties by producing approximations to unsystematic 
areal partitions, e.g. electorates and postcode areas. It can be seen then that the 
type and scale of observational unit to be used here is by no means the only 
alternative and must therefore be viewed as part of a broader framework for spatial 
analysis. 
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Table A-1: Types of Areal Observat ion Uni ts 
in Austra l ia .* 
TYPES OF AREAL UNITS 
SYSTEMATIC (A.B.S.) UNSYSTEMATIC (admin, purposes) 
CENSUS COLLECTORS DISTRICTS 
(CD's) 
LOCAL GOVERNMENT AREAS (L.G.A.) 
STATISTICAL DIVISIONS (SD) 
local government administrative units such 
as ridings and parishes are intermediate 
to CD's and L.G.A.'s while postcode areas 
are either intermediate or parallel in 
scale to L.G.A.'s. 
state and federal electorates, commonwealth 
employment office areas agricultural 
divisions (e.g. N.S.W. Pasturers Protection 
Board Districts) and taxation regions are 
usually intermediate or parallel in scale 
to SD's. 
STATES AND TERRITORIES 
NATION 
states, territories and the nation are 
often default observational units (and 
many smaller scales) for large private 
enterprises through annual reports, the 
stock exchanges etc. 
*Unsystematic areal units come in many forms and only examples are presented 
here. Also lesser units, such as the A.B.S. statistical subdivision, L.G.A. 
part and locality, have been excluded. 
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C H A P T E R 2 
EXPLORATORY DATA ANALYSIS -
A METHODOLOGICAL A P P R O A C H TO THE INVESTIGATION OF 
LOCALISED LABOUR AREA DIFFERENTIALS IN AUSTRALIA. 
Geographical analysis of complex area! problems have been debilitated by the 
absence of a framework to support the common objective of searching pat tern for 
s t ruc ture (Johnston,1985). Search procedures are required under numerous 
circumstances but especially where theory, concept and da ta are deficient. The 
purpose here is to transfer a research philosophy, EXPLORATORY DATA 
ANALYSIS, to geographical research. This provides a formal legitimisation for the 
search oriented research activities rightfully a t tempted by geographers under many 
circumstances. Unfortunately, the absence of such a framework has resulted in 
analytical problems because there has been minimal scope for the reconciliation of 
the desired research objective of mastering social process and its operation with 
those which are at ta inable and capable of providing well founded insights into its 
operation. The philosophy of exploratory da ta analysis contends tha t search, with 
its characteristic pragmatism, is not only justifiable but a necessary stage of 
research where problems are complex or simply underdeveloped. This philosophy 
and its adoption will be discussed in three parts , the first examining its definition 
and development with the remaining two treat ing its transfer to spatial research and 
this analysis in particular. These will examine the reasons for adopting an 
exploratory stance, consider the interpretat ive ramifications of this and explain the 
actual approach to be used. 
2.1 E x p l o r a t o r y D a t a A n a l y s i s - D e f i n i t i o n and D e v e l o p m e n t . 
Exploratory da ta analysis represents one of the most important analytical 
developments for geographic research since the quant i ta t ive revolution. This is not 
because of increasing sophistication in the procedures advocated but because it offers 
scope for recovery of gains lost through adherence to inflexible research doctrine. 
As a philosophy of numerical analysis it has developed through the work of Tukey 
and his associates and is confined to a limited li terature. One advantage of this is 
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t h a t defini t ions are relatively consistent between exponents with differences usually 
reflecting specific ref inements . As Tukey ' s work is expansive, shor thand definitions 
are best obtained f rom others . Austin provides one of the more recent definitions: 
Explora tory d a t a analysis is essentially a search for pa t te rn or s t ructure , 
the detection of which should s t imula te fu r the r questions about the 
relevance of the p a t t e r n to the par t icular problem (1981,1) 
Andrews, by way of comparison, s ta tes t ha t : 
Explora tory d a t a analysis is the manipula t ion , summar isa t ion , and display 
of d a t a to make them more comprehensible to human minds, thus 
uncovering underlying s t ruc ture in the d a t a and detecting impor tan t 
depar tu res from t h a t s t ructure.(1978,97) 
There is subs tant ia l agreement between these views and others, such as Gordon's 
(1981,5), t h a t the major objective of exploratory d a t a analysis is to search da ta sets 
to discover pa t t e rn or s t ruc ture . Whilst there are, as Andrews has pointed out, 
parallels with conventional s tat is t ics the major distinction lies in the fundamenta l 
objectives of each: exploratory d a t a analysis being search oriented and conventional 
s ta t is t ics , f rom a priori theory, test oriented. Aust in ' s definition and subsequent 
e laborat ion (Austin,1981,2) makes this point most succinctly, arguing tha t the 
u l t ima te objective of exploratory d a t a analysis is "hypothesis generation" as opposed 
to the more conventional task of "hypothesis tes t ing" . 
Pu t t i ng these shor thand views into context Tukey defined two forms of da t a 
analysis, one being exploratory and the other conf i rmatory. Confirmatory Da ta 
Analysis seeks to answer the question: "with what accuracy are the appearances 
already found to be believed?" (Tukey,1973,1). The principle difference between 
conf i rmatory and exploratory d a t a analysis is t ha t in the former probability 
s ta t is t ics must be used to assess results with an emphasis on proof. This differs 
little, if a t all, f rom conventional stat ist ics which could be seen as a subset of 
conf i rmatory d a t a analysis. 
There are two ma jo r types of objection to reliance on confirmatory approaches 
to d a t a analysis. The first is methodological and arises f rom the stress on proof. 
For this to be meaningful two condit ions must be satisfied in addition to s tandard 
s ta t is t ical asumpt ions . Fi rs t , hypotheses must have a sound basis in theory so tha t 
source and meaningfulness can be established. Where support ing theory is not 
s ta ted the research f rame necessary to just i fy test ing is either improperly specified or 
uns t a t ab le because of insufficient informat ion. If this second circumstance exists, 
proof cannot be claimed since any number of competing hypotheses of equally 
unfounded s tanding may be ' f ru i t fu l ly ' tested. Exploration may therefore be 
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necessary to establish a basis for theory. Second, data must be of sufficiently high 
quality to sustain exacting tests. Where distortions of the data base exist, or are 
suspected, such tests are of little benefit since results are not accurate enough to 
justify application. Exploration by contrast simply relies on available data to 
provide indications of direction and magnitude to suggest regularities in pattern. 
The second type of objection sterns from a concern over the necessity to 
prematurely accept testing with the assumptions this imposes. Gordon highlights 
this issue in his work on numerical taxonomy: 
...the rationale is that data have many properties and one does not wish 
to concentrate too early in the analysis on formal tests related to just some 
properties. (1981,6) 
The major difficulty with application of tests, assuming that the above conditions 
have been satisfied, is that it requires acceptance of "extensive prior assumptions" 
(Austin,1981,2). These may be problematic in even aspatial analysis, as Hartwig 
and Bearing argue in introducing their handbook on exploratory data analysis: 
...there ought to be a healthy statistical scepticism, an awareness that 
even widely used statistical techniques may have unreasonable hidden 
assumptions about the nature of the data at hand.(1979,9) 
The seriousness of this problem in earlier spatial studies has been recognised by 
Openshaw and Gillard: 
Nearly all the quantitative techniques used in geography, planning, and 
the social sciences are applied without any detailed knowledge either of 
their robustness to violated statistical assumptions or of the effects of 
subjective decisions made at various stages in their application. (1978,101) 
Each of these objections highlights a disjunction between the problems to be solved 
and the methodological application of available technique. It is this observation 
which is at least partly responsible for the emergence of exploratory data analysis. 
As Tukey argued in an early paper on the subject: 
...statistics needs continually to compare its own logical structure with 
the logical structures currently used or being put into use by science, 
engineering, business... (1954,708) 
Exploratory data analysis has therefore developed out of a need to imbue applied 
research with a flexibility which philosophically encourages progress. It is in this 
vein that Tukey commented in a later paper: 
Wha t is needed is progress, and the unlocking of certain rigidities 
(classifications?) which tend to characterise statistics today. (1962,7) 
The reason for developing a field of exploratory data analysis has been the need to 
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introduce a flexibility which will assist in reconciling the tasks and methods of 
problem solving. 
It should be emphasised that exploratory data analysis, though having 
technical foundations in statistics, is indisputably quite different. Although 
distinctions are not so clear in the earlier literature on the subject (Tukey,1954) 
equation of the two fields has been labelled fallacious by later exponents (Hartwig 
and Bearing,1979,9). The distinction, even where statistical techniques are used, is 
one of application and interpretation. As Tukey and Wilk point out: 
Many bodies of data require routine handling, not data analysis, and can 
be rightly approached with specific narrow questions. In dealing with 
them, some facets of formal statistics are more nearly appropriate, and 
have proved much more useful. (1966, 696) 
They continue to argue that by contrast exploratory data analysis "must adapt 
itself to what people can and need to do with data" and conclude that "data 
analysis can gain much from formal statistics", but only if the connection is "loose". 
There is a misconception that exploration is simply description. Andrews 
(1978,97), in drawing a parallel between exploratory data analysis and descriptive 
statistics, failed to recognise the interpretative difference in approaches. He claimed 
that because both seek to summarise and represent data they are similar, with 
exploratory data analysis only going beyond this in searching for structure and 
anomolies. Apart from ignoring the differences in purpose, this view understates the 
significance of search which requires the discovery of structure. Discovery is not a 
foregone conclusion, as assumed in description, with Tukey and Wilk (1966,697) 
observing that, "most of the work actually done turns out to be inconsequential, 
uninteresting, or of no operational value". Exploration is undertaken because of 
ignorance and, whilst description may be one result, hypothesis generation and 
question formulation are more likely outcomes. 
From an application point of view, confirmatory solutions to analytical 
problems are aesthetically pleasing because they index uncertainty. This benefit is 
illusory where theories are inadequate to the task of realistic modelling, poor data 
hinder hypotheses testing, or problems are so inherently complex that models or 
tests are partial in the extreme. It is only on rare occasions that characteristically 
'unt idy ' socio-economic problems have ' t idy ' solutions. More commonly solution is 
"difficult, cumbersome and complex " (Tukey and Wilk,1966,695). Recognitions such 
as these have had little impact on perpetuation of confirmatory models because of 
what Wallace (1978,97) describes as the psychological appeal of escaping ambiguity. 
As literature on the subject of exploratory data analysis is relatively sparse, 
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individuals have cont r ibuted dispropor t ionate ly to subsequent ref inements of the 
broad concepts discussed so far . Development has been in two directions. The first 
s t rongly reflects founda t ions in a technical field and is perhaps the least imaginat ive 
and so less capable of realising its analyt ical potent ia l . This sort of refinement can 
be typified as technocra t ic and has resulted in the development and collation of 
techniques which might satisfy the objectives of exploratory d a t a analysts . The 
impac t of these developments has been most appa ren t in the release of handbooks 
(McNeil,1977; Har twig and Dearing,1979; Mallows and Tukey,1980) and mains t ream 
tex t s (Mosteller and Tukey,1977) which refine the philosophy indirectly by reviewing 
its technical mater ia l . The second source of conceptual refinement is in the area of 
philosophical development . This has not progressed appreciably beyond the 
pioneering work of Tukey (1954;1962;1973) because the technocrat ic influence has 
been dominan t . While the need for technical development to suppor t the philosophy 
a t its current s tage is obvious, philosophical development is also needed if 
s t agna t ion is to be avoided. 
In considering the development of exploratory d a t a analysis it should be noted 
t h a t the concept is not new, nor necessarily restricted in origin to stat is t ics. Whilst 
these features may apply to the formal exposition of exploratory d a t a analysis, 
s imilar concepts have emerged elsewhere in response to similar problems. Tukey 
and Wilk (1966,695) recognise this and have related the concept of exploratory d a t a 
analysis to exper imenta t ion and observat ion, linking it closely with the learning 
process. Considering the geographic perspective, there are a number of instances 
where the parallels with formal exploratory d a t a analysis are remarkable . Hagget, 
for example, in discussing the assumpt ions of "Locational Analysis in Human 
Geography" (1965) comments : 
These (assumptions) are concerned with the need to look for pa t t e rn and 
order in geography, ... (1965,1) 
In doing so, he paraphrases the earlier quoted definitions of exploratory d a t a 
analysis . Harvey, examining the range of "explanatory forms" available to 
geographers , describes numerous s i tua t ions where the primary mode of analysis is 
explora tory . Referring to cognitive description, for example, which he defines as the 
"collection, ordering and classification of d a t a " , (Harvey,1969, 79) it is argued t h a t 
th is approach (one well recognised by exploratory d a t a analysts) is a response to 
s i tua t ions of deficient or primit ive theoretical development where the major objective 
is by defaul t , explorat ion. As none of the other models of explanat ion listed are 
explicitly conf i rmatory or dependent on probabil i ty theory, each is also open to 
explora tory uses. 
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The incidence of analyses which could be termed exploratory is much higher in 
geography and other 'social sciences' than first realised. Studies which could be 
te rmed exploratory are usually characterised by three features: subject fields where 
theory is underdeveloped; large d a t a sets referring to extensive ar rays of variables; 
and most impor tan t ly , the applicat ion of numerical techniques where probabil i ty 
paraphena l ia are either not available or go unused. In spatial research the earliest 
type of exploratory d a t a analysis was themat ic mapping, a technique still used but 
in computer ised form, for product ion of socio-economic atlases. A major difference 
between these and formal exploratory d a t a analysis is the frequent absence of 
in te rpre ta t ion . However, a recent t rend towards this is encouraging 
(Houghton,1979) . More sophist icated exploratory studies, combining large numbers 
of spat ial pa t t e rns , are to be found in the l i terature on factorial ecology (e.g. 
Webber and Craig,1978; Grove and Roberts,1980) where techniques, such as 
principal components , factor analysis and clustering applications, are commonly 
encountered. Rummel ' s por t rayal of the problems faced by analysts demonst ra tes 
why such approaches are popular: 
Confronted with entangled behaviour, unknown interdependencies, masses 
of qual i ta t ive and quant i t a t ive variables, and bad da t a , many social 
scientists are turning towards factor analysis to uncover major social and 
in ternat ional pa t te rns . (1967, 444) 
Few studies using factor analyt ic techniques pay more than scant a t ten t ion to 
significance test ing, many are weakly premised in theory and demonst ra te an 
induct ive logic, all symptomat ic of a need for a formal philosophy of exploratory 
d a t a analysis. Though not always, there has been a widespread recognition tha t 
outcomes f rom studies such as these are ten ta t ive . Logan et.al. , in their discussion 
of regional boundaries and their permanence, make this point admirably: 
...no set of regions should be regarded as final, ra ther it is the best set 
t ha t can be defined at a given t ime. As new knowledge, both in terms of 
theory and da t a , is acquired, regions need to be redefined. (1975,28) 
Pa rad igms in both stat is t ics and geography have proven to be impor tan t in 
the innovat ion of exploratory da t a analysis. Earlier, it was s tated tha t exploratory 
d a t a analysis is dist inct from stat is t ics as opposed to being a development within it. 
In addi t ion to application and in te rpre ta t ion , which jointly const i tute use, 
exploratory d a t a analysis also differs from stat is t ics in many of the numerical 
techniques which are used. The question which arises is: do these const i tu te 
sufficient grounds for recognising exploratory d a t a analysis as a new field? The 
a l te rna t ive is t h a t these indicate a paradigm confiict within the same discipline as 
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Johnson (1971) has described in economics. There is evidence this might be the 
case since both approaches are compet ing in similar fields. Tukey ' s original papers 
were largely addressed to s ta t is t ic ians , with the appa ren t a im of el iminating 
rigidities within the discipline and a t t un ing it to the needs of other disciplines. 
Cri t ic isms and demands likely to threaten the status quo of the dominant paradigm 
within a discipline are usually received unfavourably by conservat ive pract i t ioners 
(Kuhn,1962; Barnes,1985). The most probable result is rejection of these ideas or 
isolation in a less powerful subfield, as appears to have happened. 
How then can parad igm developments , conflicts or revolutions in other 
disciplines influence those in geography? In this par t icular instance there are two 
conceivable influences. The first , and most direct , is t ha t as the quant i ta t ive 
revolution in geography developed there was an increasing demand for numerical 
me thods (Gregory,1978; King,1969). For these, geographers turned largely to 
s ta t is t ics and t ransferred the techniques and methodologies of the dominant 
pa rad igm, in many cases more suited to the contrived experimental work of some 
physical sciences. The result was adopt ion of often inappropr ia te methods and 
techniques while those more suited to the analyt ical problems of geography remained 
largely undiscovered or ignored. The second influence was more subtle and stems 
f rom the widespread adherence to scientific method in geography (Moss,1979) where 
there has been a s t rong preference for deductive analysis (Popper,1959; 
Brai thwai te ,1968) . This is evident in Harvey 's discussion of the Hartshornian 
or thodoxy: 
It appears to run f rom the study of unordered observat ions (the facts) 
through classification and generalisation, to the format ion of principles 
which may then be used to assist in the explanatory description of areas. 
The s t rength of such a route depends entirely on the power of inductive 
logic and it appears therefore to be a ra ther weak route to the formation 
of valid general s t a t emen t s ... (1969,78). 
This preference is consistent with stat ist ical method (Kennedy,1983,14), reinforcing 
tendencies towards deduct ive analysis because a priori theorising, regardless of 
qual i ty , precedes hypothesis test ing (Skinner,1985,11). By cont ras t , exploratory da t a 
analysis is inductive, depending on formal interrogation of observations for initial 
insight . This approach is less likely to gain unbridled acceptance in a paradigm 
unable to cope with the uncer ta inty of hypothesis generat ion as opposed to its 
t rad i t ion of positive conclusions. 
There is a great deal of confusion as to whether exploratory and confirmatory 
analyses are clearly divisible as inductive and deductive in rationale. Problem 
formula t ion in exploratory analysis, for example, could be construed as theory 
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d e v e l o p m e n t so t h a t exp lo ra t ion , t hough not t e s t ing hypotheses , is inherent ly 
d e d u c t i v e . T h i s suppos i t ion only holds whe re problem fo rmula t ion sat isf ies the 
requ is i t es of theory wi th def in i t ions , p o s t u l a t e s and ax ioms being s t a t ed and formal ly 
i n t e g r a t e d (Kennedy ,1983) . If th i s is the case, emphas i s could be sh i f ted f rom 
sea rch ing for hypo theses to hypo thes i s t e s t ing , in which case explora t ion should be 
rep laced by con f i rma t ion . O the rwise , t r e a t m e n t of p rob lem specif icat ion as theory 
o v e r s t a t e s i ts value since it is incapab le of providing gu idance necessary for 
c o n f i r m a t i o n . Equa l ly , t o a rgue induc t iveness in conf i rma t ion is misleading because 
h y p o t h e s i s t e s t ing first requires hypo thes i s genera t ion . T h e quest ion is one of 
t heo re t i ca l adequacy . If theory is unspeci f iable f rom previous observa t ion then 
c o n f i r m a t i o n is i n a p p r o p r i a t e wi th exp lo ra t ion being misleadingly cons t rued in 
d e d u c t i v e t e r m s . Confus ion the re fo re ar ises f rom the difference between w h a t 
r e sea rche r s ac tua l ly do as opposed to w h a t they should do. 
Decisions as to whe the r deduc t ive ana lys i s is superior to induct ive analys is are 
no t universal ly app l icab le to all research s i tua t ions . While Harvey criticises 
i nduc t ion as "weak" th is view is only valid if t w o condi t ions apply . T h e first is 
w h e r e t he objec t ive of induc t ion is to a r r ive a t a "general s t a t e m e n t " or " law" as 
would be the case where the re is adherence to scientific m e t h o d (Magee,1973) . This 
is clearly not the ob jec t ive of exp lo ra to ry d a t a analys is where emphas i s is on 
inves t iga t ion , ques t ion ing and hypo thes i s genera t ion . The second is where the 
requ is i t es for a deduc t ive analys is can be sa t is f ied and , in pa r t i cu l a r , where there is 
a well founded theore t ica l f r amework capab le of sus ta in ing mean ingfu l hypotheses . 
U n f o r t u n a t e l y , even where theore t ica l f r a m e w o r k s exist they are ail too of ten 
defec t ive . These deficiencies have t w o sources. F i r s t , theory is commonly re t a rded 
by compar i son wi th the complexi ty of p h e n o m e n a being analysed so t h a t its 
app l i c a t i on under m a n y c i r cums tances is of dubious value. Th is p rob lem is 
e x a c e r b a t e d by l a t en t ideological s t ances ( K a t o u z i a n , I 9 8 0 ) , which are incorpora ted 
i n t o such theory and remain u n s t a t e d , s u p p o r t i n g the status quo (Wallace,1978; 
H u r s t , 1 9 7 2 ) . T h e second source of deficiency arises f rom the empir ical bases of 
t h e o r y because the re is heavy rel iance on in formal observa t ion . T h e rami f ica t ions 
for t r u e theory can be d e v a s t a t i n g because def ini t ion may be inaccura te wi th the 
ef fec t t h a t pos tu l a t e s a re misguided and ax ioms wrong or empir ical ly un jus t i f iab le . 
Since these theor ies a re based on informal observa t ion it follows t h a t they are 
i n f o r m a l as opposed to fo rmal theor ies s t e m m i n g f rom formal observa t ion . T h e role 
of e x p l o r a t o r y d a t a ana lys i s is, the re fore , to c o n t r i b u t e t o w a r d s the genera t ion of 
f o r m a l t h e o r y . 
It is clearly fa l lac ious to a rgue t h a t poorly based deduc t ive analyses are , ipso 
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facto, superior to all inductive analyses. Each, therefore, has a place in applied 
research. Inductive analyses are preferred where theoretico-conceptual frameworks are 
weak, problems complex or data poorly understood while deductive analyses are 
most effective where research has reached an advanced stage of development. 
F i gu r e 2-1: The Applied Research Relationship Between 
Inductive (Exploratory) And Deductive 
(Confirmatory) Analysis. 
The scope for an exploratory stage in all research has long been identified as 
Losch's comment suggests: 
...there is also speculation and philosophising where the frontiers of the 
calculable are crossed, and especially where the meaning of the whole is to 
be interpreted. (1939,xv) 
Whilst it would be desirable to incorporate a confirmatory stage of analysis in all 
studies, Losch's contention is that this cannot always be done because of the type 
or magnitude of problem being investigated. Rather than ignore important 
phenomena or fields of inquiry because of perceptual or technical difficulties he 
advocates adaption to the less calulable. Introduction of such adaptions is not 
simple because the problems addressed and methodologies used can prove 
irreconcilable with those falling into the realm of the calculable. This conflict has 
been noted by Gordon with reference to exploratory and confirmatory data analysis 
in the context of multivariate classification (an exploratory technique): 
Few classification studies which draw general conclusions about the 
nature of the data have been followed by more rigorous confirmatory 
analysis on new data. (1981,7) 
The choice to move beyond the confines of confirmatory analysis and perhaps even 
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to cross Losch's frontiers of the calculable may lead to studies which are exclusively 
exploratory. 
By way of summary it would be incorrect to assume tha t inductive and 
deductive analyses, and so their exploratory and confirmatory counterparts , 
cons t i tu te diverging pa ths in applied research. As shown in Figure 2.1 the two are 
closely associated in the learning process. Induction, whether it be formal or 
informal (as with simple problems), provides an empirical foundation for meaningful 
hypotheses which act as a s tar t ing point for theory development and so subsequent 
deductive stages in analysis. Car ter recognised elements of this process in 
rudimentary form: 
.. .construction of models often results from a backlog of accumulated 
information, al though every such accumulation does not inevitably lead to 
such a construction and a t t empt s are made then to digest material by 
means of classification, rather than integrated models. (1972,46) 
Where deduction is only partially successful, or alternatively so successful as to 
just i fy an expansion of the subject under study, there is then a need for additional 
exploration to fill gaps or suggest new directions. These two methods of 
investigation are often not seen as related because problems are so complex as to 
permit only one stage of analysis to be used at one time or, in the case of simple 
problems, the inductive phase is informal. Hence, jus t as induction and deduction 
relate so do the philosophies of exploratory and confirmatory da ta analysis. The 
problem solving relevance of each is not described by universally invariant rules but 
determined by individual research needs. 
2 .2 T h e A p p r o p r i a t e n e s s of E x p l o r a t o r y D a t a A n a l y s i s for I n v e s t i g a t i n g 
Local i sed Labour Area D i f f erent ia l s . 
The discussion so far has concentrated on the definition of exploratory da ta 
analysis and its development but little at tent ion has been devoted to when 
exploratory da ta analyses are appropriate . Discussion of suitability is important 
because it completes definition through reference to application. Definitionally, 
application is extremely important because inappropriate choices can impair research. 
Sayer has argued tha t : 
One of the most basic causes of the inadequacy of the models we have 
criticised regional science models) is the misguided a t t empt to make the 
' sof t ' sciences 'hard ' , to equate social science with 'na tura l science' and 
therefore, to use an inhibiting methodology. (1976,249) 
The major problem where numerical analyses are concerned is tha t results which 
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should be presented as exp lora tory or t e n t a t i v e a re po r t r ayed in a conf i rma to ry way. 
Fa i lu r e to recognise the d is t inct ion be tween exp lo ra to ry and conf i rma to ry analysis , 
as Gr igg wa rns , can produce i n a p p r o p r i a t e appl ica t ion of not only me thod b u t 
resu l t s : 
Herber t son in tended his sys tem (cl imatic classif icat ion) to be exp lora tory , 
t o be tes ted by la ter workers , and not to be accepted as a final and 
comple te sys t em. (1967,499) 
Repl ica t ion of He rbe r t son ' s diff iculty can only be avoided by es tabl ishing the 
cond i t ions under which explora t ion is app rop r i a t e . 
T h e s imple response to th is p rob lem is t h a t explora t ion is app rop r i a t e when 
c o n f i r m a t o r y analyses a re i napp rop r i a t e . Th i s s i tua t ion prevails under two 
condi t ions : where theory , concept and empir ical research is not sufficiently 
developed to s u p p o r t conf i rma to ry analysis ; and when the qual i ty of d a t a is so 
unver i f iab le as to call t he mer i t of conf i rma t ion in to doub t . Where ei ther or both 
of these c i r cums tances have been identif ied in t e rp re t a t i on m u s t be ad jus t ed 
accordingly since it canno t be expected t h a t conf i rma to ry modes of in t e rp re ta t ion 
app ly . Each of these issues will be t r ea t ed in t u r n wi th specific reference to spat ia l 
ana lys is . 
2.3 Local ised Labour Research - P r o b l e m s of Theory and Concept . 
As analysis of ex ten t and n a t u r e in d i f fe ren t ia t ion is the f u n d a m e n t a l means of 
ga in ing insight in to the role of place in labour exchange, the empirical componen t of 
th i s S tudy is f u n d a m e n t a l l y concerned with complex form. The ma jo r r equ i rement s 
of any theore t ica l , conceptual or empir ical f r a m e w o r k ' are very exact ing. They 
m u s t be capable of providing guidance in the def in i t ion, selection, expression and 
weigh t ing of a wide a r ray of labour exchange character is t ics . T h e usefulness of 
ex is t ing propos i t ions diminishes rapidly where any of these condi t ions are not 
sa t i s f ied . Few, if any , can be satisfied directly because l i t t le research has addressed 
t h e issue of d i f fe ren t ia t ion in localised labour exchange. The work which has been 
done concen t r a t e s on highly specific topics, is highly f r agmen ted and makes l i t t le 
e f for t to i nco rpora t e n a t u r e in to analyses of fo rm. This , of itself, is sufficient to 
j u s t i f y an exp lora to ry approach b u t the re are four general deficiencies aff i ic t ing the 
ava i l ab le theore t ica l , conceptual and empir ical f r ameworks which impair the scope 
for c o n f i r m a t o r y analysis with detai led areal d a t a in Aus t ra l ia . These apply 
^ R e f e r e n c e t o t h e o r e t i c a l , c o n c e p t u a l a n d e m p i r i c a l a s p e c t s of a c c u m u l a t e d r e s e a r c h is an o p e r a t i o n a l 
g e n e r a l i s a t i o n w h i c h r e f e r s t o a n y p r e - e x i s t i n g r e s e a r c h c a p a b l e of s u p p o r t i n g c o n f i r m a t o r y a n a l y s i s . T h i s is 
d o n e so t h a t c o n s i d e r a t i o n is n o t r e s t r i c t e d t o t h e n a r r o w c o n c e p t of p u r e t h e o r y . 
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primarily to interarea analyses which are much more complex than intra-area 
analyses. The latter must theorise or represent findings for only one area without 
reference to the complications which beset a set of different areas. 
The first is the failure of a comprehensive and integrated body of work to 
emerge which could have provided a reference point for developments in more 
specific fields. The affects of this deficiency have been noted by Sayer in discussing 
regional science: 
One of the chief barriers to progress in regional science is the very thing 
which is least discussed by regional scientists, that is, the mode of 
abstraction - what should be studied, what should be left out and how it 
should be conceptualised. (1976,250) 
References to this kind of deficiency can also frequently be found in the more 
general literature, with Isserman and Brown (1979,139) claiming that measurement 
of "community needs is a problem in search of a method" and Rhind arguing that: 
For many variables our theory is so underdeveloped that we cannot yet 
suggest a reasonable basis for disaggregation. (1978,129) 
Others, such as Haynes (1975,66) concur, complaining there is "no clear idea of 
which variables are relevant and which particular characteristics in a system should 
be isolated". From this it is clear there is concern over the inability of the 
theoretical and empirical frame of spatial research to provide answers to key 
questions, especially in the relationship between topics and the nomination of 
priorities. Haynes (1975,66) asserts that this reflects the current state of analysis 
and spatial research has not yet passed the first stage of scientific development 
"with any degree of rigour". Herbert and Johnston offer a similar view with 
respect to analyses of urban structure: 
How then can this mosaic be unravelled to provide descriptive 
information on the urban structure - itself perhaps generative of hypotheses 
concerning its origins - and inputs for analytical work on the role of the 
sociospatial environment or other social processes ...Answers to this question 
are invariably located in the pragmatic research world ... (1978,13). 
The state of socio spatial research is then primitive by comparison with the 
problems being addressed. Reliance on pragmatism is only to be expected as a 
stage in the development of a more comprehensive and integrated theoretical base. 
There is here a clear place for exploratory data analysis as the search for a 
synthesis continues. 
The second deficiency is the dearth of analyses at the local scale. Transfer of 
theories and concepts is difficult as these are too gross and have unrealistic data 
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requi rements . The problems are evident from the experience of neo-classical regional 
economists , such as Richardson (1969), who a t t e m p t e d to apply macroeconomic 
principles to the regional scale. Many of these exercises were of only limited 
success as Logan (1970,117) has noted, arguing tha t geographical differences in 
economic act ivi ty are "difficult to explain" in t e rms of in ternat ional t rade models 
because they do not adequately account for the mobility of labour and capital . In 
essence, Logan has observed t h a t scale is ins t rumenta l in concept definition. 
Fu r the r difficulties can be i l lustrated with reference to the core-periphery 
theories developed and used by Myrdal (1957) Hirschman (1958) and Fre idmann 
(1966) which have been given some currency in Austra l ia through the work of 
Stilwell (1974). The theory purpor t s to explain development differences and acts as 
a f ramework for explanatory mechanisms such as cumulat ive causat ion. Stilwell 
found this theory useful for decomposing Austra l ian s ta tes into core and peripheral 
regions on the basis of a division between metropol i tan and nonmetropol i tan areas. 
This otherwise useful theory cannot be applied at the local scale because its 
f u n d a m e n t a l spat ial division is too large. While this whole Study could be typified 
as an invest igat ion within the periphery, the organisational util i ty of the model is 
largely foregone as it was originally specified with internat ional and national scales 
as its focus. This problem is exaggerated because of the t ru ism tha t as scale 
diminishes, d a t a availabili ty becomes increasingly limited (variety of problems 
subsequent ly recognised, e.g. Stohr and Taylor,1981; Gore,1984). The model is, 
therefore , restricted increasingly to the realms of theory and has been argued 
elsewhere "any model is jus t as good as its empirical f rame of reference" 
(Berry,1960,78). Transfer of higher scale theories is undesirable because of an 
inabili ty to take advantage of their conceptual benefits and satisfy their d a t a 
requirements . 
The thi rd deficiency of the theoretical , conceptual and empirical f rame is tha t 
it is heavily dependent on work from outside Austral ia . This can effect 
invest igat ion in two ways. One is conceptualisat ion of the labour exchange process 
where in terna t ional differences are apparen t . Horn has discerned this phenomenon 
and warned of potential pit falls: 
Labour economics has a s t rong nat ional bias to the extent tha t the 
appl icat ion of economic rules is greatly infiuenced by the people, 
ins t i tu t ions and t rad i t ions of respective countries. The many American 
tex ts , for instance, are of no direct relevance to the present Austral ian 
s i tua t ion in their t r e a tmen t of racial differences, s t ruc tura l unemployment 
and collective bargaining ... (1975,i) 
Gal laway (1971,viii) confirms this view in prefacing his work on labour economics 
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where he claims to have produced "an image of American labour marke ts" . This is 
not to argue t h a t these works have no heurist ic value, indeed they do, but they 
should not form the fundamen ta l bases for examinat ion or elucidation of Austral ian 
problems where parallels with other countr ies , such as Bri tain or the U.S.A., may 
be superficial . If this problem is to be overcome, an Austra l ian theoretical 
f ramework mus t be developed. 
Another aspect of this problem is impor t an t in conceptualisat ion of locational 
differences. As yet, very little work has been done in Austra l ia on locational 
d i f ferent ia t ion . This applies part icularly to small area research and to specialist 
fields such as labour exchange. The detailed spat ial dis t r ibut ion of many socially 
significant variables, such as income, are as yet virtually unexplored beyond the 
level of simple mapping . In filling some of these gaps, though only for urban 
Aus t ra l ia , the Depa r tmen t of Home Affairs and Environment (1983,v) has noted this 
absence, claiming t h a t its work is "a first a t t e m p t to describe differences". 
Walmsley (1980,7), comment ing on the s t a t e of indicators in Austra l ia (a subject in 
receipt of substant ia l ly more a t ten t ion than spat ial differences in labour exchange 
because of its broader base), concurs with this general view. Reliance on theories, 
concepts or empirical results appropr ia te to other countries increases the probabil i ty 
of misspecifying not only form but process. 
The "regional problem" framework (Brown and Burrows,1977; Holland,1976), so 
popular overseas, provides an excellent example of an inappropr ia te framework when 
applied to Aust ra l ia (Butler and Mandevi l le ,198l) . This conceptualisation was 
formula ted in Europe (especially Britain) and to a lesser extent the U.S.A. where it 
has been used as a just i f icat ion for regional policy intervention. Its main a rgument 
is t h a t regions containing large numbers of people (literally hundreds of thousands 
or millions) are d isadvantaged because of widespread and long term failures in the 
regional economy. Examples of such areas include Appalachia (U.S.A.), the 
Mezzogiorno (Italy) and North East Bri tain. Transfer of such a framework wi thout 
explorat ion is compositionally fallacious because it assumes the Austral ian s i tuat ion 
fits this model. As will be seen in the unemployment analysis to follow, areal 
differences in Aust ra l ia have been less spectacular , confined to smaller populat ions, 
less clearly identifiable and so more ephemeral . There is little to be gained by 
confusing the Austra l ian si tuat ion with those found overseas. Christensen's empirical 
work suppor t s this conclusion: 
W h a t was perhaps most clear f rom the studies undertaken was t ha t 
unemployment experience in Queensland needs to be analysed in its own 
con tex t , no complete analogy could be drawn with experience in the United 
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Kingdom for example, where industrial structure and history differed 
considerably from our own ... (1973,138) 
She continues to argue that "the precise problem must be identified before solutions 
can be applied." In effect, this requires a typology of areal differences 'cut' to 
Australian circumstances rather than 'cutting' Australian circumstances to foreign 
specification. 
The final, and possibly most important deficiency in the framework needed to 
sustain confirmatory analyses of areal differentiation is, as pointed out earlier, the 
inability of theory and concept to cope with complex social and economic reality. 
This can be illustrated by reference to the social indicators literature which offers 
one of the closest parallels to this Study because it attempts to incorporate nature 
in differentiation into assessment. Several practitioners have expressed serious 
reservations as to the adequacy of theory and concept. Smith criticised the field, 
claiming that: 
The problem here is that, despite certain similarities in the views 
expressed, there is no generally accepted social theory setting out precise 
conditions unambiguously defining human well being along with their 
weights. (1977,31) 
Most other commentators agree with this view, Armstrong (1982,5) pointing to the 
absence of a model "to guide the selection of social indicators" and Walmsley 
(1980,35) stating unequivocably that there "is no a priori guidance as to which 
dimensions of human existence should be singled out for study". Responses to this 
absence of a useful theory are instructive. Walmsley (1980,35) continues his earlier 
comment to conclude that the task of the social scientist is to identify the 
mininium of social theory and to admit that this falls well short of "an actual 
model". Others adopt a far more pragmatic position and define operational sets of 
indicators related to variant conceptualisations of human need, stemming from the 
requisites of public policy, or particular client groups in the community 
(Armstrong,1982; Knox,1978; Isserman and Brown,1979). In Isserrnan and Brown's 
(1979,140) terms, these are "largely piecemeal" and "case at a time" in fashion and 
fit Smith's earlier comment. Edwards (1975,280) puts this search for theory into a 
useful context suggesting that social scientists will not find the definitive framework 
they so urgently seek because the phenomenon they are attempting to monitor is, in 
all probability, constantly changing in nature and manifestation^. 
^A large n u m b e r of task speci f ic mode l s for regional analysis have been ignored in this d iscuss ion because 
it w o u l d be t ed ious to review them since all were re jected . T h e y inc lude e c o n o m i c base mode l s , 
i n p u t / o u t p u t analysis , s h i f t / s h a r e analysis and regional s imulat ion mode ls . R e j e c t i o n was for o n e or more 
o f three reasons : only suited to intra-area analyses ; refer to a narrow range of var iables ; or require 
res tr i c t ive assumpt i ons . M a n y of these are, in fact , e x p l o r a t o r y but used def init ively on the basis of 
t e c h n i c a l s oph i s t i ca t i on . 
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Taylor ' s suggestion for future directions in the indicators field demonstrates a 
strong methodological parallel with that outlined in Figure 2.1: 
Hopefully theories will generate need for a data base. Data itself might 
suggest new theories so separate progress in both areas would not be 
counter productive. (1980,236) 
Due to the paucity of previous work on localised differences in the labour exchange 
process, the approach being adopted in this Study is clearly of the data based kind 
and, more particularly, exploratory in outlook. 
Confirmatory analyses have continued unabated in spite of these difficulties 
because they are an inherent element of conventional scientific method. This, 
however, is not sufficient because the risks of misconception have been highlighted 
as the generality of scientific method has been justifiably attacked: 
There are two things wrong with regarding the study of human social life 
as a science on par with the natural sciences. One is that this produces a 
mistaken view of what human beings are like, as capable, reasoning actors 
who know a great deal about why they act as they do. The other is that 
it contributes to a tendency which Habermas sees as general in modern 
intellectual culture - an overestimation of the role of science as the only 
valid kind of knowledge that we can have about either the natural or social 
world. (Giddens,1985,18) 
Exploratory research has, in the past, fallen victim to the very phenomenon which 
it seeks to eliminate, proneness to acceptance of unsustainable, preconceived ideas. 
In adopting a decidedly empirical approach to the investigation of localised 
labour area differentials it is not intended, in Berry's terms (1960,78), to deprecate 
the theoretical and empirical framework which has developed. By demonstrating 
some of the inadequacies of the broader framework of spatial analysis, in the 
absence of one referring specifically to labour exchange differentials at the local 
scale, it has been possible to show the potential for introducing a formal exploratory 
mode of analysis. Acceptance of the need for such an approach does not preclude 
the application of confirmatory or definitive approaches but it does show that many 
studies of this genre, especially those based on weak theory or non probabilistic 
models, may be more aptly described as exploratory. By virtue of its fiexibility, 
exploratory data analysis can be applied where the theoretical base is weak and the 
transfer of theory or loose concepts, as a substitute, is of marginal benefit. Under 
these circumstances formal hypotheses generation and question development are more 
advantageous than application of the traditional analytical tenets of post war 
geography. 
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2.3.1 Localised Labour Research - Considerat ions in Using Secondary Data . 
Even if theoret ical , conceptual or previous empirical developments were capable 
of sustaining conf i rmatory analyses, it is unlikely t h a t d a t a requirements could be 
satisfied in a large number of in terarea analyses. Exploratory d a t a analysis offers a 
m a j o r a l te rna t ive to confirmation under such circumstances because it entails an 
inherent qualif ication of findings through its emphasis on question development and 
hypotheses generat ion f rom formal observat ion. 
More specifically, there are two reasons for accepting this a l ternat ive. First ly, 
spat ia l analyses rely exclusively on secondary data^ . As only a limited range of 
informat ion is avai lable it is not possible to operationalise a large proport ion of 
theories. This problem increases in severity as the size of observational units is 
decreased because informat ion becomes even more restr icted, as for example, national 
surveys become inoperable"^ and adminis t ra t ive records unreported. Tregilgas argued 
t h a t research below the s ta te level was a t best precarious: 
A prime reason for accepting the use of S ta te borders is tha t a thorough 
analysis requires considerable information and stat is t ical da ta . If these da t a 
are only collected on a State , ra ther than a sub-State , basis there is no 
serious a l te rna t ive to the use of S ta te boundaries in such an analysis. In 
fact , such d a t a const ra in ts are much in evidence in Austral ia . Sub-national 
d a t a are relatively scarce... therefore severely limiting sub-State analysis to 
untes tab le hypotheses and summary guesses. (1976,4) 
Hence the s t rong bond with theory so necessary for t rue confirmation is in serious 
j eopardy . 
Secondly, since spatial analysis is dependent on available da ta , these must be 
accepted on this cri teria ra ther than judgements concerning quali ty. This does not 
provide a carte blanche to ignore qual i ty , ra ther , it suggests tha t research 
philosophies mus t be ad jus ted to account for deficiencies as correction may not be 
possible. Mosteller, Elashoff and Elashoff, indicate such ad jus tmen t s may need to 
be significant with d a t a related to human behaviour: 
Psychologists sadly say t ha t even under the most carefully controlled 
conditions, laboratory animals do as they please. Humans do even worse. 
(1978,210) 
Social da t a are commonly 'par t ia l ' , ' sof t ' and 'noisy' , t rea t ing issues of great 
complexity or with highly intangible components which confuse a variety of 
^Seconda ry d a t a are those which are collected and t a b u l a t e d before release while pr imary d a t a are 
released in original f o r m a t . W i t h secondary d a t a there is min imal cont ro l over wha t is measured , how this 
is d o n e or how resul t s are p re sen ted . 
^ T h e L a b o u r Force Survey , for example , can only be d i saggrega ted to me t ropo l i t an and n o n m e t r o p o l i t a n 
reg ions for each s t a t e because sampl ing f r ames are of l imited scope. 
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phenomena . Where measurennent is in doubt, the benefits of confirmatory analyses 
are undermined by inaccuracy in original observat ions. 
It is the second of these issues which is of the greatest interest because it 
governs w h a t should be done with informat ion as opposed to what is done. The 
problems of secondary d a t a will now be expanded upon. These will first examine 
sources of dis tor t ion recognised in census mater ia l by the Austra l ian Bureau of 
S ta t i s t ics and second addi t ional sources of distortion^ which, though widely 
recognised, are frequently ignored. 
The Austra l ian Bureau of Stat is t ics commonly recognises five distort ing 
influences on census results, the degree of recognition and discussion varying between 
influences. Two of these influences effect only the 1976 census and stem from the 
fact t h a t the major i ty of results were derived from a 50% sample of census returns. 
T h e reasons given for this unprecedented action (al though an earlier British census 
was processed in this way) vary f rom insufficient resources to fully process the 
results , to qualms concerning the accuracy of results. Regardless of reason, this 
act ion was irresponsible and unjust i f iable as censuses are only taken every five years. 
Extensive resources are devoted to their collection and they provide the only 
detai led informat ion available on the Austral ian populat ion a t the small area scale. 
T h e result ing l imitat ion is t ha t sampling error is introduced as most aggregates are 
sample es t imates ra ther than counts. These errors are largest for small areas and 
become less impor t an t as tota ls increase in magni tude . A discussion of this problem 
is presented in documents support ing release of the census (A.B.S.,2129.0 Ext rac t ) . 
Responses to this s i tuat ion have produced undesirable compromises which would 
otherwise have been unnecessary. These have included only the use of larger 
popula t ion areas in analyses (see appendices Strieker and Sheehan,1981) which 
artificially t runca tes the spatial dis t r ibut ion of social variables and produces a biased 
view of local differences. Another is to weight all est imates by population size. 
However, this has the side effect of systematising all variables so t ha t in 
nonmet ropo l i t an areas the urban hierarchy is indelibly imprinted on all local 
pa t t e rn s . Easy and direct use of this census has therefore been foregone if there is 
a desire to include small areas in any spatial analysis. The position adopted in this 
S tudy has been to assume the quali ty of the da t a to be generally low and 
incorpora te small areas in an unweighted fashion searching for only the broadest of 
^ A s m a n y of t h e s e c o m m e n t s will b e d i r e c t e d a t t h e c e n s u s m a t e r i a l , b e c a u s e it is t h e m o s t c o m m o n a n d 
r e a d i l y a v a i l a b l e s o u r c e of l o c a t i o n a l d a t a , t h e y s h o u l d n o t be m i s i n t e r p r e t e d as c r i t i c i s m s solely a p p l i c a b l e 
t o t h i s s o u r c e . S i m i l a r d e f i c i e n c i e s c a n be f o u n d in m a n y o t h e r s o u r c e s . 
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interarea patterns^ . 
Another problem of lesser importance also stems from this situation where 
collector's district results were rounded before release while local government 
aggregates were produced from other unrounded estimates (A.B.S. Cat No 
2131.0,44). As it was thought desirable to retain direct compatability between the 
collector's district and local government area scales in this Study it was decided to 
produce local government area estimates from the collector's district tapes. The 
advantages of this course are that it facilitates consistent exploration to the smallest 
areal unit available if needed, emphasises the areal focus of the Study and retains a 
facility which is available in all earlier censuses. However, this course requires an 
acceptance of the level of accuracy at the collector's district scale. This is not 
difficult to accept as the rounding differences are not statistically significant^ and 
the collector's district is the fundamental unit of areal observation. 
A third set of problems arise from the absence of a stable framework for 
collection and presentation of census results which are at least superficially 
compatible over time. These vary in distorting influence from negligible (but 
tedious and time consuming to eliminate) to significant (tedious and impossible to 
eliminate). In the first category are the problems of different area sequences and 
configurations on tapes, different character code representations on (BCD, EBCDIC, 
ASCI) and organisations of variables for areal units between censuses. These 
problems, summarised in Figure 2.2, can be overcome by using different procedures 
to read tapes, careful application of sorting routines and selectively reading data in 
ordered sequences. The second set of problems are due to boundary changes at all 
levels between censuses but of particular interest here are those affecting local 
government areas. Where these occur there are two options: reconstruct original 
boundaries from collector's districts; or amalgamate the local government areas 
effected until a common boundary is reached. Reconstruction from collector's 
districts is not always possible as original boundaries need not be compatible with 
'new' local government areas as neither set is stable over time. Extensive 
'correction' was required in this Study, with the amalgamation method being used 
(Figure 2.2). 
The distorting influence of these otherwise unavoidable corrections is that some 
areas are no longer local government but amalgamations of two or three local 
^Th i s discussion assumes the random sample to be good across all variables and for areas wi th vast ly 
different characterist ics. i f this were not so, and there is no in format ion to conf irm it, a variety of new 
prob lems wou ld arise in regard to over or under representat ion of groups in the popu la t i on . 
^Response to several personal commun ica t i ons wi th the Aus t ra l i an Bureau of Statist ics. 
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Figure 2-2: Standardisation of Sequencing and 
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governments . Under these circumstances, they can only be described as local 
government 'like'. This is not difficult to reconcile with the local government area 
f ramework especially when it is realised t h a t many of these have changed s t a tus 
since commencement of this Study. 
T h e remaining two sources of dis tor t ion have an impor t an t feature in common 
and so can be discussed joint ly . Both represent a form of error, one collection and 
the o ther presenta t ion , which may vary between location and census, hindering areal 
and tempora l comparisons. The first is underenumera t ion , i.e. people who, for some 
reason, have not been included in the census; and the second is tha t census results 
have been largely presented on a de facto basis (place of enumerat ion) as opposed 
to a de jure basis (place of residence). The real danger of both distort ions is their 
selectivity with reference to par t icular groups in the populat ion, for example 
homeless people and underenumera t ion or the short t e rm mobile with de facto/de 
jure differences. The scope for correction across all three censuses is minimal with 
correction factors being available on only a limited basis. Any correction on these 
t e rms would be unsat isfactory because s ta te level factors are too gross for 
appl icat ion to local areas and part ial knowledge for specific variables is of limited 
benefit unless relat ionships to other variables are unders tood. 
Having recognised these five problems with the major source of secondary d a t a 
the quest ion which arises is: are there more? There are, however, they differ from 
this first group in not being as widely acknowledged, very difficult in many cases to 
s u b s t a n t i a t e and , as with those already discussed, usually intractable. Although 
most refer directly to census da ta , they can also be expected with other sources of 
secondary d a t a and may be encountered in many pr imary da t a sets. In all, twelve 
other sources of d is tor t ion can be suggested (see Mosteller,1976; Elashoff and 
Elashoff,1978; Duncan , Cuzzort and Duncan,1961): 
i) Nonresponse to quest ions - This results f rom the failure of individuals to 
answer specific quest ions either because the question is not understood or 
because of ethical objections. The difference between non response and 
under enumera t ion is t ha t the magni tudes of non response are identifiable 
but as, with under enumera t ion , a sat isfactory solution is not available. 
ii) Uncer ta in ty - Quest ions requiring highly specific answers present an 
illusion of precision but in many cases responses are uncertain or 
ephemeral . Examples include quest ions requiring recollection or detailed 
informat ion (such as information on non wage or salary income). 
iii) Var ia t ions in w h a t is collected - This can change in degree f rom 
a l te ra t ions in question fo rmat which may produce slightly different 
responses to the s i tuat ion where established quest ions are struck from the 
census schedule or new ones added. 
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iv) Variat ions in response classirication - Responses f rom similar or identical 
quest ions asl<ed a t different t imes have been classified differently in each 
census, e.g. the industry classification was changed between 1966 and 
1971 along with the presentat ion of d a t a on unemployment while in 1976 
the dist inction between self employed and employers was el iminated. 
v) At t i tud ina l response differences to identical quest ions - This is largely self 
explanatory and refers to a t t i t ud ina l differences which emerge over t ime 
or between groups due to such effects as development of the women's 
movement or the existence of in tercul tura l differences. 
vi) Conceptual isa t ion of variables to be measured - Conceptual isat ion of what 
is to be measured may differ significantly depending on the definitional 
exigencies adopted . For example, the current definition of unemployment 
may be regarded as qui te different to t ha t which would seek to 
incorporate hidden unemployment with impor tan t ramificat ions for what 
is measured. 
vii) Inadequate classification of responses - While meaningful questions may 
be asked and useful information collected, categorisat ion of responses may 
not be useful. For example, responses classified by place of enumerat ion 
or place of usual residence may be less desirable for labour exchange 
studies than results classified by place of work. 
viii) Self enumera t ion basis of census - Self enumera t ion , whilst the most 
economical form of d a t a collection, leaves a broad scope for in terpreta t ive 
licence. The absence of a scruit ineer limits quality control with values 
and judgement s of respondents increasing in significance. 
ix) Errors of coding and processing - Coding and processing of results is 
tedious and error prone. Whilst these problems can be corrected with 
pr imary d a t a there is little which can be done when suspicious results are 
encountered with secondary d a t a . As validation of Austral ian Bureau of 
Stat is t ics mat r ix tapes has been minimal and problems have been 
encountered on some tapes these d a t a must be regarded with suspicion. 
x) Censuses are temporal ly punct i form - As censuses are taken at only one 
point in t ime responses are subject to unknown seasonal influences and 
irregular events . 
xi) Tamper ing wi th collection procedures - Secondary da t a , especially those 
f rom admin is t ra t ive records, are part icularly subject to tampering. For 
example , unemployment regis trat ions have been influenced by a t t e m p t s to 
reduce the number of regis t rants and , at one point , the series was 
abolished, supposedly because of inaccuracies but with s t rong political 
overtones. 
xii) Inappropr ia te use or user error - The final type of distort ion to be 
recognised here is t ha t introduced by users who, failing to consider the 
l imi ta t ions of their da t a , use it inappropriate ly or, because of undetected 
problems, use it in error. 
Doubt less many more sources of dis tor t ion could be identified by considering 
di f ferent s i tuat ions , o ther sources of secondary da t a or more specific versions of the 
issues already raised. 
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The distortions in observation discussed thus far are not the preserve of this 
Study but apply generally to all spatial research using secondary data. Ideally, each 
of these should be assessed and eliminated, as with some of those discussed earlier. 
Were this Study a highly aggregated national analysis, where post enumeration 
surveys or comparable series could be used for correction, or only a few distortions 
suspected, this could be attempted. However, neither of these conditions apply. 
The problem is that whilst there is a widespread awareness of these distortions they 
are commonlv assumed inconsequential and no adjustment in analytical stance is 
adopted. Changing the emphasis from confirmation to exploration facilitates 
adjustment because results are expressed, in accordance with their limitations, as 
questions and hypotheses. Mosteller and Tukey argue the need for such an 
adjustment by observing, with reference to Student's seminal work on confirmation, 
that inappropriate application results in overstatement and invariably 
oversimplification: 
The main value of Students' work lay in (i) showing that one could deal 
with small samples, (ii) giving numbers for how much this mattered in an 
important case, and (iii) providing tables for that case. Against this, his 
work, not by his own choice, made it too easy (iv) to neglect 
"if. . .assumptions hold" , (v) to overstress the "exactness" in other problems, 
and (vi) to fail to attack the problems of multiplicity. (1977,22) 
They continue to argue that "vague concepts" (in this case governed by the quality 
of observation) determine the value of "precise concepts" , indicating that "exactness" 
is illusory under these circumstances. Exploratory data analysis is, therefore, more 
appropriate because it reconciles the quality of findings with results and so responds 
to Savers' (1976) call for a 'softer' social science to deal with 'soft ' problems. The 
question inevitably arises as to whether these are the ' s tuf f of confirmatory or 
definitive analyses. 
2.3.2 Exploration and Adjustment in Interpretative Stance 
The predominant mode of analysis in empirically oriented geographic research 
is confirmatory. The problem with this is that interpretation or use of information 
is largely predetermined as the type of answers sought influences the type of 
questions asked. This is unsatisfactory here because the purpose of research is to 
explore the role of place in labour exchange, not document spatial differences on 
individual variables. Successful alteration to mode of interpretation is contingent 
upon capacitv to depart from entrenched paradigm values as required by the 
purpose of research. Exploratory data analysis offers grounds for augmented 
interpretative flexibility on both counts because it accepts the value of question 
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development and hypothesis generation whilst accommodat ing the purpose of 
searching for s t ruc ture . This cont ras t s starkly with the common orientat ion in 
spat ial analysis where the predominant value is test ing for differences in defined 
s t ruc tu re with the purpose of confirming existence or otherwise of preconceived 
s i tuat ions . Adherence to one rigid mode of in te rpre ta t ion in spat ial analysis can 
only be sustained by assumpt ion . The assumpt ions involved are clearest in the 
spat ial applicat ion of indicators and since it is these which are t roublesome they will 
be evaluated to set the stage for a more flexible t r e a tmen t of observat ion. 
The in te rpre ta t ive demands of the conventional indicators approach are often 
unwieldy because they have a normat ive penchant . This means variables must be 
in te rpre tab le in t e rms of s t a tus condit ions such as 'good ' or ' bad ' . Where this can 
be done the relevant variables may be assigned as indicators because they reflect 
s t a t u s condit ions. Ascription of s t a tu s in this way requires satisfaction of at least 
three assumpt ions (see Knox,1975, for an a l ternat ive t r ea tmen t ) . 
Firs t , each of the variables to be used as indicators must be associable with 
some concept of performance, t h a t is, have a f ramework of values within which 
s t a tu s judgements can be ascribed. Many such f rameworks are informal and relate 
directly to everyday social norms with the ascription of s t a tus being an ostensibly 
simple ma t t e r . Heady, Holmstrom and Wearing challenge such applications, 
expressing serious reservations: 
. . .despite the appearance of objectivity, a t roublesome assumption is 
made, namely t h a t the well being of the nat ion is improving to the extent 
t ha t the indicators show tha t people live longer, pass through more years 
of education, or have bet ter plumbing in their houses and is declining to 
the extent t h a t there is a crime wave, more drug taking and more divorces. 
At bo t tom this assumption is troublesome because 'object ive ' indicators are 
taken to be measures of subjective psychological s ta tes . (1983,6) 
The scope for overcoming this criticism is not great in even broad indicators studies 
where diverse phenomena may be incorporated (see Smith,1977; Walmsley,1980; and 
Cut te r ,1985 - for content analyses of social indicators studies) and a wide array of 
secondary d a t a are available. It is even less where only one element of social 
process is to be invest igated, as in this case, since fewer sources of information will 
be available and those used out of necessity are less likely to have normat ive 
correlates. 
Second, any variable nominated as an indicator of s t a tus will have a ' s tand 
alone ' capacity by which unambiguous in terpre ta t ion will be possible. This 
assumpt ion s tems directly f rom the first and imposes an addi t ional condition which 
effectively prohibi ts the use of variables which cannot be interpreted unambiguously 
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wi thou t reference to other variables. \^'here this cannot be done, simplistic 
in te rpre ta t ion will result in incorrect conclusions. For example, a concentrat ion of 
low income females in an area could suggest a concentrat ion of female poverty or 
conversely it could indicate a concentrat ion of double job holding by household 
pa r tne r s (husband-wife) where supplementary female income is responsible for 
relat ive affluence. Human behaviour is complex and very often conditional on the 
act ions of other people, events and oppor tuni t ies so tha t the potential for simple 
in te rpre ta t ion of variables is more likely to be the exception than the rule. 
Thi rd , there is a s t rong concept-measurement relationship. In essence this 
refers to the fai thfulness with which concepts to be used as indicators are 
represented by the measures of them. The importance of this assumption has been 
underl ined by Horn: 
The degree of validity depends on the extent to which change in the 
indicator is matched by a corresponding change in the element of well 
being under consideration . . . (O.E.C.D.,1977,4) 
As argued in the previous section, the s t rength of the concept-measurement link is 
in doub t , these doubts increasing with the complexity of variables and degree of 
spat ia l disaggregation. As the potential for measurement dis tort ion has already 
received detailed a t ten t ion , and will be i l lustrated in later chapters, fur ther 
discussion of this assumption is unnecessary. 
Were this in terpreta t ive stance to be accepted, the effect would be to prohibit 
invest igat ion of na ture in differentiat ion and so preclude higher level search for the 
role of place in labour exchange. The reason for this is purely operational since so 
few dimensions of variabil i ty, f rom the constrained range available on local labour 
exchange, could satisfy these assumptions t h a t analysis would default to one of 
degree in differentiat ion. An al ternat ive is therefore necessary which does not rely 
on these assumptions . The flexibility afforded by exploratory d a t a analysis assists 
in this because conventional values are of l i t t le merit if they cannot be reconciled 
wi th the information available for analysis. 
The main a l ternat ive to conventional in terpreta t ion can be traced to ' f r inge ' 
developments in the indicators l i terature where similar obstacles have been 
encountered in satisfying these assumptions. The preoccupation with normat ive 
resul ts is replaced by an interest in the wider unders tanding of place. This is 
consistent with the general view of da t a analysis where one of the tasks is to look 
beyond the 'visible spec t rum' of the accepted in search of regularities in the 
unknown. This more liberal view of da t a analysis has been argued by Horn f rom 
United Nat ions sources: 
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...social indicators may serve the purpose of curiosity, unders tanding or 
act ion. . . (1977,7) 
The conventional approach tradi t ional ly acknowledged only the final just i f icat ion, 
whereas sat isfact ion of curiosity and the need to gain an unders tanding place are 
impor t an t prerequisites for well conceived research. Hill's (1977,64) distinction 
between "normat ive indicators" and "neutral s ta t is t ics" , where the lat ter are defined 
as "da t a of a non-normat ive na tu re" , reinforces the notion of there being no 
compulsion to accept the conventional mode of in terpre ta t ion . Taylor (1980) also 
accepts a number of uses for socioeconomic d a t a and quotes Carlisle's typology of 
indicators , i.e. predictive, problem oriented, evaluat ive and informative. The first 
three are more conventional as they are oriented towards normat ive judgement and 
so more suited to the action criteria listed above. The informative type of use, 
" the purpose of which is to describe par t s of the social system", is more suitable 
because it is compatible with the objective of search oriented investigation where 
preconceived notions are of limited value and findings may be of uncertain merit . 
The point of this a l ternat ive is to shift a t ten t ion from the purely normative 
role of information and direct it towards the search for s t ructures which may 
provide insights into the role of place in labour exchange. It recognises the need 
for manipula t ion of information because it is related to social process and, therefore, 
character is t ic of it. There is minimal reliance on preconceived s ta tus associations 
with subsequent dependence on 'exact ' concept-measurement relationships and hence, 
d a t a of i r refutable integri ty. Rather , this or ientat ion is designed to use available 
informat ion wliich has a less defined affinity with social process. As most small 
a rea d a t a are not of guaranteed qual i ty , this procedure assumes t ha t whilst 
exactness may be in doub t , loose affinity is sufficient to provide insight into 
unexplored s t ructure . The emphasis on na ture in differentiation is designed to 
alleviate the worst excesses of any part icular series by introduction of others. This 
response is not new to geography but is formally recognised here as an acceptance 
of l imi ta t ions to analysis. 
The relationship between the philosophy of exploratory da t a analysis and 
character is t ic modes of in terpreta t ion is two-way, with the former facili tating 
in te rpre ta t ive adapt ion which, in turn , encourages exploration. This in terpreta t ive 
s tance depar t s from the normat ive penchant of most contemporary indicator studies 
which, through prior assumpt ions concerning s t a tus conditions, focus on variables 
and their distr ibution in space. Rather , its intent ion is to reverse this by providing 
a focus on place. Since the primary concern is no longer with s ta tus differences for 
variables but their use in combination to suggest place, this application has a more 
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direct line of descent from the atlas tradition in geography than the indicators 
movement. 
2.4 Structure in Exploratory Data Analysis - An Approach to the 
Investigation of Localised Labour Area Differences in Australia. 
Problems encountered with the development of spatial analysis include: 
deficiencies of theory, concept and data; rigidities in interpretative stance; and the 
introduction of assumptions which cannot be satisfied. As a result, it could be 
justifiably asked whether exploration should be abandoned until conditions improve? 
In addressing this question it should be understood that these are not simply 
problems of this Study but more general to spatial analysis. As these general 
circumstances are unlikely to change in the foreseeable future the only option is to 
proceed. This raises the next pressing issue which is relationship of the research 
problem to an operational framework for exploration. 
Without an adequate operational framework, exploratory data analysis is in 
serious danger of becoming directionless and producing unintegratable findings as it 
lacks the guidance of a priori theory. Creation of an operational framework 
requires conversion of the research problem into a series of manageable and related 
subquestions which embrace the major issues raised. This has been done and a 
schematic overview shown in Figure 2.3 with each of the questions being shown as 
a critical element in analysis of the problem. 
The first critical feature of the framework (Figure 2.3) refers to the Study's 
formative stage which includes all material discussed to this point, i.e. formulation 
of the research problem, explanation of its main features and adoption of a suitable 
analytical approach. This stage is amongst the more intricate and perhaps the 
most important because all else follows from it. As all of the relevant content 
material has already been examined in detail this stage needs no further discussion. 
The second critical issue progresses to the need for an understanding of issues which 
are like ly to impinge upon local observations. There are two factors of major 
concern, one arising from shifts in macroeconomic performance and the other public 
efforts to alter structure of space economy. It is necessary to address the question 
of macroeconomic behaviour because the period of interest was chosen for its 
economic dynamism, with consequent ramifications for perspectives on place in 
labour exchange. More specifically, the analysis of extent (see below) concentrates 
exclusively on specification of place in labour exchange according to the 
unemployment dimension. This dimension offers scope for normative interpretation 
of place in the context of more general macroeconomic shifts in performance. 
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F igure 2-3: Operational Framework 
- Scheme of Issues and Sub-Questions 
Decomposed From Original Research Question. 
ORIGINAL RESEARCH QUESTION 
ISSUE extent and nature of local ised labour area differences 
R E S E A R C H QUESTION What our explanatory data analysis reveal 
about local ised differences in the labour 
exchange process for nontnetropolitan NSW 
for the period 1966-76? 
ISSUE Background 
SUBQUEST ION I What i s the nacro economic background to the current c r i s i s ? 
What i s the locat ional ly discriminant policy background to spatial 
analysis in Austral ia? 
DATA INTENSIVE DATA EXTENSIVE 
I S SUE Unemployment and local ised labour market performance. 
SUBQUEST ION I What i s the concept of unemployment how i s i t 
measured and how has i t been used in locat ional ly 
discriminant studies? 
SUB0UEST10N2 What i s the pattern of local unemployment 
d i f f e ren t i a l s and how durable are they 
cross-sectional ly and longitudinal ly? 
ISSUE Analyt ical strategy, technique and data select ion 
for multidimensional exploration. 
SUBQUEST ION What analyt ica l strategy is most suitable 
for a data extensive analysis of local ised 
labour area differences and what techniques 
and data can be combined to achieve the 
objectives of exploration? 
ISSUE Area! structure ident i f i ca t ion . 
SUBQUEST ION Can any meaningful organisation of local ised 
labour areas be ident i f ied and i f so what 
is i t and how does i t vary? 
ISSUE Attr ibute contribution to weak patterns or structures. 
SUBQUEST ION What are the contributions of individual and 
co l lec t i ve sources of d i f fe rent ia t ion to observed 
patterns {and i f meaningful-structures) 
of local ised labour area d i f fe rent ia t ion? 
CONCLUS IONS 
AND 
HYPOTHESES 
CONCERNING METHOD 
AND 
LOCAL STRUCTURE 
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Character of the period must therefore be established to illustrate judgements 
concerning diversity of influence and establish context for normative interpretation. 
The second is important because of possible influences on the structure of local 
areas and a more general interest in the types of policy initiated in the past. 
There is a clear need to understand the influence of locationally discriminant policies 
on spatial distributions because they may determine patterns observed in spatial 
analysis. Collectively the macroeconomic and locationally discriminant policy issues 
provide a point of departure for this analysis to move from the known and 
relatively familiar to the unknown and uncertain. 
The third critical feature of the operational framework shown in Figure 2.3 
reveals a major analytical choice between data intensive and extensive analyses of 
spatial differentiation. This choice stems from the way data are used to gain 
insight into the role of place in labour exchange. Data intensive analyses of form 
are those which investigate unidimensional aspects of differentiation whereas data 
extensive analyses investigate differences from a wider array of dimensions. Data 
intensive analyses can use large numbers of variables but these must be derived 
from dimensionally related sources through decomposition of variables into sets, 
combination of related variables into higher level overviews and use of 
representational differences to modify distributions. Data extensive examinations 
have a far greater capacity for generation of derived variables because source is not 
constrained to one dimension of variation. The importance of these two alternatives 
is that they facilitate implementation of analyses oriented towards investigations of 
extent or nature. Although considerations of extent and nature do not depend on 
the number of variables used, the scope for incorporating considerations of nature in 
differentiation is increased in data extensive analysis. It is therefore more likely 
that analyses of extent in differentiation will be data intensive while those of nature 
tend to be data extensive. 
The two approaches present very different analytical problems. The range of 
simple techniques for intensifying images through the creation of derived variables, 
though useful in data intensive situations, are patently unsuited where data 
extensive analyses are the object. In data intensive situations the objective is to 
gain a detailed understanding of form with regard to only one aspect of areal 
differentiation. In data extensive situations individual aspects of differentiation, and 
their particular variables, are of less direct concern because it is general patterns of 
coincidence which are the subject of study. While the objective in both situations 
is to enhance understanding, the paths may be very different. 
It has been decided to adopt both data intensive and extensive approaches 
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because they emphasise different aspects of differentiat ion. Da ta intensive 
approaches provide a useful precursor to complex analyses of form because, in 
examining one dimension of var ia t ion , a familiari ty can be established which is not 
o therwise obtainable . This creates an awareness of shortcomings in the concept-
measu remen t relat ionship and forms of in terarea variat ion which might be expected 
(i.e. a control) . 
T h e dimension chosen for d a t a intensive investigation of place in labour 
exchange is localised unemployment differences. This dimension was chosen because: 
it gained prominence as a result of economic recession (next chapter) ; is arguably 
representa t ive of broader disparities; and is widely accepted in other studies. The 
unemploymen t issue can be decomposed into two subquestions. The first asks what 
is the concept of unemployment , how is it measured and how has it been used in 
previous spat ial analyses? Only once this question has been addressed can a 
subs t an t ive examinat ion of unemployment and its previous applications in spatial 
analysis of labour exchange be a t t emp ted . The second inquires as to the form of 
unemploymen t differentials with the emphasis on place being introduced through an 
or ien ta t ion towards durabil i ty of form under differing cross sectional and longitudinal 
c i rcumstances . Wi thou t knowledge of durabi l i ty , impressions of form are of limited 
value because they may be so ephemeral as to produce misleadingly simple views of 
place in labour exchange. This stage of analysis is impor tan t because it will not 
only provide insights into the role of place in labour exchange but an impor tan t 
guide to differences which might be expected in more sophisticated and complex 
t r e a t m e n t s of na tu re in differentiat ion. 
Return ing to Figure 2.3, the a l ternat ive path to exploration of extent is to 
conf ron t the issue of na ture in differentiation through a da ta extensive analysis. 
Three critical issues form the basis of this course. The first is tha t of analytical 
s t r a t egy , technique and da ta selection for multidimensional exploration of localised 
labour exchange differences. This issue t ranslates into a general subquestion asking 
w h a t analyt ical s t ra tegy is most sui table for a d a t a extensive analysis of localised 
labour area differences and what techniques and d a t a can be combined to achieve 
t he objectives of exploration? The term strategy refers to the combination of 
analy t ica l tools and techniques necessary for the achievement of a s tated objective. 
Discussion of s t ra tegy was not required for the da t a intensive analysis because 
explorat ion has developed most in this direction. As yet, there is very little 
published mater ia l suggesting exploratory strategies for da t a extensive s i tuat ions. 
Th i s does not cons t i tu te a significant obstacle to exploration because, as should be 
a p p a r e n t by now, exploratory da t a analysis is as much a use of numerical 
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techniques and an a t t i t u d e to application as it is a development of new exploratory 
techniques. As a result , there has been little difficulty in adap t ing strategies and 
their associated techniques f rom other fields. Numerical t axonomy has been chosen 
as the s t ra tegic approach . It has received widespread applicat ion to a variety of 
problems and offers a high degree of flexibility. Geographic uses of the techniques 
avai lable to in i t ia te this s t ra tegy have been less than imaginat ive, with the effect 
t h a t explora tory potential has gone largely unrealised. The problem of d a t a 
selection receives much a t ten t ion at this s tage of analysis since, in applying this 
s t ra tegy and its various techniques, there is a need to unders tand the quality of 
w h a t has been selected, i.e. how it has been chosen and its likely l imitations. The 
ma jo r difference between the discussion of d a t a for the purpose of extensive, as 
opposed to intensive, analysis is t ha t individual variables are assigned a low 
prior i ty . There is a tendency to ignore this fea ture of d a t a extensive analysis with 
the result t h a t outcomes are assigned generality and s t a tus well beyond tha t 
wa r r an t ed . 
The d a t a extensive path in Figure 2.3 is completed by two closely related 
e lements of analysis which provide different perspectives on the role of place in 
labour exchange. The first concentrates on place affinties, seeking var iant 
impressions of form which may provide insights into a s table s t ruc ture of in terarea 
differences and so the role of place in labour exchange. This whole question of 
spat ial s t ruc tu re is highly ten ta t ive where na tu re is introduced into differentiation 
because results may not be amenable to in terpre ta t ion . The reasons for this vary 
f rom absence of a general s t ruc ture to the presence of one so complex tha t the 
confluence of fac tors involved defies in terpre ta t ion . The second element of analysis 
is cont ingent upon success of the first, redirecting a t ten t ion from spatial affinities to 
the a t t r i b u t e pa t t e rns which correspond with given spatial s t ructures . This seeks to 
identify individual and collective sources of differentiat ion between areas and their 
more general meaning. 
The effect of this two stage analysis is a separat ion of s t ructures evident f rom 
spat ia l and social perspectives. The object is to mainta in a distinction between the 
two which will minimise confusion whilst permit t ing a thorough search for spatial 
s t ruc tu re in w h a t is an analysis of place. This not only shifts the conventional 
or ien ta t ion in social research but provides two sets of differently construed 
observat ions to constrain synthesis of place and its role in labour exchange. 
Synthesis a t this level of exploration should not be t rea ted as a foregone conclusion 
because it relies on empirical identification of s t ruc ture from two perspectives and 
sufficient g rounds for relating them. Da ta extensive analyses are replete with 
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unresolved theoret ical , conceptual and technical difficulties. These alone would be 
suff icient to prohibi t many types of analysis but where the problem is na ture in 
d i f fe ren t ia t ion , research is far in to the realm of explorat ion. 
2.5 Conclusion. 
In th is C h a p t e r , the principles of exploratory d a t a analysis have been discussed 
and the jus t i f i ca t ions for i ts use have been t rea ted in some detai l . Explora tory d a t a 
analys is is f undamen ta l l y a research philosophy for dealing with the uncer ta int ies 
which result f rom inadequa te problem solving informat ion , be it through poorly 
developed concept or theory , inadequa te empirical research, weak d a t a or because of 
the overawing complexi ty of research questions. It is as much a philosophy for 
problem solving as a reposi tory for search oriented techniques which do not 
unnecessari ly commi t researchers to restr ict ive assumpt ions . The two sources of 
unce r t a in ty given prominence in this Chap te r were the inapplicabil i ty of work in 
o the r fields or countr ies to the problem of invest igat ing localised labour area 
differences in Aus t ra l ia and the difficulties of using available secondary d a t a to 
inves t iga te this problem. The object ive in outl ining these problems has not been to 
condemn the work which has been done in other fields nor has it been to suggest 
t h a t invest igat ion in this field should be abandoned through lack of sound 
observa t ion . Ra the r , it has been to reveal the operat ional pa ramete r s which the 
researcher mus t come to t e rms with in formula t ing invest igative work. Once these 
p a r a m e t e r s are considered the problem is clearly one of wha t to do when the best 
methodological approach (presumably conf i rmatory d a t a analysis) is inappropr ia te or 
unworkab le? By applying the philosophy of exploratory d a t a analysis it is 
ma in ta ined t h a t adequa te use of wha t is available to achieve the a t t a inab le is 
super ior to improper use to 'achieve ' the desirable. As such, exploratory d a t a 
analys is provides oppor tun i t i es to reconcile the a t t a inab le and desirable while 
ma in t a in ing a s t ruc tured approach to analysis through specification of an operat ional 
f r amework as a subs t i tu t e for theoretically based analysis. 
CHAPTER 3 
LOCAL SCALE ANALYSIS - A CONTEXTUAL PERSPECTIVE 
Small economies are susceptible to shifts in their macroeconomic and public 
policy environment's because they lack the 'mass' necessary to resist change. 
Susceptibility varies according to breadth of influences, strength and the structure of 
small economies. An awareness of factors impinging on individual places is 
necessary as they may influence perceptions of spatial structure and so the role of 
place in labour exchange. Actual transfer of effects is of less interest due to this 
Study's concentration on the character of place. 
Two effects are significant in this Study. The first is shifts in macroeconomic 
behaviour. These are of interest because the period of study has been chosen to 
highlight differences in place which are likely to be greatest where general 
environmental circumstances of local economies are shifting most dramatically. 
Whilst these cannot be directly related to the analysis of nature in differentiation, 
as so little is known of their effect on most of the variables used, they are 
important in putting the analysis of unemployment into a more general context. 
This is especially so since it offers some scope for simple normative interpretation. 
This is of minimal concern for analysis of nature in differentiation as interest is 
with complex treatments of place. The second is operation of locationally 
discriminant policy intitiatives which may influence structure of the space economy 
by deliberate public control of activity. The likely effectiveness of such policy must 
be established to determine the magnitude of changes in structure which can be 
ascribed to deliberate intervention. Each issue will be considered separately, 
macroeconomic shifts in performance being reviewed first, with an examination of 
key locationally discriminant policy intitiatives following. 
3.1 M a c r o e c o n o m i c M a l a i s e in the 1970's - S tag f l a t i on . 
Shifts in post war macroeconomic behaviour have been greatest from the mid 
1960's to 1970's with the period up to the early 1970's being one of growth 
followed by decline. This is part of a longer term profile of 'boom' and 'bust' 
(Boehm,1979; Jolley,1976; Kasper,1976; Clark,1975; Butlin,1970) but is more variable 
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since it combines t he wors t f ea tu res of bo th , wi th mari<ed de te r io ra t ion in ac t iv i ty 
and inf la t ion to c r ea t e an i n t r a c t a b l e ' s t a g f l a t i o n ' (Mar t in ,1979 ; Mandel ,1977; 
Pe rk ins ,1977) . T h e spa t i a l m a n i f e s t a t i o n s of th i s impinge on the view of place 
which resul t s f r o m spa t i a l analys is a n d , m o r e specif ical ly, proposed n o r m a t i v e 
i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of e x t e n t in d i f f e ren t i a t ion . T h e t w o f ac to r s of g rea tes t s ignif icance in 
t h i s S t u d y are t im ing and severi ty of rnacroeconomic sh i f t s in behaviour since they 
i nd i ca t e the source of d ivers i ty in spa t ia l obse rva t ion over t ime and provide a 
c o n t e x t for n o r m a t i v e use of u n e m p l o y m e n t indices. 
As onse t of ' s t a g f l a t i o n ' is the mos t i m p o r t a n t f ea tu re of th is period it will be 
t h e p r i m a r y focus of a t t e n t i o n . T h e deta i led charac te r i s t i c s of th is p rob lem are a t 
bes t confused a n d , a t wor s t , e lus ive^ However , i ts general fea tures have been 
d o c u m e n t e d by t he I n s t i t u t e of Applied Economic and Social Research ( I .A.E.S.R.) : 
i) A t t he begi nn ing of 1975 the Aus t r a l i an economy r ema ins caugh t in the 
twin p rob lems of rap id inf lat ion and s h a r p recession.(1974,3) . 
ii) T h r o u g h o u t t he f i rs t n ine m o n t h s of 1976 the Aus t r a l i an economy has 
r emained v i r tua l ly s t a g n a n t with o u t p u t and e m p l o y m e n t increasing only 
marg ina l ly and u n e m p l o y m e n t rising ... t h e economy seems poised for a 
f u r t h e r modes t d o w n t u r n in t he nex t nine m o n t h s so t h a t a self 
su s t a in ing recovery f r o m the cu r r en t recession does no t seem to be in 
p rospec t before the second half of 1977. (1976,3) 
T h e s e s t a t e m e n t s ^ ind ica te concern wi th four main f ea tu re s of the problem: 
e m p l o y m e n t s t a g n a t i o n ; o u t p u t s t a g n a t i o n ; inf la t ion (price ins tabi l i ty) and the 
coincidence of all three^. Each of these will be discussed in t u rn bu t as the 
e m p l o y m e n t and o u t p u t p a t t e r n s are s imilar only the e m p l o y m e n t and inf la t ion 
f e a t u r e s will be examined in combina t ion . 
3.1.1 E m p l o y m e n t , O u t p u t and Inflat ion 
E m p l o y m e n t S t a g n a t i o n . 
E m p l o y m e n t p rob lems of the 1970's have been a m a j o r componen t of na t iona l 
d i s t ress . Th is can be examined using the civilian labour force series and e s t ima te s 
of e m p l o y m e n t f rom the na t iona l labour force surveys . T h e difference between the 
^ " I n r e c e n t m o n t h s t h e u n d e r l y i n g c o u r s e of t h e A u s t r a l i a n e c o n o m y h a s b e e n d i f f i cu l t to m o n i t o r , w i t h 
v a r i o u s i n d i c a t o r s p o i n t i n g in d i f f e r e n t d i r e c t i o n s a n d no c l ea r t r e n d read i ly d i s c e r n a b l e . ' 
( I . A . E . S . R . , 1 9 7 6 , 3 ) . 
^A f u r t h e r view is e x p r e s s e d t h a t o n e m a j o r r e a s o n for t h i s is c o n t r a c t i o n a r y g o v e r n m e n t pol icy d e s i g n e d 
t o r e d u c e t h e i n f l a t i o n r a t e . 
^ T h e s e b r o a d f e a t u r e s h a v e been c o m m o n to m o s t O . E . C . D . c o u n t r i e s a n d h a v e been d o c u m e n t e d by 
M c C r a c k e n e t . a l . (1977) , M a n d e l ( 1 9 7 7 ) , R e d d a w a y (1977) a n d in v a r i o u s O . E . C . D . ' E c o n o m i c S u r v e y s ' . 
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two provides an indication of unemployriienl trends. As can be seen from Figure 
3.1, the labour force and employment series were highly synchronised during the late 
1960's and early 1970's. This harmonic relationship deteriorated rapidly in the mid 
1970's as the two series diverged and became more erratic with consequent 
development of an unemployment gap. 
In elaborating this general description it was found that the two main series 
could be most efficiently described by second degree polynomials as they could be 
partitioned into two periods, one prerecessionary and the other, recessionary. 
However, it was concluded that because of marked change over the period two 
linear trends could be superimposed (using OLS regression techniques) upon each 
s e r i e s . T h i s offered two advantages: first, simple performance descriptions, 
highlighting changes over the period, could be extracted; and second, hypothetical 
situations useful in contrasting actual with desired performance could be generated. 
The first advantage can be realised by putting events into a more general 
context. This can be done by postulating three simple scenarios between levels of 
change in labour force and employment from linear summaries of trend behaviour. 
These cover the full range of developments from near full employment situations, as 
experienced in Australia from the 1960's until early 1970's, and are as follows: 
i) E M P L O Y M E N T D E F I C I E N C Y S C E N A R I O - labour force (LF) and employment 
(E) trends diverge over time (t) 
resulting in a move away from full 
employment. 
ii) E M P L O Y M E N T STABIL ITY S C E N A R I O - labour force and employment trends 
correspond over time and maintain 
full employment. 
iii) E M P L O Y M E N T EXCESS S C E N A R I O - labour force and employment trends 
converge over time and result in 
excess full employment. 
The two extremes (i and iii) have adverse effects since the first generates 
unemployment and so material hardship for those with work requirements and the 
second causes labour 'bottlenecks' which restrict growth and cause wage infiation. 
Employment deficiency has two sources, an increase in the supply of labour (labour 
force) relative to demand (employment): 
LF E 
— > — 
t t 
"^The prerecession and recession dist inct ion was made on the basis of inflections in both series. 
(Note series from two sources were used because of in format ion avai labi l i ty for the period under s tudy) . 
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or a reduct ion in demand for labour re lat ive to supply: 
E LF — < — 
t t 
Simi lar ly excess emp loyment has t w o sources, a reduction 
in supply re la t ive to demand: 
L E - < -
t t 
or an increase in demand re lat ive to supply: 
E LF — > — 
t t 
T h e most desirable situation is where none of these circumstances 
deve l op and: 
E LF 
t t 
descr ibed above as the stabi l i ty scenario. 
T h e labour force - emp loyment situation of the 1966-74 period is best 
described by the stabi l i ty scenario where the level of change in labour force is 
s imi lar to the level of change in emp loyment . F igure 3.1 shows the trends for this 
per iod d iverg ing sl ightly (summarised quant i ta t ive ly in T a b l e 3.1), indicat ing a 
minor departure f r om the stabi l i ty scenario. It is obv ious f rom Figure 3.1 that the 
1974-79 period adheres strongly to the emp loyment def ic iency scenario. A s can be 
seen f r om T a b l e 3.1, the average level of change (/?j) in the labour force was almost 
2.5 t imes higher than for emp loyment . It is patent ly clear f r om the compos i t ion of 
this d i f ference in emp loyment and labour force terms that emp loyment def ic iency 
arises f r om both the proposed demand and supply sources and is not restricted to 
one as may have been expected. A comparison of the indices for both periods 
shows that whi lst g rowth in demand has fallen sharply, g rowth of supply has fallen 
to a much lesser extent , the e f fect being a j o in t impact of demand and supply on 
e m p l o y m e n t per formance. T h e decline in r^ values in the second period, part icular ly 
for the emp l oymen t series, reinforces the earlier observat ion of erratic macroeconomic 
behav iour . Under these circumstances, widening of the unemployment gap f rom 
( 8 2 , 0 2 ) to ( B g j D g ) was inevi table . T h e excess full emp loyment scenario is notable 
by its neg l ig ib le occurrence throughout the period, indicat ing the absence of long 
durat ion swings towards excess demand for labour. Hence, the labour s i tuat ion can 
be described as stable to weak throughout the period. 
Pers istence of the def ic iency scenario has had serious labour exchange 
consequences. These could be por t rayed in numerous ways but the method adopted 
here is an opportuni ty cost construct which compares desirable wi th actual 
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June June 
1970 1971 
June June June 
1972 1973 1974 
Quarterly 
June June June June 
1975 1976 1977 1978 
F i g u r e 3-1: Employed Persons and Civilian 
Labour Force Estimates 1967-79, Australia. 
performance. Where actual performance is less than desired the shortfall provides 
an indication of opportunity cost. In this case, desired performance can be associated 
with the stability scenario and by extrapolation compared with that in the later 
period. Two elements of opportunity cost can be illustrated from Figure 3.1 by 
contrasting the extrapolated linear descriptions of the 1966-73 period with the actual 
trends of the 1974-79 period^. First, employment dislocation, as represented by the 
^Wh i l e the assumpt ion tha t emp loymen t and labour force change are linear funct ions of t ime is hard ly 
realistic it is useful for i l lustrat ive comparisons. This point also applies to the inf lat ionary and ou t pu t 
a rgumen ts which follow. These simple a rguments assume all factors constant at prerecession levels. This is 
not highly unreal ist ic for the sake of short term comparisons because its sole purpose is to emphasise the 
magn i t u de of short term changes. 
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Table 3 -1 : Average Levels of Change (/?j) for Labour Force 
and Employment Time Trends 1966-73 and 1974-79, Australia. 
ly66-74 r^ 1974-79 r2 
Labour Force (LF) 37.1 (0.99) 20.3 (0.93) 
Employment (E) 35.2 (U.99) 8.2 (0.67) 
LF-E 1.9 12.1 
Note: 1) Coe f f i c i en t s of average quar ter l y change are 10^ 
magnitude. 
2) A l l s t a t i s t i c s s i g n i f i c a n t at the 1% level of p robab i l i t y 
and d i f f e r from the i r respect ive counterparts by the same 
magnitude. 
1979 unemployment gap, can be assessed by reference to the unemployment gap 
which would have existed had the 1966-73 trends continued. The result of recession 
in terms of foregone opportunities to use labour in production, social dislocation and 
personal frustration is obviously gross. This point can be reinforced by contrasting 
actual employment in the second period (B^) with its original course (A , ) , where 
the difference is so great that the extrapolated level of prerecessionary employment 
easily exceeds the total 1979 labour force. Second, the divergence between 
extrapolated and actual labour force sizes raises the issue of hidden unemployment. 
The large reduction in labour force growth with onset of the recession suggests the 
possibility of induced withdrawals due to the increased difficulty of finding 
employment. Although a proportion of this difference is due to such factors as 
reduced immigration and legitimate withdrawals from the labour force, the rapidity 
of reduction in labour force size indicates a marked increase in domestic hidden 
unemployment. The unemployment costs of the economic crisis noted thus far are, 
therefore, likely to be understated. 
Output Stagnation. 
The retarded level of economic performance which has dominated most of the 
1970's is also apparent in aggregate output and therefore national wealth. Two 
direct measures, deseasonalised gross domestic product ( G D P ) and gross non farm 
product (GNFP) at constant prices, have been chosen to describe this situation. An 
indirect view of gross farm product (OFF) can also be graphically attained from the 
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difference between these two series.®. As before, the observation period has been 
partitioned to highlight differences between prerecession and recession, with linear 
trends being used to summarise each (Figure 3.2). The main difference between 
these two periods, as might be expected from employment patterns, is in their trend 
levels of growth, with those of the second period showing a notable decline over 
their counterparts in the first. Table 3.2 shows that the average level of growth in 
G D P and G N F P were very closely related in the 1966-73 period but that they 
diverged in the second with the share of G D P contributed by G N F P declining 
significantly. This is consistent with conclusions arrived at elsewhere (Linge,1979; 
Australia-Study Group on Structural Adjustment, 1979, 1-5; Australia-Industries 
Assistance Commission, 1976, 73) which argue manufacturing has been strongly 
effected by the recession and that 'shake out' is likely to be most severe in places 
with high concentrations of manufacturing industry. 
As with employment, opportunity cost can be used to indicate severity of the 
recession. Comparison of trends describing output in both periods (by extension of 
those in the first into the second^) shows that the hypothetical product of the 
economy would have well exceeded the actual product by 1979 (so much that 
hypothetical G N F P would have surpassed actual G D P ) . Reverse extrapolation of 
second period trends back into the first shows that the actual level of wealth 
obtained by the 1970's would have been delayed by more than a decade. The 
economic crisis which developed in the early 1970's has, therefore, had serious 
consequences for wealth generation in the Australian economy. 
Inflation (Price Instability) 
Turning finally to price instability, the most commonly used index of inflation 
has been the Consumer Price Index (CPI) . This measure is unsuited to general 
application since it is narrowly based on metropolitan data and only monitors price 
®The Australian definitions of these aggregates are: 
1 G D P - "...is the total market value of goods and services produced in Australia within a given 
period after deduction of the costs of goods and services used up in the process of production 
but before allowances for the consumption of capital." 
2 G N F P - "That part of G D P arising from production in all industries other than agriculture and 
services to agriculture." 
3 G F P - "That part of G D P arising from production in agriculture and services to agriculture." 
(Australia - A.B.S.( 1308), 1979; (5204),1978). 
^Approaches similar to this have been used to measure the ' G D P gap". (Kasper, 1976,24-26; McCracken 
et.al.,1977,81). 
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T a b l e 3-2: Average Levels of Change (/?,) in G D P 
and G N F P for the Periods 1966-73 and 1974-78. Austral ia 
1966-73 r2 1974-78 r2 
GDP 167.5 (0.99) 104.0 (0.94) 
GNFP 166.4 (0.99) 94.8 (0.94) 
GDP-GNFP 1.1 y.2 
Note: 1) Coefficients of average quaterly change are 10^ 
magnitude. 
2) All statistics significant at 1.0% level probability and 
differ from their respective counterparts by the same 
magnitude. 
shif ts in goods and services produced for consumption®. Instead, implicit price 
def la tors (I), derived f rom national accounting aggregates, were preferred. The index 
adopted was calculated quarterly using deseasonalised da t a and is of the form: 
^ c I = implici t price deflator 
I = ( - ^ ) . 1 0 0 Va= value of aggregate (a) at current prices (c) 
® Va= value of aggregate (a) at constant prices (k) 
Two deflator series were chosen to i l lustrate the differential influences of price 
instabil i ty in major sectors of the Austral ian economy. Those chosen were derived 
for G N F P and GPP®, with the la t ter being included as a graphical contrast to 
G N F P . 
The discernable pa t te rn of price instability for G N F P (Figure 3.3) has been 
one of mount ing pressure which shifted from a 'creeping' inflation in the 1960's to a 
more rapid distort ion of prices in the mid to late 1970's (Martin,1979,71,78). A 
closer examinat ion of shorter durat ion consistencies shows tha t the overall trend can 
be decomposed into three linear segments which represent stages in development of 
®Pr ice i n d i c e s a r e a v a i l a b l e for o t h e r s e c t o r a l d i v i s i o n s of t h e e c o n o m y b u t impl ic i t p r ice d e f l a t o r s a r e 
m o r e c o n v e n i e n t w h e r e c o n s t a n t p r ice a d j u s t m e n t s h a v e a l r e a d y b e e n m a d e . 
^ G r o s s D o m e s t i c P r o d u c t ( G D P ) w a s n o t used b e c a u s e G N F P d i s p l a y e d a s imi l a r p ro f i l e . 
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the problem^". These represent three inflationary scenarios where the average level 
of increases {A\/t) differ dramatically (trends have been extended in this case to 
highlight divergences between scenarios). The first (a,a) shows the desired 
inflationary situation which prevailed in the 1960's with only small quarterly 
increases. This gave way in the early 1970's to a situation of serious deterioration 
(b,b) fol lowed by a 'cooling o f f stage(c,c). These inflationary trends reveal two 
important characteristics of the crisis' development. First, since the vast majority 
of price changes in G N F P have been positive, there have been persistent inflationary 
pressure over the whole period. Second, while average increases differ markedly, 
those for the latter two stages show a serious deterioration in the inflationary 
situation. The opportunity cost situation, in terms of foregone stability, is obvious 
from Figure 3.3 and needs no further treatment. This, in conjunction with the 
problems already discussed, marks the onset of stagflation and development of the 
most intractable economic problem to face Australia in recent history.^' 
3.1.2 Stagflation - Coincidence of Distress 
From the previous discussion it is possible to envisage the coincidence of 
performance problems responsible for the intractable character of the current 
economic crisis. T w o seasonally adjusted indicators, the implicit price deflator for 
G D P ( I G D P ) and quarterly changes in male employment, (/iE) , have been used to 
illustrate the stagflationary element of the problem^^. The bi-variate performance 
' ' ^Th is series was more suited to po l ynomia l r epresenta t ion than the t w o prev ious pat terns (but l inear 
d e compos i t i on was pre fe r red fo r s impl i c i t y . Fo r e xamp l e , an equat i on of the f o rm : 
^ G N F P = 
accounted for 90% of the variance, whereas one of the 
form: 
^ G N F P = " O + + 
accounted for 99% of variance. 
are parameters, t units of time and e error term. 
^ ^ T h e G F F de f l a t o r series revea ls a to ta l l y d i f f e ren t in f la t ion pro f i l e , d i sp l ay ing several instances of m a j o r 
d e f l a t i o n a r y behav i our as opposed to t w o minor occurrence in the G N F P series. Th i s shows that 
i n f l a t i ona r y pressures v a r y g r ea t l y be tween sectors of the e conomy and re in forces t w o not ions basic to this 
S t u d y . F i r s t l y , it i l lustrates tha t a g g r e ga t e and d i sagg r ega t e pa t t e rns are not necessari ly homogeneous and 
s e cond l y , aspat ia l ent i t ies , such as economic sectors which usually have spat ia l mani fes ta t ions , in f luence 
in te ra rea pa t t e rns . F r o m this it is reasonable to propose that the impac t s of turmoi l , over the per iod of 
in te res t , are l ikely to have had spat ia l ly d i f f e rent ia l e f fects . 
^ ^ E m p l o y m e n t g r ow th has been chosen in pre fe rence to u n e m p l o y m e n t because, whi lst the la t ter is more 
c o m m o n l y used and o f fe rs the a d v a n t a g e of a more stable t ime series, it is a less d irect measure of 
e m p l o y m e n t pressure and is sub jec t to the vagar ies of h idden u n e m p l o y m e n t . T h e male e m p l o y m e n t series 
was chosen for i l lus t ra t i ve purposes because of its p ronounced d o w n t u r n in the later 1970 's . 
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classification in Figure 3.4 can be divided inlo two coincident performance groups, 
the first displaying satisfactory performance on both counts, in contrast to tha t of 
the second which is equally unsatisfactory. It can be seen from Figure 3.4 that the 
quarterly increment in IGDP for the years after 1971 was substantially larger than 
for the earlier period and tha t several instances of negative employment change 
occurred after 1974 as opposed to experiences of the earlier period. As IGDP 
increases became larger in the early 1970's, formal labour exchange fell into crisis in 
the first quarter of 1974, taking a sharp plunge for the ensuing four quarters. 
Employment growth seemed to recover in the second quarter of 1975, with 
inflationary pressures remaining strong, this only being a prelude to a sequence of 
later plunges. These quarterly fluctuations were summarised using an 
inflation-employment path identified by locating the mean IGDP and / iE coordinates 
for the two periods and relating them in Figure 3.4. This path highlights the shift 
from low inflation-high employment growth to high inflation-low employment 
growth. The simultaneity of these problems encapsulates the dilemma presented by 
the economic crisis which has developed in Australia. 
This review of the macroeconomic situation from the mid 1960's to 1970's has 
revealed the timing and severity of economic crisis. Timing varies slightly 
depending on the series monitored but the main 'slide' commences in the period 
1972-74. Minor purtabations occur which have often resulted in premature 
predictions of a return to earlier trends. This has not occurred and the inflexions 
apparent in each of the original series are their major features. Severity has been 
established by contrasting trends and using the opportunity cost approach to 
highlight gains foregone. These have been substantial and when, considered 
collectively, indicate a deep and widespread malaise. 
3.2 Locat ional ly D i s c r i m i n a n t P o l i c y I m p a c t s on Areal F o r m . 
Locationally discriminant policies, which distinguish between places, are of 
critical importance in spatial analysis because they can influence areal form. All 
public policies are spatially discriminant to some degree, depending on the spatial 
distribution of target groups. The majority of such policy effects are unrecognised 
and treated as inconsequential by-products of intervention. However, Australia has 
a long history of locationally discriminant policy intervention which ranges from the 
closer settlement policies of the nineteenth and early twentieth century (Jeans,1975; 
Connors,1970; Smailes and Molyneux,1965) to the regional development policies of 
recent times (Logan and McKay,1981; Day,1977; Searle,1974; Ryan,1973; 
Walsh,1971). Many of the earlier policies have had far reaching effects. In the 
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in t e re s t s of s implici ty these will be t r ea ted as env i ronmen ta l p a r a m e t e r s of the 
c u r r e n t period and accepted as given. Recent policy deve lopmen t s present a 
confus ing series of in i t ia t ives ar is ing f rom uncoord ina ted and some t imes compe t ing 
e f for t s ope ra t ing in d i f fe rent p a r t s of Aus t ra l i a and a t d i f ferent levels of gove rnmen t . 
A comple te r e sume of the var ious policies is not w a r r a n t e d as they are discussed 
elsewhere (Searle and Wi lmon th ,1982 ; Lloyd and Troy,1981; Harr i s and Dixon,1978; 
Logan.1978; Dabor ,1975; Searle,1974; Walsh,1971; Lonsdale ,1973) . However, the 
bases of locat ional ly d i sc r iminan t policy will be i l lus t ra ted in two pa r t s wi th 
reference being res t r ic ted to n o n m e t r o p o l i t a n N .S .W. where possible. The first 
briefly overviews policy in i t i a t ives f rom each tier of gove rnmen t and the second 
d e m o n s t r a t e s t he types of policy i n s t r u m e n t used a t an in te ra rea level in 
n o n m e t r o p o l i t a n N .S .W. 
3.2.1 Federa l , S t a t e and Local Policy T r e n d s 
In the post war period the early 1970's s t and ou t as one of an expendi ture 
h i a t u s for locat ional ly d i sc r iminan t policy a t all levels of gove rnmen t bu t with the 
m a j o r in i t ia t ives ar is ing a t the Federa l level. T h e broades t sense of th is development 
is best conveyed by c o n t e m p o r a r y c o m m e n t s : 
(in reference to pre 1970) 
For the most p a r t , the period between 1949 and the late sixties was a 
was te l and for u r b a n and regional deve lopment . (Lloyd and Troy,1978,23) ; 
(in reference to post 1975) 
However the grea ter propens i ty to cut capi ta ! ou t l ays explains only a 
pa r t of the s teep decline in ou t lays , especially for u rban and regional 
deve lopment . These were the p r o g r a m s which reflected mos t clearly the 
ideological s t ance of the W h i t l a m governmen t . (Scot ton,1980,20) ; 
(in reference to the whole period) 
Indeed, in m a n y ways the decen t ra l i sa t ion-cum-urban and regional 
p lann ing and deve lopment wheel has tu rned full circle. (Day,1977,38) . 
These i l lus t ra te general percept ions of the s i tua t ion wi th its rise f rom low levels of 
in te res t to high, followed by a s l ump to levels on par with those experienced in 
ear l ier t imes . 
T h e m o t i v a t i o n s for th is in te res t , d iscernable f rom public deba te on t he 
sub jec t , have included equity (equal isa t ion of oppor tun i ty between areas) and 
efficiency ( removal of i m p e d i m e n t s to g rowth in regional economies) . More 
pa r t i cu l a r ly , aspec ts of the d e b a t e liave concerned me t ropo l i t an pathologies 
(congest ion re la ted) and more t r ad i t iona l issues, such as defence, and perceived, 
t hough no t exper ienced, super ior i ty of nonme t ropo l i t an lifestyles. 
8] 
At a Federal level, the 1972 election campaign provided the main stimulus to 
debate and heightened interest as both parties identified a nexus between 
metropolitan and nonmetropolitan issues through an urban and regional development 
platform (Logan,1978). Neutze argued this has not always been the case: 
Decentralisation was generally regarded as a policy to benefit 
nonmetropolitan areas ...(1974,9). 
The newer policy prototypes catered, at least conceptually, for current and often 
related problems in both metropolitan and nonmetropolitan areas. Amongst these 
were: 
i) issues of wealth redistribution, which characterise periods of rapid growth 
and full employment (late 1960's); 
ii) relief of metropolitan growth pressures; 
iii) the reduction of perceived, if not adequately measured nonmetropolitan 
inequalities. 
The Minister for Urban and Regional Development's budget speech, 1974-75, 
elaborated these points: 
Programs of urban and regional development for 1974-75 constitute 
another significant step forward in the Australian government's continuing 
interest in the problems of the cities, the progress of the various regions of 
the Australian continent and the more equitable and efficient allocation of 
resources and the improvement of the quality of community life. (Australia-
Department of the Treasury,1974,62). 
Motivation for locationally discriminate policy has a diverse base and it is for this 
reason that it successfully encapsulated the desires of widely ranging interest groups. 
Federal Government Initiatives 
In the mid 1970's a number of spatially explicit policy initiatives were 
supported including: formation of the National Urban and Regional Development 
Agency (N.U.R.D.A.) , the Growth Centres Program; the Area Improvement Program 
(A.I .P.); the Australian Assistance Plan (A.A.P.) ; Regional Economic Development 
Scheme (R.E.D.S.) , and the Scheme for Special Assistance to Nonmetropolitan Areas 
(S.A.N.M.A.) (Troy,1978). Changes in the composition of urban and regional 
expenditure during the 1970's make it impossible to establish a temporally consistent 
series for evaluation of commitment. 
However, it is possible to gauge the magnitude of Federal interest in 
locationally discriminant policies and the subsequent withdrawal from these using 
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Table 3-3: Federal Budgetary Outlays (Smillion) on Urban and 
Regional Development 1974-75 to 1976-77, Australia. 
O u t l a y s 1 9 7 4 - 7 5 197b-76 19/5-77 
Growth Centres 64.7 72.1 33.0 
Urban, Regional and 
Environmental 378 408 256 
Urban, Regional and 
Environmental as % of to ta l 2 .1 1.9 1.0 
Source: Aus t ra l i a -Depar tment of the Treasury (1976,3,64) 
1976-77 budget information. Table 3.3 shows this pattern with the rapidity of 
withdrawal under conservative government in the financial year, 1976-77, being its 
most striking feature. Consequently many of the Labor Government schemes were 
dismantled on short notice leaving lower tiers of government with the task of 
minimising short term dislocation to joint expenditure projects. Thereafter the 
responsible agency (Department of Urban and Regional Development) was abolished 
to be replaced by a 'care taker ' department, Environment Housing and Community 
Development. This was later disbanded and its functions were discontinued or 
distributed to other departments. This Federal foray into locationally discriminant 
policy is arguably more significant than suggested by direct commitment since it 
provided a stimulus to policy action by lower tiers of government. 
State Government Initiatives. 
The policy profile for N.S.W. during the period of interest differed significantly 
from that at the Federal level. Although exact comparisons are not possible 
because of divergent objectives, methods of implementation and data limitations, 
there is ample material on the subject to show that State policies have been active 
over a much longer period and, at least superficially, more directed towards tangible 
objectives. The stated policy has been one of decentralising economic activity from 
metropolitan to nonmetropolitan areas. These policies stem from the immediate 
Post War period with the proposed objective of encouraging balanced development 
between metropolitan and nonmetropolitan areas. Whilst there has been a 
semblance of direction in the policy, as strategies of dispersed and then selective 
decentralisation were proposed, the objective of balanced development has been 
poorly articulated. Badly formulated strategies have resulted, so whilst the N.S.W. 
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expenditure profile has been longer than its Federal counterpart, the policy affects 
have been desultory. Daly highlighted the deficiencies of this effort as follows: 
The policies so far employed by the government have been slightly mixed 
in orientation, unsuccessful in practise and peripheral to the major 
problems. (1973,6) 
Russell has gone further to conclude that : 
In reality, this form of government influence (decentralisation policy) has 
had a negligible impact on the distribution of human activities. (1975,3) 
Lloyd and Troy described the policy in extremely negative terms as an: 
. . .attempt to spread population widely across nonmetropolitan areas by 
offering driblets of assistance for new industries. (1978,25) 
The low level of financial commitment contended in this comment can be 
demonstrated from Table 3.4 where State expenditure levels are shown as a 
proportion of the household income aggregate (national accounts) for N.S.W. These 
levels of expenditure have been negligible by comparison to the stated objective of 
managing balanced State development. Given the lack of direction and precision in 
this policy the only consolation is perhaps that expenditure has not been greater. 
Table 3-4: Total Expenditure Under State Development and 
Country Industries Assistance Act (SDCIAA) 
1969-70 to 1977-78, N.S.W. 
C.I.A. Fund* Constant 1974-75 As Proportion of ** 
Year E x p e n d i t u r e s Value ($mil) Total Household Income 
1969-70 5 064 404 8.61 0.06 
1970-71 5 739 557 9.24 0.06 
1971-72 5 500 985 8.23 0.05 
1972-73 5 116 696 7.19 0.04 
1973-74 10 101 611 12.47 0.06 
1974-75 14 232 681 14.23 0.09 
1975-76 6 696 622 5.82 0.03 
1976-77 9 755 356 7.48 0.04 
1977-78 18 840 028 13.38 0.07 
Source: N.S.W-Department of Decentralisation and Development, 1977-78. 
Note: *Expenditures adjusted by public sector price deflator 
(A.B.S.,5204.0,1978,3). 
••Aggregate household income for N.S.W. (A.B.S.,5205.0,1978,46). 
Selected because it is a standard national accounting aggregate 
against which comparisons can be made. 
Though State policy has been institutionally separate from Federal policy it 
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has not been independent of it. A prima facie case for the operation of an 
induction effect, which resulted from increased Federal participation in locationally 
discriminant policy formulation, is demonstrable from Table 3.4. This has operated 
through a number of channels including joint expenditure projects (Scotton,1980,7) 
n 
and a revitalised interest in the policy at a State level (Eis^hauer,1974). The 
induced element of the profile is not separable from Table 3.4 but a distinct 
increase in annual expenditure, coinciding with early Federal developments, is 
evident. An unanticipated increase in State expenditure occurred as Federal 
expenditure declined, resulting perhaps from the Federal withdrawal from jointly 
funded schemes, e.g. the growth centres project (Scotton,1980,7)'^. It can therefore 
be argued that State policy is not, as may be thought, autonomous. 
Local Government 
Local government has had a different role in the formulation and development 
of locationally discriminant policy because it has not only been a source of policy 
but a vehicle for it. The Local Government Act of 1919 established the most 
extensive basis for locationally discriminant policy this century. It has rarely been 
viewed in these terms because its primary function is to operate as part of the 
State level administrative apparatus. As such, local government is involved in 
crucial aspects of community development encompassing fields so diverse as 
infrastructure provision, physical planning and, more recently, social and economic 
aspects of planning (N.S.W.-Department of Local Government;1970-1979; 
King.1953.22-23; McPhail,1968). Local government has developed two functions in 
these fields, one as a 'clearing house' for local initiatives (through its elected 
representatives) and another as a delivery system for initiatives instituted at higher 
levels of government. The significance of local government as an agent of 
' ^ T w o hypothet ica l models of the induct ion process can be envisaged; Model A shows the s i tuat ion 
where state expenditures increase or decrease in response to Federal expenditures; Model B i l lustrates a 
s i tua t ion where the in i t ia l induct ion effect is followed by a secondary effect, due to Federal w i thdrawa l 
from jo in t ly funded programs. 
Model A 
Expenditure Expenditure 
Model B 
T ime T i m e 
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deve lopment should not be underrated. As can be seen from Table 3.5, where the 
value of selected grants to local government are shown, financial support for local 
government is much higher than for State level decentral isation (see Table 3.4). 
T a b l e 3-5: Structure of Select Gran t s to Local Governmen t 1969-70 to 1977-78. 
N . S .W . 
Year Grants to Local C'wealth Unemp. Unemp. Area Special Total Total as a 
Assist G'ment Funds and Relief Improve't CounciI % of State 
Assist. Drought Program Employment Household 
Fund Relief Scheme Income 
(2.33) (97.67) 
1969-70 100 000 4 193 135 4 293 135 0.05 
(1.41) (69.47) (29.12) 
1970-71 98 700 4 874 435 2 043 610 7 016 745 0.07 
(0.88) (47.11) (52.00) 
1971-72 100 000 5 332 010 5 885 268 11 317 278 0.10 
(0.42) (23.01) (1.57) (75.00) 
1972-73 99 500 5 498 610 374 922 17 919 550 23 892 582 0.19 
(0.97) (59.69) (0.58) (38.75) 
1973-74 100 000 6 123 740 59 978 3 975 668 10 259 386 0.07 
(0.27) (18.05) (57.65) (20.7) (3.34) 
1974-75 100 000 6 686 610 21 359 000 7 667 560 1 236 918 37 050 088 0.19 
(0.22) (16.20) (63.31) (12.99) (7.28) 
1975-76 100 000 7 486 550 29 257 000 6 002 932 3 365 254 46 211 736 0.21 
(0.17) (13.48) (86.35) 
1976-77 100 000 8 004 360 51 289 000 59 393 360 0.23 
(0.14) (12.36) (82.82) (4.69) 
1977-78 100 000 9 007 240 60 340 931 3 413 757 72 861 928 0.26 
Source: N.S.W.-Department of Local Government Annual Reports 1969-70 to 1977-78. 
Australia-A.B.S. (5204.0) Australian National Accounts 1977-78. 
Note: percentage divergences due to rounding. 
The major difference between higher tier policies and those inst i tuted through 
local government is the diversity of responses possible. This offers a major 
advan tage over higher level policies as perceived needs wi th in communi t ies can be 
satisfied. However, local government can be criticised as being parochial in its 
responses, focussing on local aspects of problems which may be far larger in their 
impact^"^. Imp lementa t i on , however, can be criticised as uncoordinated, lacking the 
higher level strategic approach needed to solve interarea problems. The worst facets 
of this deficiency are ameliorated through coordinat ion of funds allocated from the 
State . There are two ma in sources of external funding for development oriented 
work. The first relates to task specific fund al locations and the second untied 
grants to equalise the qual i ty of service provision between areas (N .S .W.-Depar tment 
of Local Government , 1978, 21-24; N.S.W.-Local Government Gran ts Commiss ion , 
1977, 19-27). Untied grants can be used more innovatively as the commun i ty has a 
role in establishing priorities. Local Government Gran ts Commiss ion procedures, 
t hough simplist ic, a t t emp t to account for two types of local government problem: 
' " ^See F a g e n c e o n l o c a l g o v e r n m e n t : 
" T h e c o n c e p t u a l h o r i z o n o f t h e e l e c t e d m e m b e r s is c o n s t r a i n e d b y a s i m i l a r set o f c i r c u m s t a n c e s " . 
( 1 9 7 8 , 8 3 ) 
A s a r e s u l t t h e l o c a l v i e w t e n d s l o b e p a r o c h i a l . 
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It is impor tan t to recognise t ha t councils have two kinds of needs. 
There are needs resulting from inherent disabilities, which exist because of 
par t icular circumstances, or conditions, prevailing in the area and which 
will continue from year to year. Then there are needs tha t can be 
satisfied by providing a part icular work or amenity and which, subject to 
main tenance will remain satisfied. (1980,9) 
The principle of assessing local government requirements, according to such factors 
as revenue and expenditure disadvantage, has gained acceptance and this has had a 
role in coordinat ing fund impacts. This can be seen in Appendix B where local 
g ran t combinat ions in different areas have been loosely structured according to need 
and preparedness to use such funds. 
The general impression of locationally discriminant policy intervention over the 
period of interest is one of instability with ' s ta r t - s top ' interest in the field. 
Strategies for locationally discriminant policy have, as a consequence, been poorly 
formula ted and badly executed. The local tier of government has provided the most 
consistent long te rm vehicle for community initiatives and, though less coordinated 
than might be desired, it has offered great scope for response flexibility. 
3.2.2 The Sta te Development and Country Industries Assistance Act - An 
Illustration of Policy. 
The scope for systematic discrimination between places is greatest for higher 
tiers of government because these do not rely on disparate initiatives from 
locationally distinct sources. The potential for these policies to influence s t ructure 
of the space economy in nonmetropoli tan N.S.W. has gone largely unrealised in the 
overview t rea tment adopted so far. This should be examined because the scope of 
policy and its failure to operate effectively can be confused. Redress can be 
achieved by examining the scope of such policy in the context of its implementat ion. 
The only reliable source for such an assessment is the legislation governing 
policy since Depar tmenta l and Ministerial sources are deliberately vague in order to 
protect enterprises competing for funds. Several acts empower locationally 
discr iminant policy intervention in N . S . W . t h e principal one being the Sta te 
' ^ O t h e r S t a t e a c t s o p e r a t i n g o v e r t h e pe r iod a r e : 
I R e g i o n a l O r g a n i s a t i o n A c t , 1972; 
2 G r o w t h C e n t r e s ( D e v e l o p m e n t C o r p o r a t i o n s ) A c t , 1974; 
3 A l b u r y W o d o n g a D e v e l o p m e n t A c t , 1974; 
4 G r o w t h C e n t r e s ( L a n d A c q u i s i t i o n ) A c t , 1974; 
S S m a l l B u s i n e s s L o a n s G u a r a n t e e A c t , 1977; 
e C o u n t r y I n d u s t r i e s ( P a y r o l l T a x R e b a t e s ) A c t , 1977. 
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Development and Country Industries Assistance Act of 1966 (SDCIAA) . This can 
be decomposed into its fundamental elements and reorganized into a systematic 
framework showing the potential, in contrast to actual operation, of locationally 
discriminant policy. As the Act does not specify policy variables, target variables 
or combinations of these'® , they must be implied through statements of objective 
and the policy instruments described to attain this end. 
Systematised decomposition and reorganisation of the SDC IAA (Figure 3.5) 
reveals a potentially powerful basis for locationally discriminant policy in 
nonmetropolitan N.S.W. Fundamentally, attainment of the Act's objective depends 
on manipulat ion of two very broad target variables, one being increased availability 
of resources necessary for production and the other, costs of inputs to secondary 
industry i n nonmetropolitan N.S.W. This general focus is sound with the stress on 
resource availability being to remove bottlenecks in the relocation or expansion of 
industry and cost, to increase the competitiveness of nonmetropolitan locations. 
Atta inment of desirable shifts in these target variables is well supported through the 
nomination of a wide range of policy instruments which have a capacity to influence 
specific aspects of the broad target variables. This wide coverage of policy 
instruments and variables is 'healthy' because it provides a high degree of flexibility 
in the way target variables can be influenced and so the objectives of policy 
achieved. This is important because situational differences in activity can be taken 
into account as needed. Flexibility is further increased by allowance of scope for 
control by different developers. This is significant because different types of 
developer may be necessary for different types of project, with some operating at 
the firm level and others involving several areas and numerous types of firm. The 
overall integration of policy elements is sound with no logical disjunctions being 
apparent. 
Effectiveness of the SDCIAA can be called into question on two grounds. 
First, the Act depends on operation of complex cause-effect relationships at every 
stage of action. As there is no information available to assess the strength and 
direction of relationships, effectiveness is entirely dependent on assumption. For 
assessment purposes, sensitivity of most critical relationships is therefore unknown, 
so effectiveness of the SDC IAA must also be treated as unknown. Any problems 
which do exist are likely to be compounded by a paucity of knowledge on the side 
effects of influencing particular policy variables, for example, on other firms in a 
' ®These f u n d a m e n t a l e l emen t s are t he po l icy ob j ec t i ve ( i ts reason for b e i n g ) , t a rge t va r i ab les (wh i ch m u s t 
be i n f l u enced to a ch i eve t he ob j e c t i v e ) , po l icy va r i ab l es (wh i ch m u s t be i n f l uenced to affect changes in 
t a r ge t v a r i a b l e s ) , po l i cy i n s t r u m e n t s (used to c h a n g e t a rge t v a r i ab l e s ) a n d por t fo l i os of po l icy measures 
( co l l ec t i ve v iew o f i n s t r u m e n t c o m b i n a t i o n s ) . 
PORTFOLIO OF 
POLICY MEASURES 
POLICY INSTRUMENTS POLICY VARIABLES 
TARGET 
VARIABLES POLICY OBJECTIVE 
D i r e c t a s s i s t a n c e 
t o e s t a b l i s h e d 
o r i n t e n d i n g 
c o u n t r y i n d u s t r i e s 
I n d i r e c t a s s i s t a n c e 
t o e s t a b l i s h e d 
o r i n t e n d i n g 
c o u n t r y i n d u s t r i e s 
M I N I S T E R 
A S 
D E V E L O P E R 
T o a s s i s t f i r m d e v e l o p m e n t s t h e M i n i s t e r m a y ; 
I grant or lend money to country industr ies - l o a r ^ s at rates approved by the Treasurer; 
provide s u b s i d i s e d transport 
tor use by country industr ies ; 
provide payroll tax rebates 
to el igible country industries; 
guarantee loans to country industr ies 
for site acquis it ion; 
guarantee loans to country industries 
for construct ion or improvement of buildings; 
guarantee loans to country industries 
for plant acquis it ion ; 
guarantee loans to country industr ies 
to cover building rental; 
provide f inance for research 
which will a s s i s t the objects of the A c t ; 
A s d e v e l o p e r t h e M i n i s t e r m a y : 
procure the use of, or d ispose of s i tes 
under s u c h terms as thought fit; 
develop s ites, e.g. subdivide, plan and ser 
which will be used by country industr ies; 
construct or improve briVidings 
to be used by country industries; 
procure tfie use of, or d i s p o s e of plant or other 
capital equipment to be used by country industr ies 
provide f inance 'for research 
which will ass ist the obiects of the Act ; 
T h e M i n i s t e r m a y e n t e r i n t o a n a g r e e m e n t 
t o p r o v i d e f i n a n c e f o r : 
local c o u n c i l s to deal in s i tes for use by country 
industr ies subject to ministerial terms (s.m.t.); 
local counci ls to develop such land, 
e.g. subdivide, plan and serv ice (s.m.t,); 
local c o u n c i l s to construct or improve bui ldings 
for use by country industr ies (s.m.t.)-; 
any person to provide serv ices , i.e. roads, drainage, 
sewerage, water, gas, or electricity; 
any person to carry out research 
to ass ist the objects of the Act ; 
I n c r e a s e d 
a v a i l a b i l i t y o f 
m e a n s o f p r o d u c t i o n 
R e d u c e d 
c o s t o f i n p u t s t o 
p r o d u c t i o n 
' T o p r o m o t e , e n c o u r a g e 
a n d s t i m u l a t e t h e 
e s t a b l i s h m e n t , e x p a n s i o n 
o r d e v e l o p m e n t o f 
c o u n t r y i n d u s t r i e s . 
( S e c t i o n 1 1 o f t h e A c t ) 
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region. Ef fec t iveness of the comprehens ive policy described in F igure 3.5 is 
consequen t ly di f f icul t t o es tabl ish because of a refusal t o release in fo rmat ion . 
T h e second concern arises f r o m crud i ty in specif icat ion of the policy's 
ob jec t ive . T h e issue of how i n s t r u m e n t s and var iab les should be appl ied is 
unspecif ied so t h a t d e v e l o p m e n t s t r a teg ies can be a d o p t e d which do not maximise 
p o t e n t i a l . T h e r e is an indica t ion f rom the sparse i n fo rma t ion avai lable on ass is tance 
t h a t th i s has occur red . It is most obvious when expend i tu re under S D C I A A is 
c o m p a r e d wi th s t a t e m e n t of object ive since t he resources devoted are simply 
i n a d e q u a t e to t he m a g n i t u d e of the t a sk . Th i s is more worry ing when the spat ia l 
d i s b u r s e m e n t of f u n d s is considered. A l though no di rect in format ion is avai lable on 
a c t u a l f u n d s d i s t r i b u t e d or the type of ass i s tance g r a n t e d , the names and addresses 
of those receiving ass i s tance have been revealed. These have been mapped in F igure 
3.6 and reveal t w o d i s tu rb ing fea tures of resource use. F i r s t , relatively scarce 
resources have been d iss ipa ted amongs t a large n u m b e r of places in nonmet ropo l i t an 
N . S . W . T h e effect is t h a t many locat ions receive smal l 'one-of f g ran t s of ass is tance 
which are no t designed to have a las t ing effect . As a consequence, it is most 
unlikely t h a t t he S D C I A A has markedly influenced s t r u c t u r e of the space economy. 
Second, whi ls t t he policy is proposed as a s t i m u l a n t to nonmet ropo l i t an 
d e v e l o p m e n t , t he re is evidence of higher ass i s tance concen t ra t ions in the vicinity of 
m e t r o p o l i t a n a reas such as the centra l coas t and C a n b e r r a . Though to be expected 
because of higher indus t ry concen t ra t ions in these areas , th is reinforces me t ropo l i t an 
expans ion by ass is t ing f r inge deve lopment r a the r t h a n decentral is ing indus t ry to 
spa t ia l ly d i s t inc t locat ions . F r o m these obse rva t ions the re is a case for concluding 
t h a t locat ional ly d i s c r iminan t policy is in accord wi th the ' n a t u r a l ' deve lopment 
process, the effects of which it seeks to amel io ra te . 
In conclusion, t he re is a highly specialised mechan i sm for implemen ta t ion of 
locat ional ly d i s c r iminan t policy in n o n m e t r o p o l i t a n N.S .W. Al though this has 
po t en t i a l to r e s t r u c t u r e the space economy, insuff icient in format ion is avai lable for a 
t h o r o u g h eva lua t ion of effectiveness. Not w i t h s t a n d i n g , the mater ia l which does 
exist ind ica tes g rounds for serious reserva t ion . Th i s is heightened when the general 
c o n t e x t of locat ional ly d i sc r iminan t policy in A u s t r a l i a is considered wi th overall 
lack of c o m m i t m e n t and coordina t ion being key fea tures . It is most unlikely, in 
th is e n v i r o n m e n t , t h a t locat ionally d i s c r iminan t policy has had any signif icant effect 
in t he pos t war per iod. 
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3.3 Conclusion 
Awareness of high level influences on structure of the space economy is 
necessary since they are at least partially responsible for its state and so the 
observations upon which analysis of place are founded. High level shifts in 
economic performance are of significance in this Study since their timing and 
severity partition observations into two periods. An appreciation of this is 
necessary, particularly in the next chapter, as it partitions observations into distinct 
categories where influences are broader than any one source. Though these cannot 
be easily discerned with less specifically economic variables, as equally general 
processes may operate to confound simple impressions, a contextual awareness is 
necessary where labour exchange is concerned. The general effects of locationally 
discriminant policy are negligible by comparison since they are not "well articulated" 
or "strongly applied" (Logan et.al.,1975) and in recent years all but non-existent. 
As a result they are of little account in this analysis of place. 
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Table B-1: Structure of Grants to Select Local Government Areas, 
1909-70, 1974-75 and 1977-78. 
Local Year Grants Local C'wealth Unempl. Unempl. Area Special Total as 
Areas to G'ment Funds and Relief Improvement Counci1 X of 
Assist Assistance Drought Program Empl oyment Ordi nary 
Fund Relief Scheme Service rates 
(4.01) (95.01) 
4.03 Dubbo (c) 1969-70 1 000 23 950 
(30.40) (69.60) 
14.76 1974-75 49 350 113000 
(13.1) (80.22) (6.68) 
1977-78 57 480 352 000 29 309 23.94 
(100.00) 
Tamworth 1969-70 30 000 4.38 
(c) (2.07) (21.28) (46.28) (30.37) 
1974-75 5 000 51 500 112 000 73 500 18.43 
(0.02) (13.42) (86.56) 
17.14 1977-78 95 60 000 387 000 
(1.23) (98.77) 
3.60 Wagga Wagga 1969-70 375 30 000 
(c) (16.16) (58.30) (25.54) 
19.96 1974-75 51 000 184 000 80 600 
(10.27) (75.94) (13.79) 
1977-78 57 480 425 000 77 200 18.51 
(100.00) 
8.16 Lithgow * 1969-70 46 400 
(3.76) (c) (23.25) (73.00) 
28.39 1974-75 65 600 206 000 10 600 
(0.47) (12.71) (86.82) 
36.97 1977-78 2662 72 480 495 000 
(100.00) 
5.63 Cooma (M) 1969-70 13 750 
(23.79) (76.21) 
32.12 1974-75 25 600 82 000 
(6.68) (12.17) (81.15) 
1977-78 30 000 200 000 16 459 44.57 
(100.00) 
5.33 Inverel1 1969-70 13 600 
(M) (17.66) (55.75) (26.59) 
1974-75 24 700 78 000 37 200 26.30 
(11.98) (78.64) (9.38) 
1977-78 32 000 210 000 25 045 26.21 
(5.25) (94.75) 
Forbes (M) 1969-70 1 000 18 050 10.92 
(21.26) (78.74) 
1974-75 24 300 9 000 37.97 
(12.20) (82.17) (5.63) 
1977-78 30 000 202 000 13 846 33.22 
(3.69) (96.31) 
Singleton **1969-70 1 000 26 100 7.64 
(25.52) (67.25) (7.23) 
1974-74 35 300 93 000 10 000 22.45 
(10.45) (82.09) (7.46) 
1977-78 35 000 275 000 25 000 29.99 
* Boundary change (1.4.77) necessitated incorporation of Blaxland Shire into 1969-70 and 1974-7b Figures. 
** Boundary change (1.1.76) necessitated incorporation of Patrick Plains Shire into 1969-7L) and 1974-7b Figures. 
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C H A P T E R 4 
U N E M P L O Y M E N T - A DATA INTENSIVE ANALYSIS OF INTERAREA FORM 
Analysis of unemployment concent ra tes a t t en t ion on hardship induced by 
shor tages of formal work. Place and labour exchange can be related through this 
med ium by analysis of unemployment ' s spat ia l form. This invariably has a strong 
normat ive over tone, is exclusively dependent on extent in differentat ion and is d a t a 
intensive by definit ion. The normat ive charac ter of most unemployment analyses 
s tems f rom their emotive subject ma t t e r and the scope for familiari ty which arises 
f rom d a t a intensive or ienta t ions . The util i ty of normat ive judgements in spatial 
analysis is ano ther m a t t e r since conventional t r e a tmen t s of place do not recognise 
the need for in tegrat ion of numerous perspectives. More sophisticated t r ea tmen t s 
are necessary if normat ive judgements are to be reliably associated vt'ith place. 
These mus t relate different views of form, searching for cons tan ts which are evident 
regardless of perceptual idiosyncracies. This cont ras t s with established approaches 
where one perspective on differentiat ion is accepted as document ing place in social 
process. If place is to be ascribed normat ive significance the bases for judgement 
must be carefully established if oversimplification is to be avoided. Once done, 
equal care mus t be taken with the specification of spatial form to establish the 
stabi l i ty of place perceptions. This can only be achieved by adopt ing a wider 
perspective through search for common denomina to rs which sustain judgements t ha t 
may otherwise refiect conceptual or observat ional idiosyncracies. 
Thorough analyses of form is more than simple examinat ion of spat ial 
d is t r ibut ion . The purpose of this Study is to use analysis of unemployment form to 
gain insights into the role of place in labour exchange according to extent in 
di f ferent ia t ion. This will be done in two ways. Firs t , by examinat ion of concept 
and evaluat ion of jus t i f ica t ions for its no rmat ive use in widespread spatial analysis. 
Second, by empirical investigation of place, through analyses of a l te rna t ive 
perspectives on the unemployment problem, form cons tan ts (Iden,1967) can be 
sought which are cross sectionally resis tant to idiosyncracies of concept, measurement 
and representa t ion , and longitudinally, to t empora l change. 
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4 . 1 U n e m p l o y m e n t - T h e C o n c e p t a n d J u s t i f i c a t i o n s for N o r m a t i v e 
A p p l i c a t i o n s 
Unfortunately the advantages of da ta intensive analysis are often only partially 
realised. Whilst normative application is wholeheartedly embraced this is commonly 
done without sufficient knowledge of the concept being used. The clearest example 
in unemployment research is the widespread tendency to associate the meaning of 
unemployment with its operational definitions but not the factors which underlie 
these (Clark,1981; Tregilgas,1976). 
The meaning and significance of socially distasteful problems, such as 
unemployment , have been undermined because narrow operational definitions have 
been subst i tuted for more relevant meanings. Whilst compliance with this default 
meaning of unemployment has not been complete (Steinke,1973; Stevens,1963; 
Windshutt le,1978) widespread ignorance has resulted and impinged upon popular 
just if icat ions for normative use. These justifications have been even more poorly 
t reated with the result t ha t unemployment has at tained a level of applied generality 
which is often unsustainable. It has been associated with concepts, such as regional 
economic performance, to the exclusion of other factors significant in monitoring 
such phenomena. Cheshire has observed this in the British context: 
Unemployment differences have almost been the regional problem; they 
have certainly been used as a key indicator, indeed, until recently perhaps 
the only indicator of regional imbalance.(1973,1) 
Clark (1975,32) has described this as a t rai t of the British experience and Stilwell 
(1980) has clearly been perplexed by such preoccupations when factors such as 
income, housing and health have been of equal or greater relevance to the problem. 
There is an indisputable need to examine the concept of unemployment more closely 
and the justif ications for normative application if these abuses are to be avoided or 
recognised. 
4.1.1 Towards a Concept of Unemployment 
The difficulties of arriving at a satisfactory definition of unemployment have 
been long recognised with Stevens (1963,142) observing similar difficulties to Pigou 
(1933,2) over a time span of thirty years. The major difficulty is tha t widely 
accepted definitions of unemployment have basically remained unchanged since the 
1930's when Keynes (1936) challenged the prevailing classical orthodoxy. 
Subsequently there has been ample scope to expand on this but surprisingly little 
has been done. The objective here is to show the limitations of conventional 
definition by developing a sensitivity to possible extensions of concept. 
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Keynes ' principal a rgument was t h a t involuntary unemployment ' exists when 
the number of people desiring work a t current money wages and price levels exceed 
the quan t i ty of labour in demand (Kahn,1976,21). The currency of this view can 
be seen f rom Barre t t Smi th ' s definition which redirects the concept towards 
individual s i tuat ions (as opposed to the identification of aggregates): 
Unemployment is defined as a s i tuat ion in which people are willing to 
work for the prevailing wage but cannot find work. Unemployment so 
defined recognises the value of leisure and the right of an individual not to 
work if this is his preference. (1974,11) 
Similar conceptualisat ions have subsequently been used as the basis for operat ional 
definit ions where measurement is needed. Long term consistency and widespread 
acceptance mus t not be confused with adequacy of definition. 
These definitions are narrow in conceptualisation and universally crude in 
appl icat ion as they rely on the use of simple criteria in identification of a complex 
phenomenom. The inadequacy of this approach can be demonstra ted by reference to 
such criteria as the willingness of unemployed people to work under prevailing 
condit ions (specifically a t given real wages). This criterion is only justifiable where 
remunera t ion is a socially acceptable funct ion of productivi ty. It is of questionable 
validity where working conditions are exploitat ive or an aff ront to human dignity. 
Many similar objections can be raised as existent definition is supportive of the 
status quo regardless of social and economic justice. 
These problems aside, definition remains internally inadequate as its purpose is 
to dichotomise the populat ion into employed and unemployed groups of individuals, 
with the la t ter being conditional on the former. There is a need to focus 
exclusively on characterist ics of the unemployed if satisfactory definitions are to be 
obtained by expansion of the concept 's meaning. This can be done in two ways. 
Firs t ly , by decomposing the original definition according to addit ional criteria so as 
to heighten identi ty of the concept and secondly, by specifying its significance in 
t e rms of normat ive judgements concerning collective and individual impacts. 
The first of these can be termed typological specification because it uses set 
cr i ter ia to characterise unemployment . The advantage of this approach is t h a t the 
unemployment concept no longer refers to a homogeneous group of people but 
individuals with systematic features in common. Many such typologies can be 
envisaged but six are commonly encountered in the l i terature. These are shown, 
wi th examples, in Table 4.1. They cover a diverse range of unemployment topics 
^ V o l u n t a r y u n e m p l o y m e n t is said to exist where indiv iduals choose not to work u n d e r prevai l ing 
cond i t ions . 
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which include source of problem, social characteristics of those most likely to be 
influenced, at t i tudes to the condition (personal and collective), degree of impact, 
identifiability and responses to unemployment. Each of these categories elucidates 
one facet of the problem and expands real, as opposed to definitional, meaning. 
The benefits of typological specification can be illustrated by reference to the 
DEGREE typology in Table 4.1 (there being little need for detailed discussion of 
each typology as examples and references are provided). The assertion in this case 
is that unemployment is not an absolute and individuals can be partially 
unemployed if they do not have the quantity or quality of work required for 
at tainment of life goals. This shows that unemployment, as an absolute state, is an 
analytical specification and not reflective of broader differentials within society. 
Similar modifications to the original definition can be suggested from each of the 
typologies, showing the complexity of actual unemployment. The difficulty with 
typological specifications of unemployment is they are task related and lack the 
integration needed to provide a comprehensive definition capable of conveying a 
refined meaning of concept. 
These definitional treatments are unacceptably clinical and succeed in 
dehumanising the concept of unemployment by abstracting from its human source. 
They simplify the problem rather than convey its meaning because this supports the 
need for analytical manageability. The true definition or meaning of unemployment 
can only be found in its effects on people. It could be argued that this does not 
constitute definition but merely an examination of effects. However, it must be 
asked how useful a definition of an inherently human condition is without reference 
to its manifestations. This creates a difficult problem because individual experiences 
of unemployment are likely to vary greatly so that no simple aggregate definition is 
feasible. Whilst common factors could be sought, this results in distortion because 
it is the combination of factors for each individual and the personal weights which 
these have that represents individual experience and so cumulatively, social meaning. 
Judgements concerning the meaning of unemployment vary greatly with 
perspective, for example John F. Kennedy described it as "national disgrace" 
(Ross,1964,1), Liebow as "infringement of an uncompromised human right" (1965,11) 
and Sinfield as "the mistreatment of the minorities through the values held and 
choices made by majorities" (1976,22). However these are external views of 
unemployment and whilst sympathetic, do not express meaning for those effected. 
Very little work has been done which provides an experiential insight into the 
meaning of unemployment, apart from Maurer's seminal oral history, where 
numerical t reatments were supplanted by reference to personal feelings (1979,1). 
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Tab l e 4-1: Commonly Encountered Typologies of Unemployment. 
DESCRIPTIVE FEATURES 
Sources of Disaggregation Typical Categorisations Examples of Use Comments 
CAUSALLY derived Seasonal Pearlmon (1969) This disaggregation has 
specifications of unemployment Structural Lipsey(1965) widespread acceptance, verging 
Cyclical Brechling (1967) on the doctrinaire. Causal 
Frictional Thirlwall (1967) typologies do not always take 
Unemployable Australia-Department of this form and often only one 
Labour (1971) category is the focus of s t u d y . 
Cheshire (1973) This method has only been 
Christensen (1973) developed for time series 
Butler (1978a) ) analysis. 
Gruen (1978) 
SOCIALLY SEGREGATED Sex Hauser and Pearl (1950) Studies are most commonly 
specifications of unemployment Age Belloc (1950) carried out on combinations 
Ethnicity Gall away (1971) of categories. This 
Qualifications stylisation is useful with 
Social Status Rees (1979) cross sectional data (and 
" " Sheehan (1980) sometimes referred to as 
II II 
Sheehan and Strieker 'supply side' specification). 
(1980) 
Skill Amsden (1980) 
E t c . Lee, Lillydahl and 
Singell (1981) 
ATTITUDES toward There is a continuum This view is important 
unemployment. between those without Keynes (1936) in arriving at more general 
work voluntarily and Hill (1976) unemployment definitions 
involuntary. Between Kohr (1976) (Keynes). It is closely 
these extremes their related to the degree and 
are varying strengths identifiabiIty specifications 
of attitude towards outlined below. Problems of 
work depending on such precise definition are serious. 
factors as type of j o b . 
remuneration and 
preferences for other 
activites. 
DEGREE of unemploymert The employment/unempl-
oyment dichotomy is 
inadequate because 
there are qualitative 
distinctions intermed-
iate to these. This 
is recognised by the 
concept of under empl-
oyment where the 
quantity and quality of 
work are argued to be 
significant. Low 
quality/quantity work 
verges on unemployment. 
Norris (1978a, 1978b) 
Moir (1979) 
Australia- A . B . S . 
[Unemployment, Under 
Employment (1980) 
This is a more sophisticated 
view of the normally dichot-
omous employment-unemployment 
categorisation. As with the 
previous specification defin-
itional problems abound and 
there is interaction between 
this and the attitude/ident-
ifiability notions. 
IDENTIFIABILITY of 
unemployment 
Again a continuum can 
be envisaged which is 
between totally hidden 
unemployment (undisco-
verable) to perfectly 
identifiable unemploy-
m e n t . 
Bowen and Finegan (1965) The concept of hidden unemploy-
Taylor (1968) 
Eisenhower (1971) 
Gregory and Sheehan 
(1975) 
ment is long established and was 
designed to account for the 
weaknesses in operational 
definitions. 
RESPONSE PORTFOLIO of 
the unemployed. 
The response portfolio 
of the unemployed 
usually consists of 
several alternatives; 
.passive acceptance 
.altered aspirations 
.relocation to areas 
of higher opportunity, 
.self derision 
.societal blame 
Liebow (196b) 
Gordon (1972) 
Brewer (1975) 
Smith (1977) 
Benn (1980) 
This takes the opposite view 
to the causal specification in 
that it concentrates on the 
response of individuals to 
distress 
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T h o u g h incapable of comple te defini t ion, because individual experiences and 
percept ions vary so great ly , th is intensely personal compendium provides a widely 
based insight in to the meaning of unemploymen t in western society. This may be 
supplemented by piecemeal works f rom Bri ta in (Seabrook,1981) and Aust ra l ia 
(Brewer,1975). E x t r a c t s i l lus t ra te personal aspects of the concept 's of meaning: 
i) I was persuaded t h a t I mus t be not only as bad as the company must 
have t h o u g h t I was to fire me, but much worse t han t ha t . Probably the 
world ' s wors t . P robab ly I d idn ' t deserve to live... It 's the bruta l i ty (of 
being fired). It may be more like rape t han dea th . (Grace Keaton in 
Maurer ,1979,5) 
ii) Maybe my P r o t e s t a n t work ethic is ge t t ing to me. I always get the 
feeling t h a t people a t the unemployment office think I 'm a bum or 
something . (Dick Franco in Maurer ,1979,111) 
iii) If you 've not got work, everything seems to mock you. It might be me 
but you feel it . The television, the adver t s , everything. The papers are 
full of the lives of millionaires, the shops are full of things you can ' t 
afford. . . It makes you feel humil ia ted . . . (anon in Seabrook,1981,7) 
iv) It [unemployment] makes you feel a lesser class of person. People call 
you bludger and it makes you feel bad. (anon in Brewer,1975,56) 
v) ...its O .K. being able to sleep in every day. (anon in Brewer,1975,56) 
vi) When it happened, I felt terrible. I felt sha t t e red . Even though I hated 
the job a t the end, I felt very insecure, very scared. (Al Salvatore in 
Maurer ,1979,140) 
Whilst this sequential reference to individual perspectives on unemployment 
may seem tedious it is bu t a small sample of condensed views. Many take several 
pages to summar i se and it is only through such exposure t ha t an impression of 
unemployment emerges. T rue definition of unemployment embraces a range of 
emotions: fear , f rus t r a t ion , anger , bewilderment and degradat ion , which eventually 
impinge on percept ions of self wor th . In these t e rms unemployment might be 
defined as personal t ragedy but even this is incongruous because of views such as 
(u) above. Though the unemployed can be identified according to the simple 
cr i ter ia , as in the convent ional and typological t r e a t m e n t s , it cannot be defined by 
t h e m . Unemployment is obviously far broader and can be represented as one s t a t e 
of human being. Any movement towards a comprehensive definition of 
unemploymen t will require detailed research designed to reveal intricacies ra ther t han 
represent generali t ies. Meanwhile spatial ana lys t s can only use the available 
mater ia l and be aware of the shor tcomings which result f rom research based on 
incomplete def ini t ion. 
The problem of defining unemployment is more complex than the original 
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defini t ions suggest . Whilst these can be variously par t i t ioned to highlight different 
f ea tu res of the phenomenon , they main ta in a clinical t r e a t m e n t which inhibits 
conceptua l i sa t ion . Humanis t i c perspectives c i rcumvent this by int roducing a broader 
range of ' so f t ' meanings which assist in a r t i cu la t ing the concept by giving meaning 
a t a personal level. Al though empirical analyses of secondary d a t a are largely 
restr icted to operat ional def ini t ions this review is i mpor t an t in raising l imitat ions 
which otherwise d is tor t no rmat ive appl icat ions of the concept . 
4.1.2 Unemployment - Jus t i f ica t ions for Normat ive Analysis 
Unemployment has been used as a normat ive indicator of performance in a 
wide variety of fields, including general economic heal th (Tregilgas,1976,2), 
development progress (Pullen,1966) and labour exchange success (Clark,1975). Horn 
has argued t h a t : 
Unemployment is regarded as the touchs tone for the performance of the 
economy, for the adequacy of the marke t system and of economic policy 
designed to offset marke t failure. (1975,109) 
and Hewings has observed: 
It (unemployment ) has received a t t en t ion , though not a lways continuous 
or convincing, since the 1930's because, as Hall . . .has pointed out , ' I t 
became clear t h a t unemployment was the single most impor t an t indicator of 
the economic stress in an industr ial economy' . (1977,5) 
At t en t ion here will be restr ic ted solely to labour exchange appl icat ions because as 
Smith concludes in recognising its normat ive impor tance: 
. . .unemployment correlates weakly with many other possible indicators of 
economic heal th . (1968,183) 
T w o jus t i f ica t ions can be advanced for normat ive use of unemployment in a labour 
exchange contex t and will be known as the t radi t ional i s t and welfare al ternat ives. 
The traditionalist jus t i f ica t ion for normat ive use of the unemployment concept 
arises f rom the view t h a t unemployment is a direct index of imbalances between 
labour demand and supply within a marke t f ramework . As such, it is not 
appl icable to more general models of labour exchange. The assert ion is tha t highly 
compet i t ive markets^ , theoret ical ly , al locate all labour to work. Where this does 
not occur, unemployment results with the marke t solution being judged subopt imal 
^ T h e h i g h l y c o m p e t i t i v e m a r k e t m o d e l is a n e x t e n s i o n of t h e p e r f e c t l y c o m p e t i t i v e m o d e l of c o m p e t i t i o n . 
I t r e l a x e s t h e a s s u m p t i o n s of p e r f e c t c o m p e t i t i o n , r e c o g n i s i n g t h a t i m p e r f e c t i o n is a n o n g o i n g c h a r a c t e r i s t i c 
of l a b o u r e x c h a n g e n o t a n a b e r r a n t s t a t e o c c u r r i n g i n f r e q u e n t l y . F o r t h e s a k e of e x p o s i t i o n , t h e 
a s s u m p t i o n s h a v e b e e n r e l a x e d a n d n o t e l i m i n a t e d s o t h a t t h e m o d e l a s s u m e s , f o r e x a m p l e : i n c o m p l e t e b u t 
e x p a n s i v e i n f o r m a t i o n ; d i v i s i b i l i t y of r e s o u r c e s b u t n o t c o m p l e t e d i v i s i b i l i t y ; a n d e x t e n s i v e b u t n o t a t o m i s t i c 
c o m p e t i t i o n . 
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since it is indicative of poorer performance than obtainable. The principle tenets of 
this argument can be demonstrated by assuming an initial condition of near full 
employment . Minor imperfections in the allocation mechanism, e.g. inadequate 
information or mobil i ty of resources, will prevent attainment of absolute full 
employment . That is, there will be a full employment level of unemployment. 
Where the market mechanism is distorted by gross imperfections, unemployment will 
be much higher and the effectiveness of the market lower. Regardless of minor 
imperfection and their source, all changes in unemployment from the full 
employment level can be ascribed to either ceteris paribus shifts in the demand for 
or supply^ of labour. It is imbalances between the two which are immediately 
responsible for any change in the overall position. Unemployment can then be 
categorised as demand unemployment (U*^) or supply unemployment (U®). The first 
of these is inversely related to shifts in the demand for labour and the second is 
directly related to shifts in the supply of labour. The advantage of this conceptual 
d ichotomy is that the effects of ceteris paribus shifts in demand or supply on 
unemployment can be considered separately. 
The initial situation is portrayed in Figure 4.1 where the full employment 
equil ibrium ( E ) of labour demand ( D p D j ) and supply ( S j , S j ) is shown in ( i ) . The 
attendant unemployment levels associated with full employment ( N ) are shown as 
U^ and in ( i i ) and ( i i i ) as points on hypothetical unemployment response paths 
( R P j , R P ^ ) , (RP^,RP^) to ceteris paribus shifts in demand or supply. These two 
components combine to give total unemployment. The impact of imbalances 
between the demand for and supply of labour can be illustrated in this framework 
by introduction of major rigidities which interfere with the near perfect operation of 
market forces. This will be done by holding real wage levels constant in a short 
run context where one or other of supply and demand is held constant while its 
counterpart is subjected to shifts. The actual plausibility of such an event is high 
and could result f rom emergence of nationwide trade union or employer groups who 
resist wage changes under a variety of circumstances. 
As real wages are inflexible it will now be impossible for the market to attain 
equil ibrium with the consequence that shifts in demand or supply will result in a 
performance gap, expressible in unemployment terms and proportional to the 
imbalance between supply and demand. For example in Figure 4.1 ( i ) where a 
slump in demand from ( D j , D j ) to (D j ,D J occurs with supply and wages (VVJ 
o 
T h e s e m a y result f r o m severa l sources inc lud ing the d e v e l o p m e n t of new marke ts , c h a n g e s in 
c o m p e t i t i v e n e s s , d e m o g r a p h i c shi f ts in p o p u l a t i o n s t ruc tu re , t e c h n o l o g i c a l i n n o v a t i o n or d i s c o v e r y of new 
resources . 
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F igu re 4-1: Traditionalist Justification for Normative 
Use of Unemployment as an Index of Labour 
Exchange Performance. 
Note Band of interdeterminancy due to slight initial in 
imperfections. 
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f ixed, an imbalance (E,J) develops between actual demand and supply. This results 
in a subs tant ia l increase in unemployment f rom to t/^ (some increase would 
result even where a new equil ibrium were found because of exaggeration in 
imperfect ions , e.g. extended job search) . On a similar basis, increases in demand 
f rom ( D p D j ) to can be seen to create an imbalance (E,I) where excess 
requi rement for labour ( V ) results. This model leaves little doubt t ha t 
unemploymen t is responsive to d e m a n d / s u p p l y imbalances and is an index of the 
efficiency with which the market al locates labour. 
Normat ive in te rpre ta t ion s tems f rom this because inefficiency results in foregone 
product ion oppor tun i ty and higher costs of product ion than necessary. Unlike 
commodi ty markets , incidence of unemployment is also a direct index of inequity 
because inefficient marke t operat ion results in some people being unable to satisfy 
their requirements for work"^. 
These normat ive judgements , however, are predicated on an assumption tha t 
the allocation mechanism is in fact a highly competi t ive marke t . Where this is so, 
the unemployment index is analytically inadequate for the model outl ined because it 
represents a net effect of demand / supp ly changes. This obscures the elements of 
process upon which the model 's uti l i ty is predicated so t h a t unemployment indices 
are of minimal diagnostic benefit . Hence, while there is a knowledge of process, 
there is a logical dis junct ion between this and the index being used. In short , other 
indices directly reflective of labour demand and supply would provide bet ter insights 
in to operat ion of the marke t mechanism. Where the allocation mechanism is not a 
perfectly competi t ive marke t but , for example, a psuedo-market dominated by 
powerful vested interests (Nevile and Warren,1984) , acceptance of this basis for 
no rmat ive judgements is extraordinari ly difficult for two reasons. First ly, while 
focussing a t ten t ion on the problem of unemployment , it d is t rac ts a t t en t ion f rom the 
t rue allocation process. Secondly, unemployment may not be reflective of market 
effectiveness but f luc tuat ions in power of the elite or changes in preference by a 
small proport ion of the populat ion. The t radi t ional is t just i f icat ion for normat ive 
j u d g e m e n t is fragile and obscurifist , being associated with a complexity of 
conceptual ly incidental paraphenal ia . 
An a l ternat ive to the t radi t ional is t just i f icat ion for using unemployment in a 
no rma t ive role is the welfare jus t i f ica t ion. This view s tems f rom Tha tcher ' s 
4 
T h e o r e t i c a l l y , t h i s r e s u l t m a y n o t e v e n o c c u r in a p e r f e c t l y c o m p e t i t i v e m a r k e t e f f e c t e d sole ly by a w a g e 
f r e e z e . P e r f e c t i n f o r m a t i o n , d iv i s i b i l i t y of r e s o u r c e s a n d a t o m i s t i c c o m p e t i t i o n w o u l d b e s u f f i c i e n t t o e n s u r e 
t h a t w o r k loss w o u l d be s h a r e d e q u a l l y by all i n d i v i d u a l s t o r e s u l t in a f o r m of u n d e r e m p l o y m e n t . H e n c e , 
t h e e q u i t y j u s t i f i c a t i o n w o u l d n o t be a p p l i c a b l e a n d cou ld n o t be used t o s u p p o r t t h e t r a d i t i o n a l i s t 
a r g u m e n t . 
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a r g u m e n t t h a t unemployment is a "measure of the number of people in need or 
dis t ress , giving cause for social concern" ( l976 ,83) . The bases for j udgemen t 
under ly ing this claim are t h a t since unemploymen t causes hardship and labour 
exchange is largely a social phenomenon, collective concern is a direct consequence 
of t he initial condi t ion. As a corollary, concern should be p ropor t iona te to the 
m a g n i t u d e of unemploymen t , with high levels of unemployment inducing greater 
levels of hardship . Normat ive j u d g e m e n t is therefore a direct funct ion of 
unemploymen t , with an or ienta t ion towards the 'casual t ies ' of exchange failures 
r a the r than as an indirect index of cause. 
This view offers three advan tages over the t radi t ional is t approach . Firs t ly , 
j u d g e m e n t s are sui tably general to encompass the humanis t ic concerns discussed in 
concept definit ion. As the ma jo r or ien ta t ion is towards hardship, this may 
incorpora te not only mater ia l considerat ions but emotional crises associated wi th 
unemployment . The impor tance of th is is underl ined by Beveridge (1944,28) where 
it is argued t h a t the major costs of unemployment are social, human and 
interpersonal . This is a very impor t an t depa r tu re f rom t radi t ional is t s tances as 
no rma t ive meri t s t ems f rom meaning as opposed to definit ion. 
Secondly, it is general to all modes of labour exchange because specific process 
is no t assumed. This is a marked improvement on the t radi t ional is t just i f icat ion in 
a spat ia l context because allocation mechanisms may vary between place and the 
rigid assumpt ions of the marke t model can be discarded. This imbues analyses with 
a greater degree of flexibility since concern can be directed towards the problems of 
unemployment wi thou t having to discern the s t ruc tu re of local labour exchange 
mechanisms. As this is often impossible f rom an in terarea perspective, exchange, as 
por t rayed f rom t radi t ional is t s tances, may be inappropr ia te ly construed as marke t 
based. This only adds to the myriad of assumpt ions , most of which are 
unsus ta inable . The only assumpt ion required for applicat ion of the welfare 
jus t i f ica t ion is t h a t hardsh ip is associated wi th unemployment and this is generally 
sus ta inable (VVindshuttle,1979). 
Thi rd ly , the welfare just i f icat ion opera tes solely on the basis of equity 
considera t ions and avoids confusion with issues of efficiency. This is impor t an t 
because unemployment is widely held to accen tua te existing inequities. Sinfield 
(1976,222) synthesises this view admirably when considering the issue of how much 
unemploymen t " the coun t ry" can s tand by his response t ha t " the coun t ry" is not 
asked to "s tand unemploymen t " because impac t s are not uniform. He agrees with 
Liebow's s tance t h a t : 
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Unemploymen t is di rect ional and selective, it s t r ikes f rom unde rnea th and 
par t icu lar ly a t the b o t t o m of society. (1956,1) 
T h e opera t ion of th is process can be i l lus t ra ted in a m a r k e t con tex t for one 
sector of the economy f rom Figure 4.2 where the suscept ibi l i ty of lower wage labour 
t o sh i f t s in sectoral d e m a n d (D®) are shown. In th is example , t he sectoral supply 
of labour (S®) has been decomposed into three d is t inc t classes (8^,82,82) relaxing 
a s s u m p t i o n s of labour supply homogene i ty . These th ree classes of supply are 
qua l i ta t ive ly di f ferent wi th 8^ being the least skilled and 8^ mos t skilled. Labour , 
in the lowest skill level, is relat ively plent i ful and hence a t t r a c t s a lower wage 
whils t in the higher skill ca tegor ies it is increasingly scarce because of barr iers to 
en t ry , e.g. costs of educa t ion . In th is model it will be assumed t h a t labour supply 
in t he higher skill categories is also increasingly wage inelast ic because of personal 
i nves tmen t s in skill deve lopment and the t ime required for skill a t t a i n m e n t (e.g. 
th ree years or more for t r adesmen)^ . Under these condi t ions , a decrease in 
aggrega te demand would have grea te r employmen t ramif ica t ions for 8^ t h a n ei ther 
8^ or S j workers because of differing wage elast ici t ies of supply , low wage labour 
being faced wi th severe cu t s in their s t anda rd of living or a b a n d o n m e n t of 
e m p l o y m e n t . Th is is agg rava ted as the least skilled individuals are of ten made 
r e d u n d a n t first so t h a t in effect d e m a n d shif ts are biased, as in the shift f rom 
D] to Dl in Figure 4.2, to impac t most heavily on those in lower income jobs. 
These are most of ten specific g roups in the commun i ty such as e thnic minori t ies , 
women and you th who have had the least oppor tun i ty to develop formal skills or 
a t t a i n thern informally th rough work experience. Th is links the concept of 
unemploymen t to more general neglect of h u m a n needs. 
T h e welfare jus t i f ica t ion for no rma t ive j u d g e m e n t is of ten only implied and 
invar iably confused wi th the efficiency componen t of the t rad i t iona l i s t view. These 
two views have been d isentangled because the welfare jus t i f ica t ion is more robust 
and uses avai lable in format ion in an unambiguous way by concen t ra t ing exclusively 
on the incidence of ha rdsh ip r a the r t han the processes responsible for it . This is 
i m p o r t a n t since it does not necess i ta te res t r ic t ive a s sumpt ions , is sui tably general as 
to embrace human i s t i c concerns and does not ignore the possibility of ' so f t ' e lements 
in the problem, such as pre judice or d iscr iminat ion . 
It has been argued t h a t t he defini t ion of unemploymen t is far f rom simple and 
t h a t meanings associated with it a re emot ive and diverse. Normat ive uses have 
been widely proposed yet of ten poorly specified. T w o jus t i f ica t ions have been 
^ W h i l s t t h i s is a h igh ly s ty l i sed r e p r e s e n t a t i o n it is in a c c o r d a n c e w i t h g e n e r a l t h e o r i e s of p r o d u c t i v i t y . 
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F igure 4-2: Effects of Aggregate Demand Shifts on 
Qualitatively Different Components of Labour Supply. 
presented. The first bases normative judgements on efficiency of market allocation 
while the second concentrates on the social significance of unemployment from an 
equity viewpoint. Both are potentially useful but it is the second, with its inherent 
value judgement that unemployment gives cause for social concern, which will be 
adhered to in this Study. It is for this reason that unemployment will be used to 
monitor the spatial form of outcomes from localised labour exchange processes and 
so assign meaning to place. 
4.2 U n e m p l o y m e n t and the Spat ia l F o r m of Localised Labour Exchange 
DifTerences 
Empirical emphases in this investigation of areal unemployment differences are 
directed towards the identification of form constants which indicate invariant 
unemployment performance in localised economies. The search for form constants 
can be implemented by controlled manipulation of cross sectional and longitudinal 
information. In the first instance, this will facilitate control for idiosyncracies 
related to concept, measurement and representation, while in the second, response to 
temporally differential stimuli. For manageability, the search for form constants 
must be limited in both the cross sectional and longitudinal cases. In the first, 
analysis is limited to one year and in the second, concerned mainly with one 
definition of unemployment for multiple years. 
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The cross sectional l imitat ion is necessary for simplicity as analysis is 
complicated by reference to mult iple definit ional bases. The observation point 
chosen was 1976 as it relates most closely to the period of rapid change (inflexions 
in series discussed in Chap te r 3), before and af ter which t rends are similar. This 
observat ion point is of greatest normat ive significance for the period because it is 
one of most rapid economic deter iorat ion. The longitudinal constraint is also 
necessary for simplicity but is enforced by the availabil i ty of only one definit ional 
base for the s tudy period. It is therefore purely for tu i tous t h a t sufficient secondary 
informat ion is avai lable to provide a nexus between cross sectional and longitudinal 
analyses of form. Wi thou t this there would be li t t le scope for meaningful analysis 
of unemployment as a robust , though narrowly based, index of place. 
4.2.1 A Cross Sectional Review of Unemployment Form - 1976 
Specification of areal form in a cross sectional f ramework is difficult because 
different views and definitions of unemployment may lead to variat ions in observed 
p a t t e r n . Sheehan and Strieker have recognised the difficulties associated with 
identif icat ion of the unemployed: 
In spite of the almost universal tendency. . . to speak of the level of 
unemployment , there is no single objective measure which gives the ' t rue ' 
level of unemployment . . . Different cri teria might be employed to determine 
whether a person is working (for example, does a few hours helping a 
friend for pay count as working?) or whether a person is actively seeking 
work (is asking friends about jobs actively seeking work?), and different 
unemployment measures emerge when different cri teria are used. (1980,29) 
Consequent ly , three sources of cross sectional informat ion will be used in this Study. 
All three subscribe to the operational definition of unemployment discussed earlier 
bu t concentra te a t t en t ion through different cri teria. Respectively, these s tem f rom 
formal efforts to identify the labour force s t a tu s of all individuals in the populat ion, 
record the number of individuals seeking assistance f rom the Commonweal th 
Employment Service (C.E.S.) to obtain work, and record the number of individuals 
in receipt of welfare payments because of unemployment . These indices are based 
on different procedures which can be summarily described as: 
i) pr ivate preparedness to divulge unemployed s t a tus and a capacity to 
satisfy public cri teria to be classified as unemployed; 
ii) pr ivate preparedness to divulge unemployment s ta tus , recognition of a 
need for assistance in obtaining work or public income suppor t , a 
perception t ha t public assistance will be beneficial and a capacity to 
satisfy public cri teria for assistance; 
iii) sat isfact ion of public cri teria for income suppor t due to unemployment 
and a pr ivate preparedness to divulge receipt of assistance. 
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These procedures approach the problem differently but ta rge t a similar group within 
the popula t ion . However, their conceptual isat ion and measurement differ markedly. 
The various public cri ter ia , which mus t be satisfied in establishing these 
condi t ions are well documented but the pr iva te cri teria, which individuals satisfy 
before divulging labour force s t a tus or taking direct action to obtain public 
ass is tance in obta in ing work or income suppor t , are conjectual a t best. The first 
and third of these defini t ions were taken f rom the census and have the same 
problems as all census d a t a discussed earlier and fur ther i l lustrated in Chap te r 5. 
The second is not generally available for local areas but is derived from t ransact ion 
records of the C.E.S. , originally developed for adminis t ra t ion of funds under the 
Regional Employment Development Scheme®. This informat ion suffers from similar 
disabili t ies to those of C.E.S. d a t a which are more fully discussed elsewhere 
(Austral ia-Advisory Commi t t ee on Commonwea l th Employment Service Statist ics, 
1973). These three sources provide the only material on locally disaggregated 
impac ts of unemployment for 1976.^ All are capable of providing indices of 
unemployment al though each is idiosyncratic and representat ive of specific 
t r e a t m e n t s of the problem. 
Numerical representat ion is also of significance when exploring areal form as 
this can result in different impressions of pa t te rn . Two representat ions are 
commonly encountered. The first is a reliance on absolute incidence of 
unemployment whilst the second proport ionally t ransforms incidence to rat io format . 
Both are impor t an t as the first reveals absolute concentra t ions of hardship and the 
second relative concentrations®. Propor t ional t rans format ions of unemployment are 
usually carried out by re-expression as a proport ion of the to ta l labour force. This 
was found to be unsat isfactory in areally disaggregated nonmetropol i tan s i tuat ions 
because large propor t ions of the labour force are self employed in rural areas and, 
therefore, not a t risk of unemployment according to conventional definition^. For 
th is reason, all proport ional t rans format ions were based on the wage and salaried 
component of the labour force. All incident references to unemployment 
^ C o l l a t i o n of i n f o r m a t i o n for t h i s s c h e m e c e a s e d s h o r t l y a f t e r it w a s a b o l i s h e d . S u r v i v i n g r e c o r d s w e r e 
o f t e n i n c o m p l e t e a n d r e m a i n u n p u b l i s h e d . 
^ T h e D e p a r t m e n t of Socia l S e c u r i t y r e l e a s e s a d d i t i o n a l i n f o r m a t i o n b u t on ly by p o s t c o d e d i s t r i c t s f o r t h i s 
p e r i o d , 
g 
T r a n s f o r m a t i o n s o t h e r t h a n p r o p o r t i o n a l a r e a l so a v a i l a b l e t o o v e r c o m e spec i f i c d i s t r i b u t i o n a l p r o b l e m s , 
e .g . s k e w i n g . T r a n s f o r m a t i o n s h a v e b e e n u sed w i d e l y in t h i s a n d s u b s e q u e n t c h a p t e r s b u t on ly m a i n t a i n e d 
w h e r e a b s o l u t e l y n e c e s s a r y . 
^ B y c o n t a c t w i t h a b u s i n e s s , e v e n o n e r u n n i n g a t a loss, t h e self e m p l o y e d a r e c lass i f i ed as h a v i n g w o r k . 
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concentrat ion will subsequently be referred to by the symbol U while proportionally 
transformed variations will be referred to by /z. These will be superscripted by the 
terms C, E and B to denote the operational definitions being used (i.e. standard 
census, C.E.S. and benefit recipients) and subscripted by numerals to identify the 
year, e.g. 76 for 1976. 
4 .2 .1 .1 Unemployment Form : an Empirical Introduction to Areal Differentiation 
The initial objective is to gain an impression of extent in differentiation 
between areas according to unemployment . This will be done by reference to 
dispersion of outcomes , areal concentrat ions of unemployment and spatial 
distribution. Elias (1978,89) has argued that much of the theoretical and empirical 
confusion in dissertations on unemployment arises from choices made between 
incident and proportionate representations. This situation is complicated here by 
the range of definitions which can be considered. As a result, it is difficult to 
select a view which provides a suitable introduction to the form of areal 
unemployment differences. The incident version of the conventional census definition 
was chosen because it provides the most direct and least specialised representation. 
This will be supported by indirect reference to the U® and U® distributions and 
fol lowed by an examination of proportionate distributions on a similar basis. 
T a b l e 4 - 2 : Incident Concentrat ions of Nonmetropolitan 
Unemployment by Contrast to Ranked Distribution 
of Areas. 
Quar t i l e s U -^j^  U^^^ U^^g 
Q^ + Q2 22.7 20.5 20.0 
Q3 + Q4 77.3 79.5 80.0 
Q4 57.3 59.1 58.9 
The distribution was partitioned on the basis of quartiie dispersion about the 
median and transferred to its original spatial context in Figure 4.3. Even a brief 
glance at the key to this Figure (where quartiie values are indicated) shows 
interarea unemployment differentials to be highly dispersed (about a median of 
approximately 100 people) , though the distribution is highly skewed with the upper 
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quar t i l e s showing d r a m a t i c increases in u n e m p l o y m e n t level and accoun t ing for t he 
largesse of observed different ia ls . T h e conceptua l s ignif icance of these dif ferent ia ls is 
under l ined for all th ree d i s t r ibu t ions in Tab le 4.2 where the upper quar t i le of a reas 
accoun t for 57% or more of nonme t ropo l i t an u n e m p l o y m e n t while t he two lower 
quar t i l e s only account for app rox ima te ly 23%. Having establ ished t h a t differences 
a re large, regular i t ies are also evident in the guise of spa t ia l cont inui t ies , indicat ing 
t h a t sys t ema t i c spat ia l po la r i s ta t ion is a f ea tu re of the incident u n e m p l o y m e n t 
d i s t r ibu t ion . Six charac ter i s t ics are ident i f iable as spat ia l ly dis t inct regions in t e r m s 
of high (above median) and low (below median) unemploymen t . These are shown 
in F igure 4.3 and can be loosely labelled in regional t e r m s as: 
H I G H f/^g LOW (/Jg 
I N O R T H C O A S T IV S O U T H W E S T 
II S O U T H C O A S T V FAR N O R T H W E S T 
III M I D - F A R W E S T V I FAR S O U T H W E S T 
T h e ramif ica t ions of this for the d i s t r ibu t ion of unemploymen t are t h a t subs tan t i a l 
g roups of con t inuous places are markedly 'worse o f f in welfare t e rms than o thers . 
Similar resul ts , though with minor t h e m a t i c var ia t ions , were obta ined iorU-^ and 76 
jg 
J/^g (Appendix C) . 
T h e conceptua l significance of spa t ia l cont inui ty f rom incident p a t t e r n s may 
arise f rom a simple re la t ionship to the communa l mass of localised economies. If 
th is is the case, only the incident var iables will be of any normat ive interest as 
p ropo r t i ona t e t r a n s f o r m a t i o n s will be relatively homogenous . This possibility was 
examined using popula t ion (P) as a su r roga te in a simple regression^® contex t where 
c c 
an associat ion between P^^ and U^^ was sought . As the first result in Table 4.2 
indicates , th is proposi t ion is likely to be t rue because the two d is t r ibu t ions are 
highly a s s o c i a t e d ' ^ A brief examina t ion of the sca t t e rp lo t in Appendix D suggests 
t h a t this f inding oversimplifies the associat ion due to differences in dispersion 
be tween popula t ion size categories. As a resul t , the observa t ions being described 
were decomposed into three categories to reflect smal l , med ium and large local 
economies , the ac tua l del ineat ion being somewha t a r b i t r a r y . Nevertheless, this was 
effect ive as it showed marked differences with the lower popula t ion categories , which 
' ^ S p a t i a l au tocor re l a t ion is not an issue as t he t echn ique is being used to descr ibe cor respondence for 
local a r eas r a t h e r t h a n using local a reas as a basis for e s t imat ion of p a r a m e t e r s in a general re la t ionsh ip 
( Johns ton ,1978 ,260 ) . Th i s point is re levant to s u b s e q u e n t descr ip t ive app l i ca t ions of the t echn ique . 
^ T h i s p a t t e r n is common to bo th the o ther u n e m p l o y m e n t var iab les used in this S t u d y . 
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^ c c T a b l e 4 -3 : Association Characteristics for and U^ ^ 7b 16 
N r2* 
0 -39000 150 0.88 0.02 
0 -bUOO 80 0.46 0.02 
5001 -10000 40 0.37 0.04 
10001-39000 30 0.71 0.02 
Note: r significant at 1% level for all p a r t i t i o n s . 
dominate the distribution (87% of places), showing sizeable reductions in 
compatability. At very best, this effect operates for the largest population centres 
but detailed examination of pattern (Appendix D) reveals considerable scope for 
variation. Incidence of unemployment is therefore not a simple function of human 
mass but only crudely related and not systematic in a linear sense. 
Proportionality transformations designed to highlight relative differences in the 
severity of unemployment is therefore justifiable as it will reveal different 
impressions of area! form. This is likely to be even more important when the basis 
for transformation is tied to those 'at risk' of unemployment, to the exclusion of 
others, because of departure from the simple view of human mass. The question of 
interest is: how will transformation effect the original perception of form? 
Normatively this is significant because if departures are large, performance 
judgements must be reconsidered as key elements of spatial form may be subject to 
change. The transformed spatial series were subjected to the same treatment 
c 
accorded the incident distributions with the results for in Figure 4.4, showing 
marked proportionate dispersion (about a median of approximately 8.0% for /x^ g), 
aspatially comparable in magnitude with that for the U series. The upper quartile 
(Table 4.4) accounts for less nonmetropolitan unemployment^" than before but, 
nevertheless, there is still a strong bias with 25% of areas (Q^) accounting for 40% 
of aggregate nonmetropolitan unemployment. Examination of Figure 4.4 shows there 
12 
C a l c u l o t e d i n u n w e i g h t e d f o r m a s : 
for e a c h of t h e C , E a n d B ser ies . 
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Table 4-4: Proportionate Concentrations of Nonmetropolitan 
Unemployment by Contrast to Ranked Distribution 
of Areas. 
Ql + Q2 34.5 12.3 29.3 
Q3 + Q4 65.5 87.7 70.7 
Q4 39.4 43.8 44.5 
is again evidence of spatial continuity. However, the effects of transformation (see 
Appendix F) have been variant with substantial departures from the incident 
pattern. This calls into doubt the generality of incident and proportionate patterns. 
Fluidity of the spatial situation can be investigated best by a comparison of 
c c 
Figure 4.4 with 4.3 where differences between u^^  and U^ ^ are apparent. The first 
point to be made is that one high (II) and two low (V,VI) unemployment regions 
have been seriously eroded by transformation, with several members reversing 
unemployment status relative to the median (homogenising effect due to size of 'at 
risk' group). Offsetting this, the consistencies which remain indicate core areas 
where status has proven invariant under transformation. This situation is common 
to the other two series (Appendix E). However, the instability of pattern between 
incident and proportionate representations has serious ramifications since there are 
qualitative differences between them. 
An extension of this is that smoothing, due to generality of the quartile 
classification and its subsequent reduction to high and low groupings, may 
understate divergence, as finer detail shifts are not evident. The regional 
consistencies which have emerged are obviously facilitated by generality of 
classification. As can be seen from Figure 1.5, the major impact of transformation 
at a detailed level has been to shift many low incident areas into high proportionate 
value ranges (proximity of observations to vertical axis for higher value categories). 
This is especially important in the more sparsely populated western region of the 
State (III) since this factor is responsible for its expansion into surrounding regions 
when proportional transformation is affected. A reverse, but minor effect, is also 
evident for a small number of areas with large incident but low proportionate levels 
of unemployment (proximity of observations to horizontal axis for higher value 
categories). 
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This brief review has shown t h a t the a l te rna t ive defini t ions and representa t ions 
of u n e m p l o y m e n t uniformly reflect marked differences in concentra t ion between areas 
with 25% of places account ing for 40%-50% of the nonmet ropo l i t an problem. Areal 
regular i t ies were a p p a r e n t for all spat ia l series in the guise of spat ial continuit ies . 
Unfo r tuna t e ly , cont inui t ies differ between incident and p ropor t iona te series. All 
incident series proved to be comparab le , suggest ing t h a t form cons tants were 
ident i f iable f rom three differential perspectives. Normat ive ly , this is significant 
because any par t icu la r view of form would s u b s t a n t i a t e similar normat ive 
j u d g e m e n t s concerning welfare induced distress. This is a simple problem but one 
which is rarely addressed and essential in analyses of place. P ropor t iona te 
t r ans fo rma t ion shows the p rema tu r i ty of accept ing incident consistencies as a 
founda t ion for no rma t ive judgements . There is evidence of widespread consistency 
between p ropor t iona te pa t t e rn s but these depar t markedly f rom incident pa t t e rns , 
raising serious doub t s as to the generali ty of form cons tan t s . This concern is 
heightened as detail in comparison between incident and propor t iona te series is 
increased because differences in p a t t e r n are highlighted. The identification and 
manipu la t ion of form cons tan t s is therefore likely to be a difficult ma t t e r . 
4.2.1.2 Unemployment Differentials : A Cross Sectional Appraisa l of Form 
Cons t an t s . 
Compara t ive ly informal analyses of pa t t e rn have put the issue of form 
cons t an t s and their identif icat ion in to an applied contex t . These must now be 
evaluated formally if place, as specified by normat ive differences in extent , is to be 
given concrete meaning in labour exchange. This will be done in two stages. The 
first will rely on broad categorisat ions of areal unemployment outcomes to provide a 
general view of form cons tan ts . The second, recognising the potent ial of broad 
ca tegor isa t ions to ' s m o o t h ' observat ions, will reclaim informat ion foregone in the 
broader compar isons by using more detailed observat ions for fewer variables. 
Combined , these two levels of t r e a t m e n t have potent ia l to indicate the upper and 
lower ext remit ies bounding the recognition of form cons tan ts . 
Stage one of this evaluat ion presents a difficult exploratory problem. It 
requires retent ion of general i ty, s imul taneous reference to numerous variables and 
preservat ion of a spat ia l f ramework whilst minimising the potent ia l for misconceived 
in t ima t ions of causal i ty . A procedure derived f rom mult idimensional contingency 
t ab le analysis and termed multiple characteristic mapping has been applied to 
overcome this problem. In essence, it provides a facility for compar ing a l te rna t ive 
views of spat ia l form and reveal cons t an t s as a net result of areal differences and 
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F i gu re 4-5: Transformations Against Incident 
U^g Variables. 
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similarities. The advantage of this procedure over conventional multidimensional 
contingency table analysis is that output is transferred to a spatial framework where 
areal status has greater meaning. 
As multiple characteristic mapping derives from the concept of 
multidimensional contingencies it has the advantages of extending exploration into 
multiple facets of variability, simplicity and robustness. This technique was applied 
in three separate situations: to a comparison of all incident patterns (three-way 
contingency) ; all proportionate patterns (three-way contingency); and a combination 
of incident and proportionate patterns (six-way contingency). T o simplify these 
increasingly complex patterns only the qualitative distinction between high and low 
(relative to median) unemployment was used. 
All outcomes from these comparisons can be categorised into one of two 
groups, as shown in Table 4.5. These refer to consistent and inconsistent 
performance on /i^ irt taJj'^ ^dmA. Those which are consistent correspond across all indices 
of unemployment for each contingency whilst those which are not diverge on one or 
more. The value of this distinction is that areas with inconsistent unemployment 
records can be isolated as having indeterminant profiles, i.e. neither uniformly 'good ' 
nor 'bad ' in terms of unemployment induced welfare distress. This may result from 
either differences in concept, measurement or representation. The advantage of 
isolating analytically indeterminant areas in this way is that attention can be 
concentrated on uniformly high or low unemployment areas, i.e. those of most and 
least welfare concern. Normative interest centres exclusively on the stability of 
patterns as this is indicative of elements which emerge regardless of concept, 
measurement and representational differences. 
Table 4 -5 : Classification of Areas by Unemployment 
Profiles. 
Consi stent 
Unemployment 
Profile 
High Unemployment Low Unemployment 
Presence of 
Unemployment Induced 
Welfare Problem 
Absence of 
Unemployment Induced 
Welfare Problem 
Inconsi stent 
Unemployment 
P r o f i l e 
Indeterminant Outcome 
. changes due to concept, measurement 
or representation 
. proximate to class boundary 
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F i g u r e 4-6: Mult iple Character is t ic Classification 
of Local areas for 1976 Unemployment Outcomes. 
U. u° 
Uniformly greater than median 
Circles indicate towns. 
Uniformly less than median 
Non-uniform relative to median 10.000 + 
Diameters indicate total numlMis ot wage & salary 
" ? 6 " 7 6 " 7 6 
Unitormly greater than median 
Circles indicate t( 
O il™ 
Unifonnly less tt ian meilian Q 2,500^5,000 o 
Non-uniform relative to median ^ ^ ^ ^ 
Diameters indicate total numtiers ot wage S salary earners. 
) 5.000-10,000 
\ 10,000 
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Substantial numbers of places do not fall into the indeterminant category in 
both of the three way maps in Figure 4.6 (a ) and (b ) , indicating widespread 
coincidence of areal patterns where one or other representation is maintained 
throughout. This supports the initial findings from informal comparison in the 
previous section. Areas with recurrently identifiable unemployment induced welfare 
problems are highlighted by comparison to those without, emphasising the 
consistency of concept and measurement. Analyt ical ly , this is reassuring because it 
indicates that unemployment form is not greatly infiuenced by the idiosyncracies of 
concept and measurement. It suggests similar kinds of problems are evident from 
dif ferent perspectives. Interarea differences are therefore not so ephemeral as to 
change with the perspective adopted by the observer. The six way classification 
shows a significant deterioration in form constants which is to be expected as the 
bases for classification increase in complexity. This aside, the general indication is 
that representational idiosyncracies have a greater effect on form constants than 
either concept or measurement differences. 
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The main fea tu re of all three mul t id imens ional maps is t h a t persistent core 
a reas of high and low unemployment have become a p p a r e n t , a l though somewhat 
c i rcumscr ibed, in the six way cont ingency. The interes t ing character is t ic of both 
three way classif ications is t h a t t r ans fo rma t ion of unemployment , results in an 
expansion of consistent ly high unemployment areas a t the expense of areas where 
concen t ra t ions have been previously judged as low. This indicates a differential 
effect in the size of ' a t r isk ' groups in local popula t ions (but neither simple nor 
linear) so t h a t areas wi th small popula t ions and therefore small labour forces, which 
have low incident levels of unemployment , shift in to the high concern category. 
T r a n s f o r m a t i o n , in this instance, has served to generalise the perception of 
unemploymen t induced distress. 
T h e six dimensional contingency reverses this by rat ionalising pa t te rn through 
redefini t ion of consistency cri teria. This ra t ional isa t ion is impor t an t because it 
reveals the hardes t core of areas where unemployment has been consistently high or 
low, irrespective of changes in concept , measurement and par t icular ly , representa t ion. 
These areas can be seen as representing a s t reamlined view of form elements which 
have the greates t welfare significance in either a positive sense, because of 
consistently high concent ra t ions , or a negative sense, because of consistently low 
concent ra t ions . The p a t t e r n of high unemployment areas , which are of the greatest 
welfare concern, has remained relatively s table th roughou t this formal manipula t ion 
of differences with the key areas being in the two coastal locations (1,11) and the 
mid far west (III). These regions have consistently more serious problems than the 
rest of nonmet ropo l i t an N.S.W. and cons t i tu te the most in t ract ible elements of 
unemploymen t induced welfare distress. 
T h e m.ultidimensional classification of areas discussed thus far , simplifies the 
range of in te ra rea differences to provide a higher level of generali ty. Unfor tuna te ly , 
this resul ts in informat ion loss which may obscure elements of the association 
between concept -measurement combinat ions ( representa t ion already having been 
compared a t a detailed level in Figure 4.5). The type and s t rength of such 
associat ions can be invest igated using simple regression to describe the coincidence of 
p a t t e r n s for local areas. This approach is sui table because it could be proposed 
t h a t different concept -measurement combina t ions are a t t u n e d to similar facets of the 
unemploymen t problem and , therefore, responsive to similar factors . Consequent ly , 
var iance in one would tend , linearly, to explain var iance in the other . The 
elast ici ty of any linear funct ion describing such associat ions should tend to uni ty 
where defini t ion and results of measurement are similar , such t h a t : 
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One of two effects can be identified f rom this. The first is evidence of consistency 
a t a detailed level through high levels of correspondence and the second, divergences 
between series due to differences in conceptual sensitivity to ac tual unemployment or 
measurement inadequacies. 
As the pr imary concern in unemployment analysis is welfare distress, the most 
liberal specification of area based dislocation was selected for detailed examinat ion. 
The t rans formed representat ion of unemployment is most sui table for more specific 
explorat ion as its b readth of areal coverage minimises the likelihood of excluding 
areas with welfare problems. Three simple linear scenarios can be proposed to 
invest igate associations: 
B E 
These cover the range of possible combinat ions if assignment of dependent and 
independent s t a tus to variables is not of par t icular interest^^. Where such choices 
must be made there are priorities for assigning variable s t a tus and these are 
reflected in the linear const ructs described. In the first two, u^^ is assigned 
dependent s t a tu s on the basis t ha t unemployment benefit receipts are likely to be a 
funct ion of the general unemployment s i tuat ion. In the third case, u^g is assigned 
c 
dependent s t a tus on the presumpt ion tha t u^^ is the more reliable of the two since 
it results f rom direct interrogat ion of the populat ion. 
The most useful exploratory tools for such an exercise are not the simple 
indices which summarise synchronous or deviant tendencies of unemployment series 
bu t the sca t te rp lo ts produced as a prelude, since these show actual differences on 
cont inuous scales. An examinat ion of the plots in Figure 4.7 reveals tendencies 
toward the kind of linearity proposed. To assist comparisons with the foregoing 
work, sca t te rp lo ts have been overlain with a quart i le (Q) grid so observat ions for 
location coded areas can be examined in their original classes. As very few 
observat ional uni ts are to be found in the sectors defined by Q3,Q4 on either axis 
the d is t r ibut ions are relatively confined and likely to yield at least moderate indices 
^ ^ T h i s is n o t of g r e a t i m p o r t a n c e as t h e e s s e n t i a l p r o p o s i t i o n is t h a t c ross s e c t i o n a l m e a s u r e s a r e 
i d e n t i f y i n g t h e s a m e p h e n o m e n o m , i.e. a r ea ) d i f f e r e n c e s in u n e m p l o y m e n t . Also , brief i n s p e c t i o n of 
s c a t t e r p l o t s will r e v e a l e v i d e n c e of h e t r o s k e d a s t i c i t y b u t t h i s is of l i t t l e c o n c e r n as t h e c o n s t r u c t s d e f i n e d 
h e r e h a v e a p u r e l y d e s c r i p t i v e ro le for o r i g i n a l d a t a 
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of association. This is qualified by the spreads which are evident in central quartile 
sectors so that it is very difficult to systematically assess general consistency or 
trend on the basis of any association. Application of the simple regression 
constructs is, consequently, justifiable as a summary device. 
The indices derived for this purpose (Table 4.6) predictably describe only 
moderate adherence to the ideal suppositions (This can be seen graphically from 
Figure 4.7 where equivalence intervals (/3j = 1.0) can be compared with the interval 
B C 
describing actual associations). As may be expected, the two census series 
are most highly associated (see r^ values) because they derive from the same source, 
with the consequence that measurement differences are minimal. It could be 
proposed, with some caveats, that unexplained variance is due to conceptual 
differences between the two indices. There are large reductions in association 
between the remaining indices which is understandable as they derive from different 
sources. 
The elasticity indices ( ^ J behave in an intelligible manner though two out of 
B C B E 
three depart from the ideal. Those for the and (u^^.u^g) constructs have 
values of /3j< 1.0 (/?j= 1.0 marked in Figure 4.7) in both cases. This is due to the 
differing conceptual bases of the indices: i.e. the proportion of individuals in receipt 
of unemployment benefits should conceptually be lower than the proportion who are 
unemployed as not all receive unemployment benefits^^. By contrast, the elasticity 
E C . . . • 
of the construct approximated the ideal proposed which, in this case, is to 
be anticipated as both indices target the general population of unemployed people 
rather than subsets^^. 
Hence, a situation has been identified where two sets of comparisons most 
highly associated through measurement sources depart from elasticity expectations 
most strong ly, whilst that which is least associated, adheres most directly to 
elasticity expectations. Departures on one criteria at a detailed level are 
alternatively compensated for by compliance on the other. As a result, whilst there 
^ ' ' a brief glance at the ideal elasticities in F igure 4.7 shows t ha t , in some cases, benefit recipients have 
exceeded the n umbe r of unemp loyed recorded on broader indices. Occurrences of this k ind are conceivable 
as cr i ter ia for m i n ima l l abour force par t i c ipa t ion may not exclude ind iv idua ls from receiving unemp l oymen t 
benef i ts . Wh i l s t penet ra t ion rat ios (Dow and Dicks-Mireaux,1958; Tregilgas,1976) were ca lcu lated and 
ana lysed l i tt le can , or shou ld , be made of this s i tua t ion w i t hou t fur ther in format ion as the issue of 'dole 
b l u d g i n g ' is invar iab ly resurrected wi th no conclusive findings. 
^ ^P robab i l i t y tests are not essential in explorat ion bu t have been inc luded for completeness. In add i t i on 
to those appended in Tab le 4.4, to test the difference between values and un i ty (equivalence) showed 
t h a t the 
B C B E 
(u ,u ) a n d ( u ^ indices were signif icantly different from the ideal elasticity whi lst t ha t for 
was^ no^t (1% ^ leve l of s ignif icance) . S igni f icance tests are of m i n ima l va lue w i th large numbers of 
observa t iona l un i ts as the l inear model becomes asymtot ica l ly efficient and all results tend to a t t a i n 
s igni f icance. 
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Selected v^^ Combinat ions Figure 4-7: 
with Descriptive Regression Fits, Equivalence Intervals 
= and Quarti le Classes. 
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PAfiKES 44 
W A U G O O H 
WDON 
TWEED 
BALUNA 
BYRON 
CASINO-RICHMOND RIVER 
GUNDURIMBA 
KYOGLE 
USMORE 
MULLUMBIMBY 
TERANIA 
TINTENBAR 
TAXWORTH-PARRY 
ASHFORD 
BARRABA 
BINGARA 
GUNNEDAH 
UVERPOOL PUMNS 
U A N I U A 
54 NUNDLE 85 
85 0UIRIND1 &6 
66 TAMARANG 87 
67 YALLAROI 83 
68 ARMIDAU-DUPAARESO 
89 GLEN INNES 90 
70 GUYRA 91 
71 INVEBELL-MACINTYRE 92 
72 SEVERN 93 
73 TENTERFIELD 94 
74 URALLA 
76 WALCHA 
76 BOOLOOROO 
77 BOOMI 
78 MOREE 
79 NAMOt-NARRABRI 
80 COOLAM 
81 COONABARABRAN 
82 DUBBO-TALBRAGAR 103 
83 GILGANDRA 104 
84 MUDGEE-TURON 105 
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95 
96 
97 
98 
99 
100 
101 
102 
NARROWINE 106 
TIMBREBONGIE I07 
WELUNGTON 108 
BOGAN 109 
CCONAMBLE 89 110 
WALGETT 111 
WARREN 112 
BOURKE 113 
BREWARRINA 114 
COBAR 115 
BOOROWA 118 
BURRANGONG 117 
CROOKWEU. 118 
GOOORADIGBEE 119 
GOULBURN 120 
GUNNING 121 
HARDEN 122 
MULWAREE 123 
TALLAGANOA 124 
YASS 125 
YOUNG 126 
CENTRAL DARLING 
BEGA 127 CARRATHOOC 
EUROBOOALLA 128 HAY 
IMLAY ,29 LEETON 
MUMBUL iA 130 MURRUMBIDGEE 
BIBBENLUKE 131 WADE 
BOMBALA 132 ALBURY 
COOMA 133 HUME 
MONARO 134 COROWA 
SNOWY RIVER 135 CULCAIRN 
WAGGA WAGGA- MITCHEa HOLBROO»^ 138 
COOLAMOM 137T\JMaARUMBA 
COOTAUUNDRA ,38 J R A N A 
GUNDAGA l ,39 BERRIGAN 
ILLABO ,40 OONARGO 
JUNEE ,4, DtNIUOUIN 
KYEAMBA ,42 JEKILDCRIE 
LOCKHART , 4 5 MURRAY 
NARRASURRA 144 WAKOOL 
NARRANDERRA ,45 W1NDOURAN 
TEMORA 146 BALRANALD 
TUMUT , 4 7 WENTWORTH 
BROKEN H i a i 4 8 150 UNINCORPORATED AREA 
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T a b l e 4 - 6 : Linear Propos i t ions for 
Cros s Sectional Unemployment Consis tency. 
Bl 0.88 0.58 1.03 
r2 0.80 0.63 0.55 
Note: r s i g n i f i c a n t at 1% level in a l l cases. 
B s i g n i f i c a n t at 1% level in a l l cases. 
are detail d i spar i t ies between series there is ample evidence of consistent , a s opposed 
to divergent , behaviour . It can be seen from the s ca t t e rg ram and summary indices 
tha t the consistency pa t te rns indentified by mult iple character is t ic mapping are not 
mere coincidence induced by ' smoothing ' but categorical effects s temming from 
sys temat i c a s soc ia t ions between concept-measurement combinat ions . 
Mult id imensional classif ication of a reas on the bas i s of high and low 
unemployment rat ings generalises pat terns of interarea differentiation a t the risk of 
information loss. T h e magni tude of this problem was assessed by examining the 
dis tr ibut ion of unemployment using three t rans formed series which were chosen for 
their welfare significance. The degree of generality appeared just i f iable from 
considerat ion of the resultant pat terns because undeniable consistencies were 
identified. It is reasonable to propose tha t universal stabi l i ty is not a feature of 
area] unemployment differences when concept , measurement and representation are 
modif ied. However, robust form constants emerged which part i t ion cross sectional 
views of space into three dist inct types of place. These initially s tem from a 
categor i sa t ion of places a s having consistent or inconsistent unemployment profiles. 
T h e latter can be dismissed a s normatively indeterminant whilst the former can be 
separa ted into high and low unemployment core areas . Only the high 
unemployment areas are normatively s ignif icant because of their welfare d i s t ress 
a s soc ia t ions and it is this which is the key feature of s t ructure in the space 
economy. 
4.2.2 Unemployment and Longitudinal F o r m 1966-76 
S t ructure of the space economy is not s imply a cross sectional phenomenon, it 
has a longitudinal element. Identification of cross sectional form constants must be 
qualif ied in this environment because they may be longitudinally ephemeral with 
s ignif icance of place in labour exchange shif t ing over t ime. Longitudinal ana lyses 
a re 'f ickle' by compari son to their cross sectional counterpar t s because source of 
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nnei i ip loyment is subject to cliange. This is especially serious here as the period 
over which unemployment related distress is being investigated was one of marked 
sh i f t s in macroeconomic per formance (Chap te r 3). There are established reasons 
why longi tudinal consistencies might be expected (Thirlwall ,1969; Pearlman,1969; 
Richardson,1969;1976;]977; Butler ,1978). These are usually based on the subs tan t ive 
j u d g e m e n t t h a t labour exchange differences between areas derive f rom the sectoral 
s t r u c t u r e of regional economies which shift slowly due to subs tan t ia l inves tments in 
product ive in f ras t ruc ture . Consequent ly , areas with labour exchange problems a t one 
t ime have a tendency to be problemat ic a t later stages. It should be recognised 
t h a t such a rgumen t s are necessarily tenuous because they assume persistence of 
causal phenomena . The l i tera ture (e.g. Holland,1976; Brown and Burrows,1977; 
But le r and Mandeville,1981) shows t h a t this is not unreasonable over short periods 
as so called problem regions seem to persist irrespective of policy init iat ives to 
enforce 'desirable ' changes. There are then grounds for expecting form cons tants to 
exist not only cross sectionally but longitudinally. 
The d a t a available for examinat ion of long te rm persistence over the period 
1966-76, a t a local level, is restricted to the 1966, 1971 and 1976 censuses. These 
th ree sources are crudely comparable and par t i t ion the period into two five year 
segments so insights can be obtained into progressive shifts over t ime. It is not 
possible to int roduce differences in concept and measurement to longitudinal analysis 
because the necessary informat ion is not available. This is not a serious problem 
because longitudinal investigation is very complex wi thout a t t emp t ing to expand it. 
Absence of such mater ia l therefore imposes controls for concept and measurement 
whils t encouraging explorat ion of differences over t ime and representat ional changes 
in this context . 
The shif ts which took place between 1966 and 1976 are best summarised by 
reference to differences between the two sub-periods 1966-71 and 1971-76. These 
highl ight the main areal features of emerging economic recession. To faci l i tate 
ident i f icat ion of main differences over the period two indices, one for each of the 
c c c 
t w o five year periods, have been calculated as {U^ -U^ ^JU^ J.XQQ (where t refers to 
mos t recent observation point and t-n to some preceding point) . These show the 
degree of shift in unemployment . Frequency dis t r ibut ions (Figure 4.8) based on 
areal changes for the two indices proved to be all bu t non overlapping with those 
in the first being constrained to a much lower range than those for the second. 
Th i s is indicative of increased pressures on the labour exchange process in the 
second period. The impact can be easily seen by comparison of the means and 
respect ive s t anda rd deviat ions. it should also be noted t h a t changes in the first 
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period adopt both negative and positive values. This reflects a shift in the first 
period f rom a si tuat ion approximat ing full employment to one of economic crisis in 
the second. 
The mult iple characteris t ic mapping approach to exploration provides the most 
useful in t roductory avenue for manipulat ing form. As with the previous analysis, 
c c c this can be done using two three-way classifications for each of the U^^.U-^.U^^ and 
Y D 7 1 DO 
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u^g.u^j.ugg si tuat ions, which control for representat ion, and one six-way classification 
which combines all of these elements and introduces both representations. As in the 
previous section, the median has been used to distinguish between more and less 
serious unemployment si tuations. The difference between this analysis and tha t 
which preceded it, is form constants must persist over a long period and be 
intransigent under a variety of circumstances. 
Despite durat ion of the t ime period and economic turmoil, longitudinal 
regularit ies are evident from Figure 4.9 with marked incident concentrations of high 
and low unemployment . Concentrat ions of adversely effected areas are obvious in 
the west and north of the State and amongst urban areas or those with large 
populat ions and presumably larger ' a t risk' groups. Many of these long durat ion 
unemployment cores ' f i l ter ' out when da ta are proportionally transformed. This is 
especially significant for urban areas and others influenced by size factors, indicating 
t h a t mass of localised economies was more impor tan t in determining incidence in 
prerecessionary periods. Predictably, the number of long term adversity areas 
continues to fall when subjected to six-way classification. In spite of this the west 
of N.S.W. remains intact as a core area of uniformly high unemployment from 1966 
to 1976. Consistencies at this level are, perhaps, the most important revealed so 
far because those in the cross sectional analysis refer to coincidence in concept-
measurement combinations and identify adversely effected areas at one point in 
t ime. Those identified in the longitudinal analysis are of far greater welfare 
significance because, though they are based on only one concept-measurement 
combinat ion, they show tha t some areas have experienced relatively serious 
unemployment dislocation for long periods. This creates greater cause for concern 
as it identifies difficulties which are longitudinally intractable. 
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Figure 4-8: Frequency Distr ibut ion for /U^ )AOO and -f/J'./t/^J.lOO. 
1,000 + 
-ISD + ISI) + 2S1) + 3S1) 
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Figure 4-9: M u l t i p l e C h a r a c t e r i s t i c Classif icat ion of 
Local A r e a s for 1966, 1971 and 1976 
U n e m p l o y m e n t Ou tcomes . 
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O 2500 
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Since there is a prima facie case for the existence of longitudinal consistencies, 
the question remains as to how robust these are when subjected to detailed 
comparison. This problem differs from the cross sectional analysis as the same 
cri ter ia cannot be applied and there are a wider range of options to be investigated. 
As a result, analysis will adopt a different fo rmat , searching for s t ructure by 
evaluat ion of widely ranging consistency proport ions which seek association between 
longitudinal pa t te rns . Simple regression will be used in a 'search mode' with indices 
detect ing linearities which can only emerge where local economies are consistent in 
their receptiveness to macroeconomic stimuli. This must be qualified by reference to 
original sca t terp lo ts where other types of association may be revealed. These have 
not been presented, in the interests of economy, but inspection supported applicat ion 
of simple linear summary indices. All consistency propositions take the general 
form: 
t - n 
where P ^ represents performance on unemployment indices. The rat ionale for this 
general proposition is similar to tha t described earlier where it was explained t h a t 
la ter period performance may be related to wha t precedes it. Four specific aspects 
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of this proposit ion can be envisaged wlien the economy moves from a period of near 
full employment to one of deter iorat ion: 
i) unemployment levels or ra tes in earlier periods are positively associated 
with unemployment levels or ra tes a t ta ined in later periods; 
ii) unemployment levels or ra tes in earlier periods are positively associated 
with the magni tude of changes which follow; 
iii) unemployment changes f rom earlier periods are positively associated with 
the levels which follow in later periods; 
iv) unemployment changes in earlier periods are positively associated with 
unemployment changes in later periods. 
All of these proposit ions are based on one more general proposit ion, tha t weak 
performance in a period of economic stabili ty is likely to be exacerbated in one of 
deter iora t ion. Qualif ications are easy to envisage, e.g. areas with unemployment 
performance problems in earlier periods may not be so responsive to employment 
pressures in later periods because weak industries may have already shed all surplus 
labour . These propositions are not definitive but provide a conceptual baseline for 
research. 
Results for twenty five'^ empirical versions of the four original propositions 
(which include combinat ions of incident and t ransformed variables) are shown in 
Table 4.7. An overview of results indicates tha t support for the general consistency 
proposit ion is far f rom unqualified. Only nine of the r^ values exceed 0.30 and 
several are approximately 0.00 for any practical purpose. However, as these r^=0.00 
values do not apply uniformly to all propositions it is not possible to reject the 
overall consistency proposit ion. This is problematic only because it complicates 
otherwise simple in terpre ta t ive scenarios, where acceptance or rejection of the 
consistency proposition is complete with relatively simple ramifications. Since this 
has not proven to be the case, it is necessary to examine the empirical versions of 
these proposit ions more closely. This will be done according to the four sets of 
proposi t ions specified above. 
The proposition t ha t factors infiuencing areal unemployment in some previous 
periods will persist through the long term finds some support in the incident 
combina t ions of Table 4.7. The areas with highest incident levels of unemployment 
in 1966 remained so as nonmetropol i tan N.S.W. moved into the 1970's and it was 
these areas which accounted for most of the 1976 problem. The proport ionate 
^®More w e r e i n v e s t i g a t e d b u t t h i s p a r t i c u l a r set w a s c h o s e n as it w a s r e p r e s e n t a t i v e of t h e w i d e r s e t . 
Al l d i s t r i b u t i o n s w e r e t r a n s f o r m e d as n e e d e d b u t t h i s h a d m i n i m a l e f f e c t . W h e r e poss ib l e , t he se w e r e n o t 
u s e d in o r d e r t o m a i n t a i n s i m p l i c i t y a n d a c c e s s t o o r i g i n a l o b s e r v a t i o n s . 
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propositions however, offer little support for this as longitudinal associations are 
uniformly weak. The factor responsible for the long term incident consistencies is 
arguably the size of 'at risk' groups in larger population areas, as found earlier. 
The possibility of prior unemployment levels or rates influencing the magnitude 
of future increases is canvassed in part two of Table 4.7. The contention is that 
areas with high unemployment levels are most likely to be responsive to cyclical 
increases in labour exchange distress and that low level or rate areas will be least 
responsive. With the exception of one construct this notion is soundly rejected. 
That offering suport indicates U^ ^ is a reasonable explanator of [U^^-U^^) and that 
the relationship is relatively elastic. On past experience, failure of the corresponding 
proportionate proposition intimates that the observed consistency is again size 
related. However, if this were the case, it could be expected that C/^ g would be a 
better determinant of (U^^-U^^), particularly given the strength of the 
association in one part of the table. The structural influence of large population 
areas might, therefore, be less pervasive where temporal changes in unemployment 
are small. This results from absence of strong shifts in aggregate performance 
which would otherwise be manifest in communities. As a consequence, aggregate 
pressures for systematic change are minimal so that individual area shifts are 
idiosyncratic, reflecting individual circumstances in each. 
The third set of tests reverse the second proposition by presupposing that 
increments in previous periods influence later levels of performance. In other words, 
the areas experiencing the largest increases in an earlier period will be characterised 
by the most serious levels at some later time. This might appear true by definition 
but for the confounding factor of differences in initial unemployment states. From 
the above, this version of the general proposition should be sensitve to post cyclical 
factors. Again, the majority of specific constructs fail to support this notion. T w o 
c c c c c c constructs, and reverse this pattern. Since the matched 
incident and proportionate results concur it is improbable that this consistency is 
due to the structural effect of large 'at risk' concentrations. Their reference to the 
period of movement away from full employment reinforces the notion that patterns 
were erratic in the earlier full employment period because changes were small by 
comparison with final levels and rates of unemployment. Hence, the source of 
change was not large enough to have a systematic effect comparable with that in 
the later period. 
This raises the issue of consistency in local responses to widespread cyclical 
shifts in performance of the labour exchange process. Specifically, this proposition 
suggests that areas of lowest unemployment increase in periods of stability will 
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T a b l e 4-7: Linear Propositions for Long Term Unemployment 
Consistency. 
Expected Relat ionship /5 r2 t level 
0.75 0.00 
0.79 0.00 
0.76 0.00 
0.31 0.00 
0.28 0.00 
0.25 0.00 
U76 
/^fe 
U fe t 
Ue^et 
U7V 
/'7S 
0.9 
0.9 
0.9 
0.8 
+ 
+ 
/'vV/'e^e ^ 
(U^fUg/Ug) 
il66 
u f , 
Ufa 
Ufa 
//C 
«76 
U?e 
UtVUT'^ I 
(ilyrUg^ee) 
•(U?6-U7VU?I) 
2.2 
+ 
+ 
1.3 
0.8 
+ 
1.0 
+ 
+ 
+ 
0.00 0.32 
0.61 0.00 
0.04 0.01 
0.00 0.25 
0.13 0.00 
0.23 0.00 
0.12 0.00 
0.01 0.07 
0.97 0.00 
0.50 0.00 
0.02 0.04 
0.80 0.00 
0.17 0.00 
0.00 0.28 
0.09 0.00 
0.00 0.34 
0.04 0.01 
0.20 0.00 
0.34 0.00 
(u?6-u? i /uV i ) -
( U ^ V U t V U ? ! ) 
•(UVrU^e/Uea) 
- 8 2 . 8 
Note: t incident variables t ransforms were used 
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exhibit this feature in periods of deterioration and vice versa. This propostition can 
be investigated by examining the relationship between unemployment changes for the 
periods 1966-71 and 1971-76 which may be treated as indices of responsiveness to 
changing aggregate circumstances. The most successful outcome from the various 
constructs used to examine this proposition explained only 34% of later period 
responsiveness with the least successful failing to attain statistical significance. This 
indicates only limited support for the proposition that local factors, consistent over 
time, may synchronise area reponses to aggregate shifts in economic performance'^. 
In addition to these analyses a further manipulation was attempted. It 
evolved as an extension of multiple characteristic mapping which used differences at 
an early point in time to create expected spatial distributions (at a quartile level) 
for a later point. These were then compared with actual distributions. The 
exercise had mixed success with the best result having a projection accuracy of 
approximately 40% and the lowest 20%. This supports the general finding that 
detailed longitudinal consistencies have been eroded over longer periods. The 
importance of this lies not in the inability to produce a satisfactory projection but, 
as with the six-way classifications, in the welfare significance of those areas with 
unremitt ing unemployment problems. These persist in spite of the mult i tude of 
analytical criteria which must be satisfied to highlight a truly intractable core of 
areas consistently influenced by unemployment induced welfare distress. 
The main reason which can be proposed for this breakdown in association 
between pre and post 1971 events is that the sources of unemployment changed 
between the two periods from one where frictional and structural influences were 
dominant to the next where demand deficiency was the major problem (Ross,1964). 
This is obvious from the employment series in Chapter 3 where the first period is 
plainly one of near full employment, and only the latter two effects could operate 
on a wide basis and the second, which is one of rapid deterioration due to not only 
a national but international problem. The type of factors responsible for 
unemployment are therefore qualitatively different and so, by definition, are the 
main features of spatial pattern. From this it can be argued that localised 
economies are serving as transmission mechanisms (Casetti, King and Jeffrey,1971) 
for different types of phenomena over time. This is compounded by the magnitude 
of change which is sufficient to 'swamp' the detail of earlier spatial patterns for all 
but the strongest size related phenomena. 
C o m b i n a t i o n s seeliing associat ion between differently represented variables ( inc ident and propor t ionate) 
h ad , as expected from the cross sectional analysis , l i t t le success. These explorat ions were extended in to 
mu l t i p l e regression app l i ca t ions bu t these resulted in only m inor improvements and were beset by 
col inear i ty problems. 
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Detailed longitudinal consistency propositions should not be discounted on the 
basis of these findings. A supplementary investigation of longitudinal consistencies 
using data for seven nnonths between 1974 and 1976 (see Appendix G ) was 
undertaken to find if there were obvious detailed consistencies within a period of 
uniform performance change (in this case, labour exchange deterioration). The 
number and selection of observation points was entirely dependent on availability of 
C .E .S . information produced for the R .E .D . scheme. Any finding must be qualified 
by the short duration of intervals between observation points, but this offers the 
advantage of much shorter intervals than the five year intercensal period. It was 
found that the temporal association between areal series increased dramatically. 
The degree of association is shown graphically in Figure 4.10 where severity 
rankings and values for two observational points, twelve months apart, are plotted. 
Whi lst this departs from the ideal (shown by inset), mainly through shifts in rank, 
there is ample evidence of comparative consistency in rates of unemployment. The 
generality of this proposition increases considerably when shorter duration 
associations are sought as shown by the r^ values in Table 4.8. These results leave 
very little doubt that longitudinal consistencies are evident in short term situations 
where there are no overriding macroeconomic changes. This provides qualified 
support for the explanation of longer term inconsistencies at the detailed level. 
From this examination, it can be seen that longitudinal consistencies in spatial 
form are much weaker than those found in the cross sectional analysis. This is 
especially so for detailed comparisons but is to be expected as factors other than 
conceptualisation, measurement and representation impinge on patterns being 
compared as spatial patterns change in response to temporally different 
circumstances. Inconsistency in form over time indicates that local phenomena are 
fundamentally unstable due to the scale of event being monitored, i.e. they do not 
manifest sufficient mass to systematically withstand high level change. When 
duration between observations is reduced to the very short term, form consistency 
increases to very high levels as macroeconomic shifts do not attain sufficient 
magnitude to 'swamp' the effects of local structures. Long term inconsistencies also 
diminish when more general, cruder bases for comparison are used, as in 
mult idimensional mapping which, though less exacting, emphasise the qualitative 
distinction between places specified in unemployment terms. Concentration on 
inconsistency detracts from the significance of consistencies which are identified 
because it ignores the intractable character of unemployment problems which affiict 
many areas. These, of course, would remain unidentified were this analysis 
preoccupied with cross sectional causality or conventional approaches to the analysis 
of form. 
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F i g u r e 4-10: Short Term Consistency Longitudinal Consistency 
U74 and u 
35 
30 
Idealised Response to Recessionary Pressures 
25 -
2 0 -
15-
10-
0 + 
"64 80 ^ 
Severity Ranks 
" 1 6 8 0 16 32 48 112 128 144 
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Table 4 -8 : Linear Associations (r") Between Areaiiy 
Disaggregated Series. 
Proposed 
Associat ion 
75„ 
7512 
76, 
u 762 ' 
E 
76; • 
E 
t 
Ufe, t 
U ^ t 
0.84 
0.94 
0.96 
0.96 
0.93 
0.85 
Proposed 
Associat ion 
-"761 
• 
-^ 7511 
12 
1//E 
762 
10 
Note: 1) t Incident variables logarithmically transformed 
2) Al l results signif icant at the 1% level 
0.85 
0.73 
0.75 
0.82 
0.64 
0.74 
4.3 Conclusion 
This analysis has involved a data intensive investigation of area! 
unemployment differences as a basis for exploration of place in labour exchange. In 
opting to use unemployment for this analysis it was found that the conceptual 
coverage of conventional unemployment definitions was inadequate because they were 
limited in scope. This does not disqualify unemployment from use as a device for 
gaining data intensive insight into place but raises doubts as to the generality of 
traditionalist applications. In so doing it has shifted attention to the more robust 
welfare justification for analysis. 
What then has been learned about the role of place in labour exchange? T w o 
types of place have been identified from cross sectional and longitudinal perspectives. 
The first demonstrates inconsistent behaviour and the second, by contrast, consistent 
behaviour with identification of uniformly high and low unemployment areas. The 
cross sectional and longitudinal perspectives cannot be integrated because of deficient 
information but they do provide a conceptual framework, documenting the unknowns 
of place in labour exchange and the results which might be anticipated (Figure 
4.11). Were form to be dominated by inconsistencies, especially in longitudinal 
comparisons, the role of place in labour exchange would be questionable. However, 
as a survey of the place possibilities shows, inconsistency from one perspective can 
be countered by consistency from another. As analyses become more complex, 
consistent impressions of place become more elusive and it is this 'grey field' which 
must receive more attention in future studies with subsequent partitions of 
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H= High 
L= Low 
F i g u r e 4-11: A Data Intensive View of Place in Labour Exchange 
Using Unemployment from Cross Sectional and Longitudinal 
Perspectives (Knowns and Unknowns). 
inconsistency by degree. Unfortunately, actual categorisations of place according to 
these criteria fall into the 'unknown' category, but emergence of consistencies within 
the realm of 'knowns' suggests that place is not benign in labour exchange. This 
analysis highlights the limitations of conventional analyses of form by indicating the 
true complexity of place through ascription of meaning in conditional, as opposed to 
unconditional, welfare terms. This concentrates attention on one type of place, the 
high unemployment core areas which are of greatest welfare concern. 
The applied significance of this analysis is that empirically sustainable 
hypotheses or propositions have arisen from each of its elements. These can be 
synthesised into a more general proposition with important ramifications for the 
formulation of programmes designed to alleviate unemployment in periods of slow 
growth or stagnation (Clavel, Forester and Goldsmith,1980; Chisholm,1976). The 
introductory examination of unemployment form revealed a great range in the areal 
impacts of unemployment and a disproportionately heavy concentration in 
comparatively few areas. Formal manipulation of cross sectional patterns reinforced 
this showing that impressions of concentration varied in accordance with the 
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empirical rigour of consistency definitions to be satisfied for the identification of 
form constants. This result was again reinforced when cross sectional criteria were 
replaced by a series of long term longitudinal alternatives which emphasised the 
persistence of unemployment in a number of areas. Detailed reviews of consistency 
in all but the very short term resulted in erosion of pattern but, this again, only 
served to highlight the importance of areas with consistent unemployment problems 
rather than a blanket solution because severity is highly variable and priorities 
empirically manipulable. This engenders a capacity to identify varying types of 
'hard core' unemployment areas dependent on concept, measurement, representation 
and periodicity of observation which permits a selectivity of expenditure in times of 
retarded performance when public resources are scarce and withdrawal from 
locationally discriminant policy widespread. 
Whilst data intensive investigations are clearly useful, these two perspectives 
have served to highlight their major weakness which is, by concentrating on only 
one facet of variation they are incapable of suggesting a more general fabric of 
differentiation. All questions and hypotheses refer exclusively to the unemployment 
situation so that the objective of searching out a widely based framework of areal 
differentiation can only be achieved by assuming unemployment differences to be 
representative of many others. A more satisfying level of investigation capable, of 
providing the bases for more general questions and hypotheses can only be obtained 
by introducing nature into differentiation. 
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F i g u r e F - 1 : Unemployment Frequency Dis t r ibut ions 
for Nonmet ropol i tan N.S.W. 
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F igure G-1: Time Scries for U^ Data 
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C H A P T E R 5 
T O W A R D S A M U L T I D I M E N S I O N A L E X P L O R A T I O N 
OF L O C A L I S E D L A B O U R A R E A D I F F E R E N T I A L S -
A N A L Y T I C A L S T R A T E G I E S , T E C H N I Q U E S A N D 
D A T A S P E C I F I C A T I O N . 
Exploration of unemployment differences provided important insights into the 
role of place in labour exchange which were of normative merit and previously 
undocumented. Strictly, these were applicable to only one dimension of the labour 
exchange process, dwelling on differences of extent rather than nature. The original 
treatment of labour exchange argued that outcomes from the process were 
multidimensional and better represented by analysis of nature in differentiation. 
Incorporation of additional dimensions into differentiation is important because it 
constitutes a movement towards conceptual reality but this must be ' t raded-o f f 
against the simplicity and normative merit of data intensive analyses. Exploration 
of nature in differentiation is complex. Development of an operational framework 
which facilitates search for structure presents a significant challenge. It requires the 
selection of an analytical strategy compatible with the goals of research, adoption of 
techniques which actualise the strategy and selection of information to be combined 
with technique. The result is a myriad of possibilities. The purpose here is to 
reduce these to manageable proportions by showing how the problems of developing 
an exploratory framework were resolved. 
This will be done by reducing the problem to its three main elements; 
strategy, technique and data specification. Strategy refers to the integral framework 
which provides a vehicle for solution of research problems, in this case, isolation of 
place in labour exchange. Technique is the foundation of strategy because it 
provides the formal channel for its implementation. Given the particular objectives 
of individual technical applications which are combined for strategic purposes, they 
should collectively provide a detailed statement of strategy. Data specification is 
the final stage in strategy implementation with information operationalising 
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technique. Andrews (1978,97) argues this to be one of the most impor t an t s tages 
in explora t ion . Avai labi l i ty and imperfect ions in source distinguish between the 
appropr ia teness of explorat ion as opposed to conf i rmat ion . For this reason, d a t a 
specification mus t receive extensive considerat ion. 
5.1 Numerica l Taxonomy - An Analyt ical Strategy 
Explora t ion of n a t u r e in different iat ion mus t proceed with similar flexibility to 
t h a t demons t r a t ed in the d a t a intensive analysis of ex ten t in different iat ion. The 
problem, however, is more complex because social perspectives on place are 
inherently mul t id imensional with each dimension embrac ing a wide range of 
e lements . Selection of a research s t ra tegy is primari ly dependent on purpose. This 
is plainly defined in the in t roduct ion as being use of na tu r e in differentiat ion to 
explore place in labour exchange. This requires t h a t places be distinguished in 
accordance with na tu r e in different ia t ion. 
The resul tant research s t ra tegy is described in Figure 5.1 where two levels of 
analysis are envisaged, one to distinguish place and the other , to explore pa t t e rns 
which result . Conceptua l ly , the first level is comparat ively simple. It requires t ha t 
the identif iable fea tures of place be 'mus te red ' and organised in a systemat ic manner 
so differences in place can be indexed. Once this has been achieved differences can 
be analysed by examining place in search of observat ional continuit ies which relate 
places or discontinuit ies which separate t hem. Both produce impressions of place 
and , more impor tan t ly , associat ions between places which enable simplification. 
This s t ra tegy is commonly used in documenta t ion of place (Grigg,1967) but its 
exploratory appl icat ions have been minimal . P a t t e r n identified through one i terat ion 
is often inviolably associated wi th s t ruc ture . This is dangerously simplistic with 
d a t a extensive sets of informat ion because the b read th of mater ia l different iat ing 
areas is so great . An exploratory version of this s t ra tegy offers scope for widely 
based interrogat ion of differences between place so t h a t identified pa t t e rns can be 
searched in more detai l and evaluated for robustness (priori ty (p) 1 links in Figure 
5.1). This can be done through three channels . F i rs t , by analysing differences, 
selected as preferred views of continuity or d iscont inui ty , in the context of all 
differences between places (p2). This concentra tes a t t en t ion on the link between 
original differences and those selected for preferred views (p3). Second, by 
invest igat ing preferred views of difference between places f rom analysis of original 
fea tures used to specify differences (p4). This concent ra tes a t t en t ion on two links: 
t h a t between identif iable fea tures of place and their use in differentiat ion (p5); and 
t h a t between these differences and preferred views of place (p6). The final channel 
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expands treatment of place by comparing results from preferred views to provide a 
more general perspective on place (p7). In accordance with previous statements, 
place and its identification cannot be treated as a foregone conclusion of spatial 
analysis. This can only be established by careful evaluation of differences between 
all places being examined. 
Exploration of place in labour exchange is analytically very different in logic 
to conventional description of differences between them. The latter progresses 
sequentially towards conclusion whilst the former must retain a capacity to probe 
place in order to establish the character of relationships. This necessitates a 
research strategy which is iterative and not rigidly sequential if emphases on place 
are to be maintained. Without this, analyses invariably revert to examination of 
social variables with place as an attribute of them. The rationale for exploration of 
place in labour is to ensure that social variables are treated as characteristics of 
place. 
The techniques collectively represented as numerical taxonomy provide the 
closest technical parallel to this statement of strategy, being defined as: 
...grouping by numerical methods of taxonomic units into their taxa on 
the basis of their character states. (Sneath and Sokal,1973,4) 
Later developments of this field have extended its applications into a search mode 
of analysis. Applications of this technical strategy are to be found amongst both 
geographers (Johnston,1978; Smith,1975; Spence and Taylor,1970; Harvey,1969; 
King,1969) and others (Williams,1976; Harbough and Merriam,1968; Smart, Meacock 
and Lambert,1974; Dale and Webb,1975; Gauch and Whittaker,1981). Geographers 
have used the strategy for region building (e.g. Logan et.al.,1975; Spence,1968) and 
creating typologies of locational units (Nelson,1955; Stone,1961; Smith, 
1965(a);1965(b); Dixon,1978; Sorenson and Weinand,1983; Australia-Department of 
Home Affairs and Environment,1983). Widespread preoccupation with conventional 
application has resulted in the exploratory potential of numerical taxonomy being 
largely overlooked. Gordon argues for a change in direction with reference to 
analysis of numerical discontinuities through classification: 
At a deeper level, the results of a classification study could enable an 
investigation to formulate some general hypotheses to account for observed 
data. In this context it is useful to regard classification as a form of 
exploratory data analysis, in the sense of Tukey (1977). (1981,6) 
Earlier work by geographers suggested this exploratory potential. Mather and 
Doornkamp commented that: 
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Cluster analysis (classification) may be regarded as a device for 
generating hypotheses ... (1970,163) 
w i th other work by Berry (1960) being indisputably exploratory. Recent work at 
the Commonwea l t h Scientific and Industrial Research Organisat ion 's Division of 
Wa te r and Land Research (Austra l ia-C.S. I .R .O. Annua l Report , 1982,37-38)' has 
concentrated on development of taxonomic techniques with an enhanced capacity to 
search for structure. Numerical taxonomy is highly suited to exploration because of 
its capacity to facil itate the numerical man ipu la t ion of mul t id imensional da ta sets 
w i t hou t undue dependence on l imi t ing assumptions. 
An in depth account of numerical taxonomic strategy is unnecessary as it has 
been competently detailed elswhere (Gordon,1981; Sokal and Sneath,1973; Cormack 
1971; Wanatabe,1969) . The essential proposition in numerical taxonomy is tha t 
entities, such as objects, individuals or areas, can be distinguished according to their 
characteristics (Clifford and Stephenson,1975; Rummel ,1967; Johnston , 1978). 
Characteristics for any set of objects may be represented as axes defining an 
abstract space with each characteristic const i tut ing an axis. Coordinates for each 
entity are defined by its values on each of the characteristics so tha t it is possible 
to transpose entities into a specific character space. This proposit ion is i l lustrated 
in Figure 5.2 where four observational units are plotted with respect to three 
character axes x,,x„ and z , . From this, it is possible to conceive of the differences 
\ Z o 
or similarities between entities in terms of all three characteristics. Differences 
between entities can be represented simultaneously on all axes. For example, in 
Figure 5.1 the euclidean distance (/ i ) between entities is shown. This example can 
be extended to any number of characteristics so that there is a basis for complex 
comparison between entities. The mul t ip le characteristic differences and similarities 
computed from these spaces form the bases for higher levels of analysis. 
These mul t ip le characteristic spaces have been variously labelled hyperspaces 
(more than three axes), A-spaces (attr ibute defined) or taxonomic spaces (by 
purpose) with the entities represented being referred to as observational taxonomic 
units (OTUs) . Here such spaces will be termed taxonomic, but observational units 
will retain their earlier designation as localised labour areas because of its generic 
value. 
A fully defined taxonomic space is only representable where all the 
characteristics of an observational uni t can be identified and measured. It is 
unlikely that a fully defined taxonomic space could be established for socio-economic 
Hlarvey noted this potential use approximately a decade before: 
"...classification may be regarded as a means of searching reality for hypotheses." (1969,326) 
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b = 
c -
d = {X. 
Source : Sneath and Sokal, 1973, 123 
Figure 5-2: Representation of Four 
Observational Units in a Taxonomic Space Defined 
by Three Axes. 
entities. Even if all the necessary characteristics could be identified, accurate 
assembly would be difficult because of problems in weighting observations. The 
taxonomic spaces encountered here and elsewhere are, therefore, best described as 
imperfect. The usual method for defining such spaces is to make initial reference to 
theory where the relevance of characteristics is indicated (Harvey,1969,332). Where 
theoretical guidance is lacking decisions are usually pragmatic. In either case, the 
taxonomic space defined as a result of the character selection procedure is purpose 
specific. A common problem is that purpose is unclear (Harvey,1969,326), resulting 
in operationally defined taxonomic spaces which are ascribed an unwarranted 
representativeness. 
The terminology used in numerical taxonomy for referring to observations 
differs from tha t used with other analytical strategies. This difference must be 
clarified before discussing taxonomic strategies in more detail if confusion is to be 
avoided. In common usage, the concept of a characteristic equates most closely 
with that of a variable. There are, however, two crucial differences. The first is 
tha t the term characteristic shifts emphasis from the feature being observed, as is 
usual with variables, to the observational unit or units (e.g. local areas) for which 
the observation is made. The result is tha t characteristics are treated as features of 
an observational unit so that the unit does not merely constitute a basis for 
observation. The second difference is that characteristics can be treated at two 
levels, either being referred to as a t t r ibutes or dimensions (Figure 5.3). The term 
a t t r ibu te refers to individual characteristics, such as the female unemployment rate 
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for 1976 or the proportion of families with incomes below $2,000^. Tfie term 
dimension is collective and refers to any set of attributes drawn from a common 
conceptual source, e.g. income or unemployment. Higher level reference systems of 
this type have been widely used in multivariate indicator studies, such as those of 
Drewnowski (1974) and "The Presidents Commission on National Goals" (1960), 
where they have proven useful in generating discussion. This distinction between 
attributes and dimensions is important as it suggests two levels at which taxonomic 
space can be treated, one being operational and the other conceptual. 
CHARACTERISTIC 
ATTRIBUTE DIMENSION 
(unique reference to a (collective reference to a 
characteristics) set of characteristics) 
F igu re 5-3: Relationship Between the 
Terms Characteristic, Variable, 
Attribute and Dimension. 
Having considered the elementary tenets of analytical strategy, two variant 
procedures have developed with regard to its implementation. These were identified 
by Spence and Taylor (1970) and were termed "Berry's three stage procedure" and 
"Sokal's two stage procedure". The difference between the two is that Berry's 
procedure requires a stage of orthogonalisation to produce a set of transformed 
independent attributes before a matrix of interentity distance (term used 
interchangeably with dissimilarity) measures is produced for subsequent taxonomic 
manipulation. Sokal's procedure utilises only the final two stages. Unfortunately, 
in documenting this divergence, Spence and Taylor do not resolve the difference. It 
is important this be done because Berry's three stage procedure has gained a degree 
of currency in geography whilst Sokal's has been widely accepted in other 
disciplines. 
^Variants of this view exist, for example: 
".. .the term attribute is conventionally extended beyond its normal statistical usage to include variables 
and variates and different types of attribute." (Lance and Williams,1968,31) 
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Berry 's orthogonalisat ion stage is necessary because of a reliance on euclidean 
dis tance to represent interent i ty differences. It involves the establ ishment of a 
correlat ion mat r ix for original a t t r ibu tes which is then subjected to a principal 
componen ts t ransformat ion to produce a matr ix of orthogonal (or independent) 
a t t r ibu tes . The just if icat ion for this t ransformat ion is to produce a set of 
independent a t t r ibu tes before calculating an interarea distance matr ix. The two 
s tage s t ra tegy is criticised because the principles of euclidean geometry cease to 
opera te where the axes defining a given taxonomic space are intercorrelated. This 
point can be demonst ra ted diagramatical ly from Figure 5.4. It can be shown tha t 
the cosine of an angle between any two intersecting axes (A'j, X^ and i j , i^) 
of uni t weight is equivalent to the correlation between them (Smith,1975,316). The 
cosine of 90° is equivalent to a correlation of 0.0, with greater or lesser angles 
indicating intercorrelation between axes. Two si tuations are portrayed in Figure 5.4, 
one where axes are orthogonal and another , where they are intercorrelated. The 
euclidean distance calculated for the differences between A, B in (i) and a, b in (ii) 
will be identical because the form of this coefficient is: 
J A . B = V D ? + D 2 
and in this case and D^ — d^. A glance at Figure 5.4(ii) clearly 
(a) (b) 
A 
F i g u r e 5 -4 : Si tuat ions Depicting Orthogonal 
Axes (i) and Intercorrelated Axes (ii). 
shows tha t the distance a, b is smaller than tha t for A, B in (i). From this, it 
can be argued tha t the euclidean distance calculated for Figure 5.4(ii) misrepresents 
the shortest s t ra ight line distance between the two points. 
The question arises as to why this t ransformat ion has been ignored by those 
advocat ing a two stage s t ra tegy. There are two reasons. Firs t , euclidean distance 
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is but one conceptualisation of iiiterentity differences. The euclidean metric is only 
a special case of a more general class of metric distance functions known as 
Minkowski metrics (Coombs, Dawes and Tversky ,1970,61-64). Where axes are 
intercorrelated, euclidean distance defaults to a particular form of another special 
case of the Minkowski. This is the manhat tan class of measure which will be 
discussed in more detail in the next section. As a consequence, the real criticism of 
studies using the euclidean metric, in situations where intercorrelated axes define the 
taxonomic space, is not that the distance measure is invalid but that it constitutes 
a poor choice of the manhattan measure where better alternatives may be available. 
The second reason for ignoring the orthogonalising transformation in the two 
stage strategy stems from the problems it creates. The first relates to the difficulty 
of arriving at the true (or correct) interpretation of the 'new' characteristics 
produced from transformation. As the 'new' characteristics are purely mathematical 
constructs (Gould,1981,250; Reddy,1982,25) with several interpretations, selection of 
the correct one may be purely fortuitous, especially where this must be done for a 
large number of new characteristics. The second problem is that in defining a 
taxonomic space where all axes are orthogonal, it is claimed redundant observations 
are eliminated. A characteristic is said to be redundant if its variation, or a part 
thereof, coincides with that of another, but this condition only holds where the new 
characteristics are equally weighted^. This may not be desirable because each of the 
new characteristics explain differing proportions of the original variance. Effects 
which permeate a large number of the original observations are given equal weight 
to those influencing only a few" .^ Dixon was prompted to comment that: 
The inclusion of two or more highly correlated variables in the analysis 
amounts to weighting the concept they measure by a factor of two. This 
is considered acceptable as any concept which reappears in many variables 
should be weighted accordingly. (1978,83) 
Obviously, indiscriminant weighting may be totally unwarranted where the 
transformed data are to be used in extended exploratory analyses. The final 
problem is the orthogonalising transformation suggested in the geographical literature 
(Johnston,1978; Smith,1975 and King,1962) is only sensitive to linear associations. 
Therefore, so-called orthogonal variates may be functionally interdependent where 
^Di f ferent ia l we ight ing according to explained var iance is possible bu t self defeating as 'new axes ' are 
then given the same weight as uncombined originals 
^A practise which has arisen in an a t t emp t to avoid the worst excesses of this approach is to dispense 
wi th those componen ts accoun t i ng for relatively small proport ions of the variance. The j u dgemen t 
s uppo r t i ng this act ion is tha t these components represent 'no ise ' ( Johnston,1976,23; Smith ,1975,315) . Such 
j u dgemen t s should not be taken l ightly as many of the lesser componen ts may subsume mean ing fu l 
va r i a t i on . 
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data are effected by nonliriearities (Norris,1971; Austin,1971). These problems 
indicate that this transformation is not one suitable to all situations and should not 
be undertaken as a matter of course. 
Sokal's two stage strategy is preferred in this Study primarily because it is 
more suited to exploratory data analysis. It offers greater flexibility since it is not 
heavily prescriptive in regard to preprocessing or distance coefficient selection. This 
flexibility affords a greater range of options in the way techniques are combined, a 
major asset in developing a sound exploratory strategy. Also, the absence of a 
mandatory transformation stage ensures the nature of the original data set is 
preserved. Transformations, especially the powerful ones suggested in the three 
stage strategy, have a capacity to change the very nature of the original data set. 
Such changes are of critical importance where the objective is exploratory data 
analysis, as neither the form of original data nor associations between observational 
units or characteristics is understood. 
5.1.1 Application of Analytical Strategy (Numerical Taxonomy) - Techniques 
In opting to use Sokal's two stage strategy key decisions concerning selections 
of technique influence the character of analysis^. These key decision points are 
shown in Figure 5.5 which is a replica of Figure 5.1 with technical specifications 
replacing general descriptions of task. Actual selections of technique which 
operationalise each stage include choice of: dissimilarity measures; classification 
procedures, which analyse discontinuity patterns; ordination procedures, which do the 
same for continuity; and diagnostic applications, which facilitate thorough search of 
structure. The first of these terms is conceptually straight forward but the 
remaining three are more complex. As a result, these will be discussed broadly as a 
prelude to detailed examination of techniques in analytical sequence. 
Classification, often referred to as cluster analysis, partitions entities into 
classes on the basis of similarities or differences between them and can subsequently 
be used to systematically allocate 'new' entities to established classes (Clifford and 
Stephenson,1975,26). Variations on this theme exist as outlined by Everitt: 
classification is considered to be the process of allocating entities to 
initially undefined classes so that individuals in the same class are, in some 
sense, similar to one another. (1979,169) 
This view demonstrates the suitability of classification to the type of problem 
presented by the nonrnetropolitan labour area data. Classification can be used in 
^For reference see Everitt (1974), Cormack (1971), Sneath and Sokal (1973), Clifford and Stephenson 
(1975), Webster (1977) and Gordon (1981). 
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several ways (see Harvey,1969,331; Everitt,1974,3) but there is agreement in 
informed circles on its use as an exploratory tool. Wisehart, referring to cluster 
analysis, argues: 
Cluster analysis is an exploratory method for helping to solve 
classification problems. Its use is appropriate when little or nothing is 
known about the category structure in a body of data ... Cluster analysis 
is a tool of discovery. It can be used to reveal associations and structure 
in data which, though not previously conceived, are nevertheless sensible 
and useful when found. (1978,1) 
Ordinat ion, the second processing option in Figure 5.5 is defined as: 
the disposition of individuals in a reduced space, the original of which 
was defined by a series of axes corresponding to the number of properties 
studied for these individuals. (Clifford and Stephenson,1975,30). 
As with classification, ordination has several uses (Dale,1975) with the most 
common being its role in reducing dimensionality so that entities can be graphically 
represented in a simplified taxonomic space. This provides a facility for 
identification of entity associations where common factors are responsible for 
continuities in distribution of entities. 
It is commonly believed that classification and ordination are alternatives, the 
former being used with data sets where entities are distributed discontinuously and 
the latter continuously. Harvey ascribes this view to Grieg-Smith: 
.... some writers emphasise a difference between classification proper - in 
which it is possible to classify elements into relatively homogeneous classes 
- and what they term ordination - which involves making divisions on a 
continuum. (1969,334) 
This stance is difficult to justify in applied situations because only rarely will a 
data set be characterised exclusively by one or other of these features. Wil l iams 
and Lance support this view: 
...over a wide range of problems concerned with the extraction of 
patterns the approaches [classification and ordination] are complementary; 
and both are necessary, since it can seldom be known in advance which 
approach will be the more profitable. (1968,42) 
There is consequently a developing consensus in numerical taxonomy that 
classification and ordination are complements because they are sensitive to different 
features of any data set. As a result, both are used in this Study. Diagnosis, the 
final term requiring formal definition, is the investigation of outcomes from high 
level analysis of differences between entities, i.e. classification and ordination. 
Diagnosis can be undertaken in three ways: by contrasting different approaches to 
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classificiation or ordinat ion; cont ras t ing results from classification with ordinat ion; or 
use of techniques with specifically diagnostic applicat ions in classification, ordinat ion 
or bo th . Diagnostics directly relating ordinat ion to original a t t r ibu tes (effecting 
links p4, 5 and 6 in Figure 5.1) are not used in this Study. They are difficult to 
apply because ordinat ion involves a complex t ransformat ion of da t a and is of 
doub t fu l reliability under many circumstances. The purpose of diagnosis is to gain 
a grea ter unders tanding of discerned pa t t e rn . Only when diagnosis has been carried 
ou t , can search for s t ruc ture in d a t a have been thorough and comprehensive. 
5.1.2 Representat ion of In terarea Differences - Dissimilarity Measures 
The first s tep in affecting Sokal 's two stage strategy is to select a measure 
which adequately represents the differences between observational units in taxonomic 
space. These mus t be derived f rom a raw d a t a matr ix Ay 
Ai 
M2 
X21 X22 
Xn1 
of n enti t ies and s a t t r ibu tes . The measures representing differences between each 
of the enti t ies in A^ form a symmetrical n.n distance matr ix D^: 
Di 
dii di2 
d2i d22 
I^n 
of differences between each enti ty and all others . These matr ices are known by a 
variety of names depending on the form of distance measure used. These are 
usually of three kinds; similarity measures which increase as differences between 
ent i t ies decrease; dissimilarity measures which increase as differences increase; and 
associat ion measures which are responsive to coincidence regardless of distance in 
t axonomic space. 
The problem of selecting a representat ive measure is far f rom simple. There 
are three major obstacles to a rat ional selection. They are the vast array of 
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measures available, the absence of a comprehensive l i tera ture document ing and 
compar ing these measures and the poorly developed knowledge of general and 
s ta t is t ical propert ies of many measures® (Sneath and Sokal,1973, 116-147; Clifford 
and Stephenson,1975,49-82). These difficulties are offset by one major advan tage to 
the exploratory da t a analys t . Measures can be selected which are most suitable to 
the features of specific problems, t hus introducing a level of flexibility not 
encountered in more conventional s tat is t ical analysis. This flexibility operates 
through three main channels: 
i) measures can be selected to suit the type of d a t a being used, i.e. binary, 
mul t i s t a te , ordered mul t i s ta te or numeric; 
ii) features of the d a t a being used can be directly incorporated into the 
measure , reducing the need for t rans format ions to 'massage ' the da t a set 
into a sui table form, e.g. t r ans format ions to minimise the influence of 
outliers; 
iii) purpose specific weights can be applied to differences so tha t not all 
differences need be weighted equally. 
The first is of benefit because dependence on one kind of measure, regardless of 
d a t a type, is significantly reduced. Numerous examples of this application can be 
found in the l i terature from other disciplines such as botany (Dale and Webb,1975) 
agr icul ture (Williams,1976) and archeology (Hodson,1969) where enhanced flexibility 
has been used to great effect. The second is impor tan t because in reducing the 
need for t ransformat ion , the original na ture of the d a t a set is retained whilst the 
measure used to represent differences is altered as needed. This is critical in 
exploratory d a t a analysis because, for example, removal of outliers alters a property 
of the d a t a set which is then unrecoverable. The third feature is of significance 
where differences of kind are thought to exist in the da t a set so t ha t it may be 
desirable to weight these in accordance with qual i ta t ive distinctions. This can be 
crucial in determining analytical emphases which may be ignored under other 
c i rcumstances . 
As d a t a selection is not examined until the next section, it is necessary to pre-
empt pa r t of this discussion by describing the general features of da t a if distance 
measures are to be seen in context . These are similar to those of the 
unemployment d a t a used in the previous chapter , consisting of four features: 
i) the da t a are numeric in tha t measurement is on a continuous scale for 
®The m a j o r impl ica t ion of th is last point is t h a t p robab i l i ty d i s t r ibu t ions have not been es tabl ished for 
t he bulk of measures . Th i s inh ib i t s conf i rma to ry ana lyses bu t is less i m p o r t a n t where hypothes i s genera t ion 
is the ob jec t ive , as in exp lo ra to ry d a t a ana ly s i s . (Ma the r and D o o r n k a m p 1970,168) 
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all attributes and can be typified as ratio measurement, i.e. there are no 
binary or multistate measurements: 
ii) a predominant feature of this data set is the existence of extreme 
observations or outliers; 
iii) attributes from specific dimensions have appreciably larger values than 
those from other dimensions and so have a scope for larger ranges which 
may introduce unwarranted weights; 
iv) differences are not only of degree but also of kind between growth and 
no growth/decline situations. 
Several measures could be used to portray different facets of the data set 
under review. However, it would be more desirable to identify a family of measures 
or, even better, one measure which does this best. To this end, the major 
alternatives which are least suitable must be discounted. Association measures have 
been excluded because the interest here is in dissimilarities between observational 
units^ rather than strict types of relationship between them. Euclidean type 
measures are unsuitable because they are unduly sensitive to extreme observations. 
A major alternative is the manhattan class of distance measures. The difference 
between euclidean and manhattan measures is illustrated graphically in Figure 5.6 
where it can be seen that the manhattan is the distance (A,B + B,C) as opposed 
to (A,C) for euclidean (the term manhattan arises from this "around the block" 
method of calculation (Williams,1976,41)). 
A 
*2 
(after Williams, 1976) 
F igure 5-6: Euclidean and Manhattan Variants of the Minkowski Metric. 
One of the most commonly encountered forms of manhattan measure is the gower 
metric (1971): 
^Also , the var ious correlat ion coefficients are of l imi ted use because they are only sensitive to l inear 
co inc idence or h ighly select forms of nonl inear coincidence. 
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(|Xik-Xii,l)l 
Wk 
Xik,x,K values taken by individuals or groups i and j for the kth of s at t r ibutes 
Wk range of attr ibute values for the populat ion 
Lance and Williams, 1967 
T h e gower nnetric can cope with nunneric data . Di f f icult ies arise with the remaining 
three features discussed above. F i rs t ly , standardisation is by the range of values in 
the populat ion for each attr ibute (g lobal standardisat ion) . As the data used in this 
Study are influenced by outliers, it would be preferable if standardisation were based 
solely on the two individuals being compared (pairwise standardisat ion) because 
at t r ibutes ef fected by outliers are unintentional ly given lower weights where global 
standardisat ions are used. Secondly, di f ferences of kind cannot be represented so it 
would not be possible to apply discr iminatory weights to selected comparisons. 
T h i r d l y , this measure is sensitive to absolute dif ferences so there is a tendency to 
we ight large value attr ibutes with greater variat ion more highly than lower value 
at t r ibutes with smaller variat ion. In spite of these drawbacks, the gower metr ic has 
been used for compara t i ve purposes because its manhattan format is more akin to 
the measure eventual ly chosen for general use. 
T h e dissimilarity measure, which was selected, is a version of the Canberra 
metr ic most frequently encountered as: 
Lance and Williams, 1967 
Th i s version of the Canberra metr ic is broadly suited to the data set being used 
because it is not great ly influenced by outliers, is sensitive to differences of kind, 
and is responsive to proport ionate dif ferences as opposed to absolute dif ferences. A n 
addi t ional advantage is its restriction to the range Cj > 0 < 1 which assists 
interpretat ion. T h e Canberra metr ic , unlike euclidean distance, but 
on the same 
principle as the gower metric, is not great ly influenced by extreme observat ions 
(out l i e rs ) on part icular attr ibutes. Th is form of the metric al lows each at t r ibute to 
contr ibute ( - ) to the total dissimilarity calculated for all attributes. T h e Canberra 
metr ic has a ma jo r advantage over the gower metr ic as its standardisation is based 
only on the individuals being compared + as opposed to a populat ion 
parameter ( W k ) . Th i s prevents the unintentional introduction of lower we ights for 
a t t r ibutes e f fected by extreme observat ions and is responsible for the measure's 
sensi t iv i ty to proport ional dif ferences. The re is also scope for weight ing di f ferences 
o f kind as comparisons between observat ional units default to max imum dissimilarity 
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for a t t r i b u t e s where one of the values compared is zero. This is useful where it is 
considered a s ta t ic s i tuat ion as quali tat ively different f rom one showing change or 
absence is qual i ta t ively different from presence. The problem is t ha t the capacity of 
th is version of the Canberra metric is limited because it does not extend to 
s i tua t ions where change may be negative wi thout the index becoming unbounded 
(Lance and Williams,196G: 1967(a)), a s i tuat ion which Clifford and Stephenson 
(1975,55) warn agains t . 
The mixed sign problem can be overcome by carrying out a t ransformat ion to 
e l iminate sign differences. Two t rans format ions of the a t t r i bu te matr ix A^ can be 
employed. The first 'powers ' all e lements of the A, matr ix such tha t i becomes 
' 1 ns 
z^^^ and the second carries out a 'selective difference a d j u s t m e n t ' so tha t where 
negat ives exist for par t icular a t t r ibu tes the absolute difference between the min imum 
a t t r i b u t e value and zero is added to all values for t ha t a t t r ibu te . These solutions 
change the na tu re of the d a t a set by removing valuable information and , in the case 
of the 'power ing ' solution, actually exaggerate the effect of extremes. The only 
a l te rna t ive is to use a modification of the Canberra metric. 
Sneath and Sokal (1973,126) point out t ha t Hodson (1969(a)) has used a 
euclidean form of the Canberra metric suggested by Hartzig: 
( X i k - X j k ) ^ 
(after Hodson, 1969(a)) 
Prel iminary invest igation showed the measure to be bounded so t ha t Cjjj adapted 
values Cjjj > 0, < 1 for like signs and C,jj > 0, < 2 for unlike signs, progressing f rom 
2.0 to 1.0 as differences increase. Where there are small differences in large values 
the measure loses resolution. In addit ion to these technical drawbacks Cjj squares 
differences, in t roducing undesirable elements similar to those influencing euclidean 
dis tance. These results are only ten ta t ive but a more intelligible measure would be 
superior . A third version of the Canberra metr ic , credited to Gower by Sneath and 
Sokal (1973,126) and to Adkins by Lance and Will iams (1967(a),17) has been 
suggested: 
( | X | k - X ) k l ) 
( l x , k l + l x , k l ) J 
(after Lance and Williams, 1967) 
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Th is modulus s tandard isa t ion is useful because it retains all of the desirable features 
of the original metr ic and adds the unusual proper ty of defaul t ing to unity where 
sign differences arise. As a result , two effects, one for differences of degree and the 
o the r for differences of kind, can be embodied in this measure. 
It could be argued desirable to int roduce sign differentiation by degree so t ha t 
more subtle weights could be used. It should be recognised tha t the more extreme 
effects of these weights are mollified by the previously discussed feature of individual 
a t t r i b u t e cont r ibut ions which are limited to (-) of the total . As a result, large 
numbers of sign differences are required before the final distance between any two 
observat ional uni ts can be appreciably influenced. This is just if iable as the 
likelihood of process differentiat ion also increases. 
The problem of moving f rom an established matr ix of a t t r ibutes for 
observat ional uni ts ( y l j to one which represents differences between these units ( D J 
has been examined thus far. This is the most complex problem in selecting 
taxonomic procedures because of diverstiy in measures and their representation of 
differences. The m a n h a t t a n family of dissimilarities offer an extremely robust 
representa t ion of differences given Berry 's (op.cit) concern with euclidean problems. 
In par t icular , the Cjjj version of the Canberra metric is of most use in this analysis 
because its features permit a powerful por t rayal of differences which is sensitive to 
ma jo r features of the da t a . 
5.1.3 Classification Procedures - Searching for Mult idimensional S t ruc ture 1 
The second stage of Sokal 's two stage procedure requires the selection of 
classification procedures which assist in reducing information in the dissimilarity 
ma t r i x to manageable proport ions. This could be a t t empted manually but as Hills 
explains, with reference to large correlation matrices: 
The first and sometimes only impression gained f rom looking at a large 
correlation matr ix is largeness. (1969, 249) 
Classification procedures provide one method for reducing the complexity of large 
mat r ices by numerically categorising observational units into groups according to 
their similarities and dissimilarities, as portrayed by the characterist ics selected. A 
mul t i t ude of techniques have been developed for solving the classification problem 
(bu t not all opera te directly on dissimilarity matrices such as D^). Though much 
pioneering work in this field was done by geographers (Berry,1960; Smith,1965; 
Berry and \Vrobel,1968; Johnston,1968) advances in geography have been overtaken 
by work in other fields where taxonomic problems assumed greater importance. 
Johns ton recognised the need to look fur ther afield for new techniques with the 
m a j o r reason being tha t : 
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A number of recent s tudies have presented classifications of geographical 
d a t a using numerical methods which have been adopted from other 
scientific disciplines. (1968, 575) 
Th i s philosophy of mult idiscipl inary selection seems the most useful given the s t a t e 
of deve lopment within geography. 
Rat iona l selection of classification procedures is much easier than for 
dissimilar i ty measures . Al though there are a large number of techniques these are 
of d is t inct types so t ha t general crit ieria can be used to make selections. Two 
decisions m u s t be made. Fi rs t , which type of classification procedures is most 
useful and second which techniques f rom each type best satisfy research 
requi rements . 
Three fac tors were considered in selecting the most useful type of classification 
procedures (Appendix H). The first factor taken into account was the distinction 
between monothe t ic and polythetic procedures. Monothet ic procedures operate by 
sequential ly dichotomising observat ions using individual a t t r ibu tes , while polythet ic 
procedures consider each dist inction according to all of the available informat ion. 
T h e polythet ic procedures are more realistic as all a t t r i bu te s are t rea ted 
s imul taneously and not in a contr ived, sequential manner . Fu r the r , they use higher 
level in format ion more effectively because there is no reliance on simple 
d ichotomisa t ion . 
The second factor was the difference between hierarchical and nonhierarchical 
procedures . In the former , classes or groups of observat ional uni ts are related to 
one another so t h a t all individuals can be viewed as members of the same 
popula t ion while in the la t ter groups are not related. Hierarchical type procedures 
were preferred for three reasons: i) they a t t e m p t to demons t ra te links between 
individuals and the groups of individuals under study (Johnston,1968,580); ii) 
hierarchical procedures are the most developed (Clifford and Stephenson,1975,104) 
and therefore present a wide range of analyt ical options; iii) they do not require a 
prior knowledge of group s t ruc ture whereas nonhierarchical techniques often require 
j u d g e m e n t s concerning the number of groups or designation of 'seed points ' for 
g roup format ion . As a result , hierarchical classification procedures provide wha t 
Webs te r (1977,215) describes as a good "s ta r t ing po in t " for analysis. 
The thi rd factor is the difference between divisive hierarchical procedures, 
which successively par t i t ion the populat ion, and agglomerat ive procedures which fuse 
individuals and groups to form a populat ion. Divisive techniques are superior where 
there is an interest in upper level groups as there is less dis tort ion since li t t le 
man ipu la t ion is required to identify these. Agglomerat ive procedures are superior 
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for identif ication of lower level clusters. Since little is known of even basic areal 
differences the agglomerat ive type of procedure is preferred. As a result of these 
three considerat ions, only techniques which are polythetic, hierarchical and 
agglomerat ive are of immedia te interest . 
The second step is to select sui table classification techniques from the 
nominated type of procedure. There are two conflicting schools of thought as to 
how technique selections should be made. The first , termed the ' theoretical school', 
is based on the work of Jard ine and Sibson (1968). The theoretical school argues 
t h a t techniques should be selected on the basis of established mathemat ica l 
propert ies . The second, termed the 'p ragmat ic school', arises from the work of 
Will iams (Will iams, Lance, Dale and Clifford,1971) and adheres to the notion tha t 
techniques, providing the best empirical results, should be used. William's view 
results f rom the observation tha t techniques selected according to mathemat ica l 
propert ies often produce very poor classifications. In the light of work conducted 
using Ja rd ine and Sibson's recommendat ions, the pragmat ic view has been adopted. 
The main consequence is t h a t technique suitabil i ty should be assessed from outcomes 
and not jus t prerequisites. 
The major factor taken into account in selecting classification techniques has 
been distort ion of the taxonomic space produced in fusing individuals to form 
groups. Distort ion results as individuals are fused since dissimilarities are 
recalculated to reflect differences between new groups and those already existing. 
Depending on the way this is done, systematic depar tures from original 
inter individual dissimilarities can result. Re-evaluation may distort the original 
t axonomic space in one of two ways (Clifford and Stephenson,1975,106). Firstly, 
dilation can result where dissimilarities between individuals are increased. This is 
usually group size dependent so t ha t as individuals are added to groups, the 
dissimilari ty between them and the rest of the population increases. Secondly, space 
contract ion results where the addition of individuals to groups increases resemblance 
to the rest of the populat ion. Dilation is often characterised by regular size groups 
with small dissimilarities between elements but large differences between groups, 
while contract ion usually results in 'chaining ' or the failure of clear groups to 
emerge. Techniques which neither dilate nor contract the taxonomic space are 
referred to as space conserving. As the objective of this Study is to investigate 
dissimilarit ies in their most original format , space conserving classification techniques 
are preferable. 
Two guidelines have been used in identifying classification techniques which 
conserve the taxonomic space. The first utilises findings accumulated from 
i terat ion 1 
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min dij fus ion (1)' 
i terat ion n 
- > G r o u p (1) version (1)- -p reca lcu la t ion of dj, to -
all other observational 
units 
min dij fus ion (n)- - > G r o u p (n) version (n) 
f 
final synthesis of 
iterarea di f ferences 
-Preca lcu la t ion of d,j to -
all other observational 
units 
'each stage involves a series of extensive calculat ions which search the Di matrix, amend 
dissimi lar i t ies and output results 
Figure 5-7 : Operation of U P G M A Fusion* 
developmental research being carried out at the C.S.I.R.O. 's Division of Water and 
Land Research (D .W.A .L .R . ) . The D .W.A .L .R . experience has developed through a 
number of stages with the most recent suggesting that the Unweighted Pair Group 
Arithmetic Average technique ( U P G M A ) produces very little® distortion and can be 
described as space conserving. U P G M A is an agglomerative, polythetic fusion 
technique, i.e. groups are formed by fusing individual observational units according 
to general similarities (i.e. minimum dissimilarity). This procedure classifies 
individuals (as shown in Figure 5.7) by fusing the two most similar individuals to 
form a group. Subsequently, dissimilarities between the new group and the 
remainder of the population are calculated as the average distance between its 
members and all other elements of the population. The technique is described as 
unweighted because all individuals have equal weights. It would be described as 
weighted were groups to be equally weighted such that individuals had weights 
inversely proportional to group size. The unweighted technique produces a 
heuristically better classification because individuals retain constant weights^. 
^ R e p o r t e d in an informal w o r k s h o p at D . W . A . L . R . by Belbin (1983) . It was po inted out that 
d e v e l o p m e n t a l work was cont inu ing in this area. 
^ W e i g h t i n g w o u l d be useful where a part icular g r o u p of individuals was under represented in a sample 
and we ight ing was desired to p roduce a representat ion of the d is tance between major groups . 
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Attention therefore remains firmly with the original distribution of observational 
units, as it should in an analysis of this type. 
The second guide line takes advantage of the finding by Lance and Williams 
(1969(b)) that many hierarchical-agglomerative fusion techniques are variants of a 
single linear system. Briefiy Lance and Williams show that the distance measures 
calculated between groups in many fusion techniques satisfy a recurrence formula, 
such that the distance between a group (z) and a group (ij) formed by the fusion 
of i and j is as follows: 
dz(ii) = aidzi + ajdzj+/3d,, 
where d|j is the d iss imi lar i ty between groups i and j 
are parameters, set to s imula te in tergroup 
d iss imi lar i t ies produced by d i f fe ren t fus ion techn iques 
(following Everitt, 1974:17) 
This simulation scheme is the basis for a fusion technique referred to as the 
generalised fusion procedure. This technique is not of direct interest but rather one 
which is a derivative of it and referred to as the flexible fusion technique. Flexible 
fusion is obtained when the parameters of generalised fusion satisfy the constraint: 
where 
a.=Q. and /9> 1,7=0. 
Under this constraint the ^ coefficient can be manipulated, the effect being to alter 
distortion of the taxonomic space. This provided valuable insights into the effects 
of contraction and dilation so that conserving strategies (/9=0 in this case, if groups 
are considered to be of equal weight) could be contrasted with various distortions. 
The space conserving behaviour of U P G M A (not directly simulable using flexible 
fusion) in these, and other empirical, trials is noteworthy. 
The end result, where space conserving strategies are sought, is a preference 
for U P G M A or flexible (/9=0) fusion. Others, such as nearest neighbour. Ward's 
incremental sums of squares and weighted pair group arithmetic average reveal 
marked tendencies towards distortion of the taxonomic space through either space 
contraction or dilation. This is not to argue general unsuitability of these 
procedures, which work well with specific configurations of observational units or can 
be used to deliberately highlight specific elements of a data set. However, it is a 
recognition of the need to consider use of classification with regard to purpose. 
This requires a series of decisions at several levels relating purpose to technique 
rather than simply accepting that classification may be useful and any technique can 
be used for this purpose without great difference in consequence. 
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5.1.4 Ordinat ion Procedures - Searching for Multidimensional Structure II 
Sokal 's two stage strategy can also be implemented by subst i tu t ing ordination 
for classification in the second stage. A large number of techniques have been 
developed for ordinat ion. Summaries of these can be found in Everi t t (1978); Dale 
(1975) and Spence and Taylor (1970). Many, such as factor analysis and 
mult idimensional scaling, are special purpose and of little interest here. If Git t in 's 
view tha t : 
Ordination is an exploratory technique of greatest value in the initial 
stages of a s tudy. (1969,37) 
is to be accepted, techniques suited to more general forms of analysis will be 
required. Tha t most commonly encountered by geographers is principal components 
analysis (PCA). It has been applied widely with great flexibility and has received 
wide exposure (King,1969; Harbough and Merriam,1968; Rummel,1967; Cooley and 
Lohnes,1967). Unfortunately this technique cannot be used in this Study as the 
dissimilarity measure of greatest interest is noneuclidean. 
Another principle axis method developed by Gower (1966) to replace PCA 
where dissimilarity is noneuclidean or nonmetric, is principle coordinates analysis 
( P C O ) . This procedure is analoguous to PCA except tha t an ad jus tment is carried 
out which Webster (1977, 15) describes as "euclidating" the taxonomic space. This 
a d j u s t m e n t t ransforms the original dissimilarity matr ix D^ to a form more suitable 
for manipulat ion by conventional principal axes techniques. The latent roots and 
vectors of are then extracted in the usual manner (Everitt ,1978,18). This 
approach ' s main l imitat ions, when compared with conventional PCA, 
(Webster,1977,156) are not relevant in this Study. 
As taxonomists are primarily interested in the affiliation of observational units, 
the benefit of P C A and related techniques is their capacity to reveal these affinities 
a t higher levels of conceptualisation. The drawback with application of such 
techniques is tha t they involve complex t ransformat ions of original da ta and 
disassociate the analyst from the raw da ta set. For this reason, ordination has 
been used here as an ad junc t to classification since it provides an al ternative view 
of interarea differences. 
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5.1.5 Diagnostic Procedures - Searching for the Sources of Structure 
Acceptance of diagnosis as a legitimate component of numerical taxonomic 
analysis is the most important development in recent work because it introduces a 
capacity to formally examine taxonomic relationships. This has been crucial in the 
development of exploratory capacity because views of pattern are opened to 
inspection. As pointed out earlier, diagnosis can be simplified by decomposition into 
types, the first contrasting results from high level processing such as classification 
and ordination, and the second applying techniques developed for diagnosis. The 
former approach is useful where different versions of strategy can be reasonably 
proposed. As the techniques involved have already been examined these need no 
further discussion. The latter, which have received little attention, are of two 
types: those oriented towards extended investigation of interentity dissimilarities 
and others designed to facilitate search of attribute sets for systematic sources of 
differentiation. Only the six diagnostic routines used in this Study will be discussed 
in detail, five being concerned with interentity dissimilarities and one with attribute 
contribution patterns. The apparent bias is due to the expressed emphasis on form 
in the first case and the complexities of discerning pattern in the latter. Interentity 
diagnostic routines are again of two types, the first providing direct insights into 
classification and the second, pairwise views of interentity affinities. T w o of the 
former have been used in this Study: 
i) Dendogram Production (numerous sources) - This diagnostic produces a 
two dimensional hierarchical representation of the fusion procedure 
showing interentity affinities according to dissimilarity measures. Whilst 
comparatively common this procedure is one of the most important in 
numerical taxonomy because it allows group formation, with all necessary 
information, to be represented visually. As such, it conveys a very clear 
impression of class formation. The major limitations of the dendogram 
are that it produces only a two dimensional representation of 
multidimensional relationships and it does not focus on the particular 
level of pattern desired. The first of these can be offset by manipulating 
the dendogram, pivoting individual fusions, or larger groups, on their 
axes to obtain better representations of pattern. The second can be 
overcome by avoiding the distractive influence of the lowest dissimilarity 
groupings and concentrating attention at higher levels. 
ii) Dendogram Comparison ( C M P D ) (Belbin,1982) - C M P D is an 
experimental program which extracts three summary measurements from 
hierarchical fusion procedures. These are: level of first fusion for each 
individual; order of each individual's first fusion; and level of every 
fusion. Collectively, these summarise major facets of fusion. The object 
of this procedure is to produce attributes from each classification so that 
they can in turn, be classified or ordinated. This type of procedure is 
especially important where data sets consist of several dimensions because 
classifications from each dimension can be produced and compared. This 
is potentially useful because formal impressions of internal diversity can 
be gained. 
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Th ree pairwise in terent i ty diagnost ics have been used in this Study. These shift 
a t t en t i on to the re la t ionships which exist between individuals wi thout classifying or 
o rd ina t ing . As a result , they present an unequaled oppor tun i ty to nnanipulate the 
dissimilari ty ma t r ix in search of sources for higher level pa t t e rn . The procedures 
chosen were: 
i) Min imum Spanning Tree (MST) (numerous sources) - This procedure 
searches the original dissimilari ty mat r ix and cons t ruc ts networks from 
original differences which show affinit ies between observational units by 
sat isfying global min ima . Four criteria are imposed for identification of 
minima: 
a) each observat ional uni t is contacted by at least one link; 
b) links do not fo rm closed loops; 
c) all e lements form one s t ruc ture , i.e. no isolated groups; 
d) the sum of links (measured by dissimilarities) is a minima (note -
solution may not be unique). 
The power of this procedure is t ha t it demons t ra tes affinities from 
original dissimilari t ies so there is no recalculation of differences through 
fusion or changes due to t ransformat ion (as in PCO) . Consequently, a 
clear overview of original dissimilarities can be obtained. Though there 
is some confusion as to whether MSTs const i tu te classification, 
ordination'® or diagnosis, application here is intentionally diagnostic 
because it is used as a selective reference to original dissimilarities to 
check on the d is tor t ions of classification and ordinat ion. This is done in 
the first case by direct comparison of graphically scaled M S T links with 
classification results (MST proximity should t rans la te into group 
membership) . In the second, in terpre ta t ion of P C O plots is improved by 
overlaying M S T links (but not actual dissimilarities) because this allows 
a cont ras t between original associations and those por t rayed by principle 
axes. 
ii) Nearest Neighbour (NN) (Belbin,1982) - This routine searches 
dissimilarity matr ices and identifies nominated numbers (n) of 
observat ional uni ts most like specified individuals in te rms of original 
dissimilarities. The difference between this and other nearest neighbour 
routines is t h a t system wide const ra in ts do not restrain the definition of 
minima. Nearest neighbours selected in this way are best typified as 
local by cont ras t to global minima. These shift a t t en t ion from system 
wide considerat ions to the part icular affinit ies of one observational unit 
with others . The procedure is extremely useful for gaining insights into 
the ne tworks associated with individual areas and so the affinities 
responsible for group composi t ion. 
' ^ G o w e r a n d Ross (1969) h a v e es tab l i shed a r e l a t ionsh ip be tween single l inkage (neares t ne ighbour ) 
c lu s t e r ing and M S T procedures , l ead ing W e b s t e r (1977,176) to conc lude t h a t t he two are ana logous . 
C o n c e p t u a l l y , however , it can be t h o u g h t of as an o rd ina t i on device because it r ep resen t s mu l t i d imens iona l 
d i f fe rences in r educed f o r m a t w i t h o u t resor t to g roup ing . Th i s paral le l can be ex t ended when it is real ised 
t h a t lower o rder M S T s can be e x t r a c t e d from diss imilar i ty ma t r i ces , con t ro l l ing for those diss imilar i t ies 
a l r eady chosen . 
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iii) Bond (Be lb inJ982) - As witli NN, bond is a procedure whicli searches 
original dissimilarity matrices but, in this case, it seeks to qualitatively 
categorise the strength of links between observational units and their 
neighbours. This categorisation is based on the concept of a bond, that 
the affinity between observational units is reflexive and strength of 
affinities is directionally variable. For example, the bond between two 
observational units A and 15 depends on the relative strength of A ' s link 
to B and B's to A. Hy|)othetical bond situations between A and B can 
be annotated as follows, depending on the relative strength of affinities: 
Bond S i t u a t i on 
[ A ^ — B ^ ) A and B o r e m u t u a l n e a r e s t n e i g h b o u r s ; 
( A ^ — B ^ ) A ' s n e a r e s t n e i g h b o u r i s B b u t B i s o n l y A ' s 
s e c o n d n e a r e s t n e i g h b o u r ; 
( A ^ - B ^ ) A ' s s e c o n d n e a r e s t n e i g h b o u r i s B bu t A i s B ' s 
n e a r e s t n e i g h b o u r ; 
[ A ^ — B ^ ) A and B a r e m u t u a l s e c o n d n e a r e s t n e i g h b o u r s 
( b o t h have a h i g h e r a f f i n i t y w i t h some o t h e r 
obse r v a t i o n a I u n i t ) 
Obviously large numbers of bond situations can be envisaged from even 
small data sets. Many observational units will only be represented in 
some bond categories. Like NN, bond concentrates attention on 
individual networks but provides a more structured view of group 
composit ion and its sources. 
Individually, each of these diagnostics is powerful but collectively, they add a new 
dimension to exploration because they increase capacities to search the sources of 
interentity affinity. All are characterised by simplicity and seek to reduce the 
obscurity of higher level analyses. This field is advancing rapidly, with three of the 
procedures being experimental when used and not formally published. It is these 
developments which sustain numerical taxonomy as a highly useful strategy for 
geographical exploration. 
Attribute diagnostics are oriented towards the presentation of information on 
attribute associations with taxonomic pattern. Those chosen for use are exclusively 
applicable to classification because, at the risk of pre-empting later findings, this 
approach proves to be the more useful in this analysis. The most frequently 
encountered procedures available for attribute diagnosis involve: use of summary 
statistics for groups (centroid and dispersion measures for each attribute and group); 
and attribute contribution indices which reveal association between multiple group 
differences and those occurring naturally in each attribute. (Dale et.al.,1981; Lance 
and Will iams, 1977; Lance, Milne and Williams,1968; Stimson,1972). 
Derivation of summary statistics for various group configurations is the most 
c ommonly encountered method of investigating attribute patterns. This is only 
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useful where the number of a t t r i bu t e s is small or can be restricted in some way. 
Rout ines used to produce summary s ta t i s t ics are similar in concept, but there are 
no tab le differences which dist inguish some as more useful for exploratory d a t a 
analysis . These use robus t measures which are less dis t r ibut ion dependent and can 
be found in rout ines applying median and various ranging measures, e.g. the 
in te rquar t i l e range (McNeil,1977). This approach to diagnosis has not been chosen 
for use here because: the number of a t t r i b u t e s is so large as to prohibit detailed 
assessment whilst ma in ta in ing an or ienta t ion towards place; and interest does not lie 
in convent ional documenta t ion of differences between individual groups but in the 
more general problem of place and its role in labour exchange. 
The use of a t t r i b u t e contr ibut ion indices has developed because of the 
diagnost ic and in te rpre ta t ive l imi ta t ions of simple summary statist ics. A t t r i bu t e 
con t r ibu t ion indices, as used in conjunct ion with classification procedures, are 
designed to individually provide an indication of a t t r ibu tes which contr ibute most to 
mul t ip le group differences and collectively suggest more general sources of 
d is t inct ion. Str ic t ly , the te rm contr ibut ion index is a misnomer when used with 
poly the t ic classification because group pa t t e rns are the result of combined a t t r i b u t e 
effects. Individual a t t r i b u t e associations with group differences are therefore only 
indirectly indicat ive of a t t r i b u t e cont r ibut ions because specific a t t r ibu tes are not 
directly responsible for group differences. This compromise must be accepted 
however , as a l te rna t ive solutions present other problems. 
The choices involved in selection and use of a t t r i bu t e contr ibut ion indices are 
much more complex than for group stat is t ics . Many indices could be used in this 
role. The index chosen is t ha t developed by Lance and Will iams (1977) which was 
derived f rom C r a m e r ' s (1949) constrained x^ test ( x ^ > 0 , x ^ < l ) - For numerical 
d a t a C r a m e r ' s tes t may be generalised to the one-way analysis of variance 
(ANOVA) equivalent : 
1 
B= b e t w e e n g r o u p v a r i a t i o n 
T= t o t o l v a r i a t i o n o f n o m i n a t e d p o p u l a t i o n , 
( h i g h S r a t i o s i n d i c a t e s t r o n g e r 
a s s o c i a t i o n s w i t h n o m i n a t e d 
i n t e r g r o u p d i f f e r e n c e s and l o w e r S r a t i o s 
i n d i c a t e w e o k e r a s s o c i a t i o n s ) . 
The index pa t t e rn s provide a basis for in terpre t ing the meaning of in terarea 
differences when produced for all a t t r i bu t e s and spat ial par t i t ions of interest since 
broad pa t t e rns of a t t r i b u t e contr ibut ion can be discerned. 
The S coefficient was selected because it has three fea tures which are of use in 
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exploratory analysis where classificatory strategies are being applied. The first is 
that as a simple variance ratio' ' (with numerical data) it is suited to the needs of 
the exploratory data analyst. Since it is not an established probability statistic it 
cannot be easily abused to test statistical significance of group differences, a course 
not recommended with most clustering procedures as groups are derived without 
recourse to the underlying statistical distribution of data. Those indices used should 
therefore require minimal assumptions of this type'*. The second feature is that it 
can be applied to attributes regardless of data type, even though there are 
reservations about its direct comparability in such situations because of differences 
embedded in types of measurement. Although this facility is not required with the 
current data set, it may be of use in any extension work. Finally, the S coefficient 
can be used to compare more than two groups at a time, a limitation of the 
C.S.I.R.O.'s G R O U P E R routine and many of the non parametric tests for differences 
between group centroids. As classifications may consist of numerous groupings, it is 
important that there be a facility for multiple group comparisons. Added to these 
features is the advantage that this index has been applied and tested with 
classificatory problems, by Lance and Williams (1977) in the first instance and by 
Belbin in development of the NUMERICAL TAXONOMY PACKAGE (NTP). 
Simpler diagnostics will be encountered elsewhere in this Study but as these 
are primarily graphical they are best dealt with as encountered. 
A useful range of diagnostic routines have, in recent times, been associated 
with numerical taxonomic techniques so that acceptance of high level results as 
" A S a simple variance ratio the S coefficient provides an indication of the proportion of variance 
accounted for by the partition of observational units when the assumptions of the ANOVA model are 
satisfied. Since variation can be decomposed into two components, within group (unexplained) and between 
group (explained), it follows for any attribute observation A. that deviations from the population mean A.p 
can be expressed as: 
(A, — A j ) = (A, —AG) + (Ag —Aj) AQ group attribute mean 
The sum of this term squared produces a version applicable to all observations: 
Sincei7(A.-Yj^) the second term is zero by definition the reduced form is: 
The first term is within group variation and the second between group variation. The greater the ratio 
between these two components: XillifA — AQ)^ 
the more likely a significant group structure. Since group membership is the independent variable the 
expresses the explained variation as a ratio of the total variation, (following Johnston,1978). 
'^Developmental work is currently under way to produce better contribution indices based on more 
robust identification of centroid and dispersion, in particular, derived from medians and with more flexible 
treatments of dispersion. 
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'black box' , defini t ive solutions is no longer acceptable . Diagnosis is becoming an 
integral pa r t of numerical taxonomy because it provides a basis for assessment , 
independent of classification or ord ina t ion , and a scope for extended unders tanding 
of resul ts f rom taxonomic studies of form. This is especially impor t an t with 
geographical analysis because the observat ional units , and relationships between 
t h e m , are inherently complex. 
5.1.6 An Overview of the Numerical Taxonomic Strategy 
This combinat ion of techniques results in a very complex analytical s t rategy 
which, though based on Sokal's two stage const ruct ion, is better described as a 
th ree s tage s t ra tegy because of the heavy emphasis on diagnosis (Figure 5.8). In 
reconsidering the techniques combined to form this s t ra tegy, it is well to recall the 
view of Wil l iams and Lance regarding technique selection and the objectives to be 
achieved: 
The user requirement , which can be seldom sta ted precisely, is to find 
some pa t t e rn , order or s t ruc ture in the system which will permit either the 
economical description of the system or the generat ion of fruitful hypotheses 
concerning its origin.(1968, 31) 
T h e techniques used in this Study have been chosen to enhance the scope for 
analysis in condit ions of uncer ta inty . 
Explorat ion is often thought inferior to analyses which purpor t definitive 
t r e a t m e n t s because it is mistakenly ascribed a lack of rigour and thoroughness. As 
can be seen f rom Figure 5.8, explorat ion actually extends the analytical framework 
embraced in more conventional analysis. This is only possible because of technical 
deve lopments in numerical t axonomy, but is underlain by two factors which 
con t r ibu te more specifically to superiori ty. Firs t , the logic of analysis is 
comprehensive and i terat ive, seeking to examine and re-examine propositions in order 
to ascer tain their robustness. This is impor t an t because it involves addit ional 
syntheses of informat ion ra ther than ' m a t t e r of course' tests resulting in per se 
j u d g e m e n t s which may ignore impor t an t detail or be otherwise inadequate due to 
inflexibili ty. Second, there is an explicit recognition of complexity in problems being 
addressed ra ther than a naive assumpt ion of simplicity. Since inadequacy s tems 
f rom analyt ical factors including theory, concept and technique, ra ther than the 
problems being invest igated, it is rationally inconsistent to distort the character of 
problems to satisfy procedure. The reverse mus t be done by ad jus t ing analytical 
procedure to f)roblerns. 
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5 .2 D a t a E x t e n s i v e A n a l y s i s - C o n s t r a i n i n g the T a x o n o m i c Space 
Data selection and use are amongst the most impor tant tasks in exploration 
because the first defines the taxonomic space which is the subject of analysis and 
the second, determines how resultant pa t te rns will be treated. These two tasks are 
also amongst the most difficult because they are restrained by available information 
and the absence of comprehensive theory concept and empirical work to guide 
selection and use. This problem is fur ther compounded because it has been decided 
to restrict selection and interpretat ion to outcomes from the labour exchange process 
and to extensively disaggregate dimensions for which a t t r ibutes are selected to 
increase the role of nature in differentiation. Consequently, selection is pragmatic, a 
common result in the majori ty of da ta extensive analyses, as can be seen from the 
work of Walmsley (1980), Knox (1978), Webber and Craig (1978), Vinson and 
Homel (1977), Logan (1970), Lewis (1968) and Berry (1965). Selections could be 
justified, according to some of the obtuse theoretical work, to emerge on 
establishment of extensive social research da ta sets such as tha t of Cuyler, Lavers 
and Williams (1972), Land and Seymour (1975), Bebbington and Davies (1980(a); 
1980(b)), Clayton (1983) and Cut ter (1985). These are of little direct use however 
as they are not theories in the formal sense. Further , they are conceptually insular, 
as with the preceding empirical work, and only marginally applicable to labour 
exchange. This problem is aggravated with much of the pragmatic work which has 
been completed because many, e.g. Sorensen and Weinand (1983) and Grove and 
Roberts (1980), all but fail to discuss their selection procedures. The dominance of 
pragmatic responses to the selection problem is indicative of the stage to which da ta 
extensive analyses have developed and the subsequent need for a recognition of their 
exploratory basis. 
Discussion of da ta specification will be in three parts. The first will examine 
the criteria for selection of da t a and the actual results of selection. The second and 
third will illustrate the kinds of problems which can be expected from the da ta 
selected and the difficulties which arise when a t t empts are made to ascribe indicator 
s ta tus in a da ta extensive environment. In many studies, these subjects are given 
low priority but they are crucial in exploratory da ta analysis because uncertainty 
concerning application is a major consideration. The grounds for uncertainty must 
as a result be established if an exploratory stance is to be fully justified. 
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5.2.1 Data Selection 
The selection procedure should be treated at two levels, one for dimensions 
and the other for attributes. Three criteria have been important in the selection of 
dimensions. The most restrictive has been the availability of data at spatially local 
scales. In a confirmatory analysis, this l imitation can be disastrous especially if 
surrogates are not available. However, restriction of scope in this way is not such 
a problem in exploratory studies because the investigative orientation is towards 
what can be learned from available data rather than what might be learned from 
theoretically desirable data. The next criterion is that sufficient information must 
be available on any dimension to permit disaggregation. This is essential if the 
variation within a particular dimension is to be appreciated. The final criterion 
differs from the first two as it imposes a conceptual, rather than operational, 
l imitat ion, i.e. that all dimensions selected closely reflect some aspect of localised 
labour exchange process.' Strict application of this criterion is the only way to 
'filter' data considered for use. Selection of dimensions is, consequently, 
pragmatically reductionist testing possibilities against availability, scope for detailed 
disaggregation and relationship to labour exchange. 
Application of these criteria resulted in a set of six dimensions specified by 
117 attributes. The resulting dimensions, and actual attributes constituting them, 
are shown in Table 5.1. The sources for each were the censuses taken between 
1966 and 1976. Although this configuration of attributes and dimensions is clearly 
a compromise, forced by availability constraints and manageability, its coverage is 
fortuitously comprehensive, providing information on key elements of labour 
exchange. These can be related at a dimensional level, as in Figure 5.9, where it 
can be seen that four dimensions refer directly to different facets of involvement in 
formal labour exchange. These could be seen as intially pivotting on the 
participation dimension, the quantity of work dimension focussing on degrees of 
participation with the unemployment and employment dimensions partitioning 
participation into its two key components. The income and migration dimensions 
extend this subject by introducing remuneration for involvement and spatial mobility 
of those eligible for formal participation. 
Selection of attributes to represent each of these dimensions at a detailed level 
of internal disaggregation is extremely difficult because the definitional character of 
dimensions can be subjugated by treatments which are too complex. The simplest 
representation of each dimension could be attained by choosing one commonly 
available source of differentiation, e.g. demographic factors such as sex and age. 
Even this solution is not possible as there are dimensions to which this 
direct involvement in formal labour exchange 
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Table 5-1: Localised Labour Area Characteristics 
Organised in Dimension and Attribute Format. 
LABOUR MARKET PERFORMANCE A H R I B U T E S (129) ORGANISED BY DIMENSIONS (6) 
Att Name Att Definition Att Name Att Definition 
UNEMPLOYMENT DIMENSION^ E»»'LOYMENT DIMENSION^ 
PCUl % 
PCU2 % 
PCU3 % 
PCU4 % 
PCU5 % 
PCU6 % 
PCU7 % 
PCU8 I 
PCU9 % 
PCUlO % 
PMUl I 
PMU2 % 
PMU3 % 
PMU4 % 
PMU7 % 
PD9 % 
PDIO % 
PDll % 
PD12 t 
PD13- i 
PD14 I 
PD15 I 
PD16 % 
female unemployment 1971 
male unemployment 1976 
female unemployment 1976 
>lst Job 1976 
married uneffli iployed 
iloyed 1 
1976 
difference female unemployment 1966-71 
difference male unemployment 1966-76 
difference female unemployment 1966-76 
difference male unemployment 1971-76 
difference female unemployment 1971-76 
difference unemployed seeking 1st job 1971-76 
difference unemployed seeking )lst Job 1971-76 
D1 I di fference 
02 t difference 
03 I difference 
D4 t di fference 
05 I difference 
D6 I di fference 
D7 I di fference 
08 I di fference 
D9 t di fference 
010 t difference 
Oil t difference 
D12 I difference 
013 X di fference 
014 I di fference 
015 I di fference 
016 t difference 
017 1 di fference 
018 I di fference 
self employed males 1971-76 
self employed females 1971-76 
»age and salaried ™ i e s 1971-76 
xaqe and salaried females 1971-76 
male unpaid helpers 1971-76 
female unpaid helpers 1971-76 
self employed nales 1966-71 
self employed females 1966-71 
"age and salaried males 1966-71 
waqe and salaried females 1966-71 
male unpaid helpers 1966-71 
female unpaid helpers 1966-71 
self employed wales 1966-76 
self employed females 1966-76 
wage and salaried raales 1966-76 
wage and salaried females 1966-76 
male unpaid helpers 1966-76 
female unpaid helpers 1966-76 
INCOME DIMENSION QUANTITY Of WORX DIMENSION 
PFINl % of families $0 PhMAl 
PFIN2 % of fami1ies $<1500 PHFAl t 
PFIN3 I of fami1ies $1500-2000 P m A 2 % 
PFIN4 % of fami1i es $2000-3000 PHFA2 I 
PFIN5 % of fami11es $3000-4000 PhMA3 t 
PFIN6 % of families $4000-5000 PHFA3 I 
PFIN7 % of families $5000-6000 PHMA4 1 
PFIN8 % of families $6000-7000 PHFJ4 t 
PFIN9 t of familIes $7000-8000 Plf^A5 t 
PFINIO % of fami1ies $8000-9000 PHFS5 % 
PFINll % of families $9000-12000 p m 4 6 1 
PFIN12 I of fami1ies $12000-15000 PHFA6 t 
PFIN13 % of families $15000-18000 PHMA7 % 
PFIN14 i of fami1ies $18000 • PHF47 % 
PHMA8 % 
PHFA8 t 
PHMA9 % 
PHFA9 % 
PRJ12M % 
PRJ12F % 
ng 35 
I 36-39 hours per >«ek 
LABOUR FORCE PARTICIPATION (LFP) DIMENSION' MIGRATION DIMENSION^ 
P31 LFP difference 15-19 year old males 1971-76 
P32 LFP difference 15-19 year old females 1971-76 
P33 LFP difference 20-24 year old males 1971-76 
P34 LFP difference 20-24 year old females 1971-76 
P35 LFP difference 25-29 year old males 1971-76 
P36 LFP difference 25-29 year old females 1971-76 
P37 LFP difference 30-34 year old males 1971-76 
P38 LFP difference 30-34 year old females 1971-76 
P39 LFP difference 35-39 year old males 1971-76 
P310 LFP difference 35-39 year old females 1971-76 
P311 LFP difference 40-44 year old males 1971-76 
P312 LFP difference 40-44 year old females 1971-76 
P313 LFP difference 45-49 year old males 1971-76 
P314 LFP difference 45-49 year old females 1971-76 
P315 LFP difference 50-54 year old males 1971-76 
P316 LFP difference 50-54 year old females 1971-76 
P317 LFP difference 55-59 year old males 1971-76 
P318 LFP difference 55-59 year old females 1971-76 
P319 LFP difference 60-64 year old males 1971-76 
P320 LFP difference 60-64 year old females 1971-76 
P321 LFP difference )65 year old males 1971-76 
P322 LFP difference >,6S year old females 1971-76 
IN15193M % 
IN20293H % 
IN3054 3M % 
1N55693M % 
IN703M % 
IN15193F % 
IN20293F % 
IN30543F % 
IN55693F % 
IN703F % 
0U15196M i 
0U20296M % 
0U30546M % 
0U55696M % 
0U706M 1 
0U15196F % 
0U20296F % 
OU30546F % 
0U55696F % 
0U706F % 
inmigration 15-19 year old males 1971-76 
Inmigration 20-29 year old males 1971-76 
inmigration 30-54 year old males 1971-76 
inmigration 55-69 year old males 1971-76 
inmigration >70 year old males 1971-76 
inmigration 15-19 year old females 1971-76 
inmigration 20-29 year old females 1971-76 
inmigration 30-54 year old females 1971-76 
inmigration 55-69 year old females 1971-76 
inmigration >70 year old females 1971-76 
outmigration 15-19 year old males 1971-76 
outmigration 20-29 year old males 1971-76 
outmigration 30-54 year old males 1971-76 
outmigration 55-69 year old males 1971-76 
outmigration >70 year old males 1971-76 
outmigration 15-19 year old females 1971-76 
outmigration 20-29 year old females 1971-76 
outmigration 30-54 year old females 1971-76 
outmigration 55-69 year old females 1971-76 
outmigration >70 year oldfemales 1971-76 
1. All unemployrent S's expressed as a proportion of the relevant wage and salary earners category (that in 
the previous period for changes over time). 
2. t difference for unemployment change is expressed as a proportion of the nominated attribute for t-1. 
I in any category is shown as a proportion of total families. 
Expressed as a proportion of the working age population (15 years and over). 
Absolute differences between participation rates. 
Migration is expressed as a proportion of the number of individuals in the specified age group for 1976. 
Original definitions of characteristic components are available from ASS census documents. 
Source: ABS. 
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disaggregation does not apply, such as family income. The result is a less 
systematic decomposition of dimensions than would be desirable to simplify 
interpretation. Offsetting this is an increased diversity in dimensional composition 
(Table 5.1) which is more sensitive to major themes of dimensionally important 
variation. 
Acceptance of a need to recognise dimensional diversity in this analysis created 
one major problem, an initial data set of unmanageable proportions (over 800 
attributes per observational unit). The selection used here is a subset of these. 
Unlike the dimensional selection, however, criteria could not be universally applied 
with each set of attributes being evaluated according to less general criteria. The 
most complete representation of each dimension can be obtained by including 
characteristics which deal with incident and proportionate representations whilst 
referring to situations at each point in time as well as changes over time. 
However, it was decided to use only proportionate representations as relative 
differences are of more general interest than absolute. This left only proportionate 
information on cross sectional patterns for each year of interest and proportionate 
changes between these. The result was a smaller set of attributes than at first 
appears because attributes for many dimensions can only be derived cross sectionally 
as suitable information is not available for all years. Where this occurs, attributes 
for the 1976 period were used due to diversity with onset of the recession (Chapter 
Data for income, quantity of work and migration dimensions have been 
circumscribed in this way. Of the remaining dimensions, it was decided that cross 
sectional views for each would be used unless they were not particularly revealing of 
areal differences. This qualification applied to the participation dimension and, to a 
lesser extent, the employment dimension where data refiecting shifts over time were 
selected to highlight areal differences. This left only the unemployment dimension 
where a composite of cross sectional and longitudinal attributes were used for each 
area because of severity at each point in time and changes between them were 
notably different (Chapter 4). 
The dimensions and attributes of labour exchange in place selected for use in 
this Study have been described (Appendix 1). Collectively they reflect a diversity of 
coverage, the elements of which are definitionally associable. Specification, however, 
involves an appreciation of limitations, for it is these which control usage and 
inhibit development of faithful confirmatory models with overtly normative 
' ^ I n c o m e da t a are ava i lab le at a spatial ly disaggregated scale from taxat ion records bu t the areal 
breakdown is not at the local scale. Also, migrat ion da t a are not readily avai lable at the local scale prior 
to 1976, bu t by def in i t ion migra t ion deals with changes over t ime, the 1976 record being based on personal 
recollectirin. This d imens ion is long i tud ina l in concept bu t cross sectional in measurement . 
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applicat ions. These issues must now be examined if specification is not to be a 
qualified recantat ion of available mater ia l . 
5.2.2 Observat ional Distort ion : An Il lustration 
Though the shortcomings of these sources were discussed in Chapter 2, few 
have been i l lustrated at the a t t r i b u t e scale and this is necessary as a prelude to 
d a t a extensive analysis, so the need for care is understood. The more general 
problems of enumerat ion , local area boundary changes and the sampling base of the 
1976 census were adequately t reated in Chapte r 2. The point made in earlier 
discussions of this issue, tha t the effects of a d a t a problem can vary between places 
and social characterist ics, is equally applicable to the difficulties raised below. Not 
all of the problems listed in the second chapter are i l lustrated, e.g. intercultural 
differences in response to questions, bu t this should not be taken to mean tha t they 
do not exist or are un impor tan t . It simply means tha t obvious examples were not 
appa ren t from the da t a set. Six i l lustrations have been chosen: 
i) differences over t ime due to changing social values. The recorded change 
in female part icipat ion rates between 1971 and 1976 has been high in 
some rural areas. Others , such as Cunningham (1979) and Moir (1980) 
have also observed this phenomenon. The general opinion seems to be 
tha t a change in response has occurred without any change in actual 
activity. The explanat ions for this vary from the income sharing view 
(spread of tax burden) to the notion t ha t female values have changed so 
tha t previously unrecognised work is now being recorded. As yet, there 
is no conclusive diagnosis of the problem and some, such as Clark^"^, 
suggest t ha t it may, in fact , reflect a real shift in part icipat ion. 
ii) High nonresponse to some census questions. This part icular problem is 
most obvious with income da t a from the 1976 census where the 
nonresponse category often exceeds 10%. The seriousness of this problem 
arises f rom the fact t h a t many of the income categories used contain 
much smaller proport ions of the population than does the nonresponse 
category. 
iii) Recollection inaccuracies and interperat ive licence. The migration 
question, which requires individuals to recall their place of residence in 
1971 (for the da ta being used here), appears subject to this problem. 
Comparisons with demographic information taken from the 1971 census 
revealed only crude associations with those derived from 1976 
^"^Pers Comm(1981) 
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recollections^^. In some cases'®, extremely high outmigration results were 
obtained. Differences between 1971 and 1976 data were aggravated as 
the 1971 records used for checking were defacto counts while those used 
for 1976 matrix tapes were de jure estimates. Nevertheless, questions as 
to the accuracy of these data remain. 
iv) Inadequacies in the conceptualisation of social characteristics. The 
clearest examples of this problem are with the unemployment and 
migration data. As unemployment has already received considerable 
discussion, attention will be limited to the migration data. A properly 
conceived measure of migration should record all permanent movements 
by members of the population. The current measure records only 
differences in place of residence as at June 30th 1971, as opposed to the 
same data for 1976. There is no complete'^ record of moves between 
these dates nor where back migration has occurred before 1976. 
v) Changes to questions used in collecting information and its categorisation. 
This has occurred with the employment questions where minor changes in 
the format of questions can be found. Also, in the 1976 census, 
occupational status data on the labour force was classified differently 
from the earlier censuses such that self employed and employers became 
one category. The precise reasons for these changes cannot be 
determined but they serve to inhibit longitudinal comparison. 
vi) Variations between different secondary sources. This is best exemplified 
with the unemployment data which was extracted from the 
Commonwealth Employment Service records and used in the previous 
chapter. To maintain some consistency, only census data have been 
chosen for use in the following chapters. 
These problems are of such magnitude that they can only be eliminated in the 
precollection and collection stages of data compilation. This should not be 
interpreted as criticism of the Australian Bureau of Statistics or its efforts in this 
field. Rather, it points towards the inevitable defects of data which can be 
expected when presented with a collection problem of this magnitude over both time 
and space. 
Recognition of these limitations is important in establishing the need for 
exploratory data analysis because they reveal the scant opportunity for true 
confirmation in spatial analyses. The sources of inadequacy are widespread, poorly 
documented and all but impossible to control. Yet, these data are the best 
available for investigation of spatial form and provide the only avenue for empirical 
' ^ A s a result of this there were serious reservations as to the accuracy of these data . However, 
pre l iminary tests did not produce sufficient grounds for abandon i ng their use. As a precaut ion, net 
migra t ion d a t a original ly produced for use in this S tudy were excluded from the da ta set so as not to 
overweigh this d imens ion . 
^ ^D .T . Row l and , of the A N U ' s Depa r tmen t of Demog raphy , and J . Mackay of Monash Un ivers i ty ' s 
Depa r tmen t of Geography , provided d a t a to verify results. 
^ ^A supp lementa ry quest ion referring to 1975 was asked but this by no means completes the record. 
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research. Explora tory d a t a analysis does not control these problems but offers an 
a l t e rna t ive t r e a t m e n t of d a t a whereby findings are qualified in the necessary way as 
s t i m u l a n t s to formally generated questions and hypotheses . 
5.2.3 D a t a In te rpre ta t ion : Charac ter i s t ic vs Indicator Modes. 
There is a preoccupat ion in social research with ascription of normat ive values 
to findings, regardless of appropr ia teness . General objectives were discussed in 
C h a p t e r 2 and these can now be i l lustrated wi th reference to the current d a t a set 
in spite of comfor table precedent . (Aus t ra l i a -Depar tment of Home Affairs and 
Envi ronment ,1983; Arms t rong and Taylor,1978; Brown and Burrows,1977; Canada-
Economic Council of Canada,1977; Stilwell,1974; Logan,1970; Pullen,1966; Rawstron 
and Coates ,1966). It is impor t an t t ha t this problem be addressed because, even 
where it is possible to ascribe such values, the task is complex, laborious and can 
have an indefinite result . 
Inappropr ia te imposit ion of indicator s t a tus can be demons t ra ted for this d a t a 
set by ascribing the most obvious normat ive meaning to observat ions. This has 
been done in Figure 5.9 where stylised response cont inua have been established for 
each dimension. These cont inua , hypothetical ly relate a t t r i b u t e s ta tes for each 
dimension to performance levels (desirable or undersirable) . The earlier discussion of 
jus t i f ica t ions for using unemployment as an indicator of performance was informally 
based on a similar con t inuum. Figure 5.10 reveals the great potential for 
in te rp re ta t ive difficulties where an indicator mode is adopted . 
These will be either conceptual or operat ional . Conceptual obstacles are of 
two types. First ly, it is necessary to identify an association between variat ion in 
any a t t r i b u t e to be used as an indicator and a normat ive performance schedule 
which dist inguishes between universally 'good' and ' bad ' s i tuat ions. Specification of 
such an association is usually contingent upon assumpt ions , such as those shown in 
F igure 5.10. These are often difficult or impossible to subs tan t i a te and can be 
challenged on one or more grounds. Examples f rom this d a t a set include: 
i) Large increases in par t ic ipat ion or employment need not indicate good 
performance as they can result f rom: the volatility of small local 
populat ions; low values in earlier periods so tha t large increases only 
cons t i tu te a 'catch up' ; or the provision of low quality work with poor 
incomes or exploi ta t ive practices. 
ii) High concentra t ions of families in low income categories need not be 
' b a d ' e.g. retired people with low income commi tmen t s but high asset 
stocks would appear poor whilst not suffering undue hardship. 
iii) High concent ra t ions of individuals in pa r t t ime work categories (<35 
hours) indicates good performance only if members of this group do not 
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F i g u r e 5-10: St>lised C o n t i n u a I l lus tra t ing 
Potent ia l No rma t i ve In terpretat ions at the 
D imens iona l Level. 
D I M E N S I O N S S T Y L I S E D P E R F O R M A N C E S C A L E S A S S U M P T I O N S A N D J U S T I F I C A T I O N S 
Indicator condition 
EMPLOYMENT 
Performance interpretation 
Indicator condition 
Performance interpretation 
INCOME 
Indicator condition 
Performance interpretation 
smaller 
changes over time 
larger 
changes over time 
undesirable 
performance 
A positrve association between employment 
changes and differentials in economic 
opportunity between areas results from 
increased access to pecuniary benefits of 
employment 
desirable 
performance 
low % 
families 
LOW INCOME 
C A T E G O R I E S 
U N D E S I R A B L E 
P E R F O R M A N C E 
high 
families 
desirable 
performarKe 
low % 
families 
undesirable 
performance 
D E S I R A B L E 
P E R F O R M A N C E 
HIGH INCOME 
C A T E G O R I E S 
undesirable 
performance 
high % 
families 
desirable 
performance 
A positive association between income levels 
and material well being of one local area 
relative to another. A larger proportion of 
families in higher or better income brackets 
means fewer people with a poor control of 
material resources 
Indicator condition 
QUANTITY OF WORK' 
Performance interpretation 
•same scale applies to 
second job holders 
P A R T TIME-
lower % 
individuals 
-•NORMAL-
undesirable 
performance 
OVERT IME 
higher % 
individuals 
A positive association between differentials 
in the quantity of worK and material well Deing 
between areas results from greater access to 
pecuniary benefits of employment 
desirable 
performance 
Indicator condition 
UNEMPLOYMENT 
Performance interpretation 
low 
unemployment 
high 
unemployment 
desirable 
performance 
undesirable 
performance 
A negative association between unemployment 
and material well being of one local economy 
relative to another. Fewer unemployed results 
in a greater proportion of the population 
having access to the pecuniary benefits of 
employment 
Indicator condition 
PARTICIPATION 
Performance interpretation 
smaller 
changes over time 
larger 
changes over time 
undesirable 
performance 
desirable 
performance 
A positive association between changes in 
participation and differentials in material well 
being between areas results from notion that 
area? of highest activity are areas of highest 
opportunity 
Indicator condition 
MIGRATION 
Performance interpretation 
lower % 
individuals 
IN MIGRATION 
undesirable 
lower % performance 
individuals 
higher % 
individuals 
desirable 
performance higher"/. 
individuals 
A positive association between in migration 
and economic opportunity and a negative 
association between out migration and 
economic opportunity is a function of 
opportunity perception differences between 
areas 
lower % 
individuals 
OUT MIGRAT ION 
desirable 
performance 
undesirable 
performance 
higher % 
individuals 
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desire to work full t ime or overtime. The same applies to those working 
hours in excess of the norm. 
iv) Directional migration flows, when used as indicators of variations in 
labour area opportunity, could be misleading because many movements 
are motivated by other factors, e.g. environmental and lifestyle 
preferences. 
From this, it should be clear that association of attribute variations with 
performance criteria is a difficult matter under many circumstances. 
The second factor is that each attr ibute must have a 'stand alone' capacity for 
normative interpretation if meaning is not to be contingent on other factors. That 
is, the association between variations in attribute values and its performance 
cont inuum must not be conditional on observations for other attributes or 
dimensions. This is very difficult to sustain because even accepted interpretations 
such as the association between unemployment and labour market performance is 
dependent on a knowledge of mobility in spatial situations. For example, areas of 
low unemployment and so 'good' performance may have simply been 'abandoned' by 
unemployed labour because employment opportunity is minimal. This problem is 
compounded in analyses such as this one where information for key dimensions has 
been highly disaggregated to provide a better impression of dimensional variations. 
For example, the 'stand alone' meaning of variations in concentration of people in 
middle income categories is very difficult to discern because its normative 
significance is almost completely dependent on concentrations in other categories. 
Conceptually, normative interpretation is not so easily attainable as is widely 
assumed. 
Two operational problems arise as a direct consequence of these conceptual 
obstacles. The first is that many social and economic measurements do not have 
'stand alone' normative interpretations. Undoubtedly, composite indices could be 
derived which increase the normative utility of many attributes, but this defeats the 
purpose of a simple system of indicators and would be very difficult to develop in a 
data extensive environment. Even then, it would not be feasible for information 
associated with many dimensions, such as quantity of work, where there is no 
information on preferences for quantities of work. The second is that simple 
performance continua are often difficult to derive at a dimensional level which 
refiect attr ibute variations because complex reversals occur where detailed attribute 
disaggregations are used. One of the more complex examples in Figure 5.9 is for 
the income dimension where a gradient from lowest to highest categories has been 
assigned reverse meanings with the effect that , at some intermediate point, 
normative interpretation is indefinite. 
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A reasonable conclusion from these observations is tha t the conventional 
indicator mode of interpretat ion is not generally justifiable in this analysis. The 
characterist ic mode of interpretat ion (discussed in Chapter 2] is more appropriate 
because it does not 'stress ' conceptually and operationally fragile information by 
placing unsatisfiable demands on it. Application of this interpretat ive stance stems 
not from the val ue of a prion judgements which ascribe general meaning, as with 
conventional indicators, but their ex-post capacity to provide unanticipated insights 
into the nature of differentiation. The justification for such an interpretat ive stance 
s tems solely from the relationship of observations to specified social and economic 
processes, in this case, the labour exchange process. Interpretat ion follows on the 
basis of observed pat te rn , developing an inductive and inherently exploratory view of 
area! differentiation. The philosophy of exploratory da ta analysis is critical in this 
s i tuat ion because its inherent flexibility removes constraints which would otherwise 
inhibit adoption of characteristic mode interpretat ion. 
5.2.4 An Overview of Data Selection and Interpretation 
Selection of dimensions and a t t r ibutes is pragmatic and interpretat ion search 
oriented. This stance has developed as a response to the perceived limitations of 
d a t a available for analysis of nature in differentiation. These difficulties have been 
discussed at length and it has been argued tha t their ramifications are most 
debil i tat ing for confirmatory or definitive types of analysis which rely on desired 
d a t a rather than available da ta with all its deficiences. It is possible to develop 
theories to support the former type of approach, where problem identification 
restricts concern to a small number of areal a t t r ibutes , for which sound information 
is available. This becomes increasingly difficult as the scope of identified problems 
expands since testable theory must be constructed around the deficiences of data . 
This is not theoretical development but a post hoc manipulation of concept to 
circumvent the inadequacies of information. As such, it is inductively pragmatic 
but couched in terms of widely acclaimed deductivism, regardless of applicability. 
This illusion, with its consequences for selection and interpretation of da ta , has been 
dispensed with here because it can only serve to mislead with a problem of this 
magni tude. 
5.3 C o n c l u s i o n 
A multidimensional exploration of local labour area pat terns using an extensive 
d a t a set is tenable in terms of strategy, technique and da ta availability. The 
purpose is to apply technique to da ta which will enable a thorough search for 
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structure in labour area differences. Tliis is very different from conventional 
analyses which seeks to group the known, because there is a strong emphasis on 
searching for the unknown. The difficulty with place in labour exchange is that 
many of the phenomena being analysed are not directly observable and may be 
exceedingly complex. Hence, particular views of differentiation may be difficult to 
interpret as they can relate to unobserved or unobservable factors. Such views of 
differentiation must be regarded with scepticism and explored in great detail to 
elucidate varying patterns which may reflect thematic differences. This involves 
exhaustive manipulation of observations which is more comprehensive in intent than 
many confirmatory alternatives. The end result is an analysis which is sensitive to 
the limitations of knowledge and seeks to advance its bounds by use of the 
available rather than maintaining a preoccupation with the desirable but often 
unattainable. 
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F i g u r e H-1: Options in Selection of Classirication 
Procedures. 
CLASSIF ICATION 
monothet ic 
nonhierarchical hierarchical 
divisive agglomerative 
theoretical pragmatic 
Source: After Clifford and Stephenson, (1975) 
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A P P E N D I X I 
F U R T H E R NOTES ON A T T R I B U T E SELECTION 
Special features of this selection warrant further discussion if the reasons for 
choices are to be understood (the quantity of work dimension is excepted from this 
discussion as attribute selection is determined wholly by availability). Firstly, the 
employment and unemployment attributes were selected to complement one another 
because they show both sides of the employment situation over the period 1966-76. 
A more detailed disaggregation of the unemployment data was not undertaken 
because of the small magnitudes involved and the problems this creates due to the 
sampling base of the 1976 census. There was scope to extract information from the 
census matrix tapes on special interest groups (i.e. other than decomposition by sex) 
and this was done^ The disaggregation of employment change data was used 
because it was the only relatively consistent disaggregation back to 1966, other than 
age. As age was used with the participation dimension, duplication would have 
resulted had it also been used with employment. Secondly, family income was used 
in preference to individual or household income because the latter two can be 
influenced by a variety of factors which confuse impressions of the remuneration 
situation. For example, individual incomes might appear quite low because of 
concentrations in part time work but where this kind of activity provides additional 
sources of income, the overall remuneration position at the family scale may be 
quite high. Equally, distortions may arise with household data where relatively 
independent individuals cohabit and produce an impression of high household income 
when individual incomes are moderate or even low. The family unit has been 
chosen as it is likely to constitute the least trivial^ source of variation. Thirdly, 
the use of participation data for only the period 1971-76 was determined by the 
quantity of data available. Had the data for 1966-71 and 1966-76 been used, this 
dimension would have received an unduly high weight in any subsequent analysis 
' unemployed seeking first job or a job other than first job should also be treated as special interest with 
the fortunate provisio that information on this subject was released for 1971. 
2 
Investigations for the South East Region of N.S.W. have shown a high degree of association between 
the three income series. 
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where dimensions were combined. The mosl critical period is t ha t for 1971-76 and 
was used in preference to the others. Finally, the nons tandard age categories used 
in conjunct ion with the migration d a t a were adopted to reflect movement in only 
ma jo r groups of the populat ion, i.e. the young, middle aged and old, again so as 
not to over weight this dimension. 
As with so many of the conventions adopted, a range of possibilities exist for 
the expression of a t t r i bu te s in propor t ionate form. The pros and cons of those 
chosen (see Table 5.1) could be argued ad infinitem because comparatively little 
work has been done in Austral ia with local da ta . Only in the more extreme cases, 
where some depar ture f rom the common expression has taken place, is discussion 
needed. Apar t f rom the unemployment case (discussed in Chapter 4), there are two 
other instances where significant depar tures have occurred. First ly, the quant i ty of 
work a t t r i bu te s have been expressed as a proportion of the working age population 
ra ther than the labour force. This was done in an a t t e m p t to embody differences 
between areas in the tota l number who did work as a proportion of those eligible to 
work. Secondly, the age specific migration a t t r ibu tes were expressed as a proportion 
of the relevant age cohorts for individuals residing in each area a t the census date 
in 1976. The usual expression for outmigrat ion would have used the relevant age 
cohort d a t a for 1971. This procedure was not adopted in order to retain a more 
direct comparabil i ty in the magni tude of directional flows. Also, there were 
reservations concerning the 1976 es t imates of local populat ions for 1971. These 
var iant forms of expression should not be a t t r ibuted any definitive value, but merely 
t rea ted as options in selecting a s ta r t ing point for the exploratory process. 
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CHAPTER 6 
AREAL FORM AND THE NATURE OF LOCALISED LABOUR AREA 
DIFFERENTIALS. 
Multidimensional specification of spatial form offers a capacity for greatly 
enhanced insight into the role of place in labour exchange as it introduces 
considerations of nature into differentiation. The major concern of this analysis is 
with distinctions between place as opposed to the status of places on nominated 
'social variables'. This involves a significant departure from analyses of extent in 
dif ferentiation where there is little need to distinguish the spatial and social as the 
nexus between them is unitary and nomination of either as being the subject of 
interest is a perceptual, rather than analytical, matter. This is not the case in 
multidimensional analysis where a unitary nexus no longer exists and outcomes f rom 
social process are commonly percieved as variables with place as an attribute of 
these. This position is reversed here, with place being designated as the variable of 
interest and social phenomena as the attributes of place. As such, they are simply 
a means of observing a complex multidimensional variable. It is the distinctions or 
qual i tat ive states of this variable which must be evaluated to ascertain its role in 
social process. The primary concern of this analysis is, therefore, identification of 
robust impressions of place where nature has been incorporated into differentiation. 
A 'shorthand' method of interpreting distinctions in place has been adopted to 
maintain an emphasis with place rather than the detail of social process. This 
method proceeds by using the smallest number of highly general extrinsic attributes 
(external to the attribute set) possible for ascription of labels to particular types of 
place. This is unnecessary in pure research which seeks to manipulate place in 
order to identify different states but is interpretatively useful as general meanings 
can be assigned to these. The extrinsic attributes must be simple, of obvious 
meaning and preferrably qualitative, to highlight major differences in variable state. 
More detailed consideration, using intrinsic attributes, is prohibitive where emphasis 
is on iterative investigations of form. It is neither possible to treat place and social 
process simply, nor is it necessary, where place is the factor of major concern. 
Given the conceptual structure of dimensions specified through attr ibute 
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selection and the diversity of factors wliicli cons t i tu te place, there is little to suggest 
the features of spat ial form which may emerge f rom analysis. This creates one 
m a j o r difficulty, different ia t ion of meaningful s t ruc ture f rom pat te rn where a labour 
exchange perspective has been adopted . Apar t f rom an extraordinari ly general 
l i te ra ture , which has little relevance to nonmetropol i tan N.S.W., the only 
counterveil ing factor is the findings of d a t a intensive analysis of place using 
dnernployment differences. F rom this, three a l ternat ives might be expected: the 
first, and simplest , is a spatially contiguous regional s t ruc ture resulting from the 
influence of locationally proximate stimuli which domina te local economies; the 
second is an urban hierarchic s t ruc ture where systemat ic differences in the collective 
funct ions of place override spatially contiguous stimuli; and the third is s t ructures 
deriving exclusively f rom labour exchange phenomena. The first and second are 
comparat ively simple to identify because they contras t markedly and reflect on overt 
correspondence between labour exchange manifes ta t ions of place and more general 
s t ruc tures . Applicability of these views must be called into question as it may be 
unreasonable to expect such correspondence where only the labour exchange 
perspective is adopted and a very high level of dimensional disaggregation is used. 
This leaves the third a l ternat ive where it may be almost impossible to distinguish 
s t ruc tu re from pa t te rn because so little is known of place where circumstances relate 
exclusively to labour exchange. As there was evidence of all these phenomena in 
the d a t a intensive analysis (see unidimensional maps in Chapter 4), it would not be 
unreasonable to fur ther increase the complexity of this problem by proposing tha t 
any identifiable s t ruc ture may be some combination of these, confounding any simple 
scenario. Recognition of na ture in differentiation involves a step towards empirical 
reality bu t , as can be seen, empirical synthesis is another problem entirely as 
discernable s t ruc ture is not a foregone conclusion. 
The task of this analysis is to investigate differences for one hundred and fifty 
places documented according to one hundred and seventeen labour exchange 
a t t r i b u t e s in search of robust s t ructura l dist inctions between places. Analysis is 
conducted in four stages with the bulk of reported findings referring to dimension 
implicit manipula t ions where dimensional pa t t e rns are subsumed into one 
dissimilari ty matr ix (as opposed to dimension explicit analysis where dimensional 
p a t t e r n s are analysed individually in separate dissimilarity matrices). This is done 
because of notable affinit ies with dimension explicit manipulat ions. These are used 
to qualify dimension implicit impressions of form where necessary, thus simplifying 
the a rgumen t . The first s tage of this analysis examines the preferred classificatory 
view (see Chapte r 5) of in terarea differentiat ion. The second opens this view to 
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quest ion by invest igat ing a l te rna t ives resulting f rom different 
diss imilar i ty/c lass i f icat ion combina t ions and dimension explicit respecifications of the 
a t t r i b u t e set. The third subjects the preferred classification to a diagnost ic review, 
seeking the sources of s t ruc tu re in original dissimilarities. The four th adopts a 
d iametr ica l ly opposed t r e a t m e n t of dissimilarit ies by seeking syntheses through 
ord ina t ion . In combinat ion , these four stages of analysis provide grounds for well 
developed impressions of in terarea form and so, the role of place in labour exchange. 
6.1 Classification and Dimension Implicit Analysis of Localised Labour 
Area Differentials 
Classification and ordinat ion are both used in this analysis as there are no 
s t rong preconceived notions as to the type of areal differences const i tu t ing the 
t axonomic space. The classification option was used in a dominan t role for two 
reasons, both of which suppor t the view t h a t classification is a very powerful 
explora tory technique. Firs t , classification is technically simpler than ordinat ion, 
cons t i tu t ing a more direct numerical manipula t ion of dissimilarities in contras t to 
complex mathemat ica l t ransformat ion . In addi t ion, there is a developing l i tera ture 
(Norris,1971; Austin and Noy-Meir,1971; Aust in,1976(a) ,1976(b); Pielou,1977) 
indicat ing ordinat ion is, in many cases, effected by nonlinearity problems which are 
difficult to identify and overcome. Second, a well developed bank of diagnostic 
rout ines are now available for use with classification methodologies and are highly 
sui ted to exploration as they opera te directly on dissimilarity matrices. Initially, 
classification offers the most direct and least complicated approach to the 
explorat ion of in terarea different iat ion. 
As discussed in Chapte r 5, the Cjjj version of the Canberra metric was chosen 
to represent in terarea dissimilarities. The resulting dissimilarity matr ix consisted of 
over 22,000 elements, too large for any direct examinat ion to retain a balanced 
apprec ia t ion . The U P G M A fusion s t ra tegy was chosen to group places according to 
thei r differences because of its space conserving properties. Whilst hierarchical 
techniques such as this have advantages , especially in terms of representat ion, their 
use is qualified by the assumpt ion tha t original dissimilarities are natural ly 
hierarchical . Whilst no definite 'goodness of fit' measure has been developed to test 
th is assumpt ion (Rohlf,1974), Belbin has incorporated three indices into his set of 
rout ines . These are the cophenetic correlation coefficient, the Bray-Cur t i s 
dissimilari ty measure and the space dis tor t ion coefficient. The respective coefficient 
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values are shown in Figure 6.1 and all are within acceptable b o u n d s ^ showing no 
need for qual if icat ion to the use of U P G M A as it is reasonable to accept 
a s sumpt ions of a na tura l ly hierarchical s t ruc ture . 
Initial effor ts to identify a useful categorisat ion of areal differences using the 
C j j j - U P G M A combina t ion resulted in confusion because a proliferation of very small 
( t e r t i a ry) groups in conjunct ion with one very large (pr imary) group. This obscured 
any subs tan t ia l classification of areas into ma jo r groups. Inspection of the 
dendogram for th is classification (Figure 6.1) revealed t ha t it was dominated by a 
compara t ive ly large proport ion of outliers which failed to in tegrate with other 
groups of areas in nonmetropol i tan N.S.W. Only when an eighteen group level of 
categorisat ion was accepted (shown in Figure 6.1) did substant ia l differentiation of 
areas , within the previously amorphous pr imary group, emerge. 
It is very difficult to determine the level of categorisat ion which should be 
accepted f rom areal classification, this usually being done intuit ively. The three 
main groups, to be known as secondary because of their role in part i t ioning the 
p r imary group, appear f rom the dendogram to const i tu te one of the clearest 
pa r t i t ions of nonmet ropol i t an N.S.W., wi th more detailed par t i t ions generating 
outl iers within the pr imary group. The result ing categorisat ion of areas is shown in 
Tab le 6.1. As a point of depar ture , this suggests a pa t t e rn of areal differentiation 
character ised by fifteen ter t iary groups, each containing less than 2% of all areas 
and three secondary groups, respectively containing 41%, 32% and 15% of areas. 
For convenience, the ter t iary groups containing outliers will be referred to 
collectively as the nonconformist group because they have one feature in common, 
dissimilari ty f rom the remainder of areas and one another . 
Whilst the nonconformist group results in an 'untidy'^ classification it must be 
^ T h e h ie ra rch ica l a s s u m p t i o n means t h a t indiv iduals f rom two s e p a r a t e g roups should have similar 
i nd iv idua l d iss imi lar i t ies to those of the comple te g roups to which they belong. T h e cophenet ic cor re la t ion 
coeff ic ient is s imply a P e a r s o n ' s P r o d u c t m o m e n t cor re la t ion coefficient ca lcu la ted for observed levels of 
C j j j d iss imi lar i ty a f t e r fus ion aga ins t those f rom the raw diss imi lar i ty ma t r ix . It ranges in value f rom -1.00 
t o + 1 . 0 0 a n d is i n t e r p r e t e d with s t ronger posi t ive a s soc ia t ions ind ica t ing the presence of a n a t u r a l 
h i e r a r c h y a m o n g s t o b s e r v a t i o n a l un i t s . T h e B r a y - C u r t i s coeff icient is a n o n m e t r i c dissimilari ty m e a s u r e 
w h e r e d i f fe rences (as for cophene t i c cor re la t ion) are scaled by t he s u m m a t i o n of all a t t r i b u t e va lues for t he 
two ind iv idua l s be ing c o m p a r e d . Low values for this coeff ic ient ind ica te l i t t le d i f ference between or iginal 
d iss imi lar i t ies a n d those p r o d u c e d by h ierarchica l fus ion. T h e main benef i t of th is index is in mon i to r ing 
d i f fe rences betv/een va r ious fus ions . T h e f inal index is t he space d i s to r t ion coefficient which is the r a t io of 
m a x i m u m diss imi la r i ty f rom f inal fus ion and the m a x i m u m diss imilar i ty va lue in t he dissimilari ty m a t r i x . 
Whi l e i n t e r p r e t a t i o n m u s t be loose, Belbin (pers comm,1982) claims t h a t empir ica l t es t s show values of less 
t h a n 0.4 to i nd i ca t e space c o n t r a c t i o n while those above 0.9 ind ica te space d i la t ion . This index, t h o u g h 
exceedingly c rude , can be used to t en ta t ive ly d iagnose d i s to r t i on resul t ing f rom appl ica t ion of h ie ra rch ica l 
c lass i f ica t ion p rocedu re s . None of t he indices are def in i t ive a n d a t best they can be regarded as p rov id ing 
only c r u d e g u i d a n c e as t o d i s to r t i on . 
^ T h i s un t id ines s can be e l imina ted by app l ica t ion of space d i la t ing s t ra teg ies which ' r egu la r i se ' g r o u p 
p a t t e r n s by r e d u c i n g t he t e n d e n c y for out l iers to emerge a n d increasing a t endency for more un i fo rmly 
sized g roups to deve lop . T h o u g h more a m e n a b l e to s imple concep tua l i s a t ion , this is a less real is t ic 
p o r t r a y a l of or ig ina l d i f fe rences . 
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F igure 6-1: Dendo frrani for Hierarchical 
Classification of Local Areas for 
Nonmetropolitan N.S.W. Using Cjjj 
and UPGMA. 
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recognised that natural differences between areas need not be so highly regular as 
geographers have come to accept from other classification methods and conceptual 
models of areal differentiation (Losch,1952; Christaller,1966; Thunen,1966). An 
advantage of empirical analysis in this field is that it does not over simplify pattern 
and retains the enigmatic which may be otherwise inconceivable as it is simply 
absorbed by more general considerations. The most dramatic increase in utility 
from the eighteen group pattern arises from identification of the three secondary 
groups without which it would be impossible to gain insights into content of the 
primary group. This constitutes a marked reduction in the complexity of areal 
differences and suggests the possibility of structure, without which application of 
numerical taxonomic strategies would be difficult as interpretation would be highly 
prescribed. 
There are two options at this point: the first is to use this pattern of areal 
differences as a basis for comparison and proceed to refinement by examination and 
re-examination of differences in search of consistencies in form; and the second is to 
attempt a 'shorthand' interpretation to find if the pattern of areal differences has 
any apparent social meaning. The second alternative has been chosen because 
further manipulation of interarea differences would be pointless if an apparent 
meaning is not identifiable, suggesting a need for detailed examination of attributes 
to 'guarantee' the benefits of continuing. If, however, a 'shorthand' meaning is 
identifiable, this strengthens subsequent analytical efforts by providing a tentative 
theme of differentiation which can be monitored for recurrence from different 
perspectives. This is also important because intelligibility is one of the few criteria 
which can be used to assess the merits of suggested patterns of differentiation. 
Considering group content from Table 6.1, where the detail of individual 
fusions shown in the dendogram is excluded, there is evidence, from a number of 
sources, that the pattern is, indeed, meaningful and, therefore, suggestive of local 
structure. This is important because it dispels earlier concerns that pattern might 
be reflective of obscure labour exchange factors. The three secondary groups which 
partition the bulk of areas can be qualitatively described as follows: the smallest of 
these draws its membership exclusively from coast or near coastal areas; the next 
group has a strong bias towards more highly urbanised areas; whilst the final group 
seems to comprise areally more expansive inland locations associated with shires^ 
which are less urban, mainly rural areas (termed nonurban group). These 
^Loca l government areas in N . S . W . have three ma in d ist inct ions: shires, which are usually areally large 
and encompass rura l locat ions; munic ipa l i t ies , which are areally smal l and usual ly refer to small u rban 
centres; and cities, which are also areally smal l bu t refer to large u rban centres, common ly in excess of 
20,000 people. 
Table 6-1: Eighteen Group Pattern Using C,,, 
and UPGMA for Nonmetropolitan N.S.W. 
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GROUP 
SIZE 
4 8 
3 2 . 0 0 % 
n2 
23 
1 5 . 3 3 % 
62 
4 1 . 3 3 % 
GROUP MEMBERS 
(Soucjsw 
Invert) l-Maantyre 
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Goodradigbee 
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Bora 
Befngan 
Caratnool 
Guyia 
Walget 
Jemataig 
Tamarang 
Culcaim 
Coolah 
lenteileld 
Ateoomtw 
ef?i<arma 
Muhraree 
Kyeamba 
HJ, 
Coonabaratran 
Goo bang 
Borangong 
Yanaroi 
Hatdm 
Warm 
Waugoola 
Bootaoroo 
Cnx*«l 
Gunning 
Gundagai 
Cotn 
Urina 
Hume 
IhrvunA 
Gilganaa 
Wedm 
Aaiool 
Iimbtefiong* 
Bogar 
BalranaM 
LacNan 
Naratwna 
Boorowa 
Tailganda 
Sevwn 
Bootni 
CanotioUs 
Snowy Rf«t 
1 . 3 3 % 
Ashlord Banaba 
nS 1 
0 . 6 7 % 
MuilmOimby 
n 6 1 
0 . 6 7 % 
m 1 
0 . 6 7 % 
Bingaia 
n8 1 
0 . 6 7 % 
n9 1 
0 . 6 7 % 
n 1 0 1 
0 . 6 7 % 
Mumjmbidgee 
fiH 1 
0 . 6 7 % 
Nymboida 
1112 1 
0 . 6 7 % 
n l 3 1 
0 . 6 7 % 
1 
0 . 6 7 % 
Uninconwrated A/ea 
n15 2 
1 . 3 3 % 
labd Conargo 
n16 1 
0 . 6 7 % 
Uthgw 
1717 i 
0 . 6 7 % 
Cooma 
n18 1 
0 . 6 7 % 
propostions can be combined to attain a higher level of generality indicating 
existence of a tripartite typology of interarea differences. Such a typology is 
conceptually significant as it may provide a basis for integrating individual 
propositions. 
Shorthand characteristics, substantiating elements of the tripartite typology, 
must now be examined in more detail. Coastal areas constitute the most obvious 
distinction in the population under study as they can be separated simply using 
spatial location as a highly qualitative, extrinsic attribute of place. This distinction 
can be most clearly observed by transferring the classifactory content of Table 6.1 
to a spatial framework, as done in Figure 6.2, where all members of the population 
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have been mapped. From tliis it can be seen that, with few exceptions, coastal 
locations belong to one group and, though smaller in membership than other groups, 
there is minimal evidence of disruption. The only exceptions are Mullumbimby, 
which is an outlier to the population, and Bega, Wingham and Taree, which have 
municipal status and, therefore, an affinity with the urban group. This group is 
remarkable for its spatial contiguity which is so resiliant as to withstand 
interspersion by a large tract of metropolitan N.S.W., with the diversity of influence 
this entails. By virtue of spatial simplicity, this group is the clearest manifestation 
of place as a labour exchange structure. 
The urban group is more subtle in its manifestations than the coastal group 
because of an inherent complexity arising from a greater diversity of places. It is, 
nevertheless, a well defined component of the population, being quite distinct and 
overriding influences of the coastal group in cases identified above. The major 
features of this group, and that to follow, can be highlighted by differences in local 
government status and population size. The most immediate characteristic is a 
preponderance of spatially less expansive areas - cities and municipalities (Figure 
6.2), and a notable trend towards larger population nonmetropolitan cities, such as 
Dubbo-Talbragar (pop 23,246)"^ and Tamworth-Parry (pop 38,425), and intermediate 
town or service centres, such as Cowra and Forbes (in the 7,000-8,000 pop range). 
With few exceptions, the municipal-city status of this group's membership is shown 
in Figure 6.2 by proportional circles as distinct from the shire boundaries of more 
expansive nonurban areas. The only exceptions are Temora, which finds its way 
into the rural group, and others such as Lithgow, and again Mullumbimby, which 
appear as outliers. Of the remainder, areas such as Wagga Wagga-Mitchell, 
Tamworth-Parry, Narrabri-Namoi, Armidale-Dumaresq, Muswellbrook-Denman and 
Inverell-Macintyre are amalgamations, incorporating a municipality or city within a 
rural shire. Others not represented by proportional circles naturally incorporate 
urban areas of various sizes which have not been assigned municipal or city status 
although their populations are as large as others which have, e.g. Wade Shire 
(Griffith, pop 11,930), Leeton Shire (Leeton, pop 6,631), Cootamundra Shire 
(Cootamundra, pop 6,384), Mudgee-Turon (Mudgee, pop 5,724), Tumut Shire 
(Tumut, pop 5,569) and Bourke Shire (Bourke, pop 3,534) to mention but a few. 
In addition, particular influences may be at work in other areas, such as the 
military base at Singleton or the impact of metropolitan influences on proximate 
"^Populations for 1976 will be selectively referenced for illustration only as the interpretation is not one of 
populat ion size. A great deal of care has been taken to remove the direct effects of size through 
standardisation because of crude associations found in the unemployment analysis and preprpcessing of this 
data set. 
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areas such as Gloucester or Mittagong. This group is spatially less obvious than 
the coastal element of the population because it is not distributionally continuous. 
It is therefore aspatial in the first degree but does have spatial connotations at a 
higher level, as it overlays the next group which has been typified as nonurban. As 
a consequence it reflects a second manifestation of place in labour exchange 
structure. 
The nonurban group is clearly discernable in Figure 6.2 as a residue of the 
coastal and urban groups, accounting for the spatially continuous elements of 
nonmetropolitan N.S.W. which are not coastal and the spatially expansive areas of 
low population which do not fit the urban scenario^. Conforming to these 
limitations, the nonurban group forms a spatially continuous region bounded by the 
coastal areas and punctuated by spatially disjunct members of the urban group. 
The only exceptions to this are the remaining outliers, e.g. Windouran, Bingara and 
Barraba. The residue view of this group is, however, only adequate for introductory 
purposes. Since it contains the largest proportion of places, the other groups could 
be better portrayed as residuals of nonurban place in a nonmetropolitan, situation. 
As such, it can be caste as the analytical context for these groups and a benchmark 
for distinction. The only qualification to this view is the lower populations of these 
areas which reduce their social significance. As a distinct type of place in its own 
right, this group could be described as rural in context but for its widely ranging 
economic base which includes pursuits such as mining. The nonurban description is 
best retained under these circumstances for its generality. The representative 
integrity of this group strongly suggests a third place manifestation in labour 
exchange structure. 
The coastal group is easily distinguishable from the remainder of places in 
nonmetropolitan N.S.W. because the qualitative location attribute is particularly 
effective in this case. The urban-nonurban distinction is less definite because the 
two groups are spatially coincident. The qualitative attributes of areal size and 
local government status are only of use in highlighting differences but remain 
unreliable for thorough documentation, as location has done for the coastal group, 
and, likewise, for the quantitative population attribute. 
This situation has been rectified for the urban group in Table 6.2 where the 
Australian Municipal Information System index of urbanisation is shown for all areas 
(see Table 6.1 for group membership). This index shows the proportion of each 
area's population living in urban areas for the 1976 period. Where amalgamations 
^This distinction is blurred in Figure 6.2 by the need to amalgamate areas and the resultant departure 
from standard local government areas. 
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have taken place, a population weighted average of the original indices has been 
used. Even a cursory examination of Table 6.2 shows how noncoastal areas, with 
high index values, have been differentiated from those with low values. The 
urbanisation distinction is, however, not absolute and reversals or exceptions can be 
found. For example, less urban areas such as Lyndhurst (41%) are included in the 
urban group while others which are more urban, such as Warren (53%), are in the 
nonurban group. This Table adequately demonstrates the existence of a 'grey zone' 
where the urban and nonurban groups intersect and factors specific to the labour 
exchange situations can be hypothesised as overriding the urban-nonurban 
distinction. It is recognition of these factors which indicates the need to qualify the 
urban-nonurban element of the typology and propose a distinction between 'urban 
like' and 'nonurban like' area types. This could be extended to the coastal group 
at this point to suggest a 'coast like' group, emphasising the view that neither 
groups, nor their labels, should be thought of as definitive. 
There is evidence that the limits of structure may extend well below this level, 
each secondary group containing its own substructure. The dendogram in Figure 
6.1 provides the best avenue for establishing the existence of a substructure. Closer 
examination of secondary groups reveals a tendency in each for this to occur. 
Essentially, each consists of two components, one being selectively high resolution 
with key areas fusing at lower levels of dissimilarity while the rest of the group has 
a lower resolution with areas appending to the liigh resolution element in small 
groups. These two phenomena can be portrayed as core and peripheral elements 
within each secondary group. This is not unusual and is characteristic of 
hyperspherical clusters which commonly have elements more intensely indicative of 
group content, with others appending at higher levels of dissimilarity®. 
As an extension of the subgroup observation, it is not difficult to hypothesise 
distinct entities within the core identities of each main group. In the urban case, 
for example, Table 6.2 shows a distinction between 'more urban' (e.g. Dubbo-
Talbragar) and less urban core elements (e.g. Scone, Lyndhurst and Uralla). This 
supports the earlier notion that members of the urban group are not simply 'urban' 
but urban by degrees, thus showing the limitations of the labels being used to 
indicate group composition. 
Substructure potential can also be seen in the coast group where there is scope 
for distinction between urban coast (including areas such as CofPs Harbour and 
Port Macquarie) and nonurban coast (including areas such as Bellingen and 
^Th is is an advan tage of U P G M A and other space conserving classification procedures because they 
represent clusters in this ' u n t i d y ' bu t na tura l form. 
% % % % % % % % 
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Ulmarra). This shows that tlic urbaii-nonurban factor, which distinguishes the two 
major components of this popjulation, may be important within the coastal group 
even though the group as a whole is an exception to the urban-nonurban rule. 
The nonurban group does not have this potential to the same degree. 
Although distinctions can be proposed, these are not clear as 'chaining' (tendency 
for individuals to fuse in singular sequence) is more apparent in this group. Core 
group substructures, such as those discussed for the urban and coastal groups, could 
only be generated with great loss of simplicity because of the 'classificatory noise' 
resulting from proliferation of tertiary subgroups. 
This problem is exacerbated by the different levels of dissimilarity at which 
subgroup distinctions occur within each secondary group. In accepting the lowest 
meaningful subgroup distinction it is also necessary to accept a group level which 
breaks higher level substructure groups into less meaningful components. This 
makes consistent interpretation extremely difficult and, for this reason, the eighteen 
group representation is preferred. 
Functional organisation of the three major groups which house these 
substructures is important because it suggests the relationships between major 
elements of the typology. This is evident from the dendogram in Figure 6.1 where 
main group fusions are identifiable sequentially as urban and coast, followed by 
nonurban at a higher level of dissimilarity. Association of the first two groups is 
plausible because the coastal group contains a strong urban subgroup, so an affinity 
is to be expected. However, it could be argued on similar grounds that since the 
coastal group contains a less urban component, an affinity with the nonurban group 
is not unlikely. Similar links can be envisaged between the urban-nonurban groups 
because of the 'less urban' and 'less nonurban' elements in each of the respective 
groups. As the functional relationships observed here could have been influenced by 
such factors as the impact of extreme observations in peripheral subgroups, it is 
difficult to discount other possibilities which might be indicative of a highly fluid 
situation. 
The most important outcome from this classification is the identification of a 
pattern which tentatively summarises the effects of nature in interarea 
differentiation. In attempting a synthesis of the tripartite typology (Figure 6.3), it 
seems that a combination of regional and urban hierarchic influences dominate. The 
regional effect is clearest for coastal and nonurban groups where the members of 
each form continuous spatial partitions of the State. Tests on similar data sets to 
that being used here, but incorporating a contiguity constraint (King,1969) 
permitting fusion of only locationally adjacent areas, produced a highly stressed 
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classification, i.e. one where dissimilarities were much higher than would otherwise 
have been the case. These observations suggest that regional continuity, as a 
description of areal similarity, must be qualified since it is only apparent at more 
general levels of differentiation where large groups are being used. An urban 
hierarchic effect is arguably operative through the distinction between urban and 
nonurban groups and within the urban group between the 'more urban ' and 'less 
u rban ' subgroups. Crude as the hierarchic infiuence is, it relates the spatially 
continuous regional component of the pattern and its spatially disjunct component, 
the former providing a context for the latter and integrating all elements of the 
t r ipar t i t e typology. 
spatial ly d iscont inuous (hierarchic) 
labour exchange areas 
spatial ly cont inuous ( reg iona l )U |ONURBAN 
labour exchange areas 
F i g u r e 6-3: Key Elements of the Tripart i te Typology 
in its Spatial Context. 
It appears from this classification that in spite of earlier doubts as to the 
likelihood of identifying intelligible spatial pattern that one can be proposed. The 
Cj j j -UPGMA classification revealed a pattern of areal differences dominated at upper 
dissimilarity levels by a nonconformist group, ostensibly consisting of outliers, and 
three areally substantial groups which embraced all remaining areas of 
nonmetropoli tan N.S.VV. The nature of these differences was ascribed meaning by 
reference to four ordering factors. Location and urbanisation were the most 
impor tan t , with local government s ta tus and population proving useful in selection 
of these keys. A t r ipar t i te typology of secondary group differences, refiecting coast-
urban-nonurban differences, was evident from these factors. This interpretation 
provided a context for identification of a less important substructure of areal 
differences which served to highlight the main elements of differentiation through a 
core-periphery distinction within groups. Though the Cjjj-UPGMA classification is 
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technically preferred (Chapter 5), questions as to the pervasiveness of this s t ructure 
f rom different perspectives remain. This issue must be canvassed because of an 
unremi t t ing concern as to the prematurely definitive manner v^ith which such results 
are accepted in human geography without due regard for alternatives. 
6 . 2 A l t e r n a t i v e C l a s s i f i c a t o r y T r e a t m e n t s of In terarea DifTerent iat ion. 
The combination of Cjjj dissimilarity and UPGMA fusion as the principle 
mode of classification was chosen because it portrayed specific features of the da ta 
set in a space conserving manner. The s t ructure revealed represents only one of 
many which could have been identified. Limited validation can be obtained through 
manipulat ion and comparison of results to create an empirical context within which 
preferred outcomes can be assessed. This approach has a definite advantage over 
isolated intuitive assessment because it provides substantive insights into pat tern 
var iants . Awareness of these is one of the more powerful instruments for prevention 
of abuses, such as assignation of definitive s ta tus . Alternatives will be considered in 
two stages, the first examining technically different views of dimension implicit 
pa t t e rn and the second, dimension explicit variants. 
6.2.1 Alternative Dimension Implicit Views of Pa t te rn . 
Of the many dissimilarity-fusion combinations used results for two are 
reported, one holding dissimilarity constant and the other, fusion. The first 
combined Cjjj dissimilarity with the flexible fusion technique where the cluster 
intensity coefficient (/3) was set to 0.0. Empirical trials have shown tha t where 
/9=0.0 fusion is maximally space conserving (though slightly dilating). Comparison 
of U P G M A with flexible (/?=0.0) therefore provides the basis for a comparison 
between two space conserving strategies. The second combination related gower 
dissimilarity to U P G M A . Gower differs from Cjjj in tha t it does not t reat 
differences of sign (+,-) as differences of kind but rather , differences of degree. 
Gower ' s mode of s tandardisat ion is global, de-emphasising individual differences by 
s tandardis ing uniformly^ and introducing the effects of global characteristics, such as 
the presence of outliers. Gower, therefore, offers a contrast in representation to the 
C,,, measure by emphasising different features of the da ta . Consideration of these 
two al ternat ives should assist in assessing the durability of the t r ipar t i te typology. 
The Cjjj-flexible classification bears an unmistakable resemblance to the 
C j „ - U P G M A classification at both the individual fusion level and, more important ly, 
in the consistency of major group content (see Figure 6.4). The exceptions which 
^ B y c o m p a r i s o n t o s t a n d a r d i s a t i o n s w h i c h use i n f o r m a t i o n f r o m on ly t h e t w o a r e a s b e i n g c o m p a r e d . 
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F i g u r e 6-4: Dendogram for Hierarchical 
Classification of Local Areas for 
Nonmetropolitan N.S .W. Using Cj^ 
and Flexible Fusion ( ^ . 0 ) . 
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differentiate the pattern from that previously discussed are likely to result from this 
technique's tendency to dilate the taxonomic space. The most numerous exceptions 
result from minor differences in individual fusions and are of little significance. 
Di lat ion does, however, result in three more important departures from the previous 
pattern. The first of these is that the nonconformist group has been largely 
dissipated, necessitating only a seven group partition to expose pattern instead of 
eighteen groups. Dissipation has occurred in one of two ways with outliers either 
appending to main groups, becoming their more extreme members, or going to an 
embryonic nonurban group which has developed (Group 3 in Figure 6.4). The 
second is development of the embryonic nonurban group which does not fuse with 
the main nonurban group until after the coastal group. Whi le 'breakaways' such as 
this are common (Clifford and Stephenson,1975,106) with space dilating techniques 
the possibility of an affinity between the coast and nonurban groups must not be 
excluded. The third is that a small number of 'less urban' areas, such as 
Lyndhurst, Scone and Wade, have broken away from the urban group and reformed 
within the nonurban group. Wi thout exception, these are either shire type areas 
with rural bases or amalgamations of rural and urban type areas so they could be 
seen as transitional between the two groups. 
These results could obviously be interpreted in two ways, one suggesting 
alternative group affinities to those in the C , , j-UPGMA classification and the other, 
distortions due to space dilation. The latter is plausible because two of the test 
coefficients® in Figure 6.4 indicate a poorer hierarchical representation of differences 
than in the C j j j-UPGMA case, as would be so where dilation occurs. This does not 
deny the possibility that outliers may be more closely associated with some elements 
of the population than others, or that the transitory elements of the population are 
more unstable. However, these features have been revealed here by a distortion 
which allows them to be observed. 
Unlike the situation where flexible fusion has been used with relatively 
predictable consequences the effects of changing dissimilarity measures is less certain 
as it deals with the representation of complex interarea differences. For example, 
with elimination of the capacity to make distinctions of kind, similar elements from 
different groups might have a greater tendency to fuse. It has been decided to 
examine the effects of substituting gower for Cjjj by reference to the classification 
The copherietic correlat ion coefficient fell markedly to 0.57 and the Bray-Curt is dissimilarity increased 
no t i ceab ly . O n e obv ious cause of this, as can be seen by a compar ison of the dendograms in Figures 6.1 
and 6.4, is the incorpora t ion of outl iers in to ma in groups. This increases in tergroup fusion levels which 
h ierarchica l ly mus t be representat ive of i nd iv idua l dissimilari t ies between groups. The space distort ion 
coefficient was w i t h i n acceptab le bounds bu t it does not make use of the avai lable in format ion so 
extensively as its a l ternat ives . 
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resulting from application of the U P C M A fusion. This facilitates comparison with 
the C j j j-UPGMA structure as differences between the two can be ascribed to 
representation. As seen from Figure 6.5, components of the tripartite typology are 
clearly visible, but departures from the Cj j j-UPGMA classification are more obvious 
than for the Cjjj-flexible classification. This is most apparent from the problems in 
identifying a group level to reveal key elements of the tripartite typology since large 
numbers of tertiary groups are generated by gower. The group referencing system 
has been changed in response with amalgams of tertiary groups being appended to 
secondary groups or forming nonconformist groups within the classification. Strict 
adherence to the sequence of hierarchical distinctions produces an unweildy pattern 
with over thirty groups as opposed to the current five. The degree of generality 
which results at the five group level can be interpreted as consisting of two 
nonurban groups (1 and 3) an urban group (2), a coastal group (4) and, from past 
experience, a nonconformist group (5). 
Interarea differences, as portrayed by Gower's coefficent, are obviously less 
satisfactory than for Cjjj because, while the elements of the original pattern are 
apparent their representation is far from concise. Figure 6.5 shows numerous 
examples of this poor representation. Three of the more obvious are: 
i) the split between nonurban local areas, resulting in an unnecessarily 
complex representation of differentiation and blurring distinction between 
nonurban and other groups; 
ii) elements of the coastal group (Nambucca, Hastings etc.) are classified 
into the first group, this being intuitively less satisfactory by comparison 
with both of the earlier classifications; 
iii) clarity of classification is lost because of the large number of outliers 
generated and their interspersal between and within more broadly based 
groups. 
The gower representation of interarea dissimilarity is insufficiently clear for an initial 
exploration because it emphasises different qualities of the data to those previously 
discussed. Given this situation, the poorer quality resolution of interarea differences 
provides an empirical vindication of the C,j, choice which produces a simple and 
very clear representation of structure^. 
The alternative dimension implicit patterns of local differentiation clearly 
reflect elements of the tripartite typology but without replicating its precise form. 
Departures from the Cj,,-UPGN4A classification are of two types. The first is 
As an aside, the hierarchical s tructure of the gower-UPGMA classification is sound and on a par wi th 
i t of t h e C j j j - U P G M A classif ication, 
el l ig ibi l i ty of g roup pa t tern . However, it 
for use where space conservat ion is desired. 
t h a classif icati . This has only been achieved at considerable cost to the 
in t l l i i does reinforce the sui tabi l i ty of the U P G M A fusion procedure 
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F i g u r e 6 -5 : Dcndogram for Hierarchical 
Classification of Local Areas for 
Nonmetropol i tan N.S.W. Using Gower 's 
Coefficient of Dissimilarity with U P G M A . 
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reconfiguration of elements from major groups in the tripartite typology to 
functionally different sequences. Reconfiguration is to be expected as the criteria for 
fusing individuals and representing multidimensional differences between areas have 
been changed. The reassuring aspect of this is that even though reconfiguration 
takes place, the elements of structure upon which the typology is predicated remain 
in tact. The second is redistribution of outljers, so prominent in the Cjjj-UPGMA 
classification, to parent groups. This could be taken to suggest that outliers have 
affiliations with the population which are observable under conditions of mild space 
dilation. This review of alternative dimension implicit patterns has proven 
invaluable in demonstrating the analytical differences resulting from different 
technical perspectives. The Cjjj-UPGMA view of structure is clearly superior^'' to 
the two alternatives because of its inherent simplicity, by comparison to the gower 
representation, and minimal distortion of the kind associated with flexible fusion. 
6.2.2 Dimension Explicit Views of Pattern 
Dimension explicit analyses provide a capacity to thematically decompose data 
sets and so provide further alternative views of pattern. The dimension explicit 
views of pattern will not be treated in the same detail as dimension implicit 
alternatives for two reasons. First, dimension explicit patterns are likely to be more 
disparate than those for various dimension implicit analyses and therefore more 
difficult, if not impossible, to resolve. Resolution does not receive a high priority 
because of the earlier decision to concentrate on dimension implicit analyses due to 
their generality. Second, it is not possible to examine each of the dimension 
explicit alternatives in the same detail because of the task's magnitude. 
Each dimension was used to produce a Cjjj dissimilarity matrix (of the same 
proportions as that used in the dimension implicit analyses) and subjected to 
classification using UPGMA . To simplify treatment, all comparisons were made 
with only the dimension implicit Cjjj-UPGMA classification. 
With the number of classifications to be examined here there is a need for 
systematic comparison if scope of the problem is to be controlled. Developmental 
work on techniques for formally decomposing classifications (Rohlf, 1974) is still 
rudimentary. Formal comparisons can be made according to many criteria but all 
depend on summarising features of individual classifications. Unfortunately this 
offsets the main advantage of deriving alternative viewpoints as the substance of 
10, 
^Numerous alternatives were also considered including single linkage clustering, favoured by 
mathemat ical taxonomists (Chapter 5) and W a r d ' s incremental sums of squares (WISS) , popular in human 
geography. Both performed poorly, the first 'chaining' extensively and the second showing symptoms of 
marked space dilation. 
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each configuration is largely ignored. It has been decided to use a less formal 
approach where specific features of the dimension implicit structure are sought in 
each of the dimension explicit patterns to ascertain relationships between the two. 
Th is was done systematically by searching for elements of the tripartite 
typology in each of the dimension explicit classifications and qualitatively rating 
occurrences of individual groups as: HIGH - where the majority of members from 
original groups reform into one similar group; M O D E R A T E - where the group is 
partially formed or split into more than one recognisable component; and LOW -
where original groups have been diffused into other groups or are in such small 
clusters as to be only vaguely recognisable. Also the presence or absence of 
established outliers has been noted as LARGE, approaching or exceeding that found 
in the Cjjj-UPGMA dimension implicit classification, or SMALL. As this assessment 
is qualitative it will be supported by descriptive comments and the dendograms 
(Appendix J) for each of the dimension explicit classification so that the rationale 
for judgements can be ascertained and alternatives considered. 
The result of comparisons between dendograms for the dimension implicit and 
explicit classifications is shown in Table 6.3 where there is ample evidence of 
departures, though limited in degree, from the original pattern because the moderate 
categorisation is predominant. This indicates variability between group patterns 
where, for example, the coastal group might be present, as in the migration 
dimension but in two components instead of the original one. In a smaller number 
of cases (e.g. the coastal group for the family income dimension), departures from 
the dominant structure are highlighted as key group presences are not easily 
identified since their elements have been thoroughly dispersed. By contrast, other 
departures are negligible. This tendency is especially prevalent for the rural group 
because of its size so that dilution by smaller groups is less likely. This does not 
constitute a bias in categorisation but is an expected outcome because of the data 
set's nonmetropolitan character. Collectively, predominance of the M O D E R A T E 
categorisation can only be interpreted as showing that dimension explicit departures 
from the dimension implicit structure are not sufficient to seriously detract from the 
utility of the tripartite typology. 
This finding is not surprising because attributes from each of these dimensions 
were instrumental in development of the dimension implicit structure. Whilst it 
must be remembered that nondimensiona! combinations of attributes are operative 
with polythetic procedures, the information in Table 6.3 is indicative of possible 
sources of structure because of obvious dimensional affinities. For example, the 
coastal group is most clearly apparent from the unemployment dimension where the 
DIMENSION COAST URBAN RURAL OUTLIERS 
MODERATE MODERATE HIGH SMALL 
EMPLOYMENT mixed coast and urban mixed coast and urban one clear rural 'like' 
CHANGE 'like' group (clear 'like' group (clear group 
subgroups for each) subgroups for each) 
QUANTITY OF 
WORK 
FAMILY INCOME 
UNEMPLOYMENT 
LOW 
relatively dispersed 
into main rural and 
urban 'like' groups 
HIGH 
elements of coast 'like' 
groups too diluted to 
decrease clarity 
MODERATE 
two rural groups but 
elements of coast 'like' 
group too diluted to 
decrease clarity 
SMALL 
LOW 
as above 
HIGH 
as above 
HIGH 
one major 
group 
SMALL 
rural 'like' 
HIGH 
one very clear coast 
'like' group 
MODERATE 
two small urban 'like' 
groups-each appended 
to a rural '1 ike' 
group. 
MODERATE 
tv/o rural 'like' 
each with urban 
appendages. 
SMALL 
groups 
LABOUR FORCE 
PARTICIPATION CHANGE 
MODERATE 
two amalgams of urban 
and coast 'like' elements 
MODERATE HIGH 
two amalgams of urban one large 
and coast '1ike'elements group 
SMALL 
rural 'like' 
H 
DJ 
CT; 
05 I 
W 
3 O 
•o o — 
2: 3 
P) o 
3 3 
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a> 
X3 
= CO 
0. n 
p 3 C/5 
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I- 3 O cn 
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MIGRATION 
MODERATE 
two clear coast 
groups 
MODERATE 
like' one small but clear 
urban 'like' group 
MODERATE 
two large rural 'like' 
grouDS 
SMALL 
N5 
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u r b a n - n o n u r b a n dis t inct ions blur, while it is not clear f rom the family income or 
q u a n t i t y of work dimensions. The commen t s in Table 6.3 reinforce this point , 
showing t h a t par t ia l development of groups can result in simplified views of 
d i f fe ren t ia t ion . As a final point , these affinit ies can be seen amongst the outl iers 
where , a l though the dimension explicit a t t r i bu te s have smaller complements of 
out l iers , the most ex t reme observat ions in dimension implicit classification are well 
represented amongs t these. The dimension implicit s t ruc ture can therefore be seen 
as having a dimension explicit context with each dimension emphasising specific 
fea tu res of d i f ferent ia t ion^^ 
T h e va r i an t forms of areal pa t t e rn in this and the previous subsection are 
related by their appa ren t similarities to the dimension implicit C j j j - U P G M A 
classif icat ion. Were this evidence of similari ty not apparen t , the adequacy of the 
t r i p a r t i t e typology as a summary of differences may have been called into quest ion. 
These va r i an t views of form have revealed different features of the in terarea 
d i s t r ibu t ion and shown t h a t definitive t r e a t m e n t s are philosophically unjust i f iable in 
explora tory d a t a analysis. It could be argued tha t consideration of such a l te rnat ives 
is wasteful because it introduces ext raneous material and thereby unnecessarily 
compl ica tes an otherwise direct exposition. However, only through a compara t ive 
exposit ion can the adequacy of a preferred representat ion be assessed. The 
dimension implicit C j j j -UPGMA classification is clearly superior because it a t t a ins a 
higher degree of generality than any of its compet i tors . It appears well founded in 
i ts componen t dimensions and retains the simplest s tandard of exposition. 
6.3 Spatial Structure - A Diagnostic Reconstruction from Original 
Dissimilarit ies 
The C , j , - U P G M A classification appears to be highly ut i l i tar ian by comparison 
to dimension implicit and explicit a l ternat ives . However, very little is known of its 
founda t ion in the actual dissimilarities from which it derives. In simplifying areal 
^ ' A m o r e f o r m a l m e t h o d of c o m p a r i s o n w a s a t t e m p t e d , t h o u g h w i t h m i n i m a l s u c c e s s . B e l b i n ' s C M P D 
r o u t i n e , w h i c h s u m m a r i s e s h i e r a r c h i c a l c l a s s i f i c a t i o n s by u s i n g t h r e e f e a t u r e s as a bas i s fo r c o m p a r i s o n (see 
p r e v i o u s c h a p t e r ) , w a s a d o p t e d fo r t h i s p u r p o s e . T h e s e f e a t u r e s of e a c h d i m e n s i o n exp l i c i t c l a s s i f i c a t i o n 
c a n t h e n b e u s e d t o f o r m t h e bas i s of a 6 x 6 d i s s i m i l a r i t y m a t r i x r e p r e s e n t i n g d i f f e r e n c e s b e t w e e n 
c l a s s i f i c a t i o n s . T h i s d i s s i m i l a r i t y m a t r i x c a n be u sed as t h e bas i s fo r c l a s s i f y i n g t h e d i m e n s i o n e x p l i c i t 
c l a s s i f i c a t i o n s o r , if d e s i r e d , a n o r d i n a t i o n of c l a s s i f i c a t i o n s . A p p l i e d u s e f u l n e s s w a s no t g r e a t fo r t h r e e 
r e a s o n s . T h e f i r s t is t h a t , in f o c u s s i n g on t h e t h r e e n o m i n a t e d f e a t u r e s of e a c h c l a s s i f i c a t i o n , t h e v i t a l l ink 
w i t h g r o u p f o r m a t s w a s lo s t . A s a r e s u l t , t h e r e w a s on ly m i n i m a l j u s t i f i c a t i o n fo r use of t h i s f o r m a l 
m e t h o d in s t u d i e s s u c h a s t h i s o n e . T h e s e c o n d is t h a t t h e f e a t u r e s n o m i n a t e d c o n c e n t r a t e on s i m i l a r 
p h e n o m e n a a n d , t h e r e f o r e , i g n o r e o t h e r k i n d s of f e a t u r e s . T h e t h i r d is t h a t t r a u m a t i c r e d e f i n i t i o n of d a t a 
s e t s , a s o p p o s e d t o m i n o r c h a n g e s w h e r e on ly a s m a l l n u m b e r of a t t r i b u t e s a r e a l t e r e d , p r e s e n t s p r o b l e m s 
in r e c o n c i l i n g n a r r o w l y b a s e d i m p r e s s i o n s . T h e s e p r o b l e m s u n d e r l i e t h e n e e d for d e v e l o p m e n t of m o r e 
r o b u s t t e c h n i q u e s fo r f o r m a l l y c o m p a r i n g d i f f e r e n c e s in d i s s i m i l a r i t y p a t t e r n s a n d p r e f e r a b l y m a k i n g 
r e f e r e n c e t o o r i g i n a l d i s s i m i l a r i t y m a t r i c e s r a t h e r t h a n c l a s s i f i c a t i o n s d e r i v e d f r o m t h e m . U n t i l s u c h 
d e v e l o p m e n t s a r e a d v a n c e d t h e r e is n o s u b s t i t u t e for d i r e c t i n s p e c t i o n of c l a s s i f i c a t i o n r e s u l t s . 
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differences to obtain an impression of areal form it must be asked whether the 
essential character of areal differences has been preserved or lost because valuable 
information has been foregone in the process of simplification. As there are no tests 
similar to those used in confirmatory analyses, a course of diagnosis is necessary to 
ascertain the representational quality of the areal s tructure identified. 
Individual dissimilarities can be examined globally, where system wide 
constraints on selection of dissimilarities are imposed, so all members of the 
population are included in any diagnosis. Also, dissimilarities may be considered 
from a pairwise perspective where individual differences are selected according to 
need. Global examinations are restrictive since dissimilarities cannot be investigated 
as interest dictates. Pairwise selection circumvents this problem by allowing themes 
of interest, or illustration of particular points, to be pursued without restraint. 
Unfortunately, these can become directionless or facile^^ because the range of ad-hoc 
themes and illustrations which might be pursued is large. Great care must be 
taken with pairwise examinations to ensure they are incisive and highly directed. 
The minimum spanning tree (MST) was used to gain an impression of global 
minima from the Cjjj dissimilarity matrix. The diagnostic benefit of comparing 
MST results with those obtained from classification is that the former relates all 
individuals in the population according to original dissimilarities without 
classificatory distortion or reliance on the creation of composite individuals (groups). 
Diagnostic application of the MST requires a collective rather than an individual 
perspective on differences as the purpose is to search for general pat terns which are 
evident from individual affinities. These do not parallel fusions from classification 
techniques which operate on group centroids because individuals join collective sets 
af ter the initial fusions which form the basis of groups. The collective pattern of 
individual affinities in the MST indicate the strength of groups by showing whether 
they consist of individuals which are naturally similar (minimally dissimilar). The 
MST results have been presented graphically in Figure 6.6 where pairwise 
dissimilarities have been scaled as link lengths and plotted in tree format. The 
difficulty with graphical representation is that the only true differentiation is 
through the links of the tree, the positional disposition of nodes being otherwise 
immaterial . This difficulty can be used to advantage because trees can be 
' ^ T h e r e a re t h r ee r e a s o n s for th i s l imi t a t ion . T h e f irst is t h a t , in a t a x o n o m i c analys is of th i s size, t he 
a b u n d a n c e of i nd iv idua l c o m p a r i s o n s is so fo rmidab le as to make s y s t e m a t i c and ra t iona l comprehens ion 
imposs ib le . T h e second is t h a t , in an e n v i r o n m e n t where e x p l o r a t o r y d a t a analys is is necessary , g roup 
p a t t e r n s are more easily a p p r e c i a t e d a n d of g r ea t e r in te res t because of the i r genera l i ty . T h e th i rd is t h a t 
i nd iv idua l c o m p a r i s o n s m a y be in f luenced by pa r t i cu l a r i t i e s which c a n n o t be app rec i a t ed in an agg rega t e 
ana lys i s of a rea l f o r m . T h i s d i f f icu l ty is a g g r a v a t e d by the ' n o i s e ' gene ra t ed by c o n c e p t u a l i s a t i o n and 
m e a s u r e m e n t p rob l ems . 
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F igure 6-6: Minimum Spanning Tree 
of Interarea Differences from 
the Cjjj Dissimilarity Matrix. 
NARRABURRA 
TVERPOOT PLAINS 
4 K : 0 P M AN HURST 
Note; 1) link lengths scale by dissimilarity coeffecients (Cj | | ) 
for each interval on the tree 
2) points can be represented directionally as desired 
* member of nonconformist group in C | | | - U P G M A classif ication 
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meaningfully configured where familiarity has been established using alternative 
techniques. 
Collectively, the tripartite typology of interarea differences is readily apparent 
from the pattern of single linkage dissimilarities represented as MST min ima in 
Figure 6.6. This is extremely important because it reaffirms the internal consistency 
of groups derived using C j „-UPCMA. Indeed, these consistencies are so strong that 
the group structure can be easily transposed onto the MST, as shown by the 
schematic representation in Figu re 6.6. Little more can be said on this, simply 
because the pattern is so clear. 
However, two other features of original dissimilarity are evident from the 
MST . The first is that affinities between groups superimposed on the MST have 
been reconfigured with the urban-coast amalgam being supplanted by one where the 
urban and coastal groups are separated by the nonurban group. This result is not 
surprising because both the urban and coastal groups contain 'peripheral' elements 
which tend towards 'nonurban' character. Great care must be taken when assessing 
group associations from MST's because they rely on the association between only 
two areas, one from each of the transposed groups. As a consequence, group 
configuration is narrowly based by comparison to centroid methods used with most 
classification techniques and subject to the effects of extreme observations or 
individual nuances. The second feature of the MST is that evidence of transition 
between the urban and nonurban groups emerge when single linkages are examined. 
The Namoi-Narrabri and Mudgee-Turon nodes act as foci for areas from both 
groups. This is not surprising because peripheral subgroups have already been 
identified which 'blur' group distinctions but do not, as a glance at Figure 6.6 
shows, devalue the tripartite typology. Recognition of 'blurring' is significant 
because it explains the structure's susceptibility to reconfiguration, noted in this and 
the previous section. The MST has shown that the pattern of interarea differences 
is strong and replicable from the interarea dissimilarity matrix.^^ . 
The base of the tripartite typology is more widely founded than the single 
linkage analysis indicates. It is, in reality, the outcome of extensive networks of 
interarea affinities which can best be illustrated by reference to bonds which 
prioritise linkages according to reflexivity. The extent of these interrelationships. 
^^Class i f icat ion procedures (apar t from nearest and furthest ne ighbour techniques) use more general 
me thods for de te rm in ing the func t iona l relat ionship between groups such as average m i n imum dissimilarit ies 
or in tercentro id distances. Not all M S T interpretat ions are as restrictive. A common feature of M S T s is 
the emergence of nodes which directly interl ink several observat ional units. These nodes ind icate the 
presence of groups or subgroups which can be stereotyped by the node because it is c ommon to all of 
t hem . Un fo r t una te ly , the subgroups ident i f iable from Figure 6.7 are well below the level of resolut ion being 
con t emp l a t ed at the eighteen group level and therefore of m in ima l conceptual value. 
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which are confined to specific groups for most substantive bonds, can be shown by 
reference to the proportion of bonds in different categories'^ The scope of such 
networks is extensive with only 7.4% being of the perfectly reflexive 1-1 type, the 
remainder being 7.0% (1-2), 2.7% (2-2), 36.7% (1-3 + ) and 46.1% (2-3 + ). The large 
proportion of bonds which are of the (1-3 + ) and (2-3+) types shows that strong 
one way links are often not matched reflexively with the effect that three or more 
intermediate areas can be 'pulled" into a more extensive set of affinities. The type 
of networking which results is illustrated by reference to areas from the coastal 
group in Table 6.4. (illustration extended in Appendix K). As can be seen, bonding 
within the coastal group shows an internal cohesiveness which does not rely on 
simple 1-1 reflexive bonds but which are, nevertheless, consistent with group 
composition. These simply show a clearly bounded network which is most 
characteristic of core elements in the group substructure and decays to varying 
degrees where peripheral elements are concerned. Though too extensive for detailed 
reference, it is these networks which are ultimately the source of the tripartite 
typology. 
BOND STRENGTHS 
1-1 1-2 2-2 1-3+ 2-3+ 
Coffs Harbour Shoal haven Great Lakes Copmanhurst 
Port Macquarie Coffs Harbour Tintenbar Great lakes 
0.190 0.199 0.210 0.294 
Eurobodal1 a 
Shoal haven 
0.205 
Great Lakes 
Eurobodana 
0.208 
Tab l e 6-4: Specimen Table Of Bond 
Interconnections From C|j| 
Dissimilarity Matrix. 
The MST provides a further insight into the status of outliers as it is 
concerned with a notion suggested from the space dilating Cjjj-flexible fusion, that 
extreme observations may have affinities with particular groups in the population. 
To examine this proposition more closely extremes in the MST were identified 
' " 'Five categories of bond are recognised from original dissimilarities. These can be interpreted as follows 
(also shown in Chapter 5): 1-1, mutua l nearest neighbours; 1-2, area one's nearest neighbour is area two 
but area one is area two 's second neighbour; 2-2, mutua l second neighbour; 1-3 + , area one's nearest 
neighbour is area two but area one is two's third or more neighbour; and 2-3-I-, area one is area two 's 
second neighbour but area one is two's third or more neighbour. 
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according to degrees of dissirtiilarity from other members of the population. The 
criterion used was that system minima had to satisfy the condition: Cjjj > 0.30. 
Th is was chosen because only a small proj)ortion of areas had global minima which 
exceeded it. Those areas identified in this manner are shown symbolically in Figure 
6.6 and belong, without fail, to the nonconformist group from the Cj„-UPGMA 
classification. This is important because it shows that the classification's outliers 
are extreme in terms of original dissimilarities and not classificatory aberrations. 
More importantly, they are associated with either the urban or nonurban groups, 
the most likely division to arise (considering location and values on the index of 
urbanisation) if they are related to elements of the population in a consistant 
manner. The existence of these affinities in the original dissimilarity matrix 
strengthens the hypothesis that, whilst these areas may be extreme, they relate to 
specific elements of the population instead of being detached from it. 
Care must be taken in advancing this hypothesis because extremes may default 
to individuals within the population as no suitable alternatives exist^^. For 
example, this may be the case where extremes represent latent groups which do not 
have sufficient membership to emerge in this Study. This proposition can be better 
elucidated by reference to interarea dissimilarities where there is a greater flexibility 
for examination of individual affinities. It could be expected that if extremes are 
unrelated to elements within the population that their nearest neighbour patterns 
would be disparate. Alternatively, if links were likely, extremes would consistently 
lin-k to one or other of the coast, urban or nonurban groups. To examine this 
proposition, extremes (conservatively nominated in this case as those belonging to 
the Cjj j-UPGMA nonconformist group and satisfying the Cjjj > 0.30 constraint were 
cross classified with their first three nearest neighbours in Table 6.5^^. With one 
exception (Mullumbimby), the first three nearest neighbours for each extreme 
consistently derive from the same group in the population, identifying all as having 
either urban or nonurban affinities. Mullumbimby is an unusual case and could be 
expected to fit the coastal (see map) or urban (100% score on index of 
urbanisation) elements of the typology, though it has a tendency towards the urban 
' ^ T h e r e being an assumpt ion in the approach to analysis tha t all areas being examined are members of 
the same popu l a t i o n , there is no provis ion for non membersh ip . 
^®The extreme sta tus of these i nd iv idua l s has been re-emphasised by some of the mater ia l emerging from 
app l i ca t i on of m inor s impl i f ica t ion techniques. These are threefold. First ly , mean dissimilarit ies from the 
popu l a t i o n (a r i t hmet i c mean of dissimilari t ies to all other ind iv idua ls ) are usual ly amongst the highest 
recorded. Second ly , the first three nearest neighbours of the outl iers rarely inc lude t ha t area amongst their 
first three nearest ne ighbours . Th i rd l y , bonds to i nd i v i dua l members of the popu la t i on are at best h ighly 
nonref lexive a nd at worst not classified. Re la t ionsh ips to other members of the popu la t ion are therefore 
very weak. The usua l s i tua t ion then is one where the out l ier B pr ior i ty fusions go to other ind iv idua ls or 
groups because l inks are weak and one way. 
AREA NNl NN2 NN3 
Lithgow Goulburn Cootamundra Broken Hill 
Cooma Wagga-Mitchel1 Yass Goulburn 
Bombala Namoi-Narrabri Crookwel1 Tumut 
Mul 1umbimby G1oucester Bel 1i ngen Li smore 
Nymboida Goodradigbee Tamarang Merriwa 
Conargo Illabo Jemalong Tamarang 
Barraba Coonabarabran Ashford Hoi brook 
Jeri1derie Waugoola Jemalong Wakool 
Murrumbidgee Wakool Tamarang Mulwaree 
Nundle Murray Tamarang Boolooroo 
Unincorporated Carrathool Abercrombie Lachlan 
Monaro Lockhart Wakool Carrathool 
Wi ndouran Lockhart Narraburra Jemalong 
Mani11a Wei 1i ngton Balranald Uralla 
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group with two of its neighbours deriving from that source. It does seem from 
these affinities that nonconformist elements of the population could be satisfactorily 
typified as outliers from elements within the population and that, if they belong to 
latent groups (with insufficient mass to form), these may have similar affiliations. 
In this diagnostic review of the C,jj-UPGMA classification, global and pairwise 
techniques have been combined. The global view of original dissimilarities obtained 
through development of an MST has indicated a high level of support for the 
tripartite typology which is most clearly revealed by the Cjjj-UPGMA classification. 
The pairwise BOND routine was used to expand on the source of this strength by 
illustrating the kinds of networks which support the tripartite typology showing that 
localised labour area associations are in many cases broadly based. The MST 
proved useful in corroborating an earlier notion that outliers may have affiliations 
with groups in the population. Added support for this proposition was found from 
a review of selected nearest neighbours which showed consistent links to specific 
groups. This examination of individual dissimilarities has reaffirmed the tripartite 
typology as an adequate index for the nature of interarea differences and has added 
valuable depth to understanding. 
6.4 O r d i n a t i o n and Localised Labour Area Differentials 
Classification has provided a powerful insight into the previously unexplored 
structure of labour exchange differences where nature has been introduced to the 
specification of areal form. Refinement of these insights can be achieved by 
reconstructing impressions of form in more conventional terms which simplify 
relative differences between areas. Ordination of dissimilarities provides one method 
of attaining this goal. The characteristics of ordination are two fold. Firstly, it 
reverses the primary contention of classification that there are meaningful 
discontinuities in the distribution to be analysed and assumes meaningful 
continuities. Secondly, it attempts to separate these and dispose variation to a 
series of independent continua representing higher levels of dimensionality than for 
originals. The first characteristic is important because it constitutes a radically 
different technical approach to investigation of areal differences and offers the scope 
for a further affirmation of structure. It is not unusual for an ordination to 
highlight facets of form undetectable from classification because of difference in 
rationale. The second is conceptually important because the continua, axes or 
gradients identified, can refiect intelligible themes of differentiation which represent 
key features of structure. These are of critical interpretative importance because 
they provide a highly refined view of areal differentiation. 
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Principal Coord ina te Analysis ( P C O ) was selected and applied to this task. 
T h e initial problem encountered in using any of the principle axes ordinat ion 
techniques is selection of the appropr ia te axes to represent interindividual differences 
mos t effectively. Pielou (1977,338) s la tes t h a t such decisions are largely subjective 
and reflect the need to choose between demands for simplicity and precision. 
Responses to the problem vary, some being made in accordance with significance 
tes t s , o thers moni tor ing propor t ions of the variance explained in search of na tura l 
' cu t o f f points and yet more accepting cri teria related to cumulat ive percentage of 
the var iance explained. The stance adopted here was to inspect the dis tr ibut ion of 
observat ional uni ts on individual axes and combinat ions of axes until the most 
effective representa t ion of differences was achieved. This labourious method was 
adop ted because it is the information represented by the axes which is critical. 
F r o m this inspection, the first three axes (I,II,III) offered the greatest in te rpre ta t ive 
promise . Axes I and II were of most value because they concisely represented 
e lements of in terarea different iat ion, III being included for use with three 
dimensional s ca t t e rg rams which give scope for a more comprehensive examinat ion of 
in te ra rea differences^^. F r o m classification results and association with ' sho r thand ' 
a t t r i b u t e s , the first axis was found to represent u rban-nonurban differences (from 
Tab le 6.2) bu t with the coast group indist inguishable as a separate ent i ty . By 
similar means , the second axis was found to separa te coastal f rom noncoastal areas 
(Figure 6.2) but wi th loss of the u rban-nonurban dist inct ion. While each is 
individually inadequate , they have an obvious potent ia l when combined to effectively 
represent the major e lements of s t ruc ture . 
Combina t ion of these two axes is shown in Figure 6.7 where it has been 
represented in two par t s . The first incorporates group symbols from the t r ipa r t i t e 
typology with place names and the second overlays the full set of MST links on the 
symbol p a t t e r n . The former is designed to enable assessment of congruence between 
the C j j j - U P G M A classification and ordinat ion ou tpu t s , faci l i tat ing the identif ication 
of g rad ien t s (meaningful dis tr ibut ion of places on axes of variat ion) by using a 
powerful summary of differences. The la t ter overlays M S T links'® between areas 
' ^ T h e s e w e r e s e l e c t e d w i t h t h e k n o w l e d g e t h a t c u m u l a t i v e p e r c e n t a g e of v a r i a n c e e x p l a i n e d w o u l d b e 
s m a l l ( t o t a l ' 1 5 . 5 % ; 1 = 7 .4% 11 = 3 . 1 % 111 = 3 . 0 % ) . T h i s is n o t s u r p r i s i n g in soc ia l a n a l y s e s s u c h as t h i s 
b e c a u s e of t h e l a r g e n u m b e r of l a t e n t v e c t o r s w h i c h c a n be e x t r a c t e d f r o m m a t r i c e s of s u c h s ize a n d t h e 
i n h e r e n t c o m p l e x i t y of soc ia l d a t a . U s e f u l n e s s d o e s n o t d e p e n d on e x p l a i n e d v a r i a t i o n w h i c h m a y b e of 
l i t t l e c o n c e p t u a l m e r i t , b u t i n f o r m a t i o n c o n t e n t . G o o d e m p i r i c a l r e s u l t s c a n be o b t a i n e d in t a x o n o m i c 
s t u d i e s w i t h u s e of r e l a t i v e l y f ew , t h o u g h c a r e f u l l y c h o s e n p r i n c i p l e a x e s . T h o s e a x e s n o t u sed d e a l w i t h 
l e s se r f a c e t s of d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n w h i c h e l u c i d a t e e l e m e n t s of t h e s u b g r o u p s t r u c t u r e . 
' ® O n l y M S T l i n k s a r e u s e d , d i f f e r e n c e s a r e t h o s e on t h e p r i n c i p a l a x e s w h i c h h a v e b e e n a d o p t e d , n o t 
l ink l e n g t h s . 
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and provides a contrast with tlie ordination representation. This is useful in 
identifying distortions and assessing consistency of representation on selected axes by 
reference to original dissimilarities. 
The three main elements of the tripartite typology are clearly segregated by 
combination of the first two axes (see symbol patterns in Figure 6.7(a)) . Elements 
of the substructure are also discernable, i.e. the core elements which highlight the 
content of each group, their less specifiable peripheries and the urban-nonurban 
distinction between coastal areas. The clarity of this segregation is such that at 
the main group level the plot plane can be partitioned without difficulty so that 
closed boundaries incorporate complete groups in mutually exclusive sets (Figure 
6 .7 (b ) ) . The only exceptions come from the original nonconformist group. This 
does not compromise the ordination's utility since one of its purposes is to simplify, 
the outlier distribution being perfectly consistent with expectations from the earlier 
affinities argument. 
The clarity of this simplified representation can be seen from superimposition 
of M S T links on the ordination plot (as a substitute for absent lower axes) because 
the majority of links are contained within the overlain group boundaries. Below the 
main group level, there is evidence that acceptance of this simplification results in 
distortion of individual dissimilarities as many M S T linkages by-pass areas portrayed 
as being nearer in the coordinate space. This illustrates the limitations of the P C O 
simplification and suggests which elements constitute the greatest departure from 
original perspectives on structure. The clarity of the bivariate representation was 
again emphasised when a third dimension was introduced and three dimensional 
plotting routines were used to represent the resultant pattern^^. While the third 
dimension contributed little to conceptual refinement the facility to plot in three 
dimensions was extremely useful as it provided a capacity to examine the point 
pattern from different physical viewpoints. Manipulations of this kind permitted the 
distribution to be searched more thoroughly. The result (see Appendix L) is 
refinements which represent features of the structure more powerfully but all of 
these are essentially present in bivariate plots (so the simpler representation was 
retained). These diverse sources reaffirm congruence between the classification and 
^^There are few graph i cs rout ines c a p a b l e of s imulat ing the pro jec t ion of three d imensional scatter plots 
in a t w o d i m e n s i o n a l space . T w o rout ines have been used in this S tudy , the first, a heavi ly modi f ied 
vers ion of G a l l a n t s ( 1 9 7 6 ) ' 3 - D with P e r s p e c t i v e ' routine (marketed through T e k t r o n i x ) and the se cond , a 
m o r e soph i s t i ca ted rout ine , referred to here as P R E S P L O T and written especial ly for this S tudy by 
G . P r e s t o n of the A N U C o m p u t e r Services Centre . Al l 3 - D o u t p u t presented is f rom P R E S P L O T . 
P R E S P L O T has a n u m b e r of a d v a n t a g e s in that : the 3 - D cluster of po ints can be ' o r b i t e d ' and c o n t i n u o u s 
v i e w s presented ; the c lusters can be invest igated f rom with in , i.e. views need not be external ; and it 
i n c l u d e s an angular t r a n s f o r m a t i o n so that the broadest t w o d imensional face of symbo l s representing each 
p o i n t are presented for v i ew. P R E S P L O T has not yet been released as d e v e l o p m e n t for o ther app l i cat ions 
is i n c o m p l e t e . 
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F i g u r e 6-7: Ordination Plots of 
Principal Axes I and II Showing 
(a) Area Labels, Group Membership and 
(b) MST Relationships. 
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ordination results even though both procedures are sensitive to different features of 
the structure. 
Having re-established the tripartite typology according to its fundamentals, this 
view of interarea differentiation proposes four key features of the configuration in 
what is perhaps their simplest format. These rely on classification of group 
definition which is described by either zones of transition, where group peripheries 
overlap when axes are interpreted literally (as opposed to specification by imposition 
of conceptualised group boundaries), or absolute distinction, where there is no 
transition^". The latter is easily recognised from Figure 6.7, the former being 
defined, in the broad sense, by value ranges occupied by members of two or more 
groups with the limits being defined according to extremities reached by members of 
opposing groups. Two zones of transition and one of absolute distinction are 
apparent. The resulting impression of configuration is as follows: 
i) the coast and urban groups are absolutely distinct with no transition 
zone between them indicating minimal peripheral interaction; 
ii) the coastal and nonurban groups share a small zone of transition, 
suggesting that the nonurban component of the coastal group is capable 
of forging a link with the main nonurban group; 
iii) the urban and nonurban groups share a larger zone of transition due to 
the nature of some urban and nonurban areas, e.g. those containing small 
urban centres, indicating a stronger peripheral interaction on the main 
axes of differentiation than for either of the other two comparisons; 
iv) the distribution of coastal areas parallels that of the urban-nonurban 
distribution with least distinction at the nonurban extreme and most at 
the urban, suggesting pervasiveness of an urban-nonurban distinction. 
Collectively, these features constitute a hypothesis as to the form of interarea 
differences according to dimensions of variation. They are, at the most rudimentary 
level, associated with the axes produced by ordination. However, interpretation can 
be far more difficult where non linearities exist because axes are functionally related 
(see literature referenced earlier) and not individually interpretable. These problems 
do not seem to be important here as simple tests of extremes, by reference to core 
groups of the classification (as in Figure 6.7(a)) and 'shorthand' information, 
indicate existence discernable conceptual gradients. 
From this, it is possible to generate a highly stylised model of interarea 
90 
Expansive as this delimitation is, only small proportions of the population are taxonomically 
indeterminant and this falls even further when less expansive definitions are used. For example, midpoints 
were defined in Figure 6.8(a) as partit ioning equal numbers of overlapping from elements alternative groups 
so that there is an indication of tendencies towards membership of groups other than those suggested by 
the tripartite typology. This reveals only six transitory elements, four across the urban-nonurban 
distinction and two across the coast-noncoast distinction. 
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differentiation which embraces only the fundamental elements of form. This model 
of differentiation is a direct extension of the MST overlay on the PCO plot and 
identifies the major elements of interarea variation which are represented as a 
conceptual composite of the two axes identified^' . The result is simultaneous 
portrayal of urban-nonurban and coast-noncoast differences on integrated continua 
(Figure 6.8), emphasising differences of degree which in turn become differences of 
kind. That is, at any point on the continua, differences are comparatively minor 
and can be seen as shifts of degree between areas such as more urban or less 
nonurban. When the continua are considered as a whole, they reflect differences of 
kind such as that between urban and nonurban types of place. The classification 
constitutes an empirical simplification of this proposition emphasising qualitative 
differences of kind with an empirical allocation of transitory elements to preferred 
groups. Where there is an absolute distinction, as between urban and coastal areas 
with urban tendencies, there is no reason to assume that groups might not expand 
to engulf differences as other areas are introduced to such analyses. The stylised 
representation of interarea differences provides a basis for reconciling empirical 
observation with conceptual possibility without tedious reference to extraneous detail. 
+ 1 
URBAN 
urban n 
COAST 
rural -
NON COAST 
^-.TT 
NONURBAN 
- T 
Note: A similar gradient can be detected from the gower dissimilarity matrix which was also 
subjected to a PCO 
Figure 6-8 : Stylised Conceptual Gradient of Interarea 
Differences. 
^ ' c o n c e p t u a l gradients of this type are difficult to identify if ordination is beset by nonlinearities 
resulting in functionally related axes which are not individually interpretable. A s pointed out above, this 
does not appear to be a problem here, their combination being for purely conceptual purposes. 
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6 . 5 A r e a l F o r m as a C o n c e p t u a l I n d e x of N a t u r e in Di fTerent ia t ion 
Isolation of spatial form const i tutes one empirical synthesis of place in labour 
exchange. Spatial form, as identified in this instance, elucidates the s ta tes of place 
which result f rom incorporation of na ture into differentiat ion. The most immediate 
task is to ar t iculate the s ta tes of place in a high level manner to show their role in 
labour exchange. Substant ia l resources have been devoted to the specification of 
areal form and translat ion of pat tern into propositions suggestive of s t ructure . A 
two par t question arises as a logical extension of this analysis if it is not to be 
just if ied for its own sake'^. The first asks what is revealed about the na ture of 
areal differences and the second, what is the significance of form specification where 
na tu re has been introduced? The notion of s t ructure assumes areal differences are 
not ad hoc and tha t they derive from spatial differences in socio-economic processes 
associated with place. As a consequence, spatial form is an index of na ture in 
different iat ion for outcomes which result from these processes. The significance of 
such an index is tha t , where identifiable, it offers a higher degree of generality than 
obta inable through analyses of extent in differentiation. In addressing this question, 
the task is to produce a synthesis indicating the source of widely based areal 
differences and demonst ra te the significance of findings. 
Higher level synthesis is not difficult because the elements of form, which 
result f rom incorporation of na ture into differentiation, are surprisingly recognisable 
given the complexity of source in highly disaggregated spatio social observation. 
The t r ipar t i te typology bears the unmistakable signature of popularly perceived 
differences in regional economic s t ructure (most familiar to set t lement geographers) 
with its urban-nonurban and coast-noncoast differences, suggesting a conceptual 
integrat ion of the typology's elements. These themes, or elements of them, are 
recurrent in several works on the subject, just as the typology has been recurrent 
f rom different analytical perspectives. The urban-nonurban element of the typology 
is firmly ensconsed in Austral ian and overseas set t lement theory (Jefferson,1939; 
Ziph,1949; Losch,1952; Christaller,1966; Lloyd and Dicken,1972). Aspects of the 
Aust ra l ian urban-nonurban s t ructure have been empirically examined in numerous 
studies, the cruder type concentrat ing on population size differences (Scott,1964; 
Rose,1966; Bourne,1975; Cloher,1975; Lonsdale and Holmes,1981) with more 
sophist icated studies examining differences in function (King,1954; Daly and 
Brown,1964; Ryan,1965; Smith,1965(a);(b); Linge, Rimmer and Lance,1976; Australia-
Depa r tmen t of Home Affairs and Environment,1983; Sorenson and Weinand,1983). 
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T h i s is not an inval id e x p l o r a t o r y ob jec t ive because the pu rpose is to search o b s e r v a t i o n s which are 
p o t e n t i a l l y , b u t poor ly , u n d e r s t o o d . 
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Whi lst only two categories, 'urban like' and 'nonurban like', have been suggested 
here this is to be expected given Rose's (1967,149) view that elements of the 
Austral ian urban system are not highly specialised, with "a tendency for all 
functions to be reasonably well represented". Presumably those which do not satisfy 
this view are peripheral to any categorisation or fall into nonconformist groups. 
The major objection to these studies is they fail to recognise other important 
distinctions, in this case one inherent to the Australian situation, i.e. coast-noncoast. 
This is less frequently recognised but has been empirically identified by Rowland 
(1975,65) using a crude population density model and proposed conceptually in 
regional development literature as an adjunct to core-periphery models where it is 
shown as an extension of extractive relationships (Vance,1970; Weinai.d,1972; 
Rimmer,1975). Incomplete as each of these treatments may be, they sustain the 
general proposition that labour exchange corresponds very strongly to conceptual and 
empirical settlement models. 
Were this analysis an investigation of conventional differences in areal 
function^^ through industry or occupational mix, this finding would not be surprising 
because activity differences due to function could be expected as a manifestation of 
settlement characteristics. However, since this data set has not been structured to 
elicit such a result, it can only be concluded that these aspects of differentiation are 
so strong as to permeate the form of diverse outcomes from the labour exchange 
process. From this it can be proposed that classification and ordination articulate 
an unexpected activity gradient of unprecedented generality as the underlying source 
of labour exchange differentiation. 
As form is not a simple function of industry/occupational mix, the concept of 
activity responsible for labour exchange differences must be generalised if prescriptive 
deficiences are to be eliminated in future research. This can be done by considering 
five issues in two groups on the theme of spatial differences in human activity. 
The first three concern the fundamentals of activity: 
i) Wha t people do. 
ii) How they do it. 
iii) Why they do it. 
The final two relate activity to location: 
2*3 
These types of analysis have a strong basis in labour exchange and could have been adopted as an 
alternative but they are narrowly conceived, have predictable results and have been executed extensively in 
Austra l ia and overseas. As a result, they provide a poor subject for exploration. 
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iv) Where the act ivi ty is being carried out . 
iiv) Why is it being carried out at those locations 
T h e concept of act ivi ty derives from the subject m a t t e r of these issues which, 
in t u r n , t a rge t : the objectives of action; the way objectives are achieved; the 
mo t iva t ions for achievement; the place where act ions are taken; and the 
charac ter i s t ics of place which enable act ivi ty of varying kinds. From this, act ivi ty 
can be ten ta t ive ly defined as: 
T h e effor ts of people to achieve pr ivate and social objectives by available 
means , the a t t a i n m e n t of which involves reconciliation of a l ternat ives as 
cons t ra ined by resource endowments and governed by aspirat ions, 
c o m m i t ^ n e n t s and ethical considerations. 
T h e ramif ica t ions of activity different iat ion between areas have scope to be far 
more complex t han suggested by analyses of elemental se t t lement funct ion, 
embrac ing not only the tangibles of indus t ry /occupa t iona l mix approaches but also 
intangibles , such as aspira t ions and ethical considerations. The full extent of 
act iv i ty influences can only be established by continued exploration of diverse d a t a 
sets. 
Theory , concept and empirical analyses have proven more useful in retrospect 
t han in es tab l i shment of this Study. There was little, at the outset , to indicate an 
affi l iat ion between detailed labour exchange differences and general findings f rom 
se t t l ement related research. Research has, therefore, been inductive and search 
or iented. Were more conventional approaches to analysis adopted , it is likely t h a t 
th is finding would have gone unobserved as preoccupation with detail would have 
mi t iga ted agains t high level generalisation. It remains, however, to establish 
whe ther this finding is significant and if so, why? 
Significance can be established in accordance with two criteria. The first is 
conceptual generali ty of findings. In short , this refers to breadth of applicabili ty 
which, in this case, has been markedly increased by introduct ion of na ture into 
d i f ferent ia t ion . The resulting impression of areal form has encapsulated diverse 
sources of var ia t ion and summarised them in a highly simplified way. The readily 
in te rpre tab le charac ter of areal difference is analytically impor tan t because form has 
become a ^shor thand ' index of na tu re in different iat ion. Unlike the analysis of areal 
unemploymen t differences, where findings were restricted to one dimension and 
gained mer i t by association with performance assessment, analysis of na tu re in 
d i f ferent ia t ion has a far wider ambi t so it is possible to hypothesise more general 
sources of d i f ferent ia t ion . This has been done and removes the restrictions inherent 
in d a t a intensive analyses. 
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The second source of significance is a direct outcome of this because, contrary 
to earlier expectations, the analysis has important policy ramifications. 
Correspondence of widely based labour exchange differences with areal activity 
dramatically simplifies a complex problem and integrates these considerations into a 
wider research frame (Jeffrey and Webb, 1972,159). This contrasts sharply with 
original concerns that no intelligible pattern of differences would be identifiable 
because of idiosyncratic labour exchange differences and exceeds any expectation of 
interpretability. The policy relevance of this is that it provides a context, based on 
'natural' or popularly perceived differences, which can be used as a reference point 
to integrate programmes or, as an initial guide for implementation where necessary 
information sources are underdeveloped. This is important because, until now, there 
has been little to suggest the existence of such an organisational structure for labour 
exchange. 
Form has proven a powerful index of nature in areal differentiation through 
what can be loosely termed the 'settlement surrogate'. It simplifies an extremely 
complex problem by identification of general dimensions which have important 
ramifications for labour exchange analysis and policy formulation. These findings 
have resulted largely from the inductive character of this analysis which is not 
constrained by the tenets of a priori theories derived from informal observation. 
These have a penchant for premature simplification which pre-empts alternatives 
before they have been adequately considered. It is likely that the generality of 
labour exchange differences would go unrecognised in narrower analyses, perpetuating 
an already secular research trend. By contrast, there is strong evidence to suggest 
a relationship between areal labour exchange differences and more general 
characteristics of the space economy, indicating a need to break with idiosyncratic 
treatments in spatial analysis. 
6.6 Conclusion 
This analysis has sought to determine whether intelligible interarea differences 
can be identified from extensively specified labour exchange outcomes and, if so, 
what they indicate about the previously unexplored nature of labour exchange 
differentiation. A great deal of effort has gone into pattern manipulation to develop 
familiarity, assess consistency and dispel views that one pattern is in some way 
definitive. Empirical manipulation of this pattern involved the introduction of 
alternative patterns to that preferred by use of different dissimilarity/classification 
combinations, redefinition of the data set, diagnostic examination using global and 
pairwise techniques and finally, application of ordination as an alternative to 
classification. 
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A very clear and empirically consistenl structure was identified which, in its 
simplest form, embodied three principal groups with a nonconformist group of 
outliers appended. The 'shorthand' method of interpretation established that at the 
highest level of generalisation these groups represented a 'natural' distinction 
between coastal, urban and nonurban communities. These group content hypotheses 
were intergrated at a higher level to constitute a tripartite typology of interarea 
differences which embraced both regional and urban hierarchic themes, synthesising 
general structure of labour exchange in the space economy. 
Ordination isolated the fundamentals of interarea differentiation with these 
themes recurring in a format which enabled the formulation of a simplified model 
suggesting a conceptually integrated gradient of areal differentiation. This model 
acted as a focus for higher level synthesis, leaving little doubt that the main 
elements of labour exchange differentiation corresponded in form to key elements of 
the space economy, embracing such diverse factors as location, population size, 
expansiveness of areas, local government status and, more generally, critical elements 
of the space economy. Fundamental distinctions of place in labour exchange have 
been described as reflecting an activity gradient which incorporates all of these lower 
level factors. As a tentative summary of place in labour exchange, this gradient 
documents the crucial geographic variable with marked qualitative differences for 
nonmetropolitan N.S.W. The different states of this place variable are of 
empirically unsuspected and unprecedented generality because of the overt concern in 
social studies with detailed labour exchange attributes from widely ranging 
dimensions in the first instance and the paucity of similar exploratory work in the 
second. It is this generality which indicates emergence of a very powerful synthesis 
with an exceedingly complex problem which is otherwise obscured in data intensive 
analyses of extent in differentiation. 
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a . Employment Change 
b. Quant i t y of Work 
c . Fam M y I ncome 
d. Unemployment 
e . Labour F o r c e P a r t i c i p a t i o n Change 
f . Mi g r a t 1 on 
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Figure J-1: Employment Change 
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F i g u r e J - 2 : Quantity of Work 
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F i g u r e J-3: Family Income 
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F i g u r e J-4: Unemployment 
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F i g u r e J-5: Labour Force Participation Change 
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Figure J -6 : Migration 
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APPENDIX K 
Tab l e K-1: Illustration of Interaction Within 
the Coastal Group for Specimen Areas Using 
Nearest Neighbour Patterns. 
AREA NN1 NN2 NN3 
C o f f s H a r b o u r 
P o r t M a c q u a r i e 
Shoo I h a v e n 
E u r o b o d a I I a 
G r e a t L o k e s 
Mann i ng 
Copmanhu r s t 
P o r t M a c q u a r i e 
C o f f s H a r b o u r 
C o f f s H a r b o u r 
S h o a I h a v e n 
Eu r o b o d a I I a 
G r e a t L a k e s 
Be I I i ngen 
Shoo I h a v e n 
BaI I i na 
Eu r o b o d a I I a 
G r e a t Lakes 
T i n t e n b a r 
Tweed 
G r e a t L a k e s 
Tweed 
E u r o b o d a I I a 
G r e a t L a k e s 
C o f f s H a r b o u r 
Mann i ng 
C o p m o n h u r s t 
Nambucca 
2-17 
er 
A P P E N D I X L 
T H R E E D I M E N S I O N A L P C O P L O T S 
R o u t i n e s for s i m u l a t i n g t h r e e d imens ions in two , were developed so t h a t high 
level p lo t s could be reviewed and g rea te r f lexibil i ty i n t roduced in to inspect ion 
p rocedures . Inclusion of t he th i rd d imens ion added l i t t le t o t he t w o d imens iona l 
p a t t e r n s in t h i s case because the th i rd pr incipal axis was no t cr i t ical to exposure of 
t h e t r i p a r t i t e s t r u c t u r e ' s ma in fea tu res . As a resu l t , t he s impler , t w o d imensional 
r e p r e s e n t a t i o n was r e t a ined , b u t th is s i t ua t ion need not prevai l wi th o ther d a t a sets 
so t h a t t h r e e d imens iona l p lo t t i ng is an i m p o r t a n t a d j u n c t t o exp lora t ion . T h r e e 
d imens iona l r e p r e s e n t a t i o n was not super f luous , however , as it served to h ighl ight 
specif ic f e a t u r e s of t he d i s t r i bu t i on being examined , t hough s o m e t i m e s a t the cost of 
o t h e r s . H igh l igh t ing by m a n i p u l a t i o n of v i e w p o i n t ' serves to re inforce impress ions of 
t h e d i s t r i b u t i o n ' s fo rm a n d , for th is reason, th ree plot se ts have been chosen and 
a r e p resen ted below. P r e s e n t a t i o n resul ts in a n u m b e r of problems^ and requires 
t h e use of ove r l ays because unsealed t i t les d i s to r t dep th percep t ion . M S T ' s were 
also over la in to fac i l i t a te i n t e r p r e t a t i o n , these being d r a w n in t w o d imens ions and 
a u t o m a t i c a l l y r eo r i en t a t ed in accordance with d i f fe rent v iewpoin ts . 
T h e t h r e e i l lu s t r a t ions a re shown in F igures L. l t o L.3 and highl ight the 
fo l lowing f ea tu re s : 
L.l - C o a s t as d i s t i n c t from u r b a n - n o n u r b o n a m a l g a m ; 
L.2 - U r b a n - n o n u r b a n d i s t i n c t i o n r e g a r d l e s s of 
c o a s t a l s t a t u s ; 
L.3 - Full t r i p a r t i t e s t r u c t u r e ; 
^ C o m p l e x g r a p h i c a l t r a n s f o r m a t i o n s a r e poss ib l e so t h a t , fo r e x a m p l e , it is e v e n f eas ib l e t o o b s e r v e t h e 
p o i n t p a t t e r n a s it w o u l d a p p e a r f r o m o n e a r e a . W h i l e t h i s w o u l d be of r e l e v a n c e were t h i s r e s e a r c h b e i n g 
d o n e fo r a p a r t i c u l a r local g o v e r n m e n t i n t e r e s t e d in i t s p o s i t i o n r e l a t i v e t o o t h e r s , t h i s fac i l i ty p r o d u c e s 
v i e w s w h i c h a r e i n s u f f i c i e n t l y g e n e r a l fo r t h i s S t u d y b u t it doe s se rve t o i l l u s t r a t e t h e p o w e r of t h e r o u t i n e . 
P R E S P L O T ' s o r b i t a l f u n c t i o n a u t o m a t e s t h e p r o c e d u r e for s e l e c t i n g v i e w p o i n t s by se l ec t ing ' c o u r s e s ' 
w h i c h s h i f t t h e v i e w p o i n t in a p r e d e t e r m i n e d m a n n e r . S n a p - s h o t v iews of t h e p o i n t p a t t e r n c a n t h e n b e 
p r o d u c e d in r a p i d s e q u e n c e s so t h a t o n l y t h e bes t need be r e t a i n e d . 
2 
S q u a r e s w e r e u s e d as o p p o s e d t o c i rc les or c u b e s b e c a u s e of t h e i n o r d i n a t e l y l a rge n u m b e r of 
c a l c u l a t i o n s r e q u i r e d w i t h t h e f o r m e r a n d t h e p lo t c l u t t e r i n g w h i c h w a s p r o d u c e d by t h e a d d i t i o n a l l ines 
n e e d e d t o r e p r e s e n t t h e l a t t e r . 
H i d d e n l ine r e m o v a l h a s t h e d i s a d v a n t a g e of e l i m i n a t i n g s y m b o l s of a r e a s w h i c h fall i n t o t h e b a c k g r o u n d 
a s t h e y a r e s h i e l d e d f r o m view by s y m b o l s c lose r t o t h e v i e w p o r t . 
Figure L-1: 
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C H A P T E R 7 
P L A C E IN L A B O U R E X C H A N G E - A N I N T E G R A T E D 
E M P I R I C A L M O D E L 
Poor integrat ion of place into social process has resulted in spatial analysis 
being assigned the s t a tus of an addendunn to serious social research. Consequently 
it is often of only casual interest , appearing ad hoc and inessential. The problem of 
place in social process has, thus far, only been addressed by those with a penchant 
for grand theory. These a rguments have minimal foundation in empirical 
observation and it is doubtful as to whether they const i tute theory in its logical 
sense. Such problems can be addressed by expanding on the ' shor thand ' t r ea tment 
of place in labour exchange. This can be done by searching for evidence of critical 
regularit ies in a t t r i bu t e affinities with spatial s t ruc ture which are indicative of 
association with social process. 
Though the shor thand t rea tment has proven extremely useful, because it has 
mainta ined an emphasis on place, it can be criticised on two grounds. These arise 
f rom its reliance on extrinsic a t t r ibu tes of place and subsequent ignorance of 
intr insic a t t r ibu tes which result directly from the element of social process under 
s tudy , i.e. labour exchange. First , associations of place with social process are 
extremely broad as highly qual i tat ive a t t r ibu tes are used. Whilst these may be 
intelligible and, therefore, suggestive of s t ructure , this may not be t rue of the 
extensive array of intrinsic a t t r ibutes , raising doubts as to the meaningfulness of 
' s t ruc tu re ' . Second, this method artificially distinguishes between place and social 
process to emphasise the former. Social process is therefore t reated as an analytical 
convenience in the identification of placed These problems combine to impair 
specification of an integrated model relating place to social process since there is an 
analyt ical disjunction between conceptions of place and immediate sources of 
observat ion in outcomes from social process. These must be associated with spatial 
s t ruc tu re if such a model is to be developed from an empirical basis. 
Extension of the shor thand t r ea tmen t is very complex since the number of 
^ T h i s is of n o less c o n s e q u e n c e t h a n t h e wide ly e n c o u n t e r e d a l t e r n a t i v e w h e r e p l a c e is used as a n 
a n a l y t i c a l c o n v e n i e n c e for d i s a g g r e g a t i o n of socia l p roces s . T h e on ly d i f f e r e n c e is t h a t it r eve r se s t h i s 
t e n d e n c y by u s i n g soc ia l p r o c e s s t o d i s t i n g u i s h p lace . 
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attr ibutes involved is so large that consideration of outcomes from social process 
may overshadow those of place. This cannot be allowed, in what is essentially a 
spatial analysis , if emphasis on the role of place in labour exchange is to be 
maintained. This problem can be overcome by taking the structure of place, 
previously identified as the tripartite typology, and using it to document regularity 
in outcomes from social process. Identification of such regularities involves collective 
examination of attribute associations with this particular distinction of place. 
Though it is known associations of this type are collectively responsible for what 
has been observed and digested using the shorthand method, it is not known which 
attr ibutes have influence nor whether they have collective themes. The empirical 
task is therefore to search for conceptually meaningful themes amongst regularities 
in association. 
The terms association and regularity are used advisedly in this Study. In the 
first case, care must be taken in ascribing causality to attributes which are highly 
associated with spatial structure since pervasive elements of place may in turn be 
responsible for attribute states in localised social process. There is ample evidence 
from the 'shorthand' perspective that this may be the case. Given this, illusory 
gains from statements of naive causality should be avoided and association used as 
a method of exploration to generate plausible hypotheses with potentially far greater 
ramifications. Here this will take the form of a model which fits place and process 
and in doing so reduces the ad hoc character of spatial analyses by integrating it 
with social process. Developments of this type are necessary if spatial analyses are 
to be established as elemental to social process. 
In the case of regularity identification, caution must be exercised if attribute 
combinations are not to be ascribed simplistic meanings. Regularity is identifiable 
in two stages: the first being numerical, which refers to concentrations of 
association indices within defined ranges; and the second, conceptual, which seeks 
social meaning in numerical regularity. Numerical regularity is obviously a 
prerequisite for conceptual regularity but is of negligible value where the latter is 
not discernable. Numerical regularities may indicate existence of either coincident or 
divergent influences amongst attributes. Coincident regularities include all attribute 
effects which are highly associated with identified spatial structure because their 
individual distributions coincide with that of the dominant spatial structure. 
Attr ibutes which are poorly associated with this structure are divergent because it 
can be reasonably proposed that they would reveal different spatial patterns. 
Whilst the nature of conceptual regularities cannot be speculated upon from 
what is known, four limiting cases can be envisaged upon the assumption that 
numerical regularities can be identified: 
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i) coincident influences concentrated within a small proportion of dimensions 
but conceptually unintelligible; 
ii) as above but conceptually intelligible; 
iii) coincident influences spread across a large proportion of dimensions but 
conceptually unintelligible; 
iv) as above but conceptually intelligible. 
O f these, only the fourtli is capable of sustaining the level of hypothesis generation 
necessary for development of a broad spectrum model of place in labour exchange. 
This type of result is necessary since spatial structure must have a demonstrable 
intrinsic generality if it is to be widely applicable in labour exchange. 
7.1 Pa t terns of A t t r i bu te Af i in i ty w i th Spat ia l Structure 
The ensuing argument can be construed in several ways. A two part 
exposition has been chosen for clarity, the first seeking attribute associations with 
spatial structure and the second attempting a synthesis resulting in an integral 
model of place in labour exchange. The first part uses Cramer contribution 
coefficients (S.) to examine multiplace associations, derived from a streamlined 
version of the tripartite typology, which excludes outliers to emphasise differences 
between major groups^. Cramer coefficients are organised and reorganised within 
Bertin's (1981) reorderable matrix framework. This involves physical manipulation 
of complex contingencies in search of 'like' elements embedded in the initial matrix 
which are representative of thematic differences or conceptual axes. This has been 
done here by taking the initial matrix of attr ibute associations for the tripartite 
typology, ordered by magnitude of contribution scores, reorganised by dimensions 
and then partitioned according to major dimensional themes. These are qualified 
where necessary by noting lesser themes within those identified. Whilst these may 
appear extraneous their exclusion would result in simplistic treatment of thematic 
hypotheses which is unjustifiable in exploratory research. Superimposition of 
dimensional categories on the initial representation of scores is necessary due to the 
impracticality of relating highly disaggregate attributes from conceptually disparate 
dimensions. The second part is largely self explanatory. It commences with an 
a t tempt to relate dimensional themes of differentiation which leads to far reaching 
hypotheses concerning place and social process. 
^A great deal of work was done wi th the Cramer coefficient to establish its empir ical properties using a 
large n u m b e r of ac tua l and s imula ted d is t r ibut ions . It was found , in this instance, tha t con t r i bu t i on 
pa t t e rns were s imi lar between or ig inal and modif ied d is t r ibu t ions bu t tha t scores for the latter were higher. 
I n t e rp re t a t i on is therefore relat ive between extremes of 0.0 and 1.0, being d is t r ibut ion dependent . This was 
found to hold in a var iety of s imula t ions . A n impo r t a n t technical f ind ing of this work was t ha t 
classif icatory s ignatures could be identi f ied from regression residuals of ordered coefficients. Th is concept 
has great po ten t i a l in t axonomic work as it provides a basis for d i f ferent iat ion of classifications. 
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Each dimension of area) variation used in this Study has the potential to 
attain high levels of interpretative significance if it is assumed that labour exchange 
processes have highly spatial manifestations due to associations with place. This 
assumption is of fundamental interest because it is paramount to all considerations 
of place in social process. If a case for acceptance of this assumption cannot be 
established empirically there is no point in model development and the grand theory 
of recent times must be abandoned as there is no reason to believe place has a 
meaningful role in social process. The results of this first stage analysis are 
therefore important not only to the second stage of model development but more 
generally in spatial research. 
In adopting Berlin's (op.cit.) reorderable matrix framework the initial 
exposition of attributes ordered solely by S. scores has been dispensed with since it 
proved to be of little analytical value, combining conceptually disparate attributes 
into indecipherable combinations. These were reordered by superimposition of a 
dimensional framework on attributes which produced a cross classification by 
magnitude of (S) scores and original dimensions. The objective of this manipulation 
is to reorder attributes into a simpler format where dimensional themes may be 
discernable. This dimensional mode of interpretation is similar to that used with 
principle axes methods of ordination. The main difference is that axes are 
predefined and identified conceptually rather than technically. Contribution 
coefficients serve a similar role to axis loadings except they indicate multigroup 
discrimination for a given spatial structure as opposed to positive or negative 
correlation with axes responsible for spatial differentiation. The obvious advantage 
of Berlin's method is that technical assumptions are reduced to a minimum^. 
This matrix will, for practical purposes, be regarded as the original for 
subsequent analysis. As analysis of dimensional contribution patterns can be 
complicated, a consistent format will be used in this search for dimensional themes. 
This is outlined in Figure 7.1 which shows that each dimension will be treated in 
three phases, the first searching original patterns for numerical regularities, the 
second examining these for conceptual themes and the third relating any findings as 
synthetic hypotheses in model format. Before this can be done however, a general 
treatment of dimensional differences is necessary to put individual patterns into 
context. This will be largely restricted to an examination of numerical regularities 
because of difficulties in relating conceptually disparate sources of variation. As 
^Un l i ke the pr inc ip le axes methods maps for each d imension are not required since the purpose is to 
ident i fy associat ions wi th the one mu l t i g roup spat ia l structure, mapped previously. This approach therefore 
offers va luab le economies for hypothesis generat ion and deve lopment of a higher level model of place in 
l abour exchange. 
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such, it will provide a s tar t ing point for the identification of dimension specific 
numerical regularities, recording original sequences from which subsequent 
in terpreta t ion . 
REGULARITY 
DIMENSIONS 
1 II III IV V VI 
numerical 1 
conceptual 
hypotheses (hp,) 
concerning 
thematic 
association 
h 1 h 2 h 3 h 5 
F i g u r e 7 - 1 : F o r m a t for Identification of Dimensional Themes . 
T a b l e 7.1 shows score values graded into mutually exclusive categories 
commencing at s . = 0 . 0 0 and progressing through intervals of 0 .09 index units. 
T h o u g h the s tar t ing point and intervals have been chosen for convenience they are 
sufficiently comprehensive to highlight key elements of pat tern . Categorisat ion 
according to explicit dimensions is arbi trary in tha t other conceptual divisions, 
common amongst a t t r ibutes , could be envisaged. In this particular case, these could 
not be applied because none are common to all dimensions. It is only within 
dimensions t h a t such commonal i t ies can be identified. Dimensionali ty offers the 
advantage of a relatively disaggregated view which, as with the score gradat ion, will 
not obscure important detail . 
In addit ion, three summary indices are presented for each dimension and their 
various categorisat ions in T a b l e 7 .1 . T h e purpose of these indices is to faci l i tate 
identi f icat ion of numerical regularities by revealing a t t r ibute concentrat ions from 
different perspectives. T h e first, and simplest , is a column concentrat ion index ( C ) 
showing the percentage of a t t r ibutes in each score/dimension category of T a b l e 7.1 
as a rat io of the total number of a t t r i b u t e s used. Application of this simple index 
is constrained to comparisons across the full array of a t t r ibutes . It cannot be used 
independently to represent concentra t ions within particular dimensions because each 
is represented by different numbers of a t t r ibutes so tha t identical numerical 
concentra t ions in different dimensions represent different proportions. 
T h e r e is, therefore, need of an index which will permit a direct assessment of 
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a t t r i b u t e concentrat ion between dimensions. This can be done by ad jus t ing the C 
index to a new form labelled C which ad jus t s the original in relation to the 
number of a t t r ibu tes in each dimension: 
C*.. = C...0. where C* = ad jus ted column percentage 
C = original column percentage 
0 = a d j u s t m e n t factor a / b where 
a is the number of a t t r ibu tes 
in the most heavily represented 
dimension and b is the number 
of a t t r i bu t e s for the dimension 
being considered. 
1 = nominated dimension 
j = nominated score range 
This simple ad ju s tmen t for each dimension results in interdimensional smoothing 
with the sum of scores for each dimension now being indentical to t h a t for the 
most heavily represented dimension. As a result a t t r i bu te concentra t ions can be 
assessed on a dimensional basis. 
A fur ther ref inement can be made by weighting the C* values according to 
score magni tudes so t ha t the impor tance of contr ibut ion effects is introduced into 
comparisons . This ad ju s tmen t is based on a recognition tha t some concentrat ions 
are more impor tan t to the areal s t ruc tu re being investigated than others. An index 
was created to emphasise this fea ture of concentrat ion differences: 
* 
= C.j where t= the weighted concentra t ion index. 
K=weigh t for each of j score gradat ions. 
The weighting system used here was taken from the score gradat ion in Table 7.1 
wi th lower category boundaries being accepted in each of the nine cases. These 
were chosen so t h a t index values would be conservative but a number of other 
a l te rnat ives , including category centroids or upper values for each category, could 
have been used with the same result . 
These indices are of par t icular value in formulat ing elementary impressions 
f rom Table 7.1. Firs t ly , a t a dimensional level, a t t r i bu te concentra t ions are clear 
f rom the C index. The unemployment dimension has the highest concentrat ion a t 
C = 19.66 and income the lowest at C=11.97 , with the others tending towards the 
higher of these two extremes. While this might lead to suspicions t h a t the income 
dimension is poorly represented and susceptible to ' swamping ' by the predominance 
of a t t r i b u t e s f rom bet ter represented dimensions, this concern is unfounded. The [f 
value for income is second only to unemployment and in both cases high values are 
due to a t t r i bu t e concentra t ions in the upper score categories. More generally, 
cont r ibu t ion pa t t e rns for most dimensions are similarly concentrated in a very 
dis t inct manner (similar score g rada t ions for each dimension). Whilst such 
Cramer Co«Hicient 
EXPLICIT D IMENSIONS 
Ranges 
UNEMPLOYMENT EMPLOYMENT CHANGE PARTIC IPAT ION CHANGE Q U A N T I T Y OF WORK FAMILY INCOME MIGRATION 
Jseek ing>ls l |ob 1971-76 0,82 
5 0 . 8 0 J male 1971-76 
J male 1966-76 
082 
0,81 
C c- t 2.56 2.56 2.05 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0 00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0.00 0,00 0,00 0.00 0,00 0.00 0-00 
married 1976 071 female >49 hrs p,w. 0.75 J12000-15000 0.70 male 55-69 yrs In 075 
0.70-0,79 male > 49 hrs p,w, 
male 40 hrs p w. 
0.74 
071 
female 55-69 yrs In 0-72 
C C t 0.85 0.85 059 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 2-56 294 2.06 085 1,39 097 1.71 1.97 138 
ageS 21 yrs 1976 0,68 male w 4 s 1966-76 0,65 female ? 65 yrs 0,64 female 40 hrs p.w. 0.60 $9000-12000 064 
0.60-0.69 seeking >1st job 1976 0,66 $5000-6000 0,62 
male 1976 065 $3000-4000 0,62 
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married male> 1 child 1976 0,55 lemale w i s 1966-76 0,52 female 50-54 yrs 0,58 female > 2 jobs 0,50 $4000-5000 050 female 15-19 yrs out Obi 
0.50-0.59 J seeking 1st job 1971-76 0,53 female self emp, 1966-71 0,50 female 30-34 yrs 0,58 
single 1976 0,53 female 55-59 yrs 
female 35-39 yrs 
female 40-44 yrs 
female 25-29 yrs 
0,56 
0,55 
0,51 
0,51 
C c- t 4.27 4.27 2.13 3-42 4,38 2,19 6,84 7,11 3 55 2 56 294 1 47 2,56 4 20 210 2 56 2 94 1 47 
female 1976 0,47 male w i s 1971-76 0,47 male 35 hrs p w. 0 48 $<1500 0 43 male ? 70 yrs In 0 48 
age ^ 20 yrs 0,46 female self emp, 1971-76 0 44 male 41-48 hrs p w. 0 46 $2000-3000 0 42 female 30-54 out 0 46 
0.40-0.49 seeking 1st job 1976 
temale 1966 
0,45 
041 
female w i s 1971-76 0,41 female 41-48 hrs p w. 0,42 $0 
$18000 + 
0 42 
041 
female? 70 yrs in 
female 55-69 yrs out 
male 30-54 yrs out 
0 45 
045 
0-44 
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male 1971 0,36 female unpaid 1966-71 038 female 20-24 yrs 0 39 lemale 36-39 hfs p w 039 female 15-19 yrs in 036 
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concent ra t ions are not necessarily indicative of conceptually significant s t ructure , 
they do suggest numerical regularities support ive of efforts in this direction. 
At ten t ion will now be shifted to a dimensional scale, where conceptual 
regulari t ies may be identified. Table 7.1 provides the s ta r t ing point in each case 
where numerical regularit ies will be specified as a prerequisite for reordering 
e lements of the matr ix in search of themat ic associations which can be proposed as 
re la t ing a t t r ibu tes . Al though contr ibut ion pa t t e rns for each dimension will be 
discussed separately, there are sometimes parallels between them and the possibility 
of links because of their common focus on labour exchange. These parallels will be 
pointed out where appropr ia te . 
The unemployment dimension will be used to introduce this phase of 
invest igation because it formed a basis for the preceding d a t a intensive analysis. A 
glance a t Table 7.1 shows t h a t , while there are no unusually high concentrat ions of 
a t t r i bu t e s in any of the score value categories for this dimension, there is a 
tendency for scores to concent ra te towards the upper end of the cont inuum. This is 
highlighted by the dimension 's dominance of s. > 0.80 score category. This indicates 
t h a t par t icular a t t r ibu tes f rom the unemployment dimension are relatively good areal 
d iscr iminators within bounds of the s t ruc ture being invest igated. Unlike some of the 
other dimensional categories, the unemployment a t t r ibu tes are dis tr ibuted across all 
score categories (with the exception of the 0.00-0.09 category) , indicating no natural 
discontinuit ies upon which to distinguish between groups of a t t r ibu tes . 
This poses an in te rpre ta t ive problem in distinguishing meaningful coincident 
and divergent effects because there is no obvious 'break ' in contr ibut ions. This 
problem is heightened by the diversity of a t t r ibu tes in the upper and middle score 
grada t ions which could be identified as the source of coincident effects, as they 
seemingly defy themat ic in terpre ta t ion . For example, a t t r ibu tes in these ranges 
reflect changes over t ime for special interest unemployed (i.e. those other than the 
common male-female disaggregation and the unemployment s i tuat ions at specific 
t imes for more general indices). There is some evidence of organisation amongst the 
more influencial a t t r ibu tes , including the combined dominance of male unemployment 
change a t t r ibu tes for 1971-76 and 1966-76 in the s. > 0.80 category. There is a 
similar association of female change a t t r ibu tes in the 0.50-0.59 value range indicating 
t h a t male a t t r ibu tes discr iminate between the places identified in the t r ipar t i t e 
typology with more power than female a t t r ibu tes . Likewise, other associations can 
be proposed and speculated upon but there is still l i t tle scope for a generalisation 
which is applicable to the broader range of unemployment a t t r ibu tes . 
On the premise t h a t systemat ic absences f rom the high value contr ibut ion 
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T a b l e 7-2: Unemploymenl Attributes Classiried by Prerccessionary or 
Recessionary Status and Cramer Coefficient 
Values. 
C o e f f i c i e n t Ranges PRE RECESSION Si POST RESCESSION Si 
J O . 8 0 
i seeking>lst job 1971-76 
i m a l e 1971-76 
i male 1966-1976 
0.82 
0.82 
0.81 
0 . 7 0 - 0 . 7 9 married 1976 0.71 
0.60-0.69 
age ) 21 y r s 1976 
seeking >lst j o b 1976 
male 1976 
0.68 
0.66 
0.65 
0.50-0.59 
i female 1971-76 
J female 1966-76 
married male>l child 1976 
i seeki ng 1st job 1971-76 
single 1976 
0.58 
0.58 
0.55 
0.53 
0.53 
0 . 4 0 - 0 . 4 9 
female 1966 0.41 
female 1976 
age«20 y r s 1976 
seeking 1st job 1976 
0.47 
U.46 
0.45 
0 . 3 0 - 0 . 3 9 male 1971 
seeking>lst job 1971 
0.36 
0.31 
0 . 2 0 - 0 . 2 9 
male 1966 
4 female 1966-71 
female 1971 
0.27 
0.23 
0.22 
0 . 1 0 - 0 . 1 9 J male 1966-71 
seeking 1st job 1971 
0.19 
0.18 
categories may provide insight into the theme of this dimension, attention will now 
be turned to the lower scoring attribute combinations. Although fewer in number 
and therefore potentially less diffuse, the first impression is that they are as 
interpretatively amorphous as attributes from the higher scoring ranges. This 
dissipates when it is recognised that all of the lower scoring attributes contrast in 
one way with their higher scoring counterparts. They refer almost exclusively to 
conditions of the period 1971 and before, while, by contrast, those in the upper 
score categories refer to the 1976 period. Fundamentally, this represents a 
distinction between those attributes dealing with spatial differences before onset of 
the 1970's recession, documented in Chapter 3, and those based on differences after 
onset of the recession. The clarity of this can be seen from Table 7.2 where the 
unemployment dimension of the original matrix has been reordered. There is 
negligible overlap between the two groups of attributes with even those referring to 
changes over time polarising sharply, depending upon whether the terminating year 
of temporal comparison is 1976 or 1971. This Finding is in keeping with the earlier 
unemployment discussion where longitudinal consistency propositions were found to 
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be less durable tlian their cross sectional counterparts. The most plausible reason 
for this is a strong and relatively uniform recessionary effect on most unemployment 
attributes, changing their spatial manifestation over time. This involved a shift 
from some previous form to one more like that of the tripartite typology"^. 
Variations in the consistency of this effect, e.g. the propensity of male attributes to 
discriminate most powerfully, raise numerous issues and questions as to subthemes. 
However, these influences are piecemeal and below the level of pattern resolution 
being considered at this stage and are more suited by their detail to pursuance in 
dimension explicit analysis. 
The nature of the unemployment dimension's contribution to observed areal 
structure is best characterised as discriminating on the basis of a period specific 
shift associated with, if not directly caused by, the recession of the early 1970's. 
Since employment is the conceptual antithesis of unemployment, the 
employment change dimension will be examined next in search of attribute 
regularities which may expand the existing impression of place in labour exchange. 
As the predefined features of the employment change dimension are time period, sex 
and occupational status it is to be anticipated that different influences on area 
structure may be identified. The distribution of contribution coefficients is far more 
concentrated than for the unemployment dimension as the bulk of its attributes are 
continuously confined to only four of the available value categories in Table 7.1. 
There is no representation in the two upper value categories and only token 
representation in the third (C=0.85, C*=1.09 and f=0.65), indicating this dimension 
does not contain any especially powerful discriminators. This is not surprising in 
the context of the s. > 0.80 value range because the unemployment dimension is 
exceptional in its representation at this level, yet it becomes increasingly more 
unusual in the 0.70-0.79 and 0.60-0.69 categories. Token representation in the two 
lowest score categories is unusual by comparison with other dimensions, showing 
that whilst there are no high level concentrations there are equally none in the 
bottom two categories. This highlights the continuous four category block and 
firmly focuses attention on it. A glance at the [<] scores for each dimension shows 
this concentration is not sufficient to produce as strong a potential for collective 
infiuence as for many of the other dimensions. 
Although having comparatively weak collective influence, this dimension may 
'^The end result is famil iar from the unemp loymen t chapter . O f more critical importance, this view of 
na tu re in di f ferent iat ion raises two questions: first, is the spat ia l d is tr ibut ion of unemp loymen t likely to 
remain compara t ive ly stable for dura t ion of the recession and if so how will it change in periods of higher 
growth which may terminate the current experience; and second, while the shift is associated wi th the 
recession, it m igh t well be asked whether it is responsible for areal structure or some localised set of 
p henomena have an ordering inf luence? These issues can be investigated further in later studies. 
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yet embrace a strong thematic element. The key to identifying the prominent 
elements of pattern lies in the four categories which contain the bulk of attributes 
and occupy the value range 0.20 to 0.59. As with the unemployment dimension, 
the first impression from this set of observations is amorphous because they are so 
tightly clustered. Contrary to expectations raised by the unemployment dimension, 
there is no simple division of attributes which accords with Australia's shift into 
recession nor is there evidence of organisation according to sexual division of labour. 
In contrast to the unemployment dimension, attribute combinations from the upper 
level score categories present the best starting point for any detailed examination of 
the employment change dimension by virtue of the fact that they are fewer in 
number. The most striking feature of these value categories is the predominance of 
attributes referencing change in the wage and salaried (W&S) component of the 
labour force as having greatest coincident influence. Extending the examination, it 
can be seen that all W<^'S attributes can be accounted for above the Sj=0.40 level of 
contribution. Utility of this observation is increased because only two attributes, 
from either of the other two occupational status types, penetrate this level. 
This finding strongly suggests a division of employment change attributes 
according to the mode of labour exchange. These modes are of two types, one 
applying to wage and salary earners and the other to self employed and unpaid 
labour. The first mode of labour exchange can be described as direct because 
remuneration for labour is in the form of transfers from employers to employees as 
wages or salaries. The second mode can be described as indirect because 
remuneration derives from profit (which is contingent upon success) for the self 
employed and from something less tangible, though no less real, in the case of those 
providing unpaid labour. Mode of remuneration is simply a characteristic of more 
deep seated differences which extend into formal relationships of the individual with 
the economy. This aside, the clarity of distinction is shown in Table 7.3 where 
attr ibute scores are organised by the mode of labour exchange. There is an overlap 
between the two caused by the intrusion of two attributes, i.e. female self 
employment, representing a lesser theme based on the sexual division of labour. 
The existence of other lesser themes could also be speculated upon, for example, the 
predominance of attributes with the low scores which have 1966 as a base year or 
groupings according to specific features of occupational status. As with the 
unemployment dimension, these are insufficiently general compared to the major 
theme and do not warrant more than a mention at this stage. It is noteworthy 
that the upper boundary of the 0.30-0.39 category again accords closely with the 
distinction between attributes assigned to the coincident and divergent influence 
categories. 
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T a b l e 7-3: Enif)loymerit Change At t r ibutes Classified by 
Mo(]es of Labour Exchange and Cramer 
Coefficient Values. 
Coefficient ranges DIRECT EXCHANGE LABOUR Si INDIRECT EXCHANGE LAl'OUR Si 
0.60-0.69 male W+S 1966-76 0.65 
0.50-0.59 
male W+S 1966-71 
female W+S 1966-71 
female W+S 1966-76 
0.59 
0.58 
0.52 
0.40-0.49 
male W+S 1971-76 
female W+S 1971-76 
0.47 
0.41 
female self employed 1971-•76 0.44 
0.30-0.39 
female unpaid 1966-71 
male unpaid 1971-76 
male unpaid 1966-71 
female unpaid 1971-76 
0.38 
0.37 
0.32 
0.31 
0.20-0.29 
male self emp. 1971-76 
female unpaid 1966-76 
female self emp. 1966-76 
male self emp. 1966-76 
0.28 
0.24 
0.23 
0.21 
0.10-0.19 male unpaid 1966-76 0.18 
0.00-0.09 male self emp. 1966-71 0.09 
From these observations, the nature of the employment change dimension is 
best described as arising from modes of labour exchange. Changes in direct modes 
of exchange are most clearly responsible for areal discrimination on this dimension 
while a t t r ibutes from the indirect modes show a tendency towards rapidly 
diminishing influence. 
Continuing the direction introduced through employment change, the labour 
force participation dimension will now be examined as it expands on the 
employment theme by seeking regularities in participation change. The initial 
distribution of coefficients (Table 7.1) for this dimension results in its a t t r ibutes 
having the lowest collective potential [i] to influence the observed three group 
s t ructure . Paradoxically it also contains the score/dimension category (0.50-0.59) 
which has the highest individual potential to influence the classification. The low 
l[t] value for this dimension results from an absence of a t t r ibutes in the range of 
s .>0 .70 and only one in the range 0.60-0.69 in conjunction with a heavy 
concentration in the low score categories. Offsetting this, there is a very clear 
discontinuity in the distribution of coefficients with the 0.40-0.49 category being 
vacant . The distribution is clearly bi-modal and if a t t r ibu te combinations are 
meaningful this factor offers the potential for great interpretat ive clarity. 
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T h e i n t e r p r e t a t i v e s t rengt i i of th i s d imens ion only becomes clear when t he 
t y p e s of a t t r i b u t e c o n c e n t r a t e d in each m o d e a re inspec ted . T h i s reveals a power fu l 
c o n c e p t u a l d i s t inc t ion based on t h e sexual division of l abour . T h i s is b e t t e r 
i l l u s t r a t e d in T a b l e 7.4 whe re m e m b e r s h i p of t he first a t t r i b u t e g r o u p is exclusively 
r e s t r i c t e d t o f emale p a r t i c i p a t i o n whi le t he second g roup , i.e. below t h e v a c a n t 
0 .40-0 .49 ca tegory is, w i th t w o excep t ions , ma le d o m i n a t e d . T h e power of th i s 
d i s t i n c t i o n is it o p e r a t e s over t he bulk of a t t r i b u t e s wi th l i t t le or no 
T a b l e 7 - 4 : L a b o u r Force P a r t i c i p a t i o n A t t r i b u t e s 
Classif ied by Sex and C r a m e r Coeff ic ient Values . 
C o e f f i c i e n t Ranges Female P a r t i c i p a t i o n Change SJ Ma le P a r t i c i p a t i o n Change 
0 . 6 0 - 0 . 6 9 female J 65 y e a r s 0 .64 
0 . 5 0 - 0 . 5 9 female 
female 
female 
femal e 
female 
female 
female 
female 
60 -64 
4 5 - 4 9 
50 -54 
30 -34 
55 -59 
3 5 - 39 
40 - 44 
2 5 - 29 
y e a r s 
y e a r s 
y e a r s 
y e a r s 
y e a r s 
y e a r s 
y e a r s 
y e a r s 
0 . 59 
0 . 59 
0 . 5 8 
0 . 58 
0 .56 
0 .55 
0 . 5 1 
0 . 5 1 
0 . 4 0 - 0 . 4 9 
0 . 3 0 - 0 . 3 9 female 20 - 24 y e a r s 0 .39 
male 20-24 y e a r s 
male 30-34 y e a r s 
0 . 3 2 
0 . 3 0 
0 . 2 0 - 0 . 2 9 
female 15 -19 y e a r s 0 . 2 1 
male 15-19 y e a r s 
male 2 5 - 29 y e a r s 
male 4 5 - 49 y e a r s 
0 . 24 
0 . 23 
0 . 2 1 
0 . 1 0 - 0 . 1 9 male 5 5 - 59 y e a r s 
male 50-54 y e a r s 
male 40 - 44 y e a r s 
male 35 -39 y e a r s 
male > 65 y e a r s 
0 .19 
0 . 1 9 
0 . 12 
0 . 12 
0 . 10 
0 . 0 0 - 0 . 0 9 male 60 -64 y e a r s 0 . 07 
r e g a r d for age which could also be expec ted to have a s t r o n g o r g a n i s a t i o n a l 
i n f iuence t h r o u g h t he effect of life cycle f ac to r s , e.g. child rea r ing or abi l i t ies t o 
p a r t i c i p a t e . T h e r ami f i ca t i on of th i s division is t h a t change in male p a r t i c i p a t i o n 
h a s l i t t l e or no inf iuence on t he area l s t r u c t u r e being inves t iga ted whi le t he f emale 
a t t r i b u t e s a re re la t ively power fu l d i s c r i m i n a t o r s and could the re fo re be expec ted to 
h a v e cons ide rab le inf luence. 
T h i s resu l t is no t su rp r i s ing , as ma le p a r t i c i p a t i o n r a t e s a re re la t ively u n i f o r m 
b e t w e e n a r e a s and c o n s t a n t over t i m e whi le female r a t e s have u n d e r g o n e 
c o n s i d e r a b l e u p h e a v a l in t he p rev ious ten years (Moir ,1980 also found a t r e n d 
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similar to t h a t found in these d a t a dur ing preprocessing). Examinat ion of the age 
character is t ics for each of the two a t t r i b u t e sets shows little evidence of intelligible 
p a t t e r n a t more detailed levels of comparison, there being a regular tendency for 
reversals in age and score sequences (see Table 7.4). At a crude level there is some 
indicat ion of a t t r i b u t e ordering with older females having the highest contr ibut ion 
scores, middle age females having modera te scores and younger females having the 
lowest scores. The two youngest age categories are so low as to fall into the score 
ranges for male a t t r ibu tes . Interestingly the male pa t t e rn seems to be the reverse 
wi th older males having the lowest scores and younger males the highest . 
Many possible explanat ions could be presented for elements of these two 
grada t ions such as the more uniform premar i ta l work behaviour of females or the 
s table work habi t s of younger men. This however is the subject m a t t e r for fu tu re 
studies. It will only be t reated as an addendum to the major theme of this 
dimension because credibililty relies on the scores of the lower and higher extremes 
of age while ordering amongst the in termedia te age groups is relatively indist inct . 
Since this lesser theme does not challenge the validity of the major theme it 
requires no fur ther discussion. 
The na tu re of areal differentiat ion on the labour force par t ic ipat ion dimension 
can be most succinctly described as depending on changes in the sexual division of 
labour^with female a t t r ibu tes being consistently be t te r discriminators than those of 
the male populat ion. 
The quant i ty of work dimension is the last to be directly reflective of 
var ia t ions in work s i tuat ion. Superficially, there are recognisable similarities between 
the numerical regularit ies of this dis t r ibut ion of contr ibut ions and those already 
discussed (Table 7.1). The first and most marked similarity is the dis tr ibut ion of 
cont r ibut ion scores across all but the highest value categories, very much as with 
the unemployment dimension. The problems generated by this cont inui ty across 
value categories are consequently identical because there are difficulties in grouping 
sets of a t t r i bu t e s for in terpre ta t ion . Unlike the par t ic ipat ion s i tuat ion, there are no 
na tu ra l discontinuit ies to assist in making judgements . A second similar i ty , arising 
f rom the cont inuous distr ibution of scores, is the denudat ion of individual score 
categories, with each having only a small number of observations. In terpre ta t ions 
^ T h e f ind ing clearly p rov ides a rich g round for hypo thes i s genera t ion and ques t ion d e v e l o p m e n t . It 
shou ld be r e m e m b e r e d t h a t in choosing a t t r i b u t e s reHective of pa r t i c ipa t ion change (as opposed to 
p a r t i c i p a t i o n levels), the possibil i ty of dif f icul t ies being caused by chang ing female pe rcep t ions of l abour 
force s t a t u s was canvassed . Assuming t h a t th is has occur red , t h e pa r t i c ipa t ion change a t t r i b u t e s e m b o d y 
t w o effects , i.e. t h a t i n t e n d e d which reflects changes of degree a n d a n o t h e r which is u n i n t e n d e d and ref lects 
c h a n g e s of kind ( th is has been discussed in t he d a t a p r e s e n t a t i o n c h a p t e r ) . Given t he i m p o r t a n c e of 
sexua l division a m o n g s t these a t t r i b u t e s and t he d i sc r imina to ry power of the female a t t r i b u t e s , it can only 
be a c c e p t e d t h a t if, such an effect does exist , it is in tegra l to t he area l s t r u c t u r e ident i f ied previous ly . 
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mus t rely on in tegrat ing informat ion across a wide range of value category 's to gain 
insights into themat ic meaning. Finally, the lower aggregate [i] score for this 
dimension, as with the others , is due to the value characteris t ics of this distr ibution 
with no representat ion in the highest category and 50% of a t t r ibu tes a t ta in ing 
contr ibut ion scores with values below s.=0.39. From these points, it is clear t ha t 
the overall d is t r ibut ion of contr ibut ion scores has strong in terpre ta t ive parallels with 
those already discussed. It remains to see whether these influence identification of 
conceptual regularit ies in the same way. 
In ascribing a specific theme to the quant i ty of work dimension a number of 
pa t t e rns could be ant ic ipated but , as with most unexplored a t t r ibu te sets, these 
would be largely conjectural and of little empirical meri t . With the quant i ty of 
work dimension for example, dist inctions could be ant ic ipated according to the 
sexual division of labour (because of postula ted differences in the availability of 
work oppor tuni t ies for males and females), or areal differences in work quant i t ies 
(categorised into overt ime, full t ime or par t t ime activity levels, combinat ions of 
each por t raying different areal work scenarios). In seeking a s tar t ing point for 
in te rpre ta t ion , equal score concentrat ions in the upper and lower value categories 
offer no in terpre ta t ive advan tage in commencing with either extreme so the upper 
score categories will be examined first by defaul t . 
First impressions from Table 7.1 dispel any notions of a simple interpreta t ion 
along sexual or work quant i ty lines but elements of another pa t te rn are clear with 
all the upper categories referring to the higher quant i ty of work a t t r ibu tes for both 
sexes. The consistency of this pat tern is reinforced by a t t r i bu te content in the 
lower score categories where reference is a lmost entirely restricted to lower working 
hour s i tuat ions. This is highlighted in Table 7.5 where the distinction is formalised 
by separa t ing all a t t r ibu tes according to whether they fall above or below a thir ty 
five hour week, with those of thir ty five hours or more being typified as 'full t ime 
plus ' and those which are less, as par t t ime work weeks. The need for a 'full t ime 
plus ' category arises f rom the absence of any sequential progression from lower to 
higher working hours above the thirty five hour category. The forty hour week 
follows directly f rom the ' forty nine or more ' hour week, totally in terrupt ing any 
semblance of a sequence. The thir ty five hour week del imitat ion was arrived at 
because of consistently low S values below this level, its affiliation with the more 
s t anda rd work week and the association of this division with the s.=0.39 'cut o f f , 
character is t ic of each preceding dimension. The mult iple job holding a t t r ibu tes were 
assigned to the 'full t ime plus ' category. These were of minimal themat ic value as 
one has a high contr ibut ion score and the other low, cancelling out any coordinated 
effect. 
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Table 7-5: Quant i ty of Work Att r ibutes Classified by Type 
of \Vorl< and Cramer Coefficients Values. 
C o e f f i c i e n t Ranges F u l l Time P l u s S j P a r t Time S i 
0 . 7 0 - 0 . 7 9 female •} 49 h r s per week 
male ) 49 hrs per week 
male 40 h r s per week 
0 . 75 
0 .74 
0 . 7 1 
0 . 6 0 - 0 . 6 9 female 40 h r s per week 0 . 60 
0 . 5 0 - 0 . 5 9 male 3 6 - 39 h r s per week 
female 35 hrs per week 
female ? 2 j ob s 
0 .52 
0 . 51 
0 . 50 
0 . 4 0 - 0 . 4 9 male 35 h r s per week 
male 4 1 - 4 8 hrs per week 
female 4 1 - 4 8 h r s per week 
0 . 48 
0 .46 
0 . 42 
0 . 3 0 - 0 . 3 9 female 36 -39 h r s per week 
male J 2 j ob s 
0 . 39 
0 . 3 3 
male < 15 h r s per week 
male 20 -29 hrs per week 
0 . 36 
0 .34 
0 . 2 0 - 0 . 2 9 female 30-34 hrs per week 
male 15 h r s per week 
0 . 29 
0 . 2 3 
0 . 1 0 - 0 . 1 9 male 30-34 h r s per week 
female 20 -29 hrs per week 
female < 15 h r s per week 
0 .15 
0 .12 
0 . 12 
0 . 0 0 - 0 . 0 9 female 15-19 h r s per week 0 . 0 9 
Regardless of the actual category definitions used for high and low scoring 
a t t r ibu tes , or the allocation of individual a t t r ibutes to specific categories, it is clear 
t ha t s t ructure is inextricably related to differences in 'work week' lengths, i.e. 'full 
t ime plus' and 'par t t ime' . The major implication of this for observed areal 
s t ruc ture is tha t differences are due to intensity of commitment to formal work®. 
The resulting hypothesis is tha t high intensity commitments systematically 
distinguish place because there is little scope for reconfiguration of work behaviour 
according to personal preferences. The likely reason for this is tha t behaviour is 
largely determined by the requisites of activity requiring such labour. Hence, 
similar local economies may generate correspondent profiles. This behavioural 
restriction is removed where intensity of commitment is weaker and therefore less 
likely to reflect main requirement differences in dominant modes of activity. 
The theme of differentiation on the quanti ty of work dimension can be argued 
to reflect differences in intensity of commitment to formal work and so main labour 
requirements of dominant activities. 
^ F o r m a l w o r k is t h a t d o n e for financial r e m u n e r a t i o n . 
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The income dimension differs from those already discussed because it 
concent ra tes on remunerat ion for wori< and not the features of work, broadening the 
base of areal differentiat ion. Distr ibution of contr ibut ion coefficients for the income 
dimension has two major features. Firs t , a t t r ibu tes are sparsely dis tr ibuted across a 
wide range of score categories. The effect is t ha t these will have to be considered 
collectively from the outset because no one category will contain sufficient 
informat ion . Second, the distr ibution is discontinuous so there is the possibility of a 
simplified in terpre ta t ion . The aggregate [t] score for the dimension is second only 
to t ha t of the unemployed dimension. This occurs because, a l though the s. > 0.80 
category is vacant , the major i ty of a t t r ibu tes have high contribution scores while 
only three have values below s.=0.39. Even then, none fall in the lowest category. 
As a result , the income dimension has a high contr ibut ion potential in spite of the 
small number of a t t r ibu tes involved. 
Any assessment of themat ic influence is more constrained for the income 
dimension than the others because it only contains one axis of variat ion, i.e. income 
level, whereas the others all have two or more. Even a cursory examinat ion of the 
a t t r i bu t e s in Table 7.1 reveals no simple progression which might accord with 
preconceived notions of coincident influence, (e.g. low incomes are more influencial 
than high incomes or vice versa. In considering the combined a t t r ibu te content of 
the 0.70-0.79, 0.60-0.69 and 0.50-0.59 value categories, for example, there is a 
mix tu re of extreme income a t t r ibu tes , with levels respectively as low and high as 
the $3000-4000 and $12000-15000 income brackets. Extension of this examinat ion to 
the 0.40-0.49 value category only succeeds in confusing the si tuation fur ther with 
the $0 and $180004- brackets appearing in sequence. 
As with earlier dimensions, it is only when the a t t r ibutes which have least 
influence are considered tha t some semblance of meaning can be identified in the 
contr ibut ion pa t te rn . In this case, the three a t t r ibu tes from the 0.20-0.29 and 
0.10-0.19 categories have one feature in common. They are all f rom the middle 
categories of the income dis tr ibut ion and, when considered collectively, form a 
cont inuous group. These three a t t r ibu tes clearly represent middle income elements 
of the populat ion and show tha t they have little or no discriminatory power. In 
the light of this finding, it is clear from Table 7.6 t ha t a t t r ibu tes from the higher 
contr ibut ion categories are f rom the upper and lower income brackets. As such, 
they systematical ly tend towards either extreme of the income dis t r ibut ion, 
suggest ing t ha t observed areal s t ruc ture is due to concentrat ions of high and low 
income groups as distinct f rom those of 'middle ' Austral ia . 
The theme of this dimension is very clear, being one of areal differences based 
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Table 7-6: Family Income Attributes Classified by 
Income Levels and Cramer Coefficient Values. 
C o e f f i c i e n t Ranges Middle 1 Incomes Si Upper and Lower Incomes Si 
0 . 7 0 - 0 . 7 9 $12000-15000 0 . 7 0 
0 . 6 0 - 0 . 6 9 $900-12000 
$5000-6000 
$3000-4000 
0 . 6 4 
0 . 6 2 
0 . 6 2 
0 . 5 0 - 0 . 5 9 $1500-2000 
$15000-18000 
$4000-5000 
0 . 5 5 
0 .53 
0 . 5 0 
0 . 4 0 - 0 . 4 5 $<1500 
$2000-3000 
$0 
$18000-i^ 
0 . 4 3 
0 .42 
0 . 4 2 
0 .41 
0 . 3 0 - 0 . 3 9 
0 . 2 0 - 0 . 2 9 $8000-•9000 0 .25 
0 . 1 0 - 0 . 1 9 $6000-
$7000-
•7000 
•8000 
0 .16 
0 . 1 0 
in extremes of the income distribution. Middle income elements of the population 
are poor discriminators of place with tendencies towards wealth and poverty 
distinguishing place most effectively. 
The migration dimension, like income, has been introduced to broaden 
conceptualisation of nature by reference to mobility. The main numerical 
regularities of this dimension's distribution are threefold. The most important is a 
marked tendency for the majority of attributes to concentrate in two adjacent 
middle range categories which have so far been used to distinguish between 
coincident and divergent influences on spatial structure. Any distinction on this 
basis will have the unavoidable effect of 'blurring' influences. The second is that 
the 0.60-0.69 category is vacant and produces a natural discontinuity, but as this 
occurs at an unusual point in the distribution and only separates two attributes 
from the remainder, it is unlikely to be of great interpretative value. The final 
feature is that the distribution of attributes, with equal concentrations in the upper 
and lower value categories, has resulted in the third highest [t] value for any 
dimension, those surpassing this level having heavier proportionate concentrations in 
the upper categories. 
The nature of areal distinctions, caused by introduction of the migration 
dimension, is very complex with the attribute pattern conveying an image of 
conceptual disarray (Table 7.1). Each of the three major axes; migration type, sex 
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and age, all seem to play a part in development of an overall theme. As a result, 
there is no simple division of a t tr ibutes , as found with the other dimensions. Closer 
examination of T a b l e 7.1 suggests that the most complete interpretation involves 
one dominant theme qualified by two lesser or secondary themes. The dominant 
theme relies on separation of at tr ibutes by migration type to reveal a situation 
where irmiigration has tended to have a greater influence on observed areal 
differences whilst inter-alia, outmigration has had a far weaker effect. This pattern 
has been highlighted in Table 7.7 where attr ibutes have been partitioned according 
to migration type. Inmigration at tr ibutes prevail in the upper value categories, 
diminishing in frequency as contribution values decrease. A reverse pattern can be 
observed for outmigration attr ibutes with a degree of overlap existing between the 
' in ' and 'out ' migration categories. This overlap is more extensive than for any of 
the other dimensions discussed so far and it is in this that the two lesser themes 
are evident because consistencies are apparent amongst the affected attributes. 
T a b l e 7 - 7 : Migration Attr ibutes Classified by Direction 
of Movement(in-out) and Cramer Coefficient 
Values. 
Coe f f i c i en t Ranges I n -M i g r a t i on Si Out-Migrat ion s, 
0.70-0 .79 male 55-69 years in 0.75 
female 55-69 years in 0.72 
0 .60-0 .69 
0 .50-0 .59 female 30-54 years in 0.56 
male 30-54 years in 0.51 
female 15-19 years out 0.51 
0 .40-0 .49 male > 70 year s in 0.48 
female 30-54 years out 0.46 
female J 70 years i n 0.45 
female 55-69 years out 0.45 
male 30-54 years out 0.44 
0 .30 -0 .39 female 15-19 year s in 0.36 
female i 70 years out 0.35 
female 20-29 years out 0.35 
male 15-19 years out 0.34 
male > 70 years out 0.33 
female 20-29 years in 0.33 
male 55-69 years out 0.32 
0 .20 -0 .29 male 20-29 year s in 0.28 
0 .10 -0 .19 male 20-29 years out 0.18 
male 15-19 years in 0.12 
T h e first of these lesser themes applies to inmigration at tr ibutes with low 
contribution values. Table 7.7 shows that collectively these have one feature in 
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common. They refer to the two youngest age groups of the population for both 
males and females. As a result, inmigration attributes can be partitioned along a 
secondary axis, that of age, with older age mobility having a systematically greater 
influence than for younger age groups. The second applies to the outmigration 
attributes which have high contribution scores. With the exception of one, these 
attributes referred to female outmigration which dominated the higher value 
categories with male attributes being commonly relegated to the lowest value 
categories. The suggestion from this is that the lesser theme for outmigration 
attributes lies in a sexual partition, female attributes having more influence than 
male. All three of these themes raise a number of questions as to why such 
patterns emerge but, as with those from the other dimensions, these must await 
further exploration in a dimension explicit environment. 
The nature of areal differentiation for this dimension then revolves around the 
dominant theme of influential inmigration attributes against a background of lower 
influence outmigration attributes as qualified by lesser themes involving age and sex 
specific effects. 
As a precursory note to the conclusion of this section, it should be pointed 
out that variants on the attribute contribution pattern for the modified three group 
structure can be expected. Approximately eighty separate contribution profiles were 
constructed for variants of the three group model to observe the effects of different 
representations. These included select group comparisons, group amalgamations, 
disaggregations and the comparison of core elements from groups. Contribution 
patterns either mirrored that of the modified three group structure or focussed 
attention on specific aspects of it^. The significance of these wider observations is 
in the suggestion that sources of the tripartite typology may be even more pervasive 
than this examination indicates. 
This analysis indicates the widespread occurrence of dimensional themes in 
spatial variation between places. This dispels earlier concerns that regularities may 
not be identifiable or occur in only a small number of dimensions. This is an 
extremely important result as it is indicative of a spatial structure founded in 
diverse elements of labour exchange. As such, it sustains the assumption that 
labour exchange has a strong affinity with place and that it is reasonable to 
incorporate the latter into models of social process. Indeed, the accumulated 
evidence suggests that it would be unrealistic not to include place in models of 
^These results have not been presented because of concerns as to the adequacy of the Cramer coefficient 
for mak i ng direct comparisons between different group structures (see Chap te r 5). O ther coefficients, which 
faci l i tate direct comparisons, preferably based on medians and interquart i le indicators of dispersion, must be 
developed if this direction is to be pursued in future studies. 
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social process as there are at least three types of place associated with its operation. 
Though clarity of dimensional themes is variant and subject to qualification by 
lesser thematic influences, the question remains as to how the two can be 
synthesised in a logically consistent manner. 
7.2 Nature in DifTerentiation - A Synthesis 
An imprint of the factors associated with multigroup differences, in what is 
apparently a highly structured space economy, has now been established. As such, 
there are two sets of finding, one spatial and the other social. This presents 
numerous options for a synthesis of the two. The implied, if not stated objective of 
most syntheses, is to search for a common factor in social process which relates its 
diverse elements in a spatial context. The conventional response of geographers at 
this point has been to continue on a reductionist path and adopt the encyclopaedic 
approach of the atlas tradition. Though useful in planning applications, this 
confuses means and ends as it is not conducive to higher level synthesis as place 
becomes entangled with the detail of social process® . Two alternatives provide 
better scope for a synthesis. The first is pragmatic and seeks a synthesis through 
either an overview of dimensional regularities or identification of a common factor 
relating them. Unfortunately, as will be shown below, 'the well of pragmatism is 
now dry'. The second is to adopt an abstractionist approach but with one major 
difference. Options for integration of place into social process are heavily 
constrained by formal bases in detailed spatial and social observation. As a 
consequence, abstraction is formal as opposed to that current amongst grand 
theorists in this field. 
The bases for a first level of synthesis are shown in Table 7.8 and Figure 7.2. 
These have been constructed to provide an overview from which collective 
generalisations may be derived using keyword descriptions in the first instance and 
highly stylised graphical representations in the second. Jointly, these represent the 
simplest possible views of dimensional regularity. Even at this simple level of 
exposure, the collective complexity of labour exchange, as an element of social 
process, is apparent. The themes embraced vary widely, being so diverse as to 
encompass recessionary, sexual, behavioural, demographic and status related 
phenomenon. A wide variety of schema could be developed from these patterns to 
suggest a more comprehensive model of social process in a spatial environment. 
®The essential thrust of the atlas tradi t ion has been dispensed wi th in the ' sho r thand ' t reatment where 
spat ia l structure has been indexed socially at a highly synthetic level wi thout encumbrance of the 
encyclopaedic legacy with which geography has become associated. 
T a b l e 7-8: Keyword Descript ion of Dimensional Themes. 
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Dimension Coincident Features Divergent Features 
Unemployment 
Employment Change 
post recession 
unemployment 
attributes. 
changes in the wage and 
salaried component of 
the labour force. 
Participation Change - changes in female 
participation rates. 
Quantity of Work 
Family Income 
Migration 
- attributes from the 
full time plus quantity 
of work category 
(standard). 
- high and low income 
attributes 
- inmigration attributes 
as qualified by age. 
- pre recession 
unemployment 
attributes. 
- residual components 
consisting of self 
employed and unpaid 
occupational groups. 
- changes in male 
participation rates. 
- attributes from the part 
quantity of work category. 
- intermediate income 
attributes 
- outmigration attributes 
as quali fied by sex. 
19.66 8.87 
15.38 6.45 
18.80 6.02 
17.09 7.16 
11.97 8.39 
17.09 7.26 
UNEMPLOYMENT EMPLOYMENT CHANGE 
S, 
high 
low 
pre 
recession 
post 
recession 
high 
low 
self emp. unpaid 
PARTICIPATION C H A N G E 
S, 
high 
female 
Q U A N T I T Y OF WORK 
high 
low 
S 3 4 hrs 35 hrs 
FAMILY INCOME 
high 
low 
medium high 
MIGRATION 
high 
low 
F i g u r e 7-2: Stylised Summary of Dimensional Themes. 
The major problem is tha t d imensional diversity mit igates against identif icat ion of 
one such model so tha t none could be nomina ted as a preferred al ternat ive. The 
overview approach is, therefore, not likely to produce a ut i l i tar ian model of place in 
labour exchange. The second level of synthesis however, does not appear to offer a 
marked improvement on the first. Exam ina t i on of Table 7.8 and Figure 7.2 reveals 
l i t t le evidence of commona l i t y extending beyond the dimensional level. The reason 
is ostensibly similar to tha t for the overview approach , i.e. conceptual diversity. 
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Simple solutions to an otherwise complex problem are therefore not readily apparent . 
It is these basic themes as qualified, extended or otherwise modified which can be 
said to consti tute the elements of nature in differentiation. Disjoint as may be, 
these provide the only clues as to scope of nature in differentiation. 
One solution to this impasse is to adopt a more detached view of regularities 
and seek a higher level framework for consideration. The theoretically abstract 
l i terature, rejected at the outset of this Study, offers several constructs which could 
be fitted to these observations to explain identified regularities. At their highest 
level of generality, these are invariably related to spatial division of labour 
(Massey.1985; Urry,1985; Walker,1985; Warde,1985). This concept expands the 
conventional view of labour division, which asserts tha t labour is partit ioned in 
accordance with specialisations inherent in modes of production, by arguing that 
place imprints a compounding effect on this otherwise aspatial concept. Apar t from 
the a t t endant theoretical levels of abstraction associated with this concept 
(concerning the nature of place and mode of production) which detract from 
generality, spatial division of labour is very at t ract ive since it embraces major 
concerns of economic geographers. Walker demonstrates this in his summary: 
The result of the location process is, at any time, a mosaic of workplaces 
and associated communities. This mosaic is literally a division of labour. 
The spatial division of labour is necessarily uneven in its development 
because of differences among labour processes and the idiosyncratic element 
in workplace employment relations (1985,185). 
This type of view is especially appealing in the current analysis because it offers 
sufficient scope to reconcile observational regularities derived from conceptually 
diverse sources. It not only emphasises links between them, through the labour 
exchange process, but apparently refutes claims such as tha t of Durkheim (in 
Warde,1985,192) tha t place has no role in social process and particularly labour 
exchange. 
Spatial division of labour could be embraced incautiously under these 
circumstances as a basis for empirical integration. This would be ill advised 
because, although it is a t t rac t ive to theoreticians in search of spatial legitimacy, its 
ontological utility is open to question on three grounds. First , although theoretical 
adherence to this concept may be a major development, it is inherent in empirical 
analyses of place because mere establishment of a da ta extensive observational base 
implies a spatial division of labour. Hence, the concept reverts in s ta tus to tha t of 
a label for the selection adopted. This is directly akin to the concept of nature in 
differentiation but with the disadvantage tha t its theoretical extension has a range 
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of implications which may be unestablishable. This leads to the second point which 
has been argued by Warde in his claim tha t : 
No agreement exists as to the mechanisms which dis t r ibute significant 
social a r te fac ts across space over t ime. Nor is there even a concensus 
about how to describe spatial pa t te rns . (1985,191) 
This point is clear from the l i terature , there being fundamenta l differences in 
development of theory, with disputes as to the foundat ions of process being 
p a r a m o u n t (Sayer, 1985,51). Concern with spatial division of labour is obsessive in 
some studies of place and social process (e.g. those referenced in introduction of this 
concept) whilst not rat ing a mention in others. From this it can only be concluded 
that- the theoretical 'pedigree' of this concept is ten ta t ive and by no means central 
in theory development. The final concern is tha t this analysis has not been 
constructed as a test for existence of an abs t rac t concept of spatial division of 
labour with its specific tenets and support ing theoretical infrastructure^. 
Identification of spatial s t ruc ture and widely ranging dimensional regularities do not 
therefore const i tu te support for a general proposition lacking the capacity to specify 
components of a labour division and the spatial outcomes which result. The 
disjunction between theory and observation is too great to be overcome without a 
conceptual leap which leaves much open to conjecture. 
Abst rac t theory, for all its deficiencies, suggests one factor common to 
dimensionally disparate themes. This factor is place. In this Study, place has been 
assigned the s ta tus of a variable with a t t r ibu tes s temming from social process. It 
has been overlooked thus far as a unifying influence whilst other more obvious 
possibilities have been discounted because of adherence to the analytical distinction 
between place and social process. Whilst valuable in simplifying the analysis, 
relat ionship of the two is crucial to any synthesis. Unlike the abs t rac t theorists, 
any synthesis must now reconcile two impor tan t findings: 
I) evidence of definite S P A T I A L S T R U C T U R E ; 
II) evidence of strongly ordered SOCIAL D I F F E R E N C E S . 
The problem is to formulate an integration which relates these findings in a 
logically consistent manner . 
There are two ways of doing this but care must be taken to avoid confusion 
^ E m p i r i c a l work on r e c e n t c o n c e p t u a l i s a t i o n s of s p a t i a l d iv i s ion of l a b o u r is s c a r c e . E a r l i e r w o r k on 
d i f f e r e n c e s in i n d u s t r y c o m p o s i t i o n b e t w e e n p l a c e s can be c o n f u s e d w i t h t h i s d e v e l o p m e n t b e c a u s e t h e y 
o f t e n re l ied on e m p l o y m e n t d a t a in t h e a b s e n c e of m a t e r i a l c o n c e r n i n g v a l u e a d d e d . T h e r e is no d i s p u t i n g 
t h a t t h e s e a n a l y s e s a r e f o u n d e d in m o d e of p r o d u c t i o n a n d r e l a t e t o d iv i s ion of l a b o u r b u t t h e c h a r a c t e r of 
t h i s r e l a t i o n s h i p is u n c l e a r a n d d e f i n i t e l y c o m p l e x whi l s t t h e r e l e v a n c e of p r o d u c t i o n m o d e , visa-vie o t h e r 
f a c t o r s s u c h as c l a s s a n d p l a c e , r e m a i n s u n c l e a r ( W a l k e r , 1 9 8 5 ) . 
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of evidence concerning place and social process. The first is to embrace the a t las 
t radi t ion in geography and map initial a t t r i bu te values according to spatial 
s t ruc ture . This approach links place and process in a mechanistic way but only 
succeeds in document ing outcomes from process in spatial context . The a t las 
t radi t ion has not been part icularly successful in revealing the role of place in social 
process because: it provides insight into what exists but not how place and social 
process relate (hence, the burgeoning of abs t rac t theory); and it confuses place and 
process by representing them as one. Whilst this representat ion is perhaps accurate , 
it is analytically obstruct ionis t since the problem is not reducable to fundamenta l 
elements because of p remature integrat ion. The second approach is to depar t f rom 
the a t las t radi t ion and use the empirical evidence of spatial and social regularity as 
a basis for conceptualising a model of place in social process. This relies on formal 
impressions of spatial s t ruc ture and evidence t ha t widely ranging social forces are 
operat ive. As both of these requirements have been satisfied, the second approach 
is preferred since it avoids replication of established t r ea tmen t s and is more directly 
related to the major objective of seeking place in labour exchange'®. 
The obvious problem with proposition of place as the common factor relating 
dimensional regularities is t ha t it involves an analytical reversal. This problem 
arises as the observed s t ructure of place was determined from dimensional 
regularit ies and not vice-versa. The key to determining the role of place in labour 
exchange lies in the unravelling of this reversal since it is the obvious logical flaw. 
This problem is greatly simplified here because resolution is constrained by the need 
to in tegrate empirically observed p h e n o m e n a ' ^ Consequently, only two models can 
be seriously proposed and it is these which must be investigated if the role of place 
in labour exchange is to be discerned. 
The first model dispels analytical reversal by arguing tha t spatial and 
a t t r ibu t iona l analyses are interpretat ively dist inct . As a result, they provide two 
separa te perspectives on the same problem and so offer scope for expansion of 
existing results. The type of integration used in this model parallels t ha t of the 
underlying analyt ical s t ruc ture and can be characterised as a ' top down' use of place 
as the common factor relating dimensionally disparate themes. Under this approach. 
' A l t h o u g h t h i s a p p r o a c h h a s m u c h in c o m m o n w i t h t h e r e j e c t e d t h e o r e t i c a l a l t e r n a t i v e t h e s i m i l a r i t y is 
s u p e r f i c i a l a s t h e i n t e r m e d i a t e s t a g e s rely on f o r m a l o b s e r v a t i o n r a t h e r t h a n c o n j e c t u r e as t o t h e e x t e n t 
a n d n a t u r e of d i f f e r e n c e s in p l a c e . C o n c e p t u a l m o d e l s in t h i s s i t u a t i o n rely on a r e c o n c i l i a t i o n of 
o b s e r v a t i o n a l r e g u l a r i t i e s a s o p p o s e d t o m a n i p u l a t i o n of r a t h e r m a l l e a b l e t h e o r e t i c a l c o n s t r u c t s . 
' ^ T h i s w o u l d be ve ry d i f f i c u l t in a p u r e l y t h e o r e t i c a l e n v i r o n m e n t s ince t h e p r o b l e m m a y be s u b j e c t t o 
r e d e f i n i t i o n in t h e ' s h i f t i n g s a n d s ' of t h e u n o b s e r v e d . T h e r e s u l t c o u l d , in all l i ke l ihood , be a p r o l i f e r a t i o n 
of m o d e l s i n d i s t i n g u i s h a b l e in t h e i r a c c u r a c y . 
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dimensional regularities are related through their c o m m o n role in producing a given 
typo logy of places. Place , as the c o m m o n factor , relates dimensional regularities as 
an end product o f analysis not as a source of dif ferences between dimensions. The 
resulting model relies on a speci f ication of conceptual and empirical links which 
relate all e lements of the analytical f ramework , even though distinctions have been 
m a d e to separate evidence of the spatial and social (Figure 7.3) . The empirical 
links in this model show that spatial differences in ou t comes f rom the labour 
exchange process can be investigated by : speci fying sets of spatially disaggregated 
o u t c o m e s as a basis for analysis ( l ) ; which can be used to segregate places (2) ; and, 
in turn, these may be used to examine spatial distr ibutions of attributes (3) . The 
spatial c o m p o n e n t of the analysis can be addressed separately by use of extrinsic 
attr ibutes (as done here) to specify the character o f place in a ' shorthand ' manner 
(4 ) . This is a subst i tute for the traditional atlas approach whereby very high level 
surrogates are used to emphasise the social meaning of place and so free this 
analysis to pursue the key elements of spatial structure in a social context . T h e 
conceptual paths parallel this but emphasise only the object ives of analysis: 
identi f icat ion of spatial structure (5) ; dist inctive features of social process (6) ; and 
the link between them (7) . T h e final link (8) in this model shows the hypothetical 
role of spatial analysis in elucidating artificially aspatial treatments of the labour 
exchange process and the necessity for quali f ication since they ignore variant 
influences which have their foundat ion in place. 
F r o m a purely empirical perspective, this model can be typified as reificationist 
since the attr ibutional treatment elucidates the' shorthand ' activity gradient concept 
developed in the spatial element of analysis. T h e act ivity gradient represents a 
general s tatement of spatial structure in nonmetropo l i tan N . S . W . whilst the 
identi f icat ion of dimensional regularities specifies principle sources of labour exchange 
influence associated with this structure. As documented in Table 7.8 and Figure 
7.2, these are general, dimensionally constrained and definitely thematic , indicating 
that place has an impor tant role in social process. T h e significance of this finding 
is emphasised in the reification model because it indicates the futility of aspatial 
analyses which ignore a crucial c o m p o n e n t of social process. 
Unfortunately this model is unsatisfactory in t w o ways. First, dismissal of the 
analytical reversal is tentat ive since the ' t o p d o w n ' representation of place, as the 
elusive c o m m o n factor relating dimensional regularities, uses the general to relate the 
speci f ic . Integration is only possible in this instance because an analytical structure 
has been a d o p t e d which seeks to separate place and process. This response t o 
reversal is unique and necessitates an acceptance of analytical reversal under other 
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fc cof>ceotual links ^ hypoth«tico-"nduc1ive 
links 
F i g u r e 7-3: Framework of Integration for Spatial and At t r ibut ionai 
Analyses. 
c i rcumstances which is indicative of a more general discordance between analytical 
and causal process. The need to take in terpre ta t ive liberties of the type implied in 
this model is therefore troubling. Second, place is assigned a passive role, acting as 
an analytical convenience to explore labour exchange. Though analytically 
acceptable in the exploratory stage of analysis this is conceptually inadequate, given 
the apparen t significance of place in social process. A response is needed which 
addresses both of these deficiencies. 
The source of these difficulties lies in wha t can be described as the ' t radi t ional 
spa t io analyt ical ' model (Figure 7.4 (a)) of social research. This underlies most 
spat ial research conducted by geographers, including the empirical phases of this 
S tudy . It assumes two conditions which are not necessarily sustainable. First , the 
s t a r t ing point for all such analysis is founded in aggregate specifications of social 
process, in this case, labour exchange. Though analytically convenient, the difficulty 
with this is t ha t aggregates are founded in spatial part iculari t ies so tha t they are 
organically composed of place specific events. As such, aggregate specifications are 
synthet ic in the extreme and conceptually ignore the part icular in an effort to 
a t t a i n the general. In so doing, the first assumption becomes one of spatial 
homogeneity which is clearly unjust i f iable from both spatial and social perspectives, 
given the results obtained here. 
The second assumption is one of sequential extension from the aspat ia l , 
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through nomination of outcomes, to spatial representation. This is largely 
responsible for the criticism of the reification model that place is reduced to the 
status of an analytical convenience. The only compensation for this in the 
reification model was to introduce a hypothetical analytical link (8) to show the 
relevance of spatial research for exploration of social process. Hence, the analytical 
reversal was partially undone by introduction of a circularity, or feedback effect, 
into analysis, necessary if place is to be recognised as organically inherent to social 
process. 
These criticisms concern configuration of the 'traditional spatio analytical' 
model and its reification derivative rather than the composition of either. 
Resolution of the problem with these models lies in reconfiguration of their principle 
tenets and not respecification of elements. 
The revised model (Figure 7.4 (b)) proposes that spatial structure is not 
simply an analytical convenience but a key element of labour exchange and therefore 
necessary to appreciation of its operation. The labour exchange process is place 
dependent, each area having different work and labour requirements, reflecting the 
types of local economy that have developed overtime and been documented in the 
previous Chapter. In this particular case, observed areal structure is presented as 
underlying the outcomes from social process which are constrained according to the 
features of place. This use of empirical results is justifiable so long as it is 
accepted that the version of structure identified is suitably general to correspond 
with widely ranging regularities in the diverse features of labour exchange. This is 
sustainable on three grounds which establish ubiquity of the tripartite typology: its 
derivation from a wide array of labour exchange attributes; a widespread association 
with dimensional regularities, and correspondence with an extremely general and 
highly intelligible 'shorthand' interpretation of place. The analytical relevance of 
this is that , whilst differences in outcome from social process can be used to identify 
types of place, they are not their cause but a reflection of them. The analytical 
reversal needed to sustain this model is therefore caused by an inappropriate premise 
in the 'traditional spatio analytical' model. 
The conceptual thrust of this revised model is that differences in place 
permeate labour exchange, indicating that place identities must be explored and 
established if perceptions of labour exchange process are to be contextually sound. 
This alters the reificationist argument substantially with differences in activity 
between place being hypothesised as the source of process regularities. This view is 
conceptually stronger than that proposed by the traditional alternative because it 
argues that people in different types of place, involved in a diversity of activities. 
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Figure 7-4: Roles of Place in Labour Exchange - Two Alternative 
Models. 
(a) Traditional Spatio-Analytical Model 
fb) Revised Spatio-Conceptual Model 
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have exchange characteristics reflective of this phenomenon. The empirical basis of 
the act ivi ty gradient concept offers a high degree of robustness by comparison to a 
priori alternatives. Def in i t ion under this circumstance is ascribed in a post hoc 
manner and designed to fit findings as opposed to modi fy ing them so tha t they 
accord wi th concept. The most immedia te consequences of this development is that 
social regularities identified in accordance with mu l t i g roup spatial structures indicate 
key differences in the parameters of process between places. These have been 
isolated here and must be recognised in any aggregate treatments of labour exchange 
if misspecification is to be avoided. 
Though this establishes the importance of place in labour exchange, it ignores 
the role of place in process. Whi ls t the revised model is geographically attract ive 
its exposit ion, thus far, is naive because place, regardless of its de l imi ta t ion , is 
part ia l ly defined in social terms. This deficiency of the model can only be revised, 
given wha t is known, by altering the status of analyt ical feedback in the reification 
model , so tha t it is a conceptual necessity rather than an analyt ical afterthought . 
The essential proposit ion of this feedback is tha t place and social process can only 
be part i t ioned in an analyt ical sense whereas, in practice, they are difficult to 
dist inguish because they are elements of an intricate symbiot ic relationship. Place is 
crucial to differentials in the operation of social process and these, in turn , are 
part ial ly responsible for the social definit ion of place through more general features 
of social interaction which are generated exogenously to ind iv idual places. These 
influences can be portrayed collectively as aggregates of varying strength with 
foundat ions in other places. Strength varies according to generality of source. 
Where the source is un i form in all other places, the aggregate is in fact aspatial . 
Transmission, however, is not only dependent on strength of source but receptiveness 
of ind iv idua l communi t ies . It is at this point tha t interarea research becomes 
stalled since the factors involved in receptiveness are often intangible and impossible 
to identify in all but the most demand ing of inter-area studies. These, of course, 
are of l imited benefit as factors applicable in one place are redundant in others. 
Despite these drawbacks, it must be concluded tha t place is not only generative of 
aggregate influences but recipient of them. 
The revised model reflects these arguments in its integrat ion of the two sets of 
empir ical findings. The act ivi ty gradient concept, wi th its urban, coast and 
nonurban elements, is portrayed as underlying the operation of social process. 
Labour exchange, in this spatial environment , reflects the constraining and enabl ing 
features of each place type and the widely ranging regularities which result, are 
proposed as an indirect funct ion of this. The critical role of place as a parameter 
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of social process is determined by the three issues, initially raised in the previous 
chapter, for specification of activity. It is the collective responses to these issues in 
individual places which are the primary determinant of outcomes from process. 
More conventional work, addressing such problems as industry/ occupational mix, 
regional growth and plant location, indirectly address aspects of these issues. The 
advantage of this analysis is that they are explicitly nominated as underlying place 
in its role as a parameter of social process. 
At the outset of this Study, place was defined for analytical purposes in purely 
pragmatic terms as being any discrete component of space. Though satisfactory for 
exploratory purposes, this definition is no longer adequate as the 'traditional spatio 
analytical' model has been rejected and place is now being proposed as inalieable 
from social process. It must satisfy two criteria before this is the case, being 
integral to the collective endeavour of human beings. Without the first, place 
would be a purely behavioural construct as reference is limited to the individual 
and, in the absence of the second, 'asocial' as it has no relevance to people. 
Examples of these situations can be easily envisaged as demonstrated through the 
humanistic and behavioural work of geographers (op.cit.) in the first case and 
undefined or unperceived specifications in the second. Place may therefore exist as 
a partition of space in a completely 'asocial' sense. From this analysis it can be 
observed that place, as a socially relevant phenomenon, serves two functions: 
imposing constraints on human endeavour through the assembled human and 
physical resources that any specification embraces (Pred,1985); and presenting 
opportunities for activity which is different from that in other types of place 
through the same channels. The role of place in social process is therefore that of 
an enabling and constraining device for human endeavour. It is as conceptually and 
analytically indispensable to analysis of other levels and types of human organisation 
within which the individual operates. 
The implications of this model for appreciation of place's role in labour 
exchange can be explored more formally by recasting it in theoretical terms which 
specify its major components according to definition, postulate and axiom. The 
value of this lies not in a belated attempt to emulate 'scientific method' but in 
using categorisation to identify sources of implicit assumption in the model. As 
with most socio-economic theories which are patently inadequate, it is these 
assumptions which are of greatest importance because they reveal deficiencies with 
the model where further research is required. Definition of the model is given by 
the concepts underlying its main elements. These are areal structure (AS), work 
requirements (WR ) , labour requirements (LR) , allocation mechanism (AM) and 
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labour exchange outcomes (LEO). Each has been treated earlier in general 
discussion and , in the case of AS and LEO, been ascribed ten ta t ive empirical 
meaning from preceding analysis. The postulates of this model are proposed 
relat ionships between its defined components . These can be summarised as: 
AS ^ WR (1) 
AS ^ LR (2) 
(WR.LR) resolved by AM (3) 
AM — LEO (4) 
LEO AS (5) 
It is these postulates which const i tute the hypothetical basis of the model. Axioms 
are difficult to identify in social research because of the subject ma t t e r ' s complexity 
and compara t ive primitiveness of knowledge. Only one axiom is identifiable for this 
model and tha t is the social necessity of labour exchange in specialised societies, 
whether it be direct in exchanging labour for remunerat ion or indirect in allocating 
labour amongst a l ternat ive ends. These categories identify the main features of this 
model at the fundamenta l level of individual s ta tements . However, given the 
l imitat ions of observation with such a complex phenomenon as nature in areal 
different iat ion, much of this s t ruc ture relies on assumption. 
An examinat ion of definition, postulate and axiom shows two sources of 
assumpt ion , one from postulate and the other operational l imitations of observation. 
Five major assumptions of these types are apparen t and are outlined in sequence 
f rom the model in Figure 7.4(a): 
i) areal s t ruc ture as reflected in place differences is ubiquitous, having a 
tendency to permeate a wide array of elements within labour exchange 
and possibly those from a broader spectrum of socio-economic processes; 
ii) tha t resolution of work and labour requirements is a t ta ined through a 
mechanism which is locationally invariant ( t reated as a 'black box' in 
this analysis to avoid contemporary preoccupation with its format and 
assumpt ions this involves); 
iii) the selection of labour exchange outcomes is sufficiently general to be 
reflective of pervasive differences in place (since specification of place here 
is dependent on these surrogates); 
iv) a feedback effect is operative, with labour exchange outcomes influencing 
the character of place through changes to composition by the collective 
effect of individual decisions (arrived at partially in response to labour 
exchange); 
v) labour exchange is independent of all other social processes which can be 
ignored with minimal consequence for accuracy of empirical analysis. 
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A major ob ject ion to the 'so cal led ' social and e conomic theories discussed in the 
early stages of this Study was that they provided little guidance for explorat ion. 
Th is resulted f rom their informal basis in observation and the failure to state 
assumptions . T h e major assumptions of this model have now been identified but 
the relevance of these assumptions to research deve lopment needs to be 
demonstrated . 
Those underlying this model identify five related fields for empirical 
explorat ion . These may be undertaken in combinat ion but in all l ikelihood, will 
require individual attention because of the prob lem's vast scale. As such, the model 
in Figure 7 .4 (a ) acts as a repository for findings and addit ional hypotheses so these 
can be coordinated to provide better insights into nature in areal dif ferentiation. 
First, the ubiquity of place and its relationship to labour exchange must be 
examined in detail if this assumption, which is sustainable in this case, is to be 
elucidated. This requires extensive exploration of place identities which can only be 
achieved at the interarea scale by selection of different attribute sets. A s the 
emphasis in this Study has been on outcomes f rom the labour exchange process, 
further selections might concentrate on either w o r k / l a b o u r requirements or features 
of the al location mechanism, with the ob ject ive of establishing general o u t c o m e 
associations. Investigation of place identities will invariably require intra-area 
analyses to uncover the deeper elements of compos i t i on . The empirical results 
obta ined here provide guidance in selecting directions for both approaches. Any 
advances in appreciat ion of place will require an integration of results f r o m both 
types of analysis. Given past per formance in geography , the prognosis for this is 
poor with the result that findings are likely to remain obscure and 'piecemeal ' . 
Second , the assumption that labour allocation mechanisms can be treated as 
areal constants is inadequate because it implies an independence f rom place. It is 
unlikely that labour al location mechanisms are invariant because labour composi t ion 
changes markedly with place. As a result the role of labour allocation mechanisms 
could also be expected to vary and have a direct impact on outcomes . T h e simple 
market mode l , c o m m o n l y encountered in the literature, would seem to be inadequate 
when the bases for labour exchange are considered which include factors such as the 
role o f prejudice , industry requirements, necessity for queueing and the formality of 
in format ion f lows. There is very little information to provide insights into spatial 
dif ferences in labour exchange mechanisms. This has been partially done here by 
examining o u t c o m e patterns f rom labour exchange, but , as shown by sequencing of 
e lements in the mode l , it would be diff icult to separate these f rom the more general 
features of place. 
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Tlie third expands on these directions, assuming that choice of exchange 
outcomes is adequate to provide a facsimile of nature in labour exchange 
differentiation, and extending the argument, the character of places. Whilst this 
may be the case, selection has been dependent on availability of information which 
imposes a severe constraint on the capacity to choose data with effective 
representation as a primary objective. Even now, there is no theoretical guidance 
as to what characteristics should be selected or how these should be weighted in 
subsequent analyses. There is however limited empirical guidance as to the 
relationship between attributes in each dimensional context. This provides 
preliminary guidance as to the attribute combinations which may prove capable of 
providing insight into the role of place in labour exchange. 
The fourth assumption directs attention towards the existence of conceptual 
feedback effects which are practically ignored in most applied geographical research. 
Work in diffusion and innovation is the possible exception, however this remains 
elementary in labour exchange where transmission of unemployment impulses has 
been the major focus of research (Vining,1945; Brechling,1967; Cassetti, King and 
Jeffrey,1971; Jeffrey and Webb,1972; Clark,1975). This examines a relatively simple 
phenomenon and relies on association of aggregates to imply process rather than an 
explicit knowledge of it. The paucity of work in this field of labour exchange is 
not surprising as many critical factors, such as community values, are intangible. 
The effect is concepts of dubious merit, such as community indifference curves 
(Smith,1977) which are difficult to manipulate in an empirical environment. This 
situation is compounded when the hypothesised character of spatio social relations is 
considered as the subsequent ramifications for highly aggregate operations of social 
process are very difficult to discern. The feedback theme has been adopted 
elsewhere as in Myrdal's (1957) model of growth/decline process and, more recently, 
in the theoretical literature through arguments concerning the refiexiveness of space 
(Badcock,1984,52) and the operation of a socio-spatial dialectic (Soja,1980). 
Unfortunately, the first of these is derived from observation of gross macroeconomic 
phenomena which ignore the problems of small scale place. This type of deficiency 
has come to be expected and prompted Harvey (1973,26) to observe a predilection 
amongst regional economists "for understanding economies and misunderstanding 
space". This problem has been partly offset in the theoretical literature but it lacks 
the formal empirical support necessary to substantiate much argument and has 
become detached in the extreme (Badcock,1984,53). Such considerations can only be 
ignored in the rarefied environment of theory as they become substantial obstacles 
in empirical analysis. 
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The final assumption raises the most difficult issue of all because, in assuming 
independence of labour exchange from all other aspects of social and economic 
process, the part ial character of models such as this, is exposed. The inadequacy of 
artificial par t i t ions of otherwise integrated phenomena is highlighted by the diversity 
of interests in the chosen a t t r ibu te set, few of which are solely related to labour 
exchange. Resul tant deficiency in the model could be overcome by inclusion of an 
exogenous element, but this would be of little practical value since the concept of 
na tu re in differentiat ion is exceedingly complex and there is little formal basis for a 
specification. An awareness of exogenous influences is best encouraged in models of 
process relating specific variables, noted as a l imitation in more general studies or 
t rea ted according to individual circumstances. 
These assumptions identify the major aspects of spatio social relationships in 
labour exchange which must be investigated fur ther if a comprehensive empirical 
model is to be developed. Though related through their common foundat ions is the 
revised model and drawing in work from other fields, this provides grounds for 
t repidat ion if empirical comprehensiveness is expected in the short term. This s tems 
f rom two sources: first, the assumptions of this model are diverse in terms of 
current interest fields; and second, they provide conceptually significant research 
problems in their own right. A comprehensive empirical model can only be 
established once these fields have been more fully explored. In the interim, sound 
short term gains will be restricted to these and narrowly based partial integrations, 
with a heavy reliance on theoretical abstract ion from the little t ha t is known or can 
be established. 
This model of place in labour exchange is impor tant for four reasons. Firs t , 
whilst it does not el iminate the analytical reversal identified initially as a major 
weakness of reificationist approaches, it is based on a recognition of problems in the 
' t radi t ional spat io analyt ical ' model. It could be claimed tha t the initial reversal is 
a result of analytical exigencies but this would be misleadingly simple. The 
necessity to incorporate a circularity into the model reveals its t rue complexity and 
the cause-effect di lemma this creates. The reality of place in process is more 
complex than widely recognised, with one being integral to the other . Second, the 
solution adopted with the revised model is not unique, as with the reification model, 
since it depar t s in rat ionale from the t radi t ional al ternative. Where a ubiquitous 
spat ia l s t ruc ture is not evident to support such action, exploration is necessary to 
search subsets of a t t r ibu te combination since more than one spatial s t ruc ture may 
be inherent in social process. Third , the model is constrained by reference to 
conventional analysis so options are limited to the observable and a t ta inable . The 
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excesses of abstract theorisation are therefore minimised. Fourth, place is assigned 
a posit ive role in labour exchange and no longer the analytical convenience assumed 
in so many treatments. Models of labour exchange, be they theoretical or empirical, 
which choose to ignore place are conceptually barren. 
7.3 Conclusion 
Place is an integral component of labour exchange. Unfortunately , 
appreciation of place 's role in labour exchange is a highly speculative venture since 
the phenomena being related are both subtle and extremely complex. Tradit ional 
approaches to spatial analysis have underrated the significance of place in social 
process whilst theoretical abstraction has produced a profusion of compet ing 
alternatives. The model developed here compensates for these deficiencies by 
revising the former to emphasise the significance of place, constraining the range of 
alternatives which can be formulated by reference to empirical benchmarks. The 
fundamental bases for this model lie in the identification of a spatial structure 
which is widely based in dimensional regularities. These are indicative of social 
affinities with place which are sufficiently general to justify the description of spatial 
structure as ubiquitous. The resultant model reverses the principle tenet of its 
predecessor, arguing that place is an organic component of social process and that 
the two are therefore not independent but conceptually instrumental in definition of 
one another. In so doing, claims that place is an analytical convenience are 
dismissed and a positive role for place in development of social research is proposed. 
In concluding, it is contended that social process cannot be realistically modelled 
without incorporation of the spatial differences inherent in place since these are, in 
effect , parameters of social process. 
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CHAPTER 8 
EXPLORATION AND AREAL DIFFERENTIATION 
T h e f u n d a m e n t a l source of spa t ia l va r ia t ion in social process is h u m a n beings 
in specific places. As the source of va r i a t ion is highly sophis t ica ted i ts 
m a n i f e s t a t i o n s can be expected to a t t a i n high levels of complex i ty . Th is empir ica l 
ana lys i s has sough t t o control for complexi ty by t a r g e t t i n g research in accordance 
wi th five p a r a m e t e r s : 
i) res t r ic t ion of a t t e n t i o n to t he labour exchange process; 
ii) an empir ica l focus on the ex t en t and n a t u r e of d i f fe ren t ia t ion ; 
iii) analys is of areal fo rm as opposed to process; 
iv) use of smal l scale spa t i a l un i t s (local) for inves t iga t ion of areal 
differences; 
v) a highly d i saggrega ted social t r e a t m e n t of d imensional va r i a t ion . 
Each of these issues has been widely addressed in the geographical l i t e ra tu re bu t 
compara t ive ly l i t t le has been done to in t eg ra t e t h e m and shif t a t t e n t i o n f r o m the 
concep tua l to empir ica l rea lm. T h e purpose of th is discussion is to review the 
overal l deve lopmen t of preceding analyses . Th i s will be done in two p a r t s , one 
dea l ing wi th exp lo ra to ry d a t a analys is as an a d j u s t m e n t to the diff icult ies of spa t ia l 
research and t he o the r , s u b s t a n t i v e f indings f rom empir ical man ipu la t i on of ou t comes 
f r o m the l abour exchange process. 
8.1 Exploratory D a t a Analys is : A Model for Invest igat ion of Spatial 
Di f ferent ia t ion 
C o n v e n t i o n a l phi losophies of numerica l analys is in geographic research are 
defec t ive because they do no t reconcile des i rable goals wi th those which are 
a t t a i n a b l e in specific s i tua t ions . T h e r e is need for a f r amework which will assist in 
ove rcoming th i s p rob lem. W h e r e the desi rable and a t t a i n a b l e diverge p r a g m a t i c 
so lu t ions a re required if empir ica l ana lyses are to provide a s t a r l i n g poin t for 
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research. Il is in this context, that the philosophy of exploratory data analysis is 
useful because it provides a framework and justification for research in the most 
difficult of circumstances. 
The major contention of this philosophy is that structured exploration provides 
a substitute for inadequate theory until sufficient is known of the phenomena being 
examined. The purpose of exploration in this situation is to assist in developing a 
research environment capable of sustaining theory formulation. Pragmatic analyses 
have been criticised as unsystematic and uncoordinated. Exploratory data analysis 
creates a framework which offsets these criticisms by imposition of structure on 
search procedures which necessitate evaluation of alternatives at subsequent stages of 
analysis. From the experience of this Study, a model for analysis of spatial data 
can be proposed. 
The main features of this model are shown in Figure 8.1 where the critical 
stages of exploration have been presented. The first task in this framework is 
problem identification and justification for assignment of priority. All subsequent 
stages of the model involve internally exclusive decisions which direct the analyst 
towards designated choices. The first choice is that between exploratory and 
confirmatory modes of analysis which is necessary to minimise distortion in findings. 
The fundamental question is: can analysis confirm results in environments of general 
uncertainty? A bank of tests is used to guide this decision. Results must be 
positive for all categories if confirmatory analysis is to be preferred. Violation of 
one or more criteria substantially increases tlie difficulty of maintaining a definitive 
control of the research problem. Since a high level of control over concept and 
measurement is not easily attainable in complex applied research, exploratory 
philosophies must be accepted as a 'matter of course' alternative to confirmatory 
solutions. 
If exploration is not to be given positive direction in the absence of sound 
theory, search priorities must be established to facilitate systematic disaggregation of 
the research problem into manageable components. Establishment of search 
priorities is governed by the three factors shown in Figure 8.1. Two analytical 
options follow with scope for data intensive and data extensive analyses. The 
primary consideration in any choice between the two depends on the objectives of 
analysis. ]f analysis of extent in differentiation is the objective, data intensive 
analysis is appropriate whereas the reverse holds for analysis of nature in 
differentiation. Investigations of nature in differentiation are extraordinarily complex 
to formulate and previous conceptualisations are often inappropriate or defective. 
Increasing uncertainty of this kind further legitimises the need for development of 
exploratory philosophies. 
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Figure 8-1: E x p l o r a t o r y D a t a Analys i s , Spa t ia l Research 
and Cri t ica l Decision Po in t s . 
PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION 
. what Is to be invest igated 
. why It is to be invest igated 
A D E Q U A C Y FOR THEORY 
F O R M U L A T I O N 
+ proceed to conf i rmat ion 
- addi t ional round of explorat ion 
A N A L Y T I C A L FRAMEWORK 
A D E Q U A C Y OF C O N F I R M A T I O N 
+ cont inue conf i rmatory analysis 
- revert to e*plorat ion 
search related procedures-^— 
necessary to specify features 
of problem (inductive) 
capacity of theory 
formal support for theory 
availability of numerical in format ion 
adequacy of numerical in format ion 
simpl ici ty of problem (given no 
previous research) 
^cond i t ions for hypothesis 
test ing and proof sat isf ied 
(deductive) 
EXPLORATORY 
D A T A 
A N A L Y S I S 
CONFIRMATORY 
D A T A 
A N A L Y S I S 
l - -
ESTABL ISHMENT OF 
SEARCH 
PRIORITIES 
what issues are important 
what numerical in format ion 
is available 
. what techniques and procedures 
are available 
D A T A INTENSIVE SEARCH 
• A T A EXTENSIVE 
SEARCH 
data and technique 
1 
1 
data and technique 
1 
INVESTIGATIONS OF EXTENT 
IN 
A R E A L DIFFERENTIATION 
INVESTIGATIONS OF 
NATURE IN AREAL 
DIFFERENTIATION 
SYNTHESIS OF 
AREAL FORM 
QUESTIONS A N D 
HYPOTHESIS 
GENERATION 
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Exp lo ra t i on of areal fo rm, be it d a t a in tens ive or extensive, is va luable because 
t he resul t ing empir ical syn theses fac i l i t a te fo rmal concep tua l i sa t ion where none was 
previously possible. Th i s is an in te rac t ive procedure where findings have the s t a t u s 
of hypo theses or ques t ions unt i l suff icient formal in fo rmat ion has been a c c u m u l a t e d 
to leg i t imate ly s u p p o r t con f i rma to ry analysis . 
T h e goal of exp lora toy d a t a analys is is to minimise the d i s to r t ions of empir ica l 
research which resul t f rom accep tance of i n a p p r o p r i a t e or i nadequa te theory and 
research objec t ives . It has developed as a p r a g m a t i c response to these p rob lems and 
e m b r a c e s a recognit ion of the need to reconcile desi rable and a t t a i n a b l e object ives in 
empir ica l s tudies . I n t e r a r ea p rob lems are especially prone to the difficult ies which 
inh ib i t c o n f i r m a t o r y or def in i t ive analyses and for th is reason explora tory d a t a 
ana lys i s is more a p p r o p r i a t e here t h a n in o ther fields of geographic endeavour . 
8.2 Areal Segregat ion and Localised Differences in Outcomes from the 
Labour Exchange Process 
Local l abour exchange di f ferent ia ls are poorly unders tood in Aus t ra l i a , yet they 
are a f u n d a m e n t a l expression of socio-economic process. The empirical e lement of 
th is S tudy has been designed to provide ins ights in to the spat ia l charac te r of labour 
exchange d i f fe ren t ia t ion and so the role of place in social process. This analys is 
cons is t s of t h r ee componen t s : 
i) s u b s t a n t i v e ma te r i a l necessary to sus ta in informed empirical man ipu la t ion 
of spat ia l d a t a ; 
ii) d a t a in tens ive analyses of ex ten t in spa t ia l d i f ferent ia t ion of ou tcomes 
f r o m the labour exchange process; 
iii) d a t a ex tens ive ana lyses of n a t u r e in spa t ia l d i f ferent ia t ion of ou tcomes 
f r o m the labour exchange process. 
T h e s u b s t a n t i v e ma te r i a l in th is S tudy has been of two types . T h e first 
es tabl i shed necessary background for informed analys is by ident i fying the p reva len t 
mac roeconomic t r ends opera t ive over the period of in teres t and establ ishing the 
effect iveness of locat ional ly d i sc r iminan t policy on s t r u c t u r e of the space economy. 
Review of macroeconomic condi t ions was considered necessary to establ ish t he 
s ignif icance of a labour exchange analys is for the period of s tudy . This documen ted 
the onse t of a wide spread recession, paying a t t e n t i o n to the t iming and severi ty of 
crisis which p a r t i t i o n s the period of in teres t and had a marked effect on some 
sources of obse rva t ion . E x a m i n a t i o n of locat ional ly d iscr iminant policy was 
u n d e r t a k e n to d e t e r m i n e whe the r explora t ion should be concerned with the effects of 
policy because of recent inf iuences on spa t ia l s t r u c t u r e . It was found t h a t successive 
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State and Federal governments had imaginative public commitments to restructuring 
the space economy of N.S.W. The effectiveness of these policies was eroded by 
short term changes in objective, poor resource support and, particularly in the 
Federal case, a shortlived commitment. As a result, redistribution of activity was 
negligible, mitigating against detailed consideration of policy initiatives and their 
effects in local analysis of spatial structure. 
The second type of substantive material referred to the 
'strategy/technique/data' combination used to explore nature in areal differentiation. 
Treatment of this was necessary for two reasons: exposition of a philosophy 
espousing exploratory data analysis without operationalising it under complex 
analytical circumstances is meaningless; and exploration of nature in areal 
differentiation offers scope for innovative responses. The strategy used was 
taxonomic and the techniques applied, numerical. These two aspects of the 
framework have been combined in ways not commonly encountered in human 
geography. The data to be explored using this combination were purposefully 
selected at high levels of spatial and social disaggregation to dispel notions of 
definitive theoretical control and avoid replication of the indicators approach. Data 
selection highlighted the need for an exploratory stance in research of this type as it 
emphasised the limitations imposed by availability and quality of information. 
Empirical investigation of local differences in labour exchange revealed marked 
patterns of spatial segregation. This phase of analysis was developed in two parts 
with one focussing on differences of extent and the other, by contrast, differences in 
nature between places. 
Unemployment was used as the sole basis for analysis of extent in spatial 
differentiation because of its widespread application as a surrogate for performance 
of the labour exchange process. This aspect of investigation was specified by two 
issues. The first was oriented towards the concept of unemployment and its utility 
as a performance surrogate^ . It was found that conventional views of the concept 
ignored important elements of unemployment. Traditional justifications for its use 
as an index of performance were found wanting because of interpretative ambiguity 
in spatial circumstances. A more robust alternative was found in the welfare 
justification which adopted the view that concentrations of unemployment are only 
indicative of areas with unemployment induced welfare problems. 
« 
The second issue, specifying direction in the analysis of spatial unemployment 
patterns, concentrated on the durability of observed differences through examination 
^Deta i led considerat ion of indices used in different iat ion is only possible in da ta intensive analyses 
because few d imensions of di f ferent iat ion are used. 
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of cross sectional and longitudinal outcomes fronn exchange. Convent ional analyses 
of pattern are weak because the views of form they convey make no reference to 
consistency. Patterns may then be ephemeral and not truly indicative of a 
consistent role for place in labour exchange. For this reason, the analysis 
emphasised identif ication of form constants through comparison of spatial patterns. 
This analysis revealed a very complex pattern of areal differentiation, characterised 
by high degrees of cross sectional and longi tudinal instabil i ty. The search for form 
constants simplified these patterns and enabled the identification of core areas which 
were of uncondi t ional welfare concern^. This is analytically important as it 
h ighl ights those places where cross sectional, longitudinal or cross 
sect ional / longi tudina l problems can be consistently observed. These are areas where 
the labour exchange process has proven to be consistently incapable of removing 
unemployment induced welfare problems and remedial public action is warranted. 
There is clearly a strong basis for believing that place has a role in labour exchange 
since spatial analysis permits diagnosis of socially significant differences in the space 
economy. These results however only establish a prima facie case and must be 
expanded if grounds are to be established for a synthesis of place and social process. 
The problem with analyses of extent is that conclusions, questions and 
hypotheses as to the significance of place in labour exchange are strictly l imited in 
appl icat ion to only one dimension of spatial differentiation. Investigations of nature 
in differentiation offer an increased scope for generalisation. This component of the 
analysis was specified in two parts, one dealing exclusively with areal form and the 
other, a t t r ibute contr ibut ion patterns from social process. 
Extensive man ipu la t ion and diagnosis of spatial dissimilarities revealed a 
remarkably consistent and intuit ively intelligible pattern of spatial segregation. As a 
first stage of analysis, this is extremely impor tant from both conceptual and 
analyt ical viewpoints. Conceptual significance arises from the init ial possibility that 
no structure would be identifiable. Here, a robust structure of differences has been 
identif ied from several analyt ical perspectives on the basis of labour exchange 
outcomes. This suggests a highly ubiqui tous taxonomy of place which is hardly 
surprising, in retrospect, given the subsequently proposed model of place and its role 
in labour exchange. 
Ana lyt ica l ly , classification enabled the identification of a tr ipart i te typology of 
areal differences, the character of which was specified using the 'shorthand method' . 
The spatial structure indexed by this typology represented differences between 
^As a corol lary, areas of uncond i t iona l ly low and condi t iona l welfare concern were also identif ied. 
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c o a s t a l , u r b a n and in land n o n u r b a n place. Tliese di f ferences t r anscend two 
d i c h o t o m o u s t h e m e s , t h e f i rs t being regional ( coas t - in land) and the second u rban 
h ie ra rch ic ( u r b a n - n o n u r b a n ) . Ex tens ive d iagnos is revealed t h a t th is s t r u c t u r e was 
rep l icab le f r o m n u m e r o u s perspec t ives and well founded in original d iss imi lar i t ies . 
O r d i n a t i o n rea f f i rmed these t h e m e s and suggested a powerful i n t eg ra t ion which 
syn thes i sed d i f ferences t h r o u g h the widely r ang ing ac t iv i ty g rad ien t concep t . T h o u g h 
an induc t ive ly der ived p ropos i t ion , th i s concep tua l i s a t ion of ac t iv i ty is i m p o r t a n t 
because of i ts widely r ang ing basis in o u t c o m e s f r o m the labour exchange process. 
T h i s offers one m a j o r a d v a n t a g e over conven t iona l t r e a t m e n t s , such as the 
i n d u s t r y / o c c u p a t i o n a l mix a l t e rna t i ve . T h i s view of ac t iv i ty is not prescr ibed by 
na r rowly preconceived theory t h a t res t r i c t s t he type of t ang ib le resul t which can be 
o b t a i n e d when so l i t t le is ac tua l ly known of place in l abour exchange . T h e final 
p r o d u c t , t he re fo re , ' f i t s ' t h e m a n i f e s t a t i o n s of social process in place r a t h e r t h a n 
forc ing place to ' f i t ' one specif icat ion of t h e p rob lem. T h e end result is a concept 
of ac t iv i ty which is capab le of s u p p o r t i n g expans ive hypo theses concerning place 
since it is bo th more general and flexible t h a n prescr ibed def in i t ion . 
T h e ana lys i s of n a t u r e in d i f f e ren t i a t ion t h r o u g h areal fo rm was expanded by 
sea rch ing for regular i t i es in the i m m e d i a t e source of social va r ia t ion . T h i s was done 
t h r o u g h e x a m i n a t i o n of a t t r i b u t e c o n t r i b u t i o n p a t t e r n s . Ident i f ica t ion of such 
regu la r i t i e s in a t t r i b u t e con t r ibu t ion is i m p o r t a n t because it provides ins ights in to 
t he n a t u r e of va r i a t ion and d e t e r m i n e s t he empir ical s ignif icance of p a t t e r n s in 
spa t i a l d i f f e r en t i a t i on . T h i s proved to be a very diff icul t phase of analys is because 
of t h e d ivers i ty in d imens ions and the i r extens ive d isaggregat ion t h rough 
a t t r i b u t i o n a l spec i f ica t ion . These di f f icul t ies did no t obscure the evidence of 
w i d e s p r e a d , clearly d i scernable and highly intel l igible regular i t ies a t the d imens iona l 
scale which were ind ica t ive of s t rongly t h e m a t i c assoc ia t ions between place and 
o p e r a t i o n of t h e l abour exchange process. As such , they were regarded as ind ica t ing 
spa t i a l p a r a m e t e r s in ope ra t ion of the l abour exchange process. F r o m th i s it was 
a rgued t h a t social process could not be specified in isolat ion f rom place. T h e t w o 
se t s of m u l t i d i m e n s i o n a l obse rva t ions could be easily re la ted in an ana ly t i ca l sense. 
However , they had a m o r e va luable func t ion where the role of place in labour 
e x c h a n g e was concerned . F i r s t ly , they es tab l i shed the precondi t ions for a far 
r each ing concep tua l syn thes i s of place and labour exchange and secondly , 
o b s e r v a t i o n a l l i m i t a t i o n s to cons t ra in such a d e v e l o p m e n t , and so avoid t he excesses 
of a b s t r a c t t h e o r i s a t i o n . 
T h e resu l t was a model of place in l abour exchange which reverses t he 
p r inc ipa l t e n e t s of t he ' t r a d i t i o n a l s p a t i o a n a l y t i c a l ' model t h a t under l ies a large 
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proport ion of applied spatial research. The fundamenta l proposition of this model is 
t h a t differences in place were not caused by the social regularities, identified 
subsequent ly , but t h a t operation of process is place specific. This is the source of 
regularit ies which emerge f rom aggregate (collectively based in other places) social 
processes, such as labour exchange. Exogenous factors can only be incorporated into 
this model by proposit ion of feedback effects f rom operation of aggregate social 
process to individual places, developing an interact ion so tha t place is inextricably 
related to social process. Little is known of the 'f i l tering' mechanisms which 
influence the s t rength of these feedbacks other than elementary work in diffusion 
and innovat ion. Redefinition of place in these terms is inseparable from a 
conceptual and analyt ical role in social process. 
It has been possible in the first empirical component of this analysis to 
provide a view of areal differentiation according to differences of extent . The 
second component presented an extension of this by incorporating diverse elements 
of labour exchange to present a t r ea tment of na ture in differentiation. The 
impor tance of this is tha t unlike previous studies with labour exchange, it 
concentra tes on outcomes ra ther than supposed de terminants and is inherently 
empirical to provide observational insights into differentiation and does not rely on 
theory but a t t e m p t s to show directions for development. Exploration of this type is 
essential if challenging respecifications of place in labour exchange, and less directly 
social process, are to be under taken. 
Directions for fur ther development of this work have been specified in the 
discussion of assumpt ions in the previous Chap te r . More direct extensions of this 
par t icular work, however, can be a t ta ined by expanding analytical coverage to 
include other s ta tes in Austra l ia and a wider array of a t t r ibutes and dimensions. 
Given the significance of place in social process, it would also appear fruitful to use 
the t r ipa r t i t e typology as a basis for selecting places where extensive intra-area 
s tudies of social process could be conducted to gain an understanding of causes for 
different ia t ion. Such work, though constrained to very few places, provides the only 
pa th to a refined unders tanding of social process and its operation in place. 
8.3 Conclusion 
Applicability of exploratory da t a analysis to interarea investigation takes place 
within a much wider debate as to the suitability of philosophies, methodologies and 
techniques for acquiring knowledge. This Study has dealt with only one facet of 
this , the use of imperfect observation and its role in theory development. The 
significance of this Study lies in neither its exposition of exploratory da ta analysis 
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nor its empirical treatment of place in labour exchange, but rather in its integration 
of the two. It not only transfers and develops a much needed philosophy to 
geographical research but demonstrates its suitability in the most arduous of applied 
research environments. Interim results, which elucidate the nexus between structure 
in place and social process, have several applications which have not been pursued 
here. This is the work of subsequent studies which may choose to accept this 
argument. However, this work on the role of place in social process is a starting 
point for extended empirical work of this type. The role of place in social process 
cannot be accepted as an analytical convenience but equally its legitimacy as an 
element of social process must be refined if these gains are to be consolidated. 
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POSTSCRIPT 
This Study emerged from an original fascination with spatial disparities in the 
social characteristics of people. It developed through four stages, the initial point of 
departure being social indicators. After extensive work, culminating in a study of 
south east N.S.W. , it was found that outcomes from social process could not be 
systematically reconciled with place. The more serious difficulties of this approach 
could be eliminated by accepting highly aggregated partitions of space and social 
process where both lost definition. Even then, problems persisted with outcomes 
from process, such as spatial concentrations of unemployment, indicating reversals in 
performance according to accepted models. This position was regarded as untenable. 
The second stage of development involved a response to these difficulties by 
seeking to reconcile models of social process and spatial observation by empirically 
modelling social relationships in a spatial environment. It was hoped that this 
would account for at least some of the observed inconsistencies. Three problems 
obstructed all efforts in this direction. First, available information was so limited 
that only highly prescribed aspects of labour exchange could be examined. Second, 
data were of dubious reliability for modelling in a purportedly confirmatory manner. 
Third, the models which could be 'pieced' together with foundations in established 
theory were fragmented and naive by comparison to the complexity of actual 
problems. The result was entirely unsatisfactory with inadequately conceived models 
relying on association of spatially decomposed aggregates to imply causality. 
The disturbing feature of this approach is that elementary and imprecise 
theoretical constructs can be proposed and are often well received where high levels 
of association can be demonstrated between aggregates. Residuals for such models 
are often supportively random indicating, at first sight, adequate specification. The 
question is: how can this be where vital factors are not included in numerical 
models? For example, proposed relationships between wealth and spatial disparities 
in labour force opportunity do not and cannot include such factors as control of 
resources and purpose of work which are as too 'soft' for inclusion. The obvious 
reason is that several factors may be confused in residual patterns, unless of course 
labour force opportunity is a perfect surrogate for all absent factors. Under these 
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c i rcumstances , models wilh lesser claims to explanatory power and highly s t ruc tured 
res iduals indicat ive of specification problems would be superior as difficulties are 
obvious and compara t ive ly minor . Unfor tuna te ly , this is not usually the case and 
prob lems are more insidious. Whilst such cons t ruc ts are indisputably useful in 
suggest ing some causal possibilities, they do not qualify as definitive models of 
complex social process. 
The th i rd s tage of development sought to combine the best features of both 
preceding s tages. A first d r a f t was completed using this s t ra tegy four and a half 
years a f te r commencemen t . This involved an a t t e m p t to document major dispari t ies 
in the spat ia l d i s t r ibu t ion of highly disaggregate social variables in combinat ion with 
a causal model of spat ia l d i f ferent ia t ion. Though an improvement over the earlier 
s t ra tegies , this result was unsat is fying as it did not resolve concerns f rom the two 
earlier fo rmula t ions . The worst excesses of this could be alleviated by excluding the 
unpa l a t ab l e and accepting higher level social aggregates. Irrespective, the 
f u n d a m e n t a l problem remained the same, a general failure of all three approaches to 
reconcile place wi th social process in any th ing o ther than an analyt ical way. 
This left three opt ions, superficial ref inement of the unrefineable, adandonmen t 
of the Study or reformula t ion to address the problem of place and its role in labour 
exchange. The final option was adopted within the context of Tukey 's exploratory 
d a t a analysis as an a d j u s t m e n t to the technical obstacles which combined to impede 
progress. The fo rma t of this Study and the techniques applied have been carefully 
chosen as a result of experiences in the earlier s tages of development . It conta ins 
some fea tures t hough t undesirable in report ing research. In some cases, the obvious 
has been s t a t ed , the tedious retained and negative perspectives emphasised. 
Decisions to do so have been made with great care as the obvious is often elusive 
unti l s t a t ed , t he tedious necessary where fields are replete with difficulties and the 
negat ive jus t i f i ab le where unde r s t a t emen t is misleading. This has been necessary 
due to the numerous s tages required in formula t ing this Study with the hope t h a t it 
will minimise difficult ies for those who follow. As a final comment , there is a bias 
in much of the empirical l i te ra ture towards positive research results and 'c lean ' 
a r g u m e n t which t r ea t obstacles with abandon . This cannot continue if social 
research is to develop in a balanced manner . 
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P L A C E 
LABOUR EXCHANGE PROCESS 
S P A T I A L PROCESS 
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V A R I A B L E 
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EXPLORATORY DATA ANALYSIS 
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PROPORTIONATE DATA 
' locotionol segregation of sociol ond physical 
envi ronments. 
' process resolving work ond labour requirements. 
' disoggregotion of sociol process occording to 
place. 
outcomes from spatial process occording to 
pI ace. 
' distinction by degree differences in status 
between places. 
distinction by qualitative differences in 
status between places. 
phenomeno of varying states - obsevationol units 
used to monitor these, with emphosis remaining 
on i ni t i 0 I phenomena. 
feoture of observational unit - feotures used 
to monitor observational unit with emphosis 
remaining on observoIionaI unit. 
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common definitional origin. 
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d imens i onoI I eve I . 
onolyses using one dimension of variation between 
pI aces. 
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voriotion between places. 
level of observation identified with small 
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populotions or somples. 
index of dissimiIority between observotionaI 
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simptificotion of dissimilarity patterns 
occording to discontinuities. 
simp I ificotion of dissimilarity patte 
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of observationol foundotions. 
any set of distinctions between observotionoI 
un i ts-
set of distinctions from which high tevet 
synthesis con be obtained. 
dimensional patterns subsumed into one 
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dimensionol patterns retoined in seporote 
dissimilority motri ces. 
attributes exclusive to set directly onolysed. 
attributes inclusive of set directly analysed. 
spatial coincidence of dimensionol or 
at t r i but i onoI pat terns. 
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